Trust Board Papers
Isle of Wight NHS Trust

Board Meeting in Public (Part 1)

to be held on
Wednesday 2nd July 2014
at
09.30am - Conference Room—Level B
St. Mary’s Hospital, Parkhurst Road,
NEWPORT, Isle of Wight, PO30 5TG

Staff and members of the public are welcome
to attend the meeting.

Key Trust Strategic Objectives & Critical Success Factors 2014/15
Strategic Objectives

Critical Success Factors

1. QUALITY - To achieve the highest
possible quality standards for our
patients in terms of outcomes,
safety and positive experience of
care

CSF 1 - Improve the
experience and
satisfaction of our
patients, their carers, our
partners and staff

CSF2 - Improve clinical
effectiveness, safety and
outcomes for our
patients

2. CLINICAL STRATEGY - To deliver
the Trust’s clinical strategy,
integrating service delivery within
our organisation and with our
partners, and providing services
locally wherever clinically
appropriate and cost effective

CSF3 - Continuously
develop and successfully
implement our Integrated
Business Plan

CSF4 - Develop our
relationships with key
stakeholders to
continually build on our
integration across health
and between health,
social care and the
voluntary/third sector,
collectively delivering a
sustainable local system

3. RESILIENCE - Build the resilience
of our services and organisation,
through partnerships within the
NHS, with social care and with the
private and voluntary/third sectors

CSF5 - Demonstrate
robust linkages with our
NHS partners, the local
authority, the third sector
and commercial entities
for the clear benefit of our
patients

CSF6 - Develop our
quality governance and
financial management
systems and processes
to deliver performance
that exceeds the
standards set down for
Foundation Trusts

4. PRODUCTIVITY - To improve the
productivity and efficiency of the
Trust, building greater financial
sustainability within the local
health and social care economy

CSF7 - Improve value for
money and generate our
planned surplus whilst
maintaining or improving
quality

CSF8 - Develop our
support infrastructure to
improve the quality and
value of the services we
provide

5. WORKFORCE - To develop our
people, culture and workforce
competencies to implement our
vision and clinical strategy,
engendering a sense of pride
amongst staff in the work they do
and services provided and
positioning the Trust as an
employer of choice

CSF9 - Redesign our
workforce so people of
the right attitude, skills
and capabilities are in the
right places at the right
time to deliver high quality
patient care

CSF10 - Develop our
organisational culture,
processes and
capabilities to be an
outstanding organisation
and employer of choice

The next meeting in public of the Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board will be held on Wednesday 2nd July 2014 commencing
at 09:30hrs.in the Conference Room, St. Mary’s Hospital, Parkhurst Road, NEWPORT, Isle of Wight, PO30 5TG. Staff
and members of the public are welcome to attend the meeting. Staff and members of the public are asked to send
their questions in advance to board@iow.nhs.uk to ensure that as comprehensive a reply as possible can be given.

AGENDA
Indicative
Timing

09:30

No.

Item

1

Receive

Verbal

Chair

Receive

Verbal

Chair

Receive

Verbal

Quality & Performance
Management

CEO

Receive

Pres

Employee Recognition of Achievement Awards

Culture & Workforce

CEO

Receive

Pres

2.3

Employee of the Month

Culture & Workforce

CEO

Receive

Pres

3
3.1

Minutes of Previous Meetings
To approve the minutes from the meeting of
the Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board held on 28th
May 2014 and the Schedule of Actions.
To approve the minutes from the meeting of
the Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board held on 5th
June 2014 and the Schedule of Actions.
Chairman to sign minutes as true and accurate
record
Review Schedule of Actions
Chairman’s Update
The Chairman will make a statement about
recent activity
Chief Executive’s Update
The Chief Executive will make a statement on
recent local, regional and national activity.
Items for the Board
Annual Complaints Report 2013/14

Chair

Approve

Enc A

Chair

Approve

Enc B

Chair

Receive

Enc C

Chair

Receive

Verbal

CEO

Receive

Enc D

Quality & Performance
Management

EDNW

Approve

Enc E

Culture & Workforce

EMD

Receive

Enc F

6.3

Annual Medical Revalidation Quality assurance
report
Annual Research Report 2013/14

Strategy & Business
Planning

EMD

Approve

Enc G

6.4

Monthly update on Safer Staffing

Culture & Workforce

ENDW

Approve

Enc H

3.3

10:30

Chair

2.2

3.2

10:20

Enc, Pres
or Verbal

1.3
2
2.1

1.2

10:15

Purpose

Apologies for Absence, Declarations of
Interest and Confirmation that meeting is
Quorate
Apologies for Absence: Chris Palmer, Executive
Director of Finance (Kevin Curnow, Deputy
Director of Finance will Deputise)
Confirmation that meeting is Quorate
No business shall be transacted at a meeting
of the Board of Directors unless one-third of
the whole number is present including:
The Chairman; one Executive Director; and two
Non-Executive Directors.
Declarations of Interest
Patients & Staff
Presentation of this month's Patient Story

1.1

10:05

Who

3.4
4
4.1
5
5.1
6
6.1
6.2
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6.5

6 Monthly update on Safer staffing.

Culture & Workforce

ENDW

Approve

Enc I

6.6

Performance Report

Quality & Performance
Management

EDNW

Receive

Enc J

6.7

Quality & Performance
Management

QCPC
Chair
FIWC
Chair
ACRC
Chair
CFC Chair

Receive

Enc K

Receive

Enc L

Receive

Enc M

Approve

Enc N

Strategy & Business
Planning

FTPD

Receive

Enc O

Strategy & Business
Planning

FTPD

Receive

Enc P

6.13

Minutes of the Quality & Clinical Performance
Committee held on 18th June 2014
Minutes of the Finance, Investment &
Workforce Committee held on 18th June 2014
Minutes of the Audit & Corporate Risk
Committee held on 5th June 2014
Minutes of the Charitable Funds Committee
held on 10th June 2014
Notes of the FT Programme Board held on 27th
May 2014
Notes of the FT Programme Board held on 17th
June 2014
FT Programme Update

Strategy & Business
Planning

FTPD

Receive

Enc Q

6.14

FT Self Certification

Strategy &Business
Planning

FTPD

Approve

Enc R

6.15

Board Assurance Framework – revised and
updated version for year 2014/15 for approval
Matters to be reported to the Board

Governance &
Administration

Comp
Sec
Chair

Approve

Enc S

6.8
6.9
6.10
6.11
6.12

11:20

7
7.1
8
9
10

11

Governance &
Administration
Culture & Workforce

Any Other Business

Chair

Questions from the Public
Chair
To be notified in advance
Issues to be covered in private.
Chair
The meeting may need to move into private session to discuss issues which are considered to be
‘commercial in confidence’ or business relating to issues concerning individual people (staff or patients). On
this occasion the Chairman will ask the Board to resolve:
'That representatives of the press, and other members of the public, be excluded from the remainder of
this meeting having regard to the confidential nature of the business to be transacted, publicity on which
would be prejudicial to the public interest', Section 1(2), Public Bodies (Admission to Meetings) Act l960.
The items which will be discussed and considered for approval in private due to their confidential nature are:
•
•
•
•

11:30

Quality & Performance
Management

Tenders - Update
Reports from Serious Incidents Requiring Investigation (SIRIs)
Safeguarding Update
Employee Relations Issues

The Chairman or Chief Executive will indicate if there are any other issues which may be discussed in private
without entering into detail about them. Members of the public, the press and members of staff will then
be asked to leave the room.
Date of Next Meeting:
The next meeting of the Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board to be held in public is on Wednesday 30th July 2014 in
the Conference Room at St. Mary’s Hospital, Newport, Isle of Wight, PO30 5TG.
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Enc A

Minutes of the meeting in Public of the Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board
held on Wednesday 28th May 2014
Conference Room, St Mary’s Hospital, Newport, Isle of Wight
PRESENT:

In Attendance:

For item 14/151

For item 14/152
For item 14/153

For Item 14/161

Observers:

Danny Fisher
Karen Baker
Chris Palmer
Alan Sheward
Mark Pugh
Nina Moorman
Charles Rogers
Peter Taylor
Sue Wadsworth

Chairman
Chief Executive (CEO)
Executive Director of Finance (EDF)
Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce (EDNW)
Executive Medical Director (EMD)
Non Executive Director
Non-Executive Director (Senior Independent
Director)
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director

Jessamy Baird
Jane Tabor
David King

Designate Non-Executive Director
Designate Non-Executive Director
Designate Non-Executive Director

Mark Price
Andy Heyes
Andy Hollebon

FT Programme Director & Company Secretary
Interim Director of Planning, ICT & Integration
Head of Communications

Victoria Winter
Buster Richmond
Glenis Sturgess
Karen Byrne
Elsie Young
Louise Iorio
Carol Yates
Emma Denman
Heather Madden
Felicity Young
Kay Marriott
Sarah Butler
Brian Johnston

Health Care Assistant, Endoscopy
Health Care Assistant, Endoscopy
Sister, Endoscopy
Continuing Care/Transfer of Care Manager
Hospital Volunteer
Manager, Mottistone
Staff Nurse, Mottistone
Speech & Language Therapist
Occupational Therapist (on behalf of Clare Brennan)
Consultant Nurse
Acting Head of Clinical Services
Matron, Paediatrics (on behalf of Rebecca Hepworth)
Head of Corporate Governance & Risk Management

Mike Carr
Chris Orchin
Cllr Lora Peacey Wilcox

Patient Council
Heath Watch
Isle of Wight Council

Glenn Smith
June Atrill

Nutrition & Tissue Viability Nurse Specialist
Health Care Support Worker, Nutrition and Tissue
Viability
Trust Board Administrator

Minuted by:

Lynn Cave

Members of
the Public in
attendance:

There were 3 members of
the public present
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Minute
No.
14/145

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE, DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST AND CONFIRMATION
THAT THE MEETING IS QUORATE
There were no apologies for absence from the Board members.
Apologies were received from Nancy Ellacott, Patient Council. In addition, Claire
Brennan, Ian Malcolm and Rebecca Hepworth who were unable to attend to receive their
awards for the poster competition.
There were no declarations of interest.
The Chairman announced that the meeting was quorate.

14/146

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
TH

Minutes of the meeting of the Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board held on 30
approved with the following amendment:

April 2014 were

Jessamy Baird asked that her comment which featured in Min No. 14/136 at the
top of page 13 – “Jessamy Baird stated that…..” be removed from the minutes.
Proposed by Peter Taylor and seconded by Sue Wadsworth
The Chairman signed the minutes as a true and accurate record.
14/147

REVIEW OF SCHEDULE OF ACTIONS
The following updates to the schedule of actions were noted:
a) TB/059 – Flu Incentive: this action is now closed.
b) TB/069 – Long Term Financial Model: The Executive Director of Finance
th
confirmed that this item would be submitted on 20 June. This action is now
closed.
c) TB/085 – Pressure Ulcers: The Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
confirmed that the Tissue Viability Nurse Specialist had met with Public Health
and work was going ahead to roll out a programme of training by the end of this
financial year. There would be a stakeholder event with both health care
representatives and members of the public involved. He stated that it was
important to get the message on how to prevent pressure ulcers forming to as
many people as possible.
Action Note: The Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce to arrange for Glenn
Smith, Tissue Viability Nurse Specialist to present an update at Board seminar at
a later date.
Action by: EDNW
d) TB/087 – QUINCE Programme: The Interim Director of Planning, ICT &
th
Integration advised that this would be included at the 10 June Board Seminar.
e) TB089 – Endoscopy Small Works Items: The Executive Director of Nursing &
Workforce confirmed that work on these was now underway. This action is now
closed.
f)

TB/091 – Benchmarking of National KPIs: The Executive Director of Finance
confirmed that work was underway and was planned to be completed by the end
of July.

g) TB/092 – Mortality & Morbidity Review: The Executive Director of Nursing &
Workforce confirmed that a standard mortality template had been put into place
IOW NHS Trust Board Meeting Pt 1
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and that these would be reviewed by the Quality & Clinical Performance
Committee on a regular basis. This action is now closed.
h) TB/093 – Board Walkabout timings: The Company Secretary advised that this
item had been left open to allow for feedback on the new timings of these
walkabouts within the Board programme.
i) TB/094 – Board Walkabout Development: The Company Secretary advised
that this had been added to the Board Seminar forward plan. This action is now
closed.
j)

TB/095 – BAF Item 9.12 (Implementing workforce elements of the Business
Plan): The Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce advised that this was an
important workforce element which had been addressed within the Workforce
Strategy. He advised that it would be reworded and included in the 2014/15 BAF
for review to ensure continued compliance. This action is now closed,

k) TB/096 – NED involvement in Mental Health hearings: The Company
th
Secretary advised that a meeting to facilitate this had been arranged for 5 June.
This action is now closed.
l)

TB/097 – Board Meeting Feedback: Jane Tabor reported she continued to
discuss this with the Company Secretary and would bring details of the outcome
to a future Board Seminar. This action is now closed.

The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Review of Schedule of Actions
14/148

CHAIRMAN’S UPDATE
The Chairman reported on the following items:
a) Peter Taylor Retirement: The Chairman gave formal thanks to Peter Taylor for
his work as Non-Executive Director including Chair of the Audit and Corporate
Risk Committee across nearly 8 years of service.
b) NED Responsibilities: The Chairman outlined the changes to the NED
th
responsibilities from 7 June 2014 following Peter Taylor’s departure. The
appointments of Jane Tabor and David King becoming full Non-Executive
1
Directors were subject to TDA approval. He also advised that approval for a coopted Non-Executive Financial Advisor had been given.

Proposed by Sue Wadsworth and seconded by Peter Taylor
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board approved the proposed changes to the
NED Responsibilities.

1

Trust Development Authority
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2

c) CQC Inspection Visits: The Chairman reminded the Board that the CQC
Inspection would be undertaken next week with approximately 65 inspectors
expected. He said that it would in an intense week and that any help the Board
could give staff to help and encourage them to keep positive would be welcome.
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Chairman’s Update
14/149

CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S UPDATE
The Chief Executive added her thanks to Peter Taylor and especially for his work leading
the Mental Health Act Scrutiny Committee. She then proceeded to present her report.
Areas covered were:
National
• National Care of the Dying Audit: The Chief Executive requested that the Board
give formal approval for the appointment of Dr Mark Pugh, Executive Medical
Director to be the Trust’s lead on Care of the Dying with Dr Nina Moorman, NonExecutive Director supporting him as Non- Executive Director lead for End of Life
Care.
Proposed by Peter Taylor and seconded by Charles Rogers
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board approved the appointments of Board
leads for Care of the Dying and End of Life Care.
Regional
• Strategic Partnership for Mental Health Services: The Chief Executive
explained that a team had recently visited Hertfordshire and were encouraged by
the potential benefits of a formal link. She requested that the Board give formal
approval for the Statement of Intent for the Strategic Partnership with
Hertfordshire Partnership NHS Foundation Trust.
Proposed by Sue Wadsworth and seconded by Peter Taylor
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board approved the Statement of Intent
Local
• Care Quality Commission (CQC) Inspection
• Friends and Family Test for Staff
• Staff Communication
• NHS Equality, Diversity and Human Rights Week 2014
• Peer Review of ECT (Electro Convulsive Therapy)
• Trust Executive Committee Key Issues
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Chief Executive’s Update

CULTURE & WORKFORCE
PATIENTS & STAFF
14/150

PATIENT STORY
The Chief Executive advised the meeting that this month’s patient story was filmed in the
discharge lounge on Alverstone Ward. The film related the patient’s experiences. She
praised all staff for her care and said that she had no complaints at all.
The Chief Executive commented that patients perceptions of the ward seeming
occasionally to be short of staff was interesting as following review it was appropriately
staffed.
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Patient Story

2

Care Quality Commission
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14/151

EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION OF ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
The Chief Executive presented Employee Recognition of Achievement Awards:
month under the Category:

This

Category 3 – Going the Extra Mile:
Buster Richmond
Health Care Assistant – Endoscopy, Planned Directorate
Victoria Winter
Health Care Assistant – Endoscopy, Planned Directorate
Category – Long service
Elsie Young
Hospital Volunteer for 14 years

The Chief Executive congratulated all recipients on their achievements.
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Employee Recognition of
Achievement Awards
14/152

EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
The Chief Executive presented the award to:
•

May 2014 - Carol Yates, Staff Nurse – Mottistone Suite

She confirmed that they had been nominated for her excellent work by patients who felt
she should be recognised for her work. The Chief Executive congratulated her.
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Employee of the Month Award
14/153

WINNERS OF THE POSTER PRESENTATION FROM THE NURSES & ALLIED
HEALTH PROFESSIONALS DAY
The Chief Executive presented the awards to the winners of the poster presentation and
congratulated them all on their impressive posters which had been displayed at the
meeting for the attendees to view.
1st Twitter - £500
Rebecca Hepworth – Staff Nurse, Childrens Ward, Planned Clinical Directorate
2nd Cocks and Robbers £250
Felicity Young – Consultant Nurse, Sexual Health Service
Joint 3rd - Community Rehab and Health Trainers £100 each
Emma Denman - Speech & Language Therapist
Claire Brennon – Occupational Therapist, Occupational Therapy &
Ian Malcolm - Health Trainer Admin, Cowes Health Centre, Community Health
Directorate)
Kay Marriott, Acting Head of Clinical Services, agreed to present Ian Malcolm with his
award as he was unable to attend due to work commitments.
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Winners of the Poster Presentation

QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
14/154

PERFORMANCE REPORT
The Executive Medical Director presented the report and advised that a number of
changes to the Trust Board Performance Report for April had been made. He also
advised that there would be further changes over the next couple of months. He advised
that the most notable changes in the report were shown in the format of the balanced
scorecard. He confirmed that the document had been realigned to comply with the CQC
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Key Lines of Enquiry (KLOE) with the next stage being to complete a review of KPIs to
ensure that the right measures are in place to provide the Board with necessary
assurance that the Trust is Safe, Effective, Caring, Responsive and Well Led.
Highlights
• Emergency Care 4 hour standard performance remains above target
• VTE risk assessment continues to achieve national target
• No new cases of MRSA or C Difficile
Lowlights
• Staff absenteeism due to sickness remains above target
• Variable hours significantly above plan
• 2 x cancer targets underachieved (patient led)
• Pressure ulcers above plan
Safe:
•

Pressure Ulcers: We continue to under achieve our planned reduction across all
grades of pressure ulcers, both in the hospital setting and the wider community. A
range of actions are in place to support improvements in this area.

Responsive:
• Referral to Treatment Times (RTT): Non Admitted was below target in April, a
number of specialties did not meet the target bringing the overall performance for
the Trust below 95%. A range of actions are planned to address this issue
including additional outpatient clinics and the appointment of locums in challenged
specialties.
•

Symptomatic Breast Referrals: Referrals seen within 2 weeks failed the 93%
standard for April. The Breast Care team are trying to ensure patients initial
appointment is made within the first 7 days and proactively managing patients
who cancel in an attempt to keep breaches to a minimum. The 62 day cancer
screening target also failed although this was just 1 patient whose breach was as
a result of a declined appointment.

•

Mental Health Care Programme Approach (CPA): Patients receiving a formal
review within 12 month of discharge - the poor performance against this target is
thought to be due to a data recording issue, this should be rectified with the roll
out of PARIS and reports are currently being developed to improve the quality of
the data that informs this KPI.

Well Led:
• The total pay bill for April including variable hours is £9.88m, in excess of the plan
of £9.65m. The number of FTEs in post is also currently below plan by 21 FTE.
The HR Directorate are closely monitoring and supporting the Clinical directorates
with their workforce plans, in particular their control over their spend on variable
hours.
•

Sickness absence decreased slightly again during April (3.90%) but remains
above the 3% plan. Specific problem areas are being identified for local
investigation and are challenged at directorate performance review meetings.

•

At the end of April the Trust is reporting a surplus of £130k against the actual
planned financial position of £132k. The adjusted retained surplus shows £132k
also £2k below plan. The Continuity of Service Risk Rating is 4.

•

The Cost Improvement Programme showed an overachievement in April of £109k
against the target of £484k. However, of this, only £277k was achieved
recurrently and therefore the focus remains on the delivery of recurrent savings.

Caring:
• Patient Satisfaction: Complaints were up in April in comparison to March and
exceeded the planned 10% reduction target against the 2013/14 baseline for the
IOW NHS Trust Board Meeting Pt 1
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year to date although achieving a 10% reduction on the equivalent month.
Compliments, in the form of letters and cards of thanks, were down with respect to
3
March. As one of the CQUIN goals for this year, relocation to main reception to
provide a higher profile presence is currently underway.
Effective:
• Theatre Utilisation: Day surgery utilisation is above plan, at 83.66%, but Main
Theatres experienced difficulties during April with only 78% utilisation. This dip
was mainly in ENT, Urology, Maxillo-facial and Trauma & Orthopaedic surgery.
There were a high number (17) of cancelled operations although most (14) were
rebooked.
The following areas were raised in discussion:
i.

Complaints & Concerns: Nina Moorman queried the target for CQUINs and was
advised by the Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce that the annual target is
the level we set ourselves and this was being set at a lower level than last year.
The Chief Executive stated that complaints are not just about numbers, it is more
4
important how we deal with them. She confirmed that the PALS team had now
moved their offices down to the main reception area to facilitate access. The
Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce advised that receiving more concerns
was a positive indicator and he was keen that these were dealt with appropriately
so that they did not convert to formal complaints.

ii.

Variable Hours Usage: David King asked what was being done to reduce the
variable hours usage. The Chief Executive advised that meetings were taking
place between the finance team and the budget holders to assist in their
management of staff levels and recruitment issues. HR are also supporting a
campaign to recruit to senior posts. The Executive Medical Director also
confirmed that in areas where senior clinical posts are being recruited to, there is
a provision for local mainland Trusts to provide support where needed. The
5
Executive Director of Finance confirmed that work was in progress with the CCG
to ensure sustainability within the contract.

iii.

Service Line Reporting: Peter Taylor asked for an update on this. The
Executive Director of Finance confirmed that there continued to be work
undertaken to cut costs and achieve our income targets and advised that in areas
which show there is a deficit the Trust will go back to the CCG for further
discussions.

iv.

CIPS – Jessamy Baird mentioned that the CIPs had been discussed at the Quality
& Clinical Performance Committee the previous week and asked if CIPs were
being allocated to individual teams or across the directorates. The Executive
Director of Finance confirmed that these are being reviewed by the Directorates
and a cross service matrix is being developed. Peter Taylor also felt that it was
inappropriate at this stage in the financial year to flag the Full Year Forecast (p 17)
for CIPs as Green and requested that this be amended to Amber. This was
agreed.
Action Note: The Executive Director of Finance to arrange for this rating to be
amended.
Action by: EDF

v.

Pressure Ulcers: Jane Tabor stated that the trends seem to show that progress
was going in the wrong direction. The Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
advised that he shared her concerns. Many cases arise in the community and
with the planned training it could take up to 18 months to bring the levels down to
where he would like to see them.

3

Commissioning for quality and innovation (CQUIN)
Patient Advice and Liaison Service (PALS)
5
Clinical Commissioning Group
4
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He also advised that the action plan with its key milestones would be going the
Quality & Clinical Performance on a regular basis for review.
vi.

Vacant Positions in Mental Health – Charles Rogers asked what the plan was to
recruit to the vacant positions which were shown on the report (p6). The
Executive Medical Director advised that a review of the posts would be made to
establish the requirements. He also advised that there was a limited pool of
qualified staff nationally and this would be taken into consideration when
advertising for these posts.

vii.

Governance Risk Rating: The Company Secretary expressed concern at the
current performance against the Governance Risk Rating (GRR) which was Red
and advised the Board that improvement was essential for our Foundation Trust
authorisation.

A discussion took place surrounding the layout and content of the revised performance
report and it was noted that this was a living document that would be enhanced further
over the coming months. The Executive Director of Finance confirmed that separate KPIs
for Ambulance will be included in the next report.
The Board complemented the PIDS team on the new format.
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Performance Report
14/155

MINUTES OF THE QUALITY & CLINICAL PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE
st
Sue Wadsworth reported on the key points raised at the last meeting held on 21 May
2014.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Min No. 14/161 – Named Board Member for End of Life Care: Nina Moorman,
Vice Chair, has agreed to take on this role and is considering the remit.
Min No. 14/165 – Quality Report: Positive outcomes regarding pressure ulcers
and falls, although further work to do.
Min No. 14/166 - Quality Account: The Committee approved the Quality
Account
Min No. 14/169 – Quality Impact Assessment (QIA): The Committee discussed
cross directorate strategic Cost Improvement Programmes (CIPs)
Min No. 14/180 – Resuscitation Update: The Committee received an update on
this annual report.
Min No. 14/187 – Clinical Audit 2013/14 Final Internal Audit Report and
Action Plan: The Committee received and discussed this report.

Jessamy Baird commented that the Committee had felt that the Clinical Audit was much
improved. However, Peter Taylor in his role as Chair of the Audit & Corporate Risk
Committee stated that this Committee did not feel assured and that the Clinical Audit
6
should be added to the BAF and Risk Register for monitoring.
Action Note: The Company Secretary to arrange for Clinical Audit to be added to the BAF
and Risk Register.
Action by: CS
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the minutes of the Quality & Clinical
Performance Committee
14/156

6

MINUTES OF THE FINANCE, INVESTMENT & WORKFORCE COMMITTEE
st
Peter Taylor reported on the key points raised at the last meeting held on 21 May 2014.
.
a) Min No. 14/075 - Staff Survey: The Committee received the action plan, to
which clarity regarding expected outcomes and milestones would be added.

Board Assurance Framework
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b) Min No. 14/075 - Safer Staffing Status Update: Assurance was provided in
relation to the progress and approach being taken, especially in relation to
reporting of compliance.
c) Min No. 14/176 – CIP: Focus must remain on the organisation developing and
delivering recurrent efficiency savings. The reporting will be extended at the
FIWC to highlight undelivered schemes
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the minutes of the Finance, Investment
& Workforce Committee
14/157

BOARD WALKABOUT ACTION TRACKER
The Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce presented the report.
He advised that at the time of reporting 4 actions remain overdue, 3 of which are green
against the directorates revised timescale, and one which whilst red is due to complete
prior to the Trust Board Meeting.
To date the visits have primarily been in the clinical settings with a total of 188 actions
identified to date.
It is proposed that this action tracker is presented to the Board on a quarterly basis in
future.
The Chairman encouraged Board members to discuss the upcoming CQC inspection with
staff during the Board walkabouts planned for later in the day.
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Board Walkabout Action Tracker

STRATEGY AND BUSINESS PLANNING
14/158

NOTES OF THE FT PROGRAMME BOARD
nd
The Chief Executive reported on the meeting held on 22 April 2014.
a) Note No. 043/14 - FT Programme Board Annual Report approved
b) Note No. 047/14 - Membership target of 4000 public members achieved
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Notes of the FT Programme Board

14/159

FT PROGRAMME UPDATE
The FT Programme Director presented the monthly update:
•
•
•
•

Clear Programme Milestones – CQC Inspection would be held week commencing
nd
2 June.
Board 2 Board date was still under negotiation
Public membership was now 4,219 with staff members at 2,832.
rd
The next Medicine for Members event was on 23 June 2014 and would focus on
Dementia.

The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Foundation Trust (FT) Programme
Update.
14/160

FT SELF CERTIFICATION
The FT Programme Director presented the monthly update stating that the current status
was green across all categories.
Proposed by Peter Taylor and seconded by Sue Wadsworth
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board approved the FT Self Certification
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GOVERNANCE & ADMINISTRATION
14/161

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK (BAF) DASHBOARD & SUMMARY REPORT
The Head of Corporate Governance & Risk Management presented the BAF and reported
on the key changes in ratings: there are no Principal Risks now rated as Red; 5 new Risks
have been added since the March 2014 report; and 5 Risks with reduced scores, two of
which has since been removed from the Register.
The exception report details 5 recommended changes to the Board Assurance RAG
ratings of Principal Risks: changes from Amber to Green for 1.2, 6.7, 6.8, 7.23 and 8.7.
CSF 8.7 – David King queried if IT & Improvement should be green. The Executive
Director of Finance advised that this was linked to the Board reporting and dashboards
and not to ICT. She advised that there were dangers in converting old risks and that it
was better to create a new specific risk. She is confident that the original risk is now
green.
CSF5 514-1 – The Chief Executive stated that she did not agree to reduce the Bed
Capacity rating from 20 to 16. She asked that this remain at 20.
Action Note: The Head of Corporate Governance & Risk Management to amend the
rating for this item.
Action by: HoG
Risk 607 – Sue Wadsworth asked if the Maternity risk would be sorted quickly. The
Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce confirmed that the air circulation issue was not
a new risk and it was down to the way this was reported. He advised that general theatres
were investigating and would be updating the register.
Proposed by Peter Taylor and seconded by Sue Wadsworth
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board approved the Board Assurance Framework
(BAF) Dashboard & Summary Report except the amendment to CSF5 514.1

14/162

MINUTES OF THE AUDIT & CORPORATE RISK COMMITTEE
st
Peter Taylor reported on the meeting held on 21 May 2014.
a) Min No. 14/035 - Budget Setting – 2014/15 Sign Off: All Budgets have now
been signed off and delivery will be monitored during the year by the FIWC
b) Min No. 14/040 - Annual Review of Self-Certification Process: Assurance
could be provided to the Board that the process for self-certification was robust
and embedded within the organisation.
c) Min No. 14/044 - Review of Achievement of Corporate Objectives 2013/14:
The Trust has substantially delivered against the 3 key areas for improvement
namely quality, workforce and finance and has identified areas for further
improvement.
d) Min No. 14/046 - Sub Committees’ Annual Reports 2013/14: Assurance can be
provided to the Trust Board that the sub-committees were working effectively to
their terms of reference and remit and contributing to the achievement of the
Corporate Objectives.
e) Min No. 14/049 - Internal Audit Report – Clinical Audit – Limited Assurance:
As a result of the Committee’s concern, Clinical Audit to be included on the Board
Assurance Framework and Risk Register until the action plan is achieved.
f) Min No. 14/059 - Annual Review of Board Assurance Framework and Risk
Register 2013/14: The Committee agreed that assurance could be provided to
the Trust Board that the Board Assurance Framework and the Risk Register
system and process as a tool to demonstrate the achievement of the Trust’s
objectives were robust, effective and embedded within the organisation
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g) Min No. 14/055 – Annual Review of the Use of Trust Seal - In line with
Standing Orders, the Committee received and noted the schedule detailing the
use of the Trust Seal 14 times during 2013/14. The Seal Register was available
for scrutiny.
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Minutes of the Audit & Corporate
Risk Committee
14/163

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE AUDIT & CORPORATE RISK COMMITTEE
a) Min No. 14/043 - Committee Objectives A4.2 Monitor achievement of the
Integrated Services Information System (ISIS) to improve the quality and
value of services:
The Committee was concerned that there was a disconnect with clinical staff and
that there needed to be engagement and appropriate management leadership in
order to deliver the Trust’s Objectives and work ‘Beyond Boundaries’ (Clinical
Strategy).
As a result, the Committee recommended that the IT Strategy is taken forward
both operationally and strategically for the hospital in order to meet the Trust’s
aims and goals.
In addition, the ICT & Integration Committee is set up as a matter of priority in
order to deliver both the medium and long term IT Strategy.
The Board was asked to approve this recommendation. Following discussion this was
approved subject to a caveat from the Chairman that the formation of the proposed subcommittee be postponed and considered following the commencement in post of the new
Executive Director of Transformation & Integration.
Proposed by Sue Wadsworth and seconded by Charles Rogers
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board approved the Recommendations of the Audit &
Corporate Risk Committee with the exception of the last paragraph.

14/164

MATTERS TO BE REPORTED TO THE BOARD
None

14/165

QUESTIONS FROM THE PUBLIC
There were no questions received from the public.

14/166

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
a) Procurement Summit: Charles Rogers reported on a Procurement Summit he
had attended which focused not just on paid procurement but on the initiatives laid
down by the Department of Health. He said that these were very challenging and
the Board should be aware of this. He advised that he will be monitoring.
b) Inter-Island Conference: The Executive Director of Finance reported on the
conference she had attended which had representatives from the Channel
Islands, Isle of Man, and Gibraltar. She reported that there had been a number of
requests to visit the Island to view our organisation.
7

c) LTGB – Sue Wadsworth wanted to commend Liz Nials - Equality and Diversity
Lead, for her work on the LTGB Staff Handbook.

7

Lesbian, Transgender, Gay & Bisexual Group
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14/167

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
The Chairman confirmed that the next meeting of the Isle of Wight NHS Trust to be held in
nd
public is on Wednesday 2 July 2014 in the Conference Room, St Mary’s Hospital,
Newport, Isle of Wight.
th

There will be an Extraordinary Trust Board meeting on Thursday 5 June 2014 to
formally approve the Annual Report and the Annual Accounts. This meeting will be held in
the Large Meetings Room – South Block, St Mary’s Hospital, Newport, Isle of Wight and
will commence at 1pm.
The meeting closed at 11.25am
Signed…………………………………. Chair Date:…………………………………….

14/055
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Enc B
Minutes of the Extraordinary meeting in public of the Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board held on
Thursday 5th June 2014 in the Large Meeting Room – South Block, St Mary’s Hospital,
Newport, Isle of Wight commencing at 13:00
PRESENT:

Sue Wadsworth
Karen Baker
Chris Palmer
Alan Sheward
Mark Pugh
Nina Moorman
Charles Rogers
Peter Taylor

Chair of Meeting – Non Executive Director
Chief Executive (CEO)
Executive Director of Finance (EDF)
Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce (EDNW)
Executive Medical Director (EMD)
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director (Senior Independent Director)
Non-Executive Director

In Attendance:

Jessamy Baird
Jane Tabor
David King

Designate Non-Executive Director
Designate Non-Executive Director
Designate Non-Executive Director

Mark Price
Andy Heyes

FT Programme Director & Company Secretary
Interim Director of Planning, ICT & Integration

For item 14/169/170
For item 14/175
For item 14/176

Kevin Curnow
Andy Hollebon
Theresa Gallard

Deputy Director of Finance
Head of Communications
Business Manager - Patient Safety, Experience & Clinical
Effectiveness

Observer:

Linda Mowle

Governance Officer

Minuted by:

Lynn Cave

Acting Trust Board Administrator

Members of the Public in attendance:

There was one member of the public present

Minute
No.
14/168 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE, DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST AND
CONFIRMATION THAT THE MEETING IS QUORATE
Apologies were received from: Danny Fisher, Chairman. Sue Wadsworth Chaired
the meeting in his absence.
There were no declarations of interest
The Chair announced that the meeting was quorate.
14/169

ANNUAL ACCOUNTS 2013/14
The Executive Director of Finance advised the meeting that the Annual Accounts
2013/14 had been discussed and approved at the Audit & Corporate Risk
Committee.
She confirmed that there were 3 very minor amendments which had been discussed
with the external auditors and had been approved at the Audit & Corporate Risk
Committee.
Peter Taylor as Chairman of the Audit & Corporate Risk Committee confirmed that
the committee was assured that these accounts were correct with the 3 amendments
mentioned above.
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The Executive Director of Finance asked that the Board approve the Annual
Accounts 2013/14 subject to the minor amendments approved by the auditors.
Proposed by Peter Taylor and Seconded by Charles Rogers
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board approved the Annual Accounts 2013/14
14/170

EXTERNAL AUDITORS REPORT ON ANNUAL ACCOUNTS 2013/14
The Executive Director of Finance highlighted to the meeting the Significant findings
of the Auditors and their conclusions contained within the Annual Results Report for
the year ending 31st March 2014.. She confirmed that the Auditors had commended
the team on their thorough processes and had agreed the Trust’s accounting
treatment to the Manual for Accounts guidance.
Sue Wadsworth asked if there were any comments regarding the Annual Accounts
which should be brought to the Boards attention. The Executive Director of Finance
advised that the external auditors had suggested improvements to the process and
content of the Annual Report. She stressed that the current format did meet the
requirements of the Manual for Accounts.
Peter Taylor stated that this had been a challenging year and that the external
auditors were very positive in their responses to the accounts. He congratulated
everyone and, in particular the finance team, for achieving such a positive audit
report.
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the External Auditor’s report on
the Annual Accounts 2013/14

14/171

DIRECTORS CERTIFICATES
The Executive Director of Finance confirmed that these were of a standard format
and wording. She confirmed that the Chief Executive and she would be signing
these as well as the notes on the Annual report.
Proposed by Peter Taylor and Seconded by Charles Rogers
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board approved the Directors Certificates

14/172

ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENT 2013/14
The Executive Director of Finance confirmed that this report had been approved by
the Audit & Corporate Risk Committee which was happy with the content and stated
that it was well presented. The Annual Governance Statement 2013/14 was here for
approval.
Proposed by Peter Taylor and Seconded by Charles Rogers
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board approved the Annual Governance
Statement 2013/14

14/173

HEAD OF INTERNAL AUDIT OPINION (HIAO)
The Executive Director of Finance reported that the report had been approved by the
Audit & Corporate Risk Committee who agreed that it provided substantial assurance
that the Trust had a generally sound system of internal control, designed to meet the
organisation’s objective, and that controls are generally being applied consistently. It
also concluded that substantial assurance that the Assurance Framework is
sufficient to meet the requirements of the 2013/14 AGS and provide a reasonable
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assurance that there is an adequate and effective system of internal control to
manage the significant risks identified by the Trust.
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board received the Head of Internal Audit Opinion
14/174

STATEMENT ON GOING CONCERN
The Executive Director of Finance confirmed that the statement on the Trust as a
Going Concern included the statement of financial position which indicated that the
organisation would continue for the foreseeable future and for a minimum of 12
months after this was signed.
She further outlined the contents of the report and Peter Taylor confirmed that the
Audit and Corporate Risk Committee had approved this statement.
Proposed by Peter Taylor and Seconded by Charles Rogers
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board approved the Statement on Going Concern

14/175

ANNUAL REPORT 2013/14
The Head of Communications went through the Annual Report and brought the
following amendments to the attention of the members.
There were slight amendments to the wording on p 20. He also reported that there
had been some slight amendments on p 34 regarding remuneration. It was
confirmed that all changes had been discussed and approved at the Audit and
Corporate Risk Committee.
The Company Secretary advised that additional footnotes had been added to the
Remuneration report for greater clarity. He advised that although the agenda for this
meeting had been posted on the website, the final documents would be published for
the Annual General Meeting which would be held on 30th July 2014.
It was requested that the report be approved and that it could now be sent to the
printers for publication.
Proposed by Peter Taylor and Seconded by Nina Moorman
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board approved the Annual Report 2013/14

14/176

QUALITY ACCOUNT 2014
The Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce advised that the Quality Account
2014 had been discussed and approved at the Audit & Corporate Risk Committee.
He confirmed that all stakeholder feedback had now been received and this was
being incorporated, with the final document going to the external auditors for formal
approval. The document would be received back on 6th June and he requested that
approval subject to this final audit review be given.
Proposed by Nina Moorman and Seconded by Mark Pugh
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board approved the Quality Account 2013/14

14/177

QUESTIONS FROM THE PUBLIC
There were no questions from the public.
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14/178

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
The Chief Executive expressed her thanks to everyone, and in particular the Finance
Team, Governance Team, and Quality Team for all their hard work in achieving such
a positive response to the Annual Report, Annual Accounts and Quality Account for
2013/14.
She also thanked Peter Taylor for all his contributions and noted that this was
Peter’s final Board meeting.

14/179

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
The Chairman confirmed that next meeting of the Isle of Wight NHS Trust to be held
in public is on Wednesday 2nd July 2014 in the Conference Room, St Mary’s
Hospital, Newport, Isle of Wight.
The meeting closed at 1.17pm

Signed:………………………………. Chair Date:………………………
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ISLE OF WIGHT TRUST BOARD Pt 1 (Public) - April 14 - March 15
ROLLING SCHEDULE OF ACTIONS TAKEN FROM THE MINUTES
Key to LEAD: Chief Executive (CE) Executive Director of Finance (EDF)
Executive Medical Director (EMD) Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce (EDNW) Deputy Director of Nursing (DDN)
Foundation Trust Programme Director/Company Secretary (FTPD/CS) Trust Board Administrator (BA) Head of Communication (HC) Executive Director of Finance Deputy (EDF Dep)
Interim Director of Planning, ICT & Integration (IDPII) Head of Governance & Assurance (HOG)
Non Executive Directors: Danny Fisher (DF) Sue Wadsworth (SW) Peter Taylor (PT) Charles Rogers (CR) Nina Moorman (NM)
Designate Non Executive Directors: David King (DK) Jane Tabor (JT) Jessamy Baird (JB)
Date of
Meeting
08-Jan-13

Minute No.

Action

13/288vi

Action
No.
TB/059

EDNW

The Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce to explore
staff incentives linked to flu vaccination.
21/01/14 - DDW reviewing this suggestion.
26/02/14 - The Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
confirmed that the HR team were working on the scheme at
present.
26/03/14 - The Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce to
provide revised forecast date for incentives. He also
confirmed that during this seasons Flu campaign a total of
1328 staff had received the vaccine.
23/04/14 Update - we have reviewed data for 2013 and
have found 51 staff who have had the flu vaccine, 0%
sickness and 100% mandatory training. This data, we feel,
should be validated by line managers ahead of any
incentive award. Also, risk that many more staff will become
compliant in 2014 if incentive scheme is announced.
28/05/14 - This action is now closed

26-Feb-14

Forecast
Date
28-May-14

29-Jan-14

14/037-ix

TB/069

Long Term Financial Model (LTFM) – Peter Taylor requested that the
revised version of this document be presented to the Finance,
Investment & Workforce Committee.

EDF

The Executive Director of Finance confirmed that once the
LTFM has been updated this would happen.
19/02/14 - confirmed that this will return to FIWC once
produced.
26/02/14 - The Executive Director of Finance confirmed that
the final document would be taken to the next Finance,
Investment & Workforce Committee in March.
26/03/14 - New forecast date of 20th June 2014.
22/04/14 - On Agenda for Board Seminar on 10th June
2014.
28/05/14 - The Executive Director of Finance confirmed that
this item would be submitted on 20th June. This action is
now closed.

26-Mar-14

20-Jun-14

Completed

26-Mar-14

14/091 i)

TB/085

Pressure Ulcers: Charles Rogers commented how helpful it was to
show the rolling averages and how the revised charts demonstrated
areas of resistance. He asked what was being done to rectify these.
The Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce advised that the
education campaign to show patients in the community what to look for
and how to prevent pressure ulcers was going well. Public Health were
involved to promote preventative measures. The initial training had
reached 50% of registered nurses, and when complete would be rolled
out to cover Health Care Workers and other community staff. Charles
Rogers asked if feedback from Public Health could be provided on their
programme.

EDNW

The Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce to request
update from Public Health on their pressure ulcer prevention
initiative.
23/04/14 - The Tissue Viability Specialist Nurse is in
discussions with Public Health.
28/05/14 - The Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
confirmed that the Tissue Viability Nurse Specialist had met
with Public Health and work was going ahead to roll out a
programme of training by the end of this financial year.
There would be a stakeholder event with both health care
representatives and members of the public involved. He
stated that it was important to get the message on how to
prevent pressure ulcers forming across as many people as
possible.

28-May-14

27-Aug-14

Progressing

Open

26-Mar-14

14/094

TB/087

QUINCE: Peter Taylor stated that it would be helpful if the QUINCE
programme could be demonstrated so that its potential could be fully
understood.

IDPII

The Interim Director of Planning, ICT & Integration to
arrange for Board members to receive a demonstration of
the QUINCE system.
23/04/14 - More work being undertaken on QUINCE.
Demonstrations to be scheduled in one month.
10/06/14 - The Interim Director of Planning, ICT &
Integration absent from 10th June Seminar and will discuss
scheduling of this with Chairman of Finance, Investment &
Workforce Committee.

31-May-14

02-Jul-14

Progressing

Open

Flu Incentives: The Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
commented that Hull Trust used incentives to get staff to take up the
vaccine and had almost 100% staff covered. He stated that if staff have
0% sickness absence, all mandatory training completed and flu vaccine
they get the incentive which he wanted to explore.

Lead

Update

Due Date

Progress
RAG
Completed

Date Closed

Status

28-May-14

Closed

28-May-14

Closed
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Date of
Meeting
26-Mar-14

Minute No.

Action
No.
TB/089

Action

14/097

Endoscopy Small Works Items: Charles Rogers asked that in the
interim period before the new accommodation was available there were
some items which he felt should be actioned by Estates for the benefit of
the staff and patients in the existing location. Jane Tabor supported this.
The Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce agreed that an action
plan for the short term period could now be developed.

EDNW

Lead

The Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce to arrange
for an action plan to cover the areas which require
immediate
work
within
the
existing
Endoscopy
accommodation to be produced by the Estates Department
for immediate action.
23/04/14 - Estates to undertake a PEAT style visit with
Quality Manager to ensure all remedial actions have been
taken.
28/05/14 - The Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
confirmed that work on these was now underway. This
action is now closed.

Update

Due Date
28-May-14

Forecast
Date
28-May-14

Progress
RAG
Completed

Date Closed

Status

28-May-14

Closed

30-Apr-14

14/120iii

TB/091

Benchmarking of Key National Performance Indicators: Nina
Moorman stated that the Clinical Commissioning Groups form clusters in
which comparability is possible. The Executive Director of Finance
agreed that it would be good to compare with similar areas although we
are the only integrated Trust.

EDF

The Executive Director of Finance to develop possible
cluster benchmarking for the Trust in conjunction with PIDS.
28/05/14 - The Executive Director of Finance confirmed
that work was underway and was planned to be completed
by the end of July.

28-May-14

30-Jul-14

Progressing

30-Apr-14

14/124

TB/092

Mortality & Morbidity Reviews: Nina Moorman asked if the Mortality &
Morbidity reviews could go to QCPC. Dr Sandya stated that this would
be encouraged and suggested that it be added to the June QCPC
agenda. The Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce suggested that
due to the volume of items which go to QCPC it would be more
appropriate for this to be discussed at a separate forum with Dr Sandya
and the summary report which results from this to be presented to
QCPC. This was agreed.

EDNW

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce to identify a
separate forum to discuss the Mortality & Morbidity report
and to arrange for summary report to go to QCPC.
28/05/14 - The Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
confirmed that a standard mortality template had been put
into place and that these would be reviewed by the Quality
& Clinical Performance Committee on a regular basis. This
action is now closed.

28-May-14

28-May-14

Completed

30-Apr-14

14/125

TB/093

Board Walkabout Timings: The Chairman stated that he had
undertaken walkabouts on Sundays and he encouraged members to
vary the times they make their visits to include out of hours times
including weekends and late evenings to get a wider picture of how the
organisation functions during these times. There was a discussion
surrounding the timings of the Board day walkabouts and it was
requested that these be reviewed.

CS

Company Secretary to review timings and adjust Board day
programme accordingly.
16/05/14 - Scheduled at lunchtime for May Board meeting.
Timings to be adjusted following feedback.
28/05/14 - The Company Secretary advised that this item
had been left open to allow for feedback on the new timings
of these walkabouts within the Board programme.

28-May-14

30-Jul-14

Progressing

30-Apr-14

14/126

TB/094

Board Walkabout Development: The Executive Director of Nursing &
Workforce suggested that the Board could spend some time at Board
Seminar discussing the walkabouts and how this can challenge the
Board.

CS

Company Secretary to arrange for a Board Seminar session
to discuss the walkabouts.
20/05/14 - Added to forward plan.
28/05/14 - The Company Secretary advised that this had
been added to the Board Seminar forward plan. This action
is now closed.

28-May-14

28-May-14

Completed

28-May-14

Closed

30-Apr-14

14/135

TB/095

BAF Item BAF Item 9.12 (Implementing workforce elements of the
Business Plan): Jane Tabor queried BAF item 9.12 – she was
concerned that this was showing as Green. The Executive Director of
Finance advised that the BAF was being refreshed due to year end and
this should be reviewed as a result

EDNW

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce to review BAF
item 9.12
28/05/14 - The Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
advised that this was an important workforce element which
had been addressed within the Workforce Strategy. He
advised that it would be reworded and included in the
2014/15 BAF for review to ensure continued compliance.
This action is now closed,

28-May-14

28-May-14

Completed

28-May-14

Closed

30-Apr-14

14/140

TB/096

NED Involvment in Mental Health Hearings: Charles Rogers queried
whether the substantive NEDs should be more involved. The Company
Secretary agreed to seek advice on the legal position from the Mental
Health Act/Mental Capacity Act Lead.

CS

The Company Secretary to seek advice on the legal position
from the Mental Health Act/Mental Capacity Act Lead.
20/05/14 - Company Secretary to arrange a meeting with
the MHS/MCA Lead and new Chair of the Mental Health Act
Scrutiny Committee.
28/05/14 - The Company Secretary advised that a meeting
to facilitate this had been arranged for 5th June. This action
is now closed.

28-May-14

28-May-14

Completed

28-May-14

Closed

30-Apr-14

14/143b

TB/097

Board Meeting Feedback: Jane Tabor advised that she had recently
sat in on another Trust’s Board meeting. She said that there were
elements which were different from our meeting and that it was a positive
learning experience. She stated that she would be discussing these
areas with the Company Secretary.

JT

Jane Tabor to discuss findings of Board visit with Company
Secretary.
28/05/14 - Jane Tabor reported she continued to discuss
this with the Company Secretary and would bring details of
the outcome to a future Board Seminar. This action is now
closed

28-May-14

28-May-14

Completed

28-May-14

Closed

28-May-14 14/147c

TB/098

Pressure Ulcer Seminar Item: The Executive Director of Nursing &
Workforce to arrange for Glenn Smith, Tissue Viability Nurse Specialist
to present an update at Board seminar at a later date.

EDNW

28/05/14 - Added to Board Seminar Forward Planner. This
item is now closed.

02-Jul-14

02-Jul-14

Completed

29-May-14

Closed

Open

28-May-14

Closed

Open

24/06/2014
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Date of
Minute No.
Meeting
28-May-14 14/154v

Action
No.
TB/099

Action

Lead

Update

EDF

The Executive Director of Finance to arrange for this rating
to be amended.

02-Jul-14

Forecast
Date
02-Jul-14

Progress
RAG
Progressing

Date Closed

CIPS Rag Rating: Peter Taylor also felt that it was inappropriate at this
stage in the financial year to flag the Full Year Forecast (p 17) for CIPs
as Green and requested that this be amended to Amber. This was
agreed.

Due Date

Status

28-May-14 14/155

TB/100

Clincial Audit Risk Rating: Jessamy Baird commented that the
Committee had felt that the Clinical Audit was much improved. However,
Peter Taylor in his role as Chair of the Audit & Corporate Risk Committee
stated that this Committee did not feel assured and that the Clinical Audit
should be added to the BAF and Risk Register for monitoring.

CS

The Company Secretary to arrange for Clinical Audit to be
added to the BAF and Risk Register.
23/06/14 - Clinical Audit is on the risk register as risk RR610
and it was first included in the BAF report to the Board on
28th May 2014. This action is now closed.

02-Jul-14

02-Jul-14

Completed

23-Jun-14

Closed

28-May-14 14/161

TB/101

CSF5 514-1: The Chief Executive stated that she did not agree to
reduce the Bed Capacity rating from 20 to 16. She asked that this
remain at 20.

HoG

The Head of Corporate Governance & Risk Management to
amend the rating for this item.
23/06/14 - Bed Capacity rating has been increased back up
to 20. This action is now closed.

02-Jul-14

02-Jul-14

Completed

23-Jun-14

Closed

Open

24/06/2014
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REPORT TO THE TRUST BOARD (Part 1 - Public) ON 2nd JULY 2014
Title
Chief Executive’s Report
Sponsoring Executive Director
Chief Executive Officer
Author(s)
Head of Communications and Engagement
Purpose
For information
P
Action required by the Board:
Receive
Approve
Previously considered by (state date):
Mental Health Act Scrutiny
Trust Executive Committee
Committee
Audit and Corporate Risk
Remuneration &
Committee
Nominations Committee
Quality & Clinical
Charitable Funds Committee
Performance Committee
Finance, Investment &
Workforce Committee
Foundation Trust Programme
Board
Please add any other committees below as needed
Board Seminar
Other (please state)
Staff, stakeholder, patient and public engagement:
This report is intended to provide information on activities and events that would not normally
be covered by the other reports and agenda items.
Executive Summary:
This report provides a summary of key successes and issues which have come to the
attention of the Chief Executive over the last month.
For following sections – please indicate as appropriate:
Trust Goal (see key)
All Trust goals
Critical Success Factors (see
All Trust Critical Success Factors
key)
Principal Risks (please enter
None
applicable BAF references – eg
1.1; 1.6)
Assurance Level (shown on
Red
Amber
Green
BAF)
Legal implications, regulatory
None
and consultation requirements
Date: 24th June 2014

Completed by: Andy Hollebon & Sarah Morrison,
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NATIONAL
I’m Worth It Campaign
On 5th June a number of our staff spent their time off from work making their views known,
standing by the Koan, about the Government’s decision to limit increases in pay this year to
either an incremental rise or a 1% cost of living rise – but not both as has been the case in the
past.
Our staff combined this with a collection for the Isle of Wight Foodbank and a
considerable amount of food and some cash donations were made to the Food Bank.
In the free and open society that we live in it is important that we stand up for what we think is
right and, even though we had the CQC Inspectors with us on this day, it was important to our
staff to be part of the national pay campaign.
B.cereus in neonatal units
In early June Public Health England (PHE) and the Medicines and Healthcare products
Regulatory Agency (MHRA) announced that they were investigating 15 cases of blood
poisoning (septicaemia) in babies in neonatal intensive care units caused by a bacteria known
as Bacillus cereus. As a Trust we sought to reassure parents and Islanders that the Trust’s
Maternity and Neonatal Intensive Care services are unaffected. The PHE and MHRA
announcement can be found at https://www.gov.uk/government/news/investigation-into-bacilluscereus-infections. More information on bacillus cereus is available from the PHE website.
REGIONAL
David Hide Asthma and Allergy Research Centre
Research undertaken on the Island by the David Hide Asthma and Allergy Research Centre and
in partnership with researchers at the NIHR Southampton Respiratory Biomedical Research
Unit has discovered that oral dust mite extract – given to children at high risk - reduces the early
development of allergy.
LOCAL
The CQC Inspection – Initial Feedback
The Care Quality Commission (CQC), the national regulator of health and social care services,
carried out a thorough inspection of the Trust’s services in June 2014. In the largest inspection
the Island has ever seen, a team of 77 inspectors, drawn from across the UK, were based on
the Island between 2nd and 6th June 2014. Formally the inspection looked at Community,
Hospital and Mental Health services because the CQC have not finalised their arrangements for
inspecting Ambulance Services however four of the 77 inspectors did focus on the Ambulance
Service. The inspectors sought information to enable the CQC to make judgements against five
key questions about the services the Trust provides:
•

Are they safe?

•

Are they effective?

•

Are they caring?

•

Are they responsive
to people’s needs?

•

Are they well-led

As well as visiting staff and patients where care is provided across the Island, the inspectors
held 33 focus sessions, including one with Patient Council members and a ‘Listening Event’ with
the public at Quay Arts in Newport. The inspectors commented that they felt very welcome, that
everyone was open and transparent with them and always helpful. It was clear to them that
everyone was striving to do their best for patients. Trust staff spent a considerable amount of
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time and effort preparing for the inspection and in her regular Friday message to all staff on 6th
June Chief Executive Officer Karen Baker said: “I want to say a big thank you to every one of
you for your hard work in preparing for the inspection.”
The lead inspectors have provided the Trust with initial feedback. This covers what they
thought was really good, what they thought were some of the main issues to be addressed and
a few issues where an immediate change is required. The inspection has not finished and it is
not appropriate to speculate on what the final outcome or rating for the Trust will be. The
inspectors still have to compare all the evidence they collected and on Saturday 21st June we
received an unannounced inspection by CQC inspectors checking, in part that we had remedied
any immediate concerns and also to clarify issues raised during a review of the evidence they
have gathered. The inspectors have raised no immediate concerns after this follow-up visit
which is good news.
Action plans, led by lead directors, have been developed by the Trust. These are being
monitored by the Trust’s Quality & Clinical Performance Committee (Q&CPC) and the Trust
Executive Committee (TEC). Although the CQC found some issues where they require
improvement there are many other Trusts where far more extensive and wide ranging issues
requiring improvement have been and the CQC have told us that they found much that was
good. Arrangements are in place for staff who have concerns about the CQC inspection or
anything else to receive support via the Trust’s Occupational Health Department.
What happens next?
The CQC inspection report – comprising four parts (overall provider, community, hospital and
mental health) is expected to be published by the end of September 2014. The Trust will be
given 10 days to check for factual accuracy before the report is published.
Online therapy pilot shows patients prefer couch at home
A new service, called PsychologyOnline, allows patients to receive online-therapy via instant
messaging with a therapist at a time and place of their own choosing. The first results show
that many people, particularly those in work, are selecting to have their appointments at home
after 19:00 on a weekday evening. The data has also showed the online service is popular with
people of all ages, with 18% of appointments made by patients aged 50+.
This text-based cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) is being provided as an alternative to faceto-face to up to 40 patients classified as “step three”. These patients suffer from moderate to
severe mental health conditions such as depression, anxiety and panic disorders. It is has been
found to provide a better recovery rate than traditional CBT with less sessions.
Consultation on the IOW NHS Trust’s ‘Clinical Strategy’
The Trust is asking for the public’s views on how the organisation plans to deliver healthcare in
future.
The ‘Clinical Strategy’ describes how the Trust aims to deliver patient care in a
radically different way by working beyond our current boundaries. The strategy document
explains how this can improve the quality and efficiency of services to meet the needs and
expectations of current and future patients. It also describes how the Trust aims to work more
closely with partner organisations, including the Isle of Wight Council and primary care
providers to develop a highly integrated model of health and social care on the Island.
Over the next five years, the way care is provided will change drastically as we evolve to meet
the needs of an increasingly elderly Island population with complex health issues. In the future,
more patients who would currently be referred to St Mary’s Hospital will be cared for in the
community. This will be supported by an NHS leading, highly integrated IT system, which will
provide new opportunities and better ways of working.
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Visit: http://www.iow.nhs.uk/getting-involved/have-your-say/iow-nhs-trust-clinical-strategy.htm.
Comments on the strategy should be emailed to beyondboundaries@iow.nhs.uk or sent to
Business & Projects Co-ordinator to the Medical Director, South Block, St Mary’s Hospital,
Newport, Isle of Wight, PO30 5TG by Tuesday 15th July 2014.
Donated toys have “magical effect” on young patients at St Mary’s Hospital
The generous donation of boxes full of toys and crafting supplies is already having a magical
effect on young patients on the Children’s Ward at St Mary’s Hospital. The delivery was as a
result of the Toy Trust’s annual charity fundraiser held on the Isle of Wight on Saturday 8 June
2014. Over 255 toy industry executives took part in the sponsored cycling and running event
which raised £174,000 for the Toy Trust. The funds and toys are being distributed to
organisations that help children with disabilities, including the Isle of Wight NHS Trust.
New Health & Care Watchdog Study on Maternity Services Welcomed
Healthwatch IoW have carried out a new health and care survey on Maternity Services provided
on the Island by the Isle of Wight NHS Trust. The major new study has reported that the
majority of mothers are happy with the Maternity services provided. Ninety per cent of mums
rated ante natal care and post natal care as either satisfactory, good or very good, while 92 per
cent rated care during labour and birth as either satisfactory, good or very good. The Trust will
be responding to the five recommendations that Healthwatch IW believes will improve our
services further.
Island takes first step towards Baby Friendly Initative
Maternity and Health Visiting Services at the Isle of Wight NHS Trust, in collaboration with the
Isle of Wight Council, have been awarded a Certificate of Commitment in the first step towards
gaining international recognition from the UNICEF (United Nation's Children's Fund) Baby
Friendly Initiative. The initiative is a global programme which provides a practical and effective
way for health services to improve the care provided for all mothers and babies. In the UK, the
initiative works with health professionals to ensure that mothers and babies receive high-quality
support to enable successful breastfeeding. The Certificate of Commitment recognises that a
health care facility is dedicated to implementing recognised best practice standards.
Unique Integrated Clinical Waste Management Service for the Isle of Wight
Following a European public tender procurement process led by the Isle of Wight NHS Trust, a
five-year integrated clinical waste management contract has been awarded to SRCL Limited
that commenced on 1st April 2014. The scope of this contract is unique because it will see
SRCL, a specialist healthcare services organisation, collect, transport and treat clinical waste
not only for the Island’s hospital, but also all 24 GP surgeries, 41 community pharmacies, NHS
community clinics, and home patients treated by NHS community nurses and self-treated.
Consultation on Mental Health and Suicide Prevention Strategies
Isle of Wight Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) and partner agencies – Hampshire
Constabulary, Isle of Wight Council (including social care and public health) and Isle of Wight
NHS Trust have announced consultation on two important strategies. The consultation is
seeking to establish what is needed over the next five years to ensure that Island residents
have good mental health and support, when required. This is being supported by the Island’s
Health and Wellbeing Board and the – ‘My Life A Full Life’ programme.
•
Isle of Wight Mental Health Strategy 2014-2019
•
Isle of Wight Suicide Prevention Strategy 2014-2019
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The strategies can be downloaded from the ‘Get Involved’ section of the CCG website at
http://www.isleofwightccg.nhs.uk/public-consultations.htm. The closing date is the 15th July.
Consultation on ‘Living Well with Dementia on the Isle of Wight’ Strategy
Isle of Wight Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) and partner agencies, Isle of Wight Council
(including social care and public health) and Isle of Wight NHS Trust have launched a public
consultation on a strategy called ‘Living Well with Dementia on the Isle of Wight’
It is the aspiration of the My Life A Full Life Programme for the Island to become dementia
friendly, allowing people to live well with dementia on the Isle of Wight. The aim is for the Isle of
Wight to be a place where communities encourage people with dementia and their carers to
seek help and feel supported to go about their daily lives safely and free from stigma; where
people are empowered to have high aspirations and have the confidence to participate in
meaningful activities; and a place where people and their carers receive high quality
compassionate care, whether at home, in hospital, or in a care home.
The ‘Living Well with Dementia on the Isle of Wight’ Strategy can be downloaded from the ‘Get
Involved’ section of the Isle of Wight Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) website
http://www.isleofwightccg.nhs.uk/get-involved/public-consultations/public-consultations.htm. The
closing date is the 15th July.
Public Sector Strikes
The NHS continues to provide a service despite the problems that public sector strikes present.
The recent strikes by the Fire & Rescue service require us to put in place special contingency
measures to alert staff and ensure fire alarms sounded during the strike are responded to.
Forthcoming strike action planned for 10th July, particularly that affecting education, means that
our staff have to make alternative arrangements for their children and we have to review staffing
arrangements.
Sports and Social
Congratulations to the winners, the Physios, of the Rounders for Fun competition held on 20th
June. Good luck to everyone participating in the the St. Mary’s ten pin bowling challenge on
27th June. On 4th July the Trust’s annual Summer Ball takes place.
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Key Points Arising from the Trust Executive Committee
The Trust Executive Committee (TEC) – comprising Executive Directors, Clinical Directors,
Heads of Clinical Service and Associate Directors – meets every Monday. The following key
issues have been discussed at recent meetings:
19th May
• ICU/ CCU Update – original scheme may be amended
• CIH visit planning continues
• Quarter 4 Governance & Assurance Report received
• Dress Code and Disciplinary and Dismissal Policies approved
26th May
n/a Bank Holiday
2nd June
•
Chief Inspector of Hospitals Update
•
Listening into Action – approved
•
IBP Supporting Strategies prepared for Board Seminar 10th June 2014
•
ICT – more future focus from TEC
9th June
•
ICT:
Ø
Microsoft XP Migration discussed, further work required
Ø
Limited Assurance Update
•
My Life A Full Life Business Case approved
•
Isle of Wight NHS Trust Award Categories approved
•
Staff Activity Co-ordinator Role approved
16th June
• Memorandum of Understanding for children’s care with EMH approved
• Safer Needle Project roll out discussed

Karen Baker
Chief Executive Officer
24th June 2014
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1.0

Introduction and Purpose

Complaints are a very important source of information regarding the quality of our services. All
formal complaints received have been fully investigated through the Trust’s complaints procedure.
All staff are encouraged to respond to concerns raised by patients and relatives as soon as they
become aware of them, rather than waiting to receive a formal written complaint.
Complaints and their responses are seen by members of the Board, including the Chief Executive
and the Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce. Complaints are regularly reported to the Trust
Board via the Trust Performance Report and to the Quality & Clinical Performance Committee via
the Quality Report. Data relating to complaints is also included in the information provided to
Board Members as part of their Board to Ward walk rounds.
Recent external reviews, including the Report of the Mid Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust
Public Enquiry (Francis 2013) and “A Review of the NHS Hospitals Complaints System”
(Clwyd/Hart 2013) have highlighted the importance of effective complaints handling and learning
lessons.
Patient Experience Officers (PEOs) and other Trust staff have listened to patients and/or their
advocates and provided relevant information and support to help resolve their concerns quickly
and efficiently. Together they try to find a solution through a variety of means and also signpost
people to others who may be able to offer more specialised information and support such as the
Citizens Advice Bureau or the Health Complaints Advocacy Service – SEAP (Support Empower
Advocate Promote) or provide support to manage concerns via the formal complaints process.
This report is produced in line with section 18 of The Local Authority Social Services and National
Health Service Complaints (England) Regulations 2009 and also contains additional information
relating to concerns and activity relating to the Patient & Liaison Service (PALS). The purpose of
this report is to provide an overview of Trust performance relating to complaints; concerns and
PALS activity for the year 2013/14.

2.0

Analysis of complaints received

2.1

Summary Performance 2013/14

KPI Description
Number of complaints
logged within the NHS
COMPLAINTS Procedure
Complaints Process
Compliance (based on
those closed within
month – not received)
Number of CONCERNS

Target
Year Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Total
(cumulative)
12/13 19
34 24 31 26 27 40 35 23 23 33 18 333
20%
13/14 22
14 15 18 15 17
9
21 10 24 17 12 194
0-20 days

3

5

2

8

6

2

3

7

1

4

3

4

48

21-45 days

14

7

9

7

8

6

10

5

8

6

11

7

98

> 45 days

15

17

11

9

3

4

2

6

1

2

5

5

80

79
75

100
66

91
36

86
60

76
46

73
46

65
81

61
75

36
42

69
74

43
74

68
76

847
751

20%

Number of Concerns resolved in 3
working days (based on those closed
within month – not received)
Number of PALS contacts
Number of compliments

12/13
13/14

46
43 21 37 25 28 64 46 35 47 56 47
495
70% 64% 66% 67% 60% 70% 81% 69% 67% 77% 77% 76%
18

21

8

19

8

18

5

2

6

8

151

13

25

334

409 385 441 271 326 372 297 632 379 256 345 4447

2.2
Complaints
Between April 2013 and March 2014 the Isle of Wight NHS Trust received 194 complaints,
compared to 333 in 2012/13; a total reduction of 42%. Of the 194 complaints received during the
year 183 (94%) of these were upheld (well-founded).
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The number of complaints received was evenly spread across each quarter of 2013/14, with the
exception of quarter 3, which received the fewest complaints. October 2013 saw the fewest
complaints received (9) and January 2014 saw the highest (24). The table below shows a
breakdown of complaints received across each of the Directorates for 2013/14.
APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR TOTAL
ACUTE
11
6
6
10
4
8
6
3
5
11
10
3
83
PLANNED
9
6
5
7
6
6
1
15
3
5
6
4
73
COMMUNITY
2
2
3
1
5
3
2
2
1
7
1
5
34
OTHER
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
4
22
14
15
18
15
17
9
21
10 24 17
12
194
TOTAL
Q1
51
Q2 50
Q3 40
Q4 53
The highest number of complaints received were relating to all aspects of clinical treatment
(Clinical Care and Nursing Care), equating to 64% of total number of complaints received.
Complaints relating to communication made up 11% of the total complaints received. The table
below identifies the full range of subjects of the complaints and numbers received against each
and of those how many were upheld.
Subject
(categories based on KO41a requirements – see Appendix 1)

Admission, discharge & transfer arrangements
Aids & appliances, equipment, premises (including access)
Appointments, delay / cancellation (outpatient)
Appointments, delay / cancellation (inpatient)
Attitude of staff
All aspects of clinical treatment
Communication / information to patients (written & oral)
Personal records (including medical and / or complaints)
Mortuary & post mortem arrangements
Transport (Ambulances & other)
Policy & commercial decisions of trusts
Other

Total
Complaints
4
1
12
1
13
124
22
4
1
6
1
5

Total
upheld
4
1
11
1
12
118
22
4
1
5
1
3

194

183

The majority of complaints received by the Trust related to the acute services (in-patient and
outpatient), jointly making up 72% of total complaints received. The table below identifies the
service area for all of the complaints and numbers received and of those how many were upheld.
Service Area
(categories based on KO41a requirements – see Appendix 1)

Hospital acute services: Inpatient
Hospital acute services: Outpatient
Hospital acute services: A&E
Mental health services
Maternity services
Ambulance services
Walk in Centres
Other Community health services

Total
Complaints
76
64
20
9
3
9
7
6

Total
upheld
76
60
20
8
2
7
5
5

194

183

The highest number of complaints received related to the profession of Medical (including
surgical), which totalled 56% of complaints received and 22% related to Nursing, Midwifery &
Health Visiting.
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The table below identifies the related profession of all of the complaints and numbers received and
of those how many were upheld.
Service Area
(categories based on KO41a requirements – see Appendix 1)

Medical (including surgical)
Dental (including surgical)
Professions supplementary to medicine (
Nursing, Midwifery & Health Visiting
Scientific, Technical & Professional
Ambulance crews (including Paramedics)
Trust administrative staff / members
Other

Total
Complaints
108
7
10
42
6
9
10
2

Total
upheld
104
7
9
40
5
7
9
2

194

183

The top 2 areas in each of the clinical directorates, receiving the highest number of complaints, are
outlined below.
Clinical Directorates

Service Area
General Surgery/Urology

Planned Clinical Directorate

Orthopaedics
Emergency Department

Acute Clinical Directorate

Medical Services

Community Health Clinical Directorate

District Nursing Service
Mental Health – Community Services

2.2.1 Timescales
During 2013/14, the Trust acknowledged 93.75% of complaints within the required timeframe of 3
days. The improvement in performance seen between quarters 1 and 4 was due to a change in
the process from 1 June 2014, where all correspondence received by the Quality Team are now
formally acknowledged regardless of whether they go on to be managed as a formal complaint.
The table below shows performance for the full year.
Acknowledgement times (calculated in days: standard = within 3 days) – 1 April 13 to 31 March 14
APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC
JAN
FEB

MAR

ACUTE

82%

33%

100%

PLANNED
COMMUNITY

67%

67%

100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

50%

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

OTHER

N/A
Total 66%

N/A

100%

90%

N/A

67% 100% 97%
Q1 80%

75%

N/A

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

N/A

N/A

93%

100% 100% 100% 100%

100% 100% 100%

N/A

N/A

92% 100% 100% 98% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Q2 96%

Q3 99%

Q4 100%

Performance relating to the percentage of formal complaints managed within the agreed timescale
saw a steady increase during 2013/14. However, annual performance averages at 56% to
complaints managed within the agreed timescale. This could be related to the change in process
where the expectation is that complaint deadlines are set within a shorter timescale that have
proved unachievable. This also links with the number of returners having increased during the
same reporting period; more detail provided in. The complaints regulations require the timescale
to be negotiated with the complainant and for the more complex complaints; realistic timescales
need to be set from the outset. This needs to be a key focus for the corporate and directorate
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teams moving into 2014/15. The table below shows a breakdown of performance for each month
of 2013/14.
Percentage of formal complaints managed within agreed timescale - April 13 - March 14
APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC
JAN
27% 33% 50% 60% 75% 75% 100% 67% 40% 45%
ACUTE
PLANNED
67% 67% 60% 86% 33% 50%
0%
47% 33% 40%
COMMUNITY 0%
50% 33% 100% 20% 33% 100% 50%
0%
57%
OTHER
N/A
N/A
0%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A 100% 0% 100%
Total 41% 50% 47% 72% 40% 59% 89% 52% 30% 50%
Q1 45%
Q2 58%
Q3 55%
*to date figure – some complaints not due for completion at time of reporting

FEB
*56%
*50%
100%
N/A

MAR
67%
*50%
*50%
N/A

*57% *57%
Q4

53%

2.2.2 Returners
During 2013/14 the Trust received 38 returned complaints, where the complaints remained
dissatisfied with the response they received from the Trust. This is an increase on 2012/13 in the
number of returners (38) compared to 2012/13 (29). This increase may be due to the new timescales
set for the management of complaints, as outlined above, and the emphasis placed on directorate staff
to write response letters. As the Trust moves into 2014/15 this is expected to reduce with the staff
responsible for managing complaints gaining more experience as the process is embedded and realistic
timescales set, in negotiation with the complainant.
The graph below shows the number of returners in 2013/14 compared to those received in
20121/3.

2.2.3 Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman (PHSO):
During 2013/14 there were 9 complaints referred to the Parliamentary Health Service Ombudsman
(PHSO). These are cases where the complainant was not happy with the outcome they received
from the Trust. Of the 9 cases, 5 were not upheld; 1 was not taken on by the PHSO but they
requested the Trust re-engage with the complainant; 2 are still undergoing investigation and 1 was
upheld. For the 1 upheld case; the Trust accepted the recommendations made by the PHSO and
developed an action plan to ensure lessons are learnt.
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An overview of complaints referred to the PHSO and the outcomes are outlined in the table below.
Date
Received

Directorate Service

Primary
Subject

10/04/13

Acute

Nursing care

23/04/13

Planned

25/07/13

Community
Health

Rheumatology Clinical care

30/07/13

Community
Health

Safeguarding Other
Children and
young people

05/09/13

Acute

26/09/13

Acute

Prison(Now
Primary
care)**
Diabetes
Centre

08/10/13

Planned

General
Surgery and
Urology

22/10/13

Acute

30/01/14

Acute

Medical
Clinical care
Services/Gene
ral Rehab
Emergency
Clinical care
Department

Prison**

Sub Subject

Description of
complaint

PHSO Decision

Failure to provide food
supplements.
Inadequate follow up
care. Delay in receiving
MRI results
Allegation
Inappropriate
medication prescribed

Not Upheld

Alleged inappropriate
referral to
safeguarding.
Inadequate treatment
for condition in A&E
Attitude of
Allegation that review
Nurse/Midwife by nurse not Doctor
was inappropriate
Appointment
Incorrect information
cancellation
given regarding
cancelled appointment
Critical of
Patient concerned
clinical care /
about clinical
treatment /
treatment and
decision
decisions.

Not Upheld

Medication
issues
Whippingham Communication Poor
ward
communication

Staff attitude

Appts delay /
cancellation
(out-patient)
Clinical care

Critical of
clinical care /
treatment /
decision
Critical of
investigation

Delay in
treatment /
diagnosis / tests
Critical of
clinical care /
treatment /
decision

Allegation regarding
poor Nursing care

Closed
Trust to re-engage
with complainant
Not Upheld

Not Upheld

Not Upheld

Upheld
- Pay £250 remedy
- Apology
- Action plan
required within 3
months
Currently being
investigated

Inadequate assessment Currently being
leading to alleged
investigated
missed diagnosis
leading to delay in
treatment.

** no longer part of the Trust as from 1 June 2014

As at 31 March 2014, there were 4 cases still open from 2012/13, 2 of which were upheld and 2
partly upheld. All 4 have open actions plans that are currently being monitored with updates
provided to the Ombudsman and complainant, as required.
2.2.4 Hospital and Community Health Services Complaints Collection (KO41a)
As a provider of NHS services, the Isle of Wight NHS Trust is required to submit data for the
KO41A return via the Health and Social Care Information Centre (HSCIC). This information is
published annually in a statistical bulletin on the HSCIC website.
The information obtained from the K041(a) collection monitors written hospital and community
health service complaints (by service area and type) received by the NHS each year.
The data relating to the reporting period 1 April 2013 to 31 March 2014 for the Trust was submitted
on 24 April 2014.
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3.0

Concerns:

Between 1 April 2013 and 31 March 2014 the Trust managed 751 concerns. This is an decrease
of 13% on 2012/13 (862). Key themes from these concerns are outlined in the table below:-

Appointments delay/cancellation (out-patient)
Clinical care
Communication
Staff attitude
Nursing care
Appointments delay/cancellation (in-patient)
Admission/Discharge/transfer arrangements
Aids and appliances, equipment and premises
Policy & commercial decision of Trust
Transport (ambulances & other)
Other
Hotel services (including food)
Personal records/medical file
Patients property/expenses
Patients status/discrimination (e.g. racial, gender)
Patients privacy & dignity
Totals:

4.0

Total
210
158
114
64
46
31
28
22
18
16
13
11
8
4
4
4
751

%
28%
21%
15%
9%
6%
4%
3.7%
2.9%
2.4%
2.1%
1.7%
1.5
1.2%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%

Patient & Liaison Service (PALS) Contacts

These are contacts that the Patient Experience Officers have with service users that are in
additional to complaints and concerns. These include general type enquiries; signposting and
information provision.
During 2013/14 the Patient Experience Officers dealt 151 contacts, as outlined in the graph below.
This is compared to 116 in 2012/13, a 30% increase on the previous year.

Work is being undertaken to re-brand PALS and move to a new PALS hub nearer to the main
entrance of the hospital. This move is scheduled to take place during May 2014 and it is
anticipated that the Trust will see a rise in the number of PALS contacts, as the team will be more
accessible for patients; carers and relatives. This is part of an organisational drive to improve
patient experience and promote the organisation’s wish to receive feedback in order to continue to
improve services for its patients.
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5.0

Learning from
Improvement

Complaints

and

Concerns;

Contributing

to

Service

Since April 2013 improvements have been made in how we respond to complainants and
approaches to learning lessons. The Trust is currently exploring ways in which all feedback
mechanisms might be integrated in order to improve patient experience and maximise learning
from themes. Updates on this work can be found in the quarterly Patient Experience Report.
The introduction of action plans for each complaint will assist the Trust in further developing this
area and ensuring governance arrangements are in place for moving issues raised by our service
users from complaints into service improvements.
Below are examples of actions taken / lessons learnt from complaints during 2013/14.
Speciality
General Surgery
/ Urology

Complaint
Delay in operation

Root Cause
Decision to admit
paperwork went
missing

General Surgery
/ Urology

Complaint
regarding Botox
injections that had
left patient needing
to have a catheter

Orthopaedics

Patient developed
Embolism

Emergency
Department

Alleged Missed
Diagnosis

Poor communication
regarding known
complications leading to
patient not being able
to make an informed
choice regarding
surgery
Confusion regarding
whether clinician
required patient to have
anti clotting prophylaxis
medication
Patient had suffered a
stroke that was not
picked up by clinical
team

Medical
Services

Poor
communication
with relatives

Telephone messages
not responded to

District Nursing

Delay in escalating
deterioration in
patient's condition
Delay in receiving
appointment

Poor documentation in
community notes

Mental Health
Community
Ambulance

Patient given
misleading
information on
discharge about
the cost of
hospital car

Patient had moved and
not informed service
Out of date information
regarding costs and
criterion for hospital
car on wards

Action
Electronic System being developed to
place patients on an waiting list at
time of decision rather than paper
based system - planned
implementation 2014-15
In future all patients coming in for
these procedures are given a trial at
trying to self catheterise; if they are
not able to do this, they are given the
option of not having the procedure.

Standard operating procedure for
knee surgery put in place to ensure all
consultants manage patients in the
same way Modern matron to lead in
changing inpatient paperwork
Raise the profile of diagnosis and
treatment of stroke. Reflective
training for clinician involved.
Additional training sessions for all
team.
Clinical Nurse Specialist will review
logs to ensure contacts to nurse
specialist are not being missed and
responded to.
Audit to be undertaken

New contact details placed on system
for future contacts
up to date list of pricings and terms
sent to all ward and outpatient areas
and price list also published in the
staff bulletin to raise awareness
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6.0

Update on changes to complaints management during 2013/14

During 2013/14 a review of existing complaints management practice was undertaken, in order to
improve systems and processes.
This was done in conjunction with a review of the
recommendations from the Francis, Keogh, Berwick and Clwyd & Hart reports, with the actions
relating to complaints management incorporated into the Trust’s Integrated Action Plan.
This review has led to required changes, including Service Leads and Directorate Quality
Managers taking a more active role in the management of complaints, so that complaints are
responded to as close to the patient as possible. At the point of acknowledgement, complainants
are offered a discussion regarding how they wish their issue/s to be managed and the timescales
involved. In the majority of cases, where possible, each complainant will receive a call from a
senior member of the service team in order to facilitate this discussion.
Further work is required to embed the new process and this will be ongoing into 2014/15.

7.0

Priorities for 2014/15

From 1 April 2014 the Trust will be implementing action plans for each complaint to facilitate
evidence of lessons learnt and improvements made on the back of a complaint.
Governance processes are being developed to ensure consistent monitoring of actions through to
completion and to enable directorates to evidence lessons learnt and service improvement.
The key priorities moving into 2014/15 are:• Embed the new complaints management process further
• Provide relevant education and training for staff
• Improve the percentage of complaints managed within the agreed timescale
• Embed action plans and improve sharing of lessons learnt from complaints to provide
Prepared by:
opportunity to improve services

Theresa Gallard
Business Manager – Patient Safety; Experience & Clinical Effectiveness
16 May 2014
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Appendix 1
Hospital and Community Health Services Complaints Collection (KO41a) - Definitions

Service Area
Hospital acute services: Inpatient

Hospital acute services: Outpatient
Hospital acute services: A & E

Elderly (geriatric) services
Mental health services
Maternity services

Ambulance services
Community hospital services
NHS Direct
Walk in centres
Other community health services
CCG commissioning

Profession
Medical (including surgical)
Dental (including surgical)
Professions supplementary to
medicine

Nursing, midwifery and health
visiting
Scientific, technical and
professional
Ambulance crews (including
paramedics)
Maintenance and ancillary staff
Trust administrative staff/members
Other

Definition
Admitted specialist management/patient care provided by a
consultant, midwife or nurse
Attendance at a clinic session provided by a consultant or his
team
Consultant-led activity with full resuscitation facilities and
designated accommodation for the reception of accident and
emergency patients
Care of older people (by a specialist or his team)
Care of the mentally ill (by a psychiatric specialist or his team)
Care of patients during pregnancy including provision of
antenatal and post-natal services, as well as care following
miscarriage
Hospital provided transport services staffed by trained
ambulance staff
Care provided in a community setting, which may not include
accident and emergency facilities
Telephone (and online) advice and information services with
access to nursing staff
Provision of healthcare advice and treatment for minor
illnesses/injuries at ‘drop-in’ centres
Community based care, provided by a pharmacist, named
nurse or multidisciplinary team
Purchasing of services on a contract for patients in an area
covered by a particular Clinical Commissioning
Definition
Medical specialities (including surgical sub-specialities)
Dental specialities (including surgical sub-specialities)
Allied Health Professionals (physiotherapists, occupational
therapists, speech and language therapists,
chiropodists/podiatrists, dieticians, prosthetists and orthotists,
art, drama and music therapists (arts therapists)
radiographers (diagnostic and therapeutic) orthoptists and
paramedics )
Care provided by nurses, midwives and health visitors

Services provided by scientists, technicians and professional
advisors and support staff
Services provided by ambulance crews (including trained
paramedics)
Workmen, cleaners, porters, catering staff
Hospital trust
Other
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Medical Revalidation Quality Assurance Report 2014
1.

Executive summary

Medical revalidation was formally launched by the GMC on 3 December 2012.
It is the process by which all doctors with a licence to practise in the UK need
to satisfy the General Medical Council (GMC), at regular intervals that they are
fit to practise and should retain that licence. Doctors need to meet the
standards set by the GMC, taking into account guidance for their specialty, to
maintain their licence to practice.
Licensed doctors have to revalidate, usually every five years, by having regular
appraisals with their employer that are based on our core guidance for
doctors, Patients can help their doctors improve their practice by providing
them with regular feedback about the care they have received.
The Isle of Wight NHS Trust had 1241 doctors connected to the organisation for
Revalidation purposes. 30 doctors were revalidated in 2013/14; includes one
doctor had their revalidation deferred and revalidated later in the year.
2.

Purpose of the Paper

The purpose of this report is to provide assurance to the Trust Board that local
systems and processes concerning doctors appraisals and that they are
receiving appropriate training and professional development to enable them to
continue to improve the care they deliver to patients, in accordance with The
Medical Profession (Responsible Officers) Regulations, 2010 as amended in
2013 and ‘The General Medical Council (License to Practice and Revalidation)
Regulations Order of Council 2012.
The purpose of medical appraisal is to:
• enable doctors to discuss their practice and performance with their
appraiser in order to demonstrate that they continue to meet the principles
and values set out in Good Medical Practice and thus to inform the
responsible officer’s revalidation recommendation to the GMC.
• Enable doctors to enhance the quality of their professional work by
planning their professional development.
• Enable doctors to consider their own needs in planning their professional
development. and may also be used to:
1

As at 31st March 2014.

• Enable doctors to ensure that they are working productively and in line with
the priorities and requirements of the organisation they practise in.
Revalidation is an integral part of the annual appraisal process. Through their
appraisal a doctor must collect a portfolio of evidence to show they meet the
necessary General Medical Council (GMC) standards set out in the GMC’s
“Good Medical Practice Guide” (April 2013). These standards are based on
trust between a medical practitioner and their patients. The standards are
illustrated in the table below
Table 1
Knowledge, skills and
performance

Safety and Quality

GMC Standards of Good Medical Practice
•
•
•
•
•
•

Communication,
partnership and team
working

Maintaining Trust

•
•
•

Make the care of your patient your first concern.
Provide a good standard of practice and care.
o Keep your professional knowledge and skills up to date.
o Recognise and work within the limits of your competence.
Take prompt action if you think that patient safety, dignity or
comfort is being compromised.
Protect and promote the health of patients and the public.
Treat patients as individuals and respect their dignity.
o Treat patients politely and considerately.
o Respect patients’ right to confidentiality.
Work in partnership with patients.
o Listen to, and respond to, their concerns and preferences.
o Give patients the information they want or need in a way
they can understand.
o Respect patients’ right to reach decisions with you about
their treatment and care.
o Support patients in caring for themselves to improve and
maintain their health.
o Work with colleagues in the ways that best serve
patients’ interests.
Be honest and open and act with integrity.
Never discriminate unfairly against patients or colleagues.
Never abuse your patients’ trust in you or the public’s trust in
the profession.

A doctor’s appraisal needs to cover the whole of their practice. So if a doctor
practices in more than one organisation, they will need to collect supporting
information that covers their practice in each of those places. Doctors
revalidation runs over a 5 year cycle – a doctor will need to revalidate only
once in the cycle. The revalidation date is set by the GMC. Each doctor relates

to a Responsible Officer (RO); locally that is the Executive Medical Director.
Revalidation requires the RO to assess individual doctors’ portfolio of evidence
and reports back to the GMC on the doctor’s fitness to practise.
3.

Background

Medical Revalidation was launched in 2012 to strengthen the way that doctors
are regulated, with the aim of improving the quality of care provided to
patients, improving patient safety and increasing public trust and confidence
in the medical system.
As a Provider of NHS services the Isle of Wight NHS Trust has a statutory duty
to support the Responsible Officer in discharging their duties under the
Responsible Officer Regulations2. These Regulations also expect Trust Board
will oversee compliance by:
• monitoring the frequency and quality of medical appraisals in their
organisations;
• checking there are effective systems in place for monitoring the
conduct and performance of their doctors;
• confirming that feedback from patients is sought periodically so that
their views can inform the appraisal and revalidation process for
their doctors; and
• Ensuring that appropriate pre-employment background checks
(including pre-engagement for Locums) are carried out to ensure
that medical practitioners have qualifications and experience
appropriate to the work performed.
The Francis Inquiry highlighted the importance NHS Trust Boards to pay close
attention to the quality of care delivered within their organisation. The
purpose of this report is to provide the Trust Board with the assurance that
the Trust has effective systems in place to monitor and support our medical
staff.

2

The Medical Profession (Responsible Officers) Regulations, 2010 as amended in 2013’ and ‘The
General Medical Council (Licence to Practise and Revalidation) Regulations Order of Council 2012’

4.

Governance Arrangements

Executive Medical Director
- Responsbile Officer

Lead Appraiser

Appraisers

The Executive Medical Director/Responsible Officer (EMD) has overall
responsibility for ensuring the Trust complies with the legislative requirements
of Medical Revalidation. The Trust’s “Doctors Appraisal Policy” is the
overarching local document that describes how the Trust and EMD will
discharge its responsibilities. The EMD is support is provided by:
• Lead Appraiser who provides support and guidance to appraisers,
individual doctors and Human Resources, to ensure that appraisals are
undertaken effectively.
• Human Resources (HR) administers the appraisal process; from liaising
with doctors and appraisers, to training doctors to use the Trust’s appraisal
systems.
HR also ensures the Trust’s intranet site (Clinical Zone/Medical Appraisals)
is kept up to date with information and locally developed resources for
doctors and appraisers.
The Senior HR Lead is also responsible for Revalidation and Appraisal policy
development.
Concerns about a doctor’s level of engagement in the appraisal process are
raised in the first instance with the Lead Appraiser. In extreme situations
the Lead Appraiser would escalate the matter to the Responsible Officer.
Appraisals booked and undertaken are recorded in the Electronic Staff
Record (ESR) and reported to the Trust Board within the Clinical
Directorate Appraisal Performance Report. Recording appraisals in ESR
enables that employee history to be transferred if a doctor leaves the Trust
to work for another NHS organisation.

HR also administers the web-based Appraisal and 360 ° feedback systems.
Human Resources also provide assurance reports to the Trust Board on a
monthly basis. These reports include the number of doctors revalidated in
month.
They also ensure the list of prescribed connections is maintained.
• Appraisers. Each appraiser undertakes approximately 10 appraisals per
year.
5.

Medical Appraisals – April 2013 to March 2014

5.1 Appraisal and Revalidation Performance Data
Detailed activity levels of appraisal outputs in individual departments:
•

Number of doctors 130

•

Number of completed appraisals 128. 2 doctors did not have an appraisal
due to agreed absence from work.

•

Number of doctors in remediation and disciplinary processes 0

Appraisals must be signed off as complete, by both the doctor and the
appraiser with 28 days of the appraisal meeting. Failure to do so could be
considered to be a ‘missed appraisal’.
The Trust Board receives a written update as part of the Workforce Report on
a monthly basis illustrating:
• The number of doctors who have had an appraisal and
• The number of doctors who have been revalidated in month and
revalidations scheduled for future months.
• Doctor in remediation and other formal processes are reflected in the HR
Employee Relation Report within the Workforce Report.
5.2 Appraisers
The Trust has 25 doctors (consultants and Associate Specialist) who undertake
appraisals.
During the past 12 months a number of Appraiser development activities have
been undertaken:
• Appraiser Meetings where practical implications and challenges of
appraisals are discussed and shared.
• 2 Appraiser Training sessions have been delivered:

o September 2013 - Giving Difficult Feedback facilitated by Wessex
Deanery Appraisal Service.
o March 2014 – Appraisal Clinic facilitated by an external training
provider MiAD.
Both training activities were identified by the Appraisers.
The Lead Appraiser, Responsible Officer and Senior HR Lead have attended a
range of NHS England Network meetings.
5.3 Quality Assurance
The quality of medical appraisals is undertaken by the Responsible Officer, so
they can be assured the doctor is fit to practise before making their GMC
recommendation. During 2013-14, one doctor’s revalidation recommendation
was deferred; this neutral act allowed the doctor more time to meet the
required standard.
The quality assurance of appraisal includes:
•

Review of appraisal folders to provide assurance that the appraisal inputs:
the pre-appraisal declarations and supporting information provided is
available and appropriate -by whom and sign offs.

•

Review of appraisal folders to provide assurance that the appraisal
outputs: PDP, summary and sign offs are complete and to an appropriate
standard -by whom and sign offs

•

Review of appraisal outputs to provide assurance that any key items
identified pre-appraisal as needing discussion during the appraisal are
included in the appraisal outputs -by whom and sign offs

•

Review of appraisal folders to provide assurance process that feedback
from patients is sought periodically so that their views can inform the
appraisal and revalidation process for their doctors.

5.4 Access, security and confidentiality
The Trust uses two web-based systems provided by Allocate Software; EAppraisal and E-360.
E-appraisal access /user accounts to each system are requested directly to the
system suppler by Human Resources once the doctor has been confirmed in
post. The users GMC number is the key unique identifier.

There are 5 levels of access/user functionality:
• Responsible Officer – assigned to Executive Medical Director and allows the
RO to view appraisal evidence and outcomes.
• Assistant RO – assigned to Lead Appraiser and Senior HR Lead and has the
same level of access as the RO. The RO has to approve this delegate level of
access.
• Systems Administrator – assigned to HR Support Officer and Senior HR
Lead. This functionality manages the users by: confirming user details,
allocating appraiser to appraise; managing e-360 exercises; reporting.
• Appraiser – assigned to all appraiser. This functionality allows the appraiser
to view appraisal preparation and to sign off completed appraisal.
• User – the access assigned to all doctors.
E-360 allows the doctors to seek feedback from colleague only, colleague and
patients or patients only. This is referred to as multi-source feedback (MSF).
Colleague feedback is undertaken on-line.
Patient feedback is sought by the doctor generating paper questionnaires;
these are randomly distributed by clinic or ward support staff and returned to
HR for inputting into e-360. No patient identifiable information is required as
each questionnaire has a unique code which can only be used once. Once the
MSF exercise has been closed, all patient questionnaires are destroyed as
confidential waste.
The doctor is responsible for selecting the colleagues they wish to give them
feedback. The system administrator is oversees this exercise and ensures that
the doctor has sought feedback from all members of the multi-disciplinary
team, in line with GMC Guidance3 including other medical colleagues, nurses,
allied health professional, admin roles, secretaries and managerial colleagues.
The doctor is responsible for setting the duration the MSF exercise.
Once the MSF exercise has closed, the doctor’s appraiser releases the report to
the doctor ahead of their appraisal discussion.
It is each individual doctor’s responsibility to ensure that any Patient
Identifiable data is removed from their appraisal portfolios.
3

GMC Supporting Information for appraisal and revalidation http://www.gmcuk.org/RT___Supporting_information_for_appraisal_and_revalidation___DC5485.pdf_5502
4594.pdf

5.5 Clinical Governance
The Trust makes available individual performance data to each doctor.
Quality and Patient Experience Team provide a summary of complaints and
Serious Incidents Requiring Investigation (SIRI). The Quality Team also manage
a database of all audit programmes.
The Trust’s Governance and Risk Management functions publish “Lessons
Learnt” quarterly so the learning can be shared across the organisation – see
link http://intranet/index.asp?record=2065
Clinical Directorate Quality Managers provide a summary of complements to
doctors on request.
Performance Information Department provide a summary of clinical outcomes
including mortality rates.
6

Revalidation Recommendations

Number of recommendations between April 2013 and March 2014
Recommendations completed on time
Recommendations completed not on time
Positive recommendations
Deferrals requests
Non engagement notifications
7

30
0
30
1
0

Recruitment and engagement background checks

Pre-employment background checks (including pre-engagement for Locums)
are carried out by the Trust’s Human Resources to ensure that medical
practitioners have qualifications and experience appropriate to the work
performed.
Since April 2014 additional assurance is being sought about a doctor’s medical
practice from previous Responsible Officer using the Medical Practice
Information Transfer form (MPiT). Further details can be found in Appendix A
8

Monitoring Performance

The responsibility for managing the performance of doctors sits with the
Executive Medical Director who in turn has delegated the management of
doctors to Directorate Clinical Directors and Lead Clinicians. In the case of

Doctors in training, their performance is managed by the Educational and
Clinical Supervisors and Associate Director for Medical Education.
9

Responding to Concerns and Remediation

The Trust’s recently updated Conduct and Capability Policy provides the
mechanism for managing and monitoring the conduct and performance of
doctors.
Case managers and case investigators, as well as the practitioners, are
supported by Human Resource HR Officers and Senior HR Manager. Where
appropriate the Trust actively seeks support and advice from National Clinical
Assessment Service (NCAS).
10

Risk and Issues

10.1 Risks
The Trust’s Executive Medical Director is currently the only person who
makes revalidation recommendations to the GMC.
This risk is managed by Senior HR Manager giving an early warning of
pending revalidation recommendations.
10.2 Issues
The historic reluctance of doctors to book their appraisal; they are
reliant on HR to book their appraisal and/or select their appraiser.
11

Reflections and Improvement Plan

The following areas have been identified for development and improvement
Plan needs to focus individual appraisers to ensure there is:
• To establish an annual record of the appraiser’s reflection on appropriate
continuing professional development
• To establish an annual record of the appraiser’s participation in appraisal
calibration events such as reflection on ASG (Appraisal Support Group)
meetings
• 360 feedback from doctors for each individual appraiser
For the appraisal portfolio:
• Establish a systematic approach to quality control of appraisal inputs and
outputs.
• Some doctors choose to use the MAG form, rather than the Trust’s
preferred web-based system. This can make reporting problematic.

For the organisation
• Ensure Appraiser Meetings are better structured so that appraisers can
schedule them into their SPA time.
• Audit and publish results showing the timelines of process of appraisal by
department
• Test the use of technology to gain timelier user feedback by using
Volunteers.
• Establish and maintain a mechanism so the Trust can be assured that
visiting doctors have had their annual appraisal.
12

Recommendations

Through this report the Executive Medical Director is asking the board to
accept report (noting it will be shared, along with the annual audit, with the
higher level responsible officer) and to consider any needs/resources.

Appendix A

Audit of Recruitment

Number of new doctors (including all new prescribed connections) who have commenced in last 12 months (including where appropriate locum doctors)
Permanent employed doctors

18

Temporary employed doctors

44

Locums brought in to the designated body through a locum agency

1

Locums brought in to the designated body through ‘Staff Bank’ arrangements

0

Other
Explanatory note: This includes independent contractors, doctors with practising privileges, etc. For membership organisations this includes new members, for locum
agencies this includes doctors who have registered with the agency, etc
Private Healthcare organisation

3

Overseas

12

TOTAL

15

GMC conditions
or undertakings

On-going
GMC/NCAS
investigations

Language
competency

Local conditions
or undertakings

Qualification
check

Revalidation due
date

Appraisal due
date

Appraisal outputs

Unresolved
performance
concerns

18

1

18

18

18

1

1

0

0

18

1

1

1

1

Temporary employed
doctors

44

44

0

44

44

18

0

0

0

0

44

0

0

0

0

Locums brought in to the
designated body through a
locum agency

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

Name of last
responsible
officer
Reference from
last responsible
officer

Past GMC issues

18

2 recent
references

Identity check

Permanent employed
doctors

BDS

Total

For how many of these doctors was the following information available within 1 month of the doctor’s starting date (numbers)
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Other
(independent contractors,
practising privileges,
members, registrants, etc)
Total

15

78

15

1

15

15

15

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

78

3

78

78

52

1

2

0

0

64

1

1

1

1

Use of locum doctors:
Explanatory note: Number of locum sessions used (days) as a proportion of total medical establishment (days) The total WTE headcount is included to show the proportion
of the posts in each specialty that are covered by locum doctors
Locum use by specialty:

Total establishment in
specialty (current approved
WTE headcount)

Consultant:
Overall number
of locum days
used

SAS doctors:
Overall number
of locum days
used

Trainees (all grades):
Overall number of
locum days used

Total Overall
number of locum
days used

Surgery

23

255

0

0

255

Medicine

22.87

460

426

0

886

Psychiatry

10.6

457

0

0

457

Obstetrics/Gynaecology

9

0

68

0

68

Accident and Emergency

9

0

299

0

299

Anaesthetics

25.32

0

10

0

10

Radiology

5

0

0

0

0

Pathology

6

280

0

0

280

Other

15.69

55

519

120

694

120

2949

Total in designated body (This includes all doctors
not just those with a prescribed connection)

1507

1322
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Number of individual locum attachments by
duration of attachment (each contract is a separate
‘attachment’ even if the same doctor fills more than
one contract)

Total

Total

Pre-employment
checks
completed
(number)

Induction or
orientation
completed
(number)

Pre-employment
checks are
undertaken by
the Agency. The
Trust only uses
Agencies who
are on the
Framework

Specialities
encouraged to
undertake
induction with
locum doctors
as set out in the
Trust’s
Induction Policy

Exit reports completed
(number)

Concerns reported
to agency or
responsible officer
(number)
0

2 days or less

21

3 days to one week

18

1 week to 1 month

30

1-3 months

15

3-6 months

8

6-12 months

2

0

More than 12 months

0

0

94

0

Exit interviews are not
undertaken

0
0
0
0
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RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
ANNUAL REPORT – 2013/14

Overview of R&D year:

The Trust Research Department has historically provided the Research Management & Governance
(RM&G) Service to Independent Contractors (GPs, dentists, optometrists and community pharmacists).
As part of the transition arrangements for the new Local Clinical Research Network for Wessex, provision
of the RM&G service to Independent Contractors transferred from the Trust Research Department to
CRN Wessex on 1 February 2014 who now provides this service to all primary care providers across the
new network from one central office.
Our participation in clinical research projects continued during the year, with 38 new studies approved,
compared with 56 during 2012/13 (Appendix A refers) representing a healthy research portfolio for the
Island.
These studies include a mix of mainly multi-centre non-commercial externally funded projects and
projects associated with postgraduate education studies involving both primary and secondary care
professionals (Appendix A refers).
Since January 2012, we have developed our infrastructure to support clinical research and during last
year were able to fund 3 part-time RM&G staff, 10 part-time research nurses, 2 part-time midwives, 13
doctors, 5 study support administrators, together with physiotherapy, pharmacy, radiology and pathology
time.
During 2013/14, the Trust recruited 767 patients to thirty portfolio studies during the year, compared with
741 in 2012/13, across the clinical specialties of (including Blood, Cancer, Cardiovascular, Diabetes,
Injuries & Emergencies, Mental Health, Musculoskeletal, Oral & Gastrointestinal, Renal & Urogenital,
Ophthalmology, Reproductive Health & Childbirth, Respiratory and other Generic Relevance & CrossCutting Themes):
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** excludes non-portfolio activity
The impact of research activities of the David Hide Asthma & Allergy Centre continues to be substantial,
delivering high impact publications and facilitating the development of further funding applications. The
Centre has continued recruiting families to its 3rd Generation Study of the original 1989/90 cohort and
has plans to assess the IoW cohort at age 25 during the coming year. They have collaborated with
Nottingham University Hospital on a study looking at silk clothing and eczema and also with the University
of Manchester providing samples and data from our IOW cohort to a Medical Research Council funded
network of all UK-based birth cohorts designed to study asthma (STELAR consortium).
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Financial information: (Appendix B refers)
Hampshire & Isle of Wight Comprehensive Local Research Network 2013/14 Funding
A central annual allocation of £426,018, together with £7,139 Contingency Funding was made available
to the Trust by HIOW CLRN to provide NHS infrastructure support to studies within the National Institute
for Health Research Clinical Research Network (NIHR CRN) Portfolio. This funding covers clinician
sessions, research nurses and associated staff, NHS service support (pathology, radiology & pharmacy)
and research management and governance. The contingency funding was allocated to meet the shortfall
in funding for a Gastroenterology Research Nurse.
The Trust actually reported a spend of £404,277 against the allocation of £433,157 which showed an
under spend of £28,880 – this was due to staff vacancies in-year and resultant delays in recruitment.
NIHR Research Capacity Funding (RCF) 2013/14
NIHR Research Capability Funding replaced Flexibility and Sustainability Funding (FSF) in April 2012. As
with FSF, Research Capability Funding is allocated to research-active NHS organisations in proportion to
the total amount of other NIHR income received by that organisation, and on the number of NIHR Senior
Investigators associated with the organisation. The Trust received a fixed amount of £20,000 in 2013/14.
This funding has been used to fund clinical session time for Dr Gary Lee to develop a programme of
research with academic partners in Southampton and also to contribute towards the cost of a research
management and governance service.
Other Research Income
Additional income was received from external sponsors of both commercial and non-commercial studies
to the value of £60,279 (Appendix B refers).
R&D Set-Up Fee
The Trust continues to charge an R&D set-up fee of £735.75 for processing commercial and non-portfolio
studies for R&D approval as central funding is no longer received to support the RM&G costs associated
with these studies. The R&D Office does not charge a fee to process student research projects.
R&D Strategy 2010-2015
Progress continues to be made against achievement of the key objectives:
•

•
•
•

To increase annually overall recruitment to portfolio studies by 20% and maintain the activity based
funding element of our CLRN budget allocation
 Recruitment increased by 3.5% compared to 2012/13
 Investigator sessions were funded for Drs Khan (1PA), Baksi (1PA), Vandekerckhove
(0.5PA), Arshad (0.5PA), Hakim (1PA), Grellier (0.5PA), Kurukularratchy (0.5PA), Roberts
(2PA), Harms (0.3PA), Magier (0.2PA) and Sharif (0.5PA from Q4)
 A part-time Dementia research nurse was appointed in February 2014 funded by the
Research Network for Dementia and Neurodegenerative Diseases (DENDRON) and the two
part-time research nurses for cancer transferred from the Central South Coast Cancer
Research Network in Southampton to the Trust under TUPE arrangements on 1 April 2014
To increase recruitment in Topic Specific Research Network (TCRN) areas - Mental Health,
Medicines for Children, Diabetes, Stroke
 142 patients (18.5%) were recruited to TCRN studies for Diabetes and Cancer
To increase recruitment to Industry Studies (10% of portfolio)
 Eight new commercial studies were approved last year compared with 5 in the previous year
To increase GP engagement in Primary Care Research Network (PCRN) portfolio studies
 A part of the transition arrangements for the new Local Clinical Research Network for
Wessex, provision of the RM&G service to Independent Contractors transferred from the
Trust Research Department to CRN Wessex on 1 February 2014 who now provide this
service to all primary care providers across the new network from one central office
 Six practices remain signed up to the PCRN Primary Care Incentive Scheme (3 at Level 1
(up to 3 studies) and 4 are affiliated (not required to take on studies or be performance
managed)
 Recruitment into Primary Care Research Network (PCRN) studies was 22 during the year,
compared with 488 in the previous year
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•

•
•

•

To continue developing research capacity within the Trust
 3 Research Nurses within the Research Department completed the “Foundation Course in
Clinical Research & GCP” during the year – all nurses within the Department now trained to
the same level
 46 research active staff completed NIHR accredited Good Clinical Practice (GCP) training
(new and refresher courses)
 22 staff members attended Study Skills Workshops (x8) and 15 staff members attended
Beginners Critical Appraisal Workshops (x6) hosted by the Oliveira Library
To provide a facilitative “Investigator focused” service
 The Research Team continue to support researchers and local investigators with their R&D
submission for approval
To work towards accreditation as a National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Research Support
Service
 The Trust is no longer required to become accredited, following establishment of the Health
Research Authority in 2012.
To ensure that patients are made aware of research that is of particular relevance to them and are
notified of opportunities to join in relevant ethically approved research
 The Research Team has developed a webpage to promote research opportunities that are
available and also to enable patients/carers to register their interest to participate in future
studies

Serious Adverse Events
Fifteen serious adverse events were reported during the year, related to 3 Cancer Research Network
studies, 1 DHAARC study, 1 Vectasearch Clinic Study and 2 Ophthalmology Studies.
Key Performance Indicators
• 2013/14 Cumulative Recruitment against Annual Recruitment Target
The Trust recruited 767 (99.6%) patients against an annual target of 770
•

Time to Target - RAG (TT)* - CCRN Studies open after 1st April 2010

% of non-commercial, open studies recruiting to time and target
% of commercial, open studies recruiting to time and target

Non-Commercial (TT) – Open
Non-Commercial (TT) – Closed
Commercial (TT) – Open
Commercial (TT) – Closed

28% (25)
16% (37)
75% (8)
50% (4)
Source: HIOW CLRN - data used: 31st March 2014

•

First Patient First Visit (FPFV)* - includes all disease areas

% of non-commercial studies recruiting first patient within 30 days from the date of NHS permission
% of commercial studies recruiting first patient within 30 days from the date of NHS permission

Of the 10 non-commercial portfolio studies approved in 2013/14, 4 (40%) achieved their first patient within
30 days of NHS Permission (or Site Initiation Visit if this was later). This included the MAPS Follow-Up
Study achieved their first patient within 24 days of receiving a signed contract from the Sponsor post
conditional NHS Permission which was delayed by 57 days.
Of the remaining 6 (60%):
 1 was a “non-accruing” ambulance study providing data uploads only
 2 – we are a continuing care site where responsibility for recruitment takes places elsewhere
 1 was a public health study for returning Hajj pilgrims with severe acute respiratory infection
 1 – no local PI study, study team waiting for NHS Permission to be in place at all sites before recruitment
commences
• 1 was a stroke study with low target number and tight inclusion criteria
Of the 8 commercial studies approved in 2013/14, 2 (25%) achieved their first patient within 30 days of
NHS Permission (or Site Initiation Visit if this was later).
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•

CSP Metrics

% of local studies reviewed within 30 days by NHS organisation

Global Review Completion (study-wide)
Apr

May

Jun

Jul
0%
(1)

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Oct
100%
(4)

Nov
100%
(2)

Dec

Jan
100%
(1)

Feb
100%
(2)

Mar

Local Review Completion & NHS Permission Issued
Apr
0%
(1)

May
100%
(0)

Jun
50%
(4)

Jul
67%
(3)

Aug
100%
(2)

Sep
50%
(2)

Reasons for non-achievement:
April:

CONSTANCE (59 days) - delays with contract negotiations

June:

UKALL 2011 (91 days) - old study which dated back to April 2012. Shared Care Centre application
eventually received 13/3/13 – checks we thought had been in place actually weren’t when we came to
issue NHS Permission so had to backtrack hence delay
Odyssey/Regeneron R727 (49 days) - was due 25/5, we didn’t receive final contract from Contract
Research Organisation til 10/6

July:

Milk Exclusion (43 days) – had achieved 30 days but CLRN subsequently failed our global checks 5/7, we
fed back 16/7, eventually validated 17/7 & approval reissued

Sep:

OHCAO (47 days) – actually achieved in 26 days (20/8) but global review suspended to 10/9 so could not
issue NHS Permission

2014/15
Looking forward to 2014/15, the Trust’s annual allocation from CRN Wessex is £371,871, a reduction of
8% on last year’s actual spend and the second successive annual reduction for our organisation. This
represents a challenge for the Trust to maintain its current infrastructure for research going forward. Our
annual recruitment target for 2014/15 is 752.

Alexandra Punter, Research Management and Governance Manager
IOW NHS Trust, 23 June 2014
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APPENDIX A:
Research Projects approved – April 2012 to March 2013

Secondary Care:
•

Non-Portfolio (Student) - A critical examination of staff motivation and performance management
within the NHS (N Fradgley, MSc in Leadership and Management, Portsmouth University)

•

UKCRN ID 11576 - DNA variation in adults with learning disability (Dr N Bass, University College
London & SSharif Consultant Psychiatrist) – subsequently suspended due to withdrawal of funding

•

CSP 109652: A Randomised, double-blind, controlled trial to evaluate the effects of a micronutrientfortified Growing Up Milk on the micro-nutrient status of young children (IDea Study) (Dr Benjamin
Jacobs, Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital NHS Trust & Carina Venter, DHAARC)

•

CSP 119986: Milk exclusion in infancy and later eating habits (CVenter, DHAARC, IOW NHS Trust)

•

CSP 120754: A Randomised, double-blind, double-dummy, active-controlled study to evaluate the
efficacy and safety of REGN727/SAR236553 in Patients with Primary Hypercholesterolemia Who are
intolerant to Statins (Dr Adie Viljoen, East and North Hertfordshire NHS Trust & Dr Al-Bahrani/
Vectasearch Clinic)

•

CSP 121051: QVA149 versus Seretide exacerbation Study (Novartis & Dr Woolley/Vectasearch
Clinic)

•

CSP 108069: FOURIER (CCRN 837) – Further Cardiovascular Outcomes Research with PCSK9
Inhibition in Subjects with Elevated Risk: A double-blind, Randomised, Placebo-controlled,
Multicentre Study Assessing the Impact of Additional LDL-Cholesterol Reduction on Major
Cardiovascular Events when AMG 145 is used in combination with statin Therapy in Patients with
clinically evident Cardiovascular Disease (Amgen Ltd & Dr Al-Bahrani/Vectasearch)

•

CSP 118442: National guidance for measuring assistive technology (Dr Georgia Spiliotopoulou,
Brunel University)

•

CSP 113625: RESTART Study: REstart or STop Antithrombotics Randomised Trial (Dr Rustam AlShahi Salman, Western General Hospital)

•

CSP 113708: CLOTHES Trial – Randomised controlled trial of silk therapeutic clothing for the longterm management of eczema in children (Dr Kim Thomas, Univ of Nottingham

•

CSP 119459: FOCUS 4 - Molecular selection of therapy in colorectal cancer: a molecularly stratified
randomised controlled trials programme (Timothy S Maughan, Univ of Oxford/Dr Christopher
Baughan) – approved in principle pending end of Dr Baughan’s sabbatical

•

Babies with Down syndrome in neonatal intensive care units v1 (The DIN Project) (Prof Joan Morris,
Queen Mary University of London) – Research Database Application

•

Non-Portfolio (Student) - A Retrospective evaluation of pressure Ulcer data from a District General
Hospital (Glenn Smith, Tissue Viability Nurse (Doctorate in Clinical Practice, Univ of Southampton)

•

Non-Portfolio (Student) - Evaluation of the type of anaesthesia used for dental extractions and the
effect on service delivery following the introduction of operator controlled intravenous sedation in a
secondary care setting (Ana-Maria Roman, MSc Oral Surgery, Univ of Central Lancashire)

•

Non-Portfolio (Student) - An evaluation of a Cognitive Stimulation Group programme for people with
dementia (Kate Redwood, Doctorate in Clinical Practice, Univ of Southampton)

•

CSP 22289: Speed of Increasing milk feeds trial (SIFT Study) (Dr Jon Dorling, Univ of Oxford/Dr B
Harms)
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•

UKCRN ID 12789: EXTRAS - A trial to evaluate an extended rehabilitation service for stroke patients
(Dr Helen Rodgers, Newcastle University/Dr Hakim) – subsequently withdrawn

•

CSP 115956: Personalized Anti-TNF Therapy in Crohn’s Disease (PANTS Study) (Dr Tariq Ahmad,
Royal Devon & Exeter Hospital NHS Foundation Trust/Leonie Grellier)

•

CSP 135032: K-877 In Patients With Abnormal Lipid Levels (KOWA Study) (Ali Al-Bahrani, IOW
NHS/Vectasearch Clinic Ltd)

•

CSP 131153 EVRA (Early Venous Reflux Ablation) Ulcer trial (Prof Alun Davies, Imperial College of
Science, Technology and Medicine) – subsequently withdrawn

•

Non-Portfolio (student) - Fish and Shellfish Allergy Study (Miss Harriet Moonesinghe, PhD
Studentship, Univ of Portsmouth)

•

Non-Portfolio: INSYTE study (PIC) Investigation of the effects of a symbiotic on liver fat, disease
biomarkers and intestinal microbiota in non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (Prof Christopher Byrne, Univ
of Southampton/Drs Al-Myarat/Lawrence)

•

Non-Portfolio (Student) - Predictors of Burnout and Secondary Traumatic Stress in Child and
Adolescent Mental Health Staff (Student – Mary Halsey, Trainee Clinical Psychologist, Univ of
Southampton)

•

CSP 126600: ISARIC/WHO Severe Acute Respiratory Infection Biological Sampling Study (formerly
called the Novel Coronavirus Observational Study) (Dr Gail Carson, Oxford University and HPA)

•

CSP 125700: ACTIB (Assessing Cognitive behavioural Therapy in Irritable Bowel): A randomized
controlled trial of clinical and cost effectiveness of therapist delivered cognitive behaviour therapy and
web-based self-management irritable bowel syndrome (Dr Hazel Everett, Univ of Southampton) approved in principle

•

UKCRN ID 13579: ATTILA: Assistive Technology and Telecare to Maintain Independent Living At
Home for People with Dementia (Prof Robert Howard, Kings College London) – approved in principle

•

UKCRN ID 5116: STELAR (Study Team for Early Life Asthma Research) consortium – Asthma e-lab
and identification of novel endotypes of childhood asthma (Prof Adnan Custovic, Wythenshaw
Hospital)

•

Non-Portfolio (Student) - Matrix metalloproteinases-9(MMP-9) and E-cadherin expression in
colorectal carcinoma cases: A possible indicator for metastasis (Miss Susan Lord, Biomedical
Science at the level of masters of science (MSc), Greenwich University)

•

CSP 140148: In-patient suicide whilst under non-routine observation (Prof Jennifer Shaw, University
of Manchester)

•

UKCRN ID 14796: LonDownS Cohort: The London Down Syndrome Consortium (LonDownS): an
integrated study of cognition and risk for Alzheimer's Disease in Down Syndrome (Dr Andre Strydom,
University College London)

•

CSP 101849 ELFIN: A multicentre randomised placebo controlled trial of prophylactic enteral
lactoferrin supplementation to prevent late onset invasive infection in very preterm infants (Dr William
McGuire, Univ of Oxford)

•

CSP 122769: PRESSURE 2: Pressure Relieving Support Surfaces: A Randomised Evaluation 2 (Dr
Jane Nixon, Univ of Leeds) – subsequently withdrawn

•

CSP 138317: Primary prevention of atopy and asthma with house dust mite sublingual
immunotherapy: 3 years follow up (MAPS follow up study) (Prof Hasan Arshad, Univ Hospitals
Southampton NHS Foundation Trust)
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•

Non-Portfolio (Student) - Integration or disintegration: can successfully integrated healthcare services
be achieved within the framework of the ‘new’ NHS structure? (Stephen Rowe, MSc Leadership in
Health and Wellbeing, Portsmouth University)

•

UKCRN ID 13410: PREDNOS 2: Short course daily prednisolone therapy at the time of upper
respiratory tract infection in children with relapsing steroid sensitive nephrotic syndrome. (Dr Nicholas
Webb, Royal Manchester Children’s Hospital & Dr C Magier) – approved in principle

•

CSP 149651: 3 Generation study 2 year follow up: A Study of Epigenetic Driven Immunological
Changes in the Development of Asthma and Allergy in the First Two Years of Life (Prof Hasan
Arshad, Univ of Southampton)

•

Non-Portfolio: Role of ambulatory 24hr electrocardiography in primary care (Dr Mark Connaughton) –
approved in principle

•

CSP 149426: SHOES Project - People with Stroke and Parkinson’s disease: Home and outdoor
shoes (Prof A Ashburn/Dr E Hakim) – approved in principle

•

CSP 138384: A Sprint National Anaesthesia Project (SNAP) to survey patient reported outcome after
anaesthesia in UK Hospitals (Dr Moonesinghe, UCH, London)

•

Non-Portfolio (Student) - Occupational Therapy and Cognitive Stimulation Therapy (CST) facilitating the occupational performance of people with dementia (T Rehling, PhD Researcher in OT,
Univ Nottingham)

rd

Primary Care:
•

CSP 87709: A study of common and rare genetic variants associated with thinness

•

CSP 106446: UK retrospective database analysis evaluating hormone therapy treatment patterns in
women aged >45 years

•

CSP 115332: OA Treatments - Patient adherence, Qol and Healthcare resource (BuTrans patches
compared to Tramadol and Co-codamol in patients with Osteoarthritis)

•

CSP 123477: Online Dizziness Intervention for Older Adults - Phase 2 - Randomised Controlled Trial

•

CSP 125333: FAST Four-fold asthma study - the clinical and cost effectiveness of temporarily
quadrupling the dose of inhaled steroid to prevent asthma exacerbations; a pragmatic, randomised,
normal care controlled, clinical trial

•

CSP 128713: A text messaging intervention to increase influenza vaccine uptake in patients aged
under 65 in clinical risk groups: three feasibility trials in primary care

•

CSP 129513: The role of the primary care multi-disciplinary team and its effect on the clinical roles of
community pharmacists

•

CSP 136715: MIC programme: module 2, the interview module - exploring experience, values,
beliefs and themes around the use of catheters

•

CSP 121051: QVA149 versus Seretide exacerbation study (Commercial)

•

CSP 108069: AMG 145 and Statin Therapy in patients with Cardiovascular Disease (Commercial)

•

Non-Portfolio Student (MSc) - Integration or disintegration: can successfully integrated healthcare
services be achieved within the framework of the ‘new’ NHS structure? (S Rowe)
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•

CSP 112186: (PIC): Assessment of the safety of Long Acting Beta Agonists (LABAs) in Asthma in
Routine Care by combining healthcare databases and direct patient follow up (ASTRO-LAB Study)
(Dr Mary Thompson, CSD MR UK) – approved in principle, employment checks issues remain for
French researchers (non-UK)

•

UKCRN ID 12827: FLU-CATs : Evaluation and refinement of pandemic influenza community
assessment tools (Dr Semple, Univ of Liverpool)
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APPENDIX B:
FINANCIAL INFORMATION
New Income 2012/13
CLRN Core Funding 2013/14
NIHR Research Capability Funding (RCF) 2013/14
DENDRON Research Nurse Funding (Feb & Mar 2014 only)
CACZ Study, Novartis (R&D Set-Up Fee)
LUMINOUS Study (Ophthalmology), Outcome Europe (Patient Fees)
AVERT Trial (Stroke), NHS Glasgow & Clyde (Blind Assessor Fees)
AVERT Trial (Stroke), NHS Glasgow & Clyde (reimbursement of travel costs to
Investigator meeting)
ADDRESS-2 Study (Diabetes), Imperial College (Patient Fees)
Food Challenge Study (Asthma & Allergy), Univ Portsmouth (validation of recipe fees)
CQVA149A2339 (COPD), Novartis (Pharmacy Fees)
COMO Study (Ophthalmology), INC Research (R&D Set-Up Fee + Site
Initiation/Training Fees)
ACT-TAPER Study (Rheumatoid Arthritis), Roche Products (R&D Set-Up and
Pharmacy Fees)
Regeneron Study (Hypertension), Medpace Inc (R&D Set-Up + Pharmacy Set-Up Fee)
COPD-QVA149A2339, Novartis (R&D & Pharmacy Set-Up/Close Out Fees)
STO3 Study – Cancer (Patient Fee)
COPD-QVA149A2318, Novartis (R&D & Pharmacy Set-Up/Close Out Fees)
Persephone (Cancer) Study, Univ Cambridge (blood samples)
FOURIER Study, Amgen Ltd (R&D & Pharmacy Fees)
CONSTANCE Study, Allergan Ltd (R&D & Pharmacy Fees)
CANTOS Study, Novartis (Phamacy Fee)

Allocations 2013/14:
Clinical Staff
Diabetes (A Baksi) 1PA
Stroke (E Hakim) 1PA
Gastroenterology (L Grellier) 0.5PA
Reproductive Health & Childbirth (P Vandekerckhove) 0.5PA
Ophthalmology (J Khan) 0.5PA (increased to 1PA from Q4)
Paediatrics Non-Medicines (G Roberts) 2PA
Paediatrics Non-Medicines (H Arshad) 0.5PA
Paediatrics Non-Medicines (R Kurukulaaratchy) 0.5PA
Diabetes (E Nicol) 0.5 WTE
Stroke (J Herman) 0.5 WTE
Gastroenterology (J Wilkins) 0.4 WTE
Ophthalmology (R Bryan) 0.4 WTE – til October 2013
Ophthalmology (R Massey) 0.43 WTE – from February 14
Cancer (A Brown) 0.47 WTE
Reproductive Health & Childbirth (J Long) 0.1 WTE
Reproductive Health & Childbirth (L Rashley) 0.1 WTE
Paediatrics Non-Medicines (S Matthews) 0.7 WTE
Paediatrics Non-Medicines (D Chiverton) 0.8 WTE – to July 2013
Paediatrics Non-Medicines (C Middleton) 0.2 WTE – from January 2014
Paediatrics Non-Medicines (M Larsson) 0.8 WTE from January 2014
Paediatrics Non-Medicines (J Grundy) 0.8 WTE
Paediatrics Non-Medicines (R Bryan) 0.2 WTE – to August 2013
Stroke (B Noble) 0.2 WTE
Mental Health (S Sharif) 0.5PA from Q4

404,277
20,000
2657
735.75
39142.67
50.00
745.35
480.00
2845.00
2143.19
1156.18
1761.98
1654.00
3307.18
750.00
1653.59
37.50
1952.79
1532.08
331.63
487,213

11,319.00
11,319.00
5,660.00
5,660.00
7,076.00
22,638.00
5,660.00
5,660.00
18,264.00
13,688.03
17,183.37
10,624.32
3,716.00
22,093.56
5,028.00
5,029.00
27,657.00
8,443.60
1,560.00
6,238.00
34,409.14
3,869.00
1,845.00
1416
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Mental Health (J Wilkins) 0.4 WTE from February 2014
Diabetes (P Wilson) 0.2 WTE from Q4 to cover long-term sickness
Service Support
Non-Clinical Delivery - Paediatrics Non-Medicines (C Fox) 0.2 WTE (+0.2WTE from
Q4)
Non-Clinical Delivery - Paediatrics Non-Medicines (E Crabbe) 0.2 WTE
Non-Clinical Delivery - Immunology and Inflammation (G Glasbey) 0.5 WTE
Non-Clinical Delivery - Resource Supporting >1 Specialty Group ((W Hayles) 0.16 WTE
Non-Clinical Delivery – Diabetes (S Keeling/SPunter) 0.2/0.43 WTE from October
Supporting Clinical Services – Pharmacy
Supporting Clinical Services – Radiology
Supporting Clinical Services – Pathology
Supporting Clinical Services – AHP/Paramedic
Supporting Clinical Services – Primary Care SSCS (HEAT Study)
Supporting Clinical Services – B Harms (Supporting recruitment to
CHeartED/UKALL/ADDRESS2
Supporting Clinical Services – C Magier (Recruitment/FU to GOOS)
OSS – Idea Study blood taking ( (E Szynaka)
OSS – Stoma Clinic Room Usage for various studies
RM&G
Research Governance Officer (T Tidbury)
RM&G Manager (A Punter) – Salary £30719 + Travel & Subsistence £5972
[NB – not funded from CLRN Core Allocation]
Non-Pay Expenditure:
General Business/Management – meetings/conference/catering (R&D Cmttee)
Communications – pagers etc
Workforce Development - staff dvlpmt, training event/conference
Office Expenses - stationery, consumables, mobile/pager
Travel
Equipment (under £5K) - Computer equipment/furniture
Other
Overheads (% of pay costs – excluding Consultants)
DOH RCF
Sessional Time for Dr Gary Lee

2657
5358

6110
5274
20,304.22
3647
2174
31989
6638
13425.18
1360
2082.18
3616
1014
960
240
15,311.12
36691

854
168
1702
1435
2400
0
121
21988.36

10000
453,575
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REPORT TO THE TRUST BOARD (Part 1 - Public)
ON 2nd July 2014
Title

Safer Staffing Monthly Report

Sponsoring Executive
Director

Executive Director of Nursing

Author(s)

Executive Director of Nursing

Purpose

To provide the Trust Board with the new Safer Staffing monthly report as
required by NHS England, with requirements identified by the National
Quality Board (NQB)
To provide the Trust Board with detailed information of planned nurse staffing
and actual nurse staffing for May 2014, to ensure safer staffing is considered
by the Board and actions taken as required

Action required by the
Receive
Board:
Previously considered by (state date):

Approve

Trust Executive Committee

Mental Health Act Scrutiny
Committee

Audit and Corporate Risk Committee

Nominations Committee (Shadow)

Charitable Funds Committee

Quality & Clinical Performance
Committee

Finance, Investment & Workforce
Committee

Remuneration Committee

X

Foundation Trust Programme Board
Please add any other committees below as needed
Board Seminar

10th June 2014

Staff, stakeholder, patient and public engagement:
The report information has been discussed and reviewed with Matrons and Ward Sisters
Executive Summary:

The details of the compliance requirements against the National Quality Board’s standards are
highlighted in ‘How to ensure the right people, with the right skills, are in the right place
at the right time’ (National Quality Board November 2013) and the recent document ‘Hard
Truths Commitments regarding the publishing of staffing data’ sent to Trust CEOs and
Directors of Nursing on 31 March 2014.
This report forms one of the compliance requirements, and details actual staffing against
planned levels on a shift by shift basis The report includes an evaluation of the overall position
associated mitigating actions and impact on quality of patient care.
A local RAG rating has been developed and applied to the data to enable the Trust to work to
address shortfalls where identified. In addition clinical indicators are reviewed to triangulate
staffing information to clinical outcomes.
The Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce has sought assurance where data indicates
shortfalls and actions are in place to review these areas.
The processes for reviewing and triangulating data is in place in the Directorates and there is
ongoing work following this first report improve assurance to the Board.
For following sections – please indicate as appropriate:

Trust Goal (see key)

Quality

Critical Success Factors (see key)

CSF1 CSF2 CSF 9

Principal Risks (please enter applicable
BAF references – eg 1.1; 1.6)

Assurance Level (shown on BAF)

Red

Legal implications, regulatory and
consultation requirements

The report meets new requirements identified by NHS
England

Date:24

TH

June 2014

Amber

Green

Completed by: Executive Director of Nursing

Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board
Safer Staffing
Monthly Report
Wednesday 02 July 2014
1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1. This paper is to provide a report to the Trust Board on the status of Nursing and
Midwifery safe staffing at the Isle of Wight NHS Trust for May 2014.
1.2. The details of the compliance requirements against the National Quality Board’s
standards are highlighted in ‘How to ensure the right people, with the right skills,
are in the right place at the right time’ (National Quality Board November 2013)
and the recent document ‘Hard Truths Commitments regarding the publishing
of staffing data’ sent to Trust CEOs and Directors of Nursing on 31 March 2014.
1.3. This report forms one of the compliance requirements, which details actual staffing
against planned levels on a shift by shift basis and advises those wards where there
were shortfalls. This is the Unify report. (Appendix 1)
1.4. The report includes an evaluation of the overall position associated mitigating
actions and impact on quality of patient care. The Trust is currently using data
collected from the Roster Management System (MAPS). Through the course of this
exercise it is clear more work is required to make sure the information provided by
the clinical areas is contemporaneous and accurate.
1.5. For areas that are rated red (Appendix 2) under our own local rating the Executive
Director of Nursing & Workforce has sought assurance that areas are aware
understand the reasoning behind this, and action plans are in place to address this.
Weekly reporting is in place to enable more detailed information to be provided to
the Board in future monthly reports.
2. Monthly Report of Safer Staffing
2.1. The Trust is reporting on the “actual against planned” staffing levels for each month.
The wards where staffing pressures have been identified are highlighted, (Appendix
2) and the potential impact on patient care are assessed using the Quality indicators
(Appendix 3).
2.2. In May 2014, there were shortfalls identified in the Unify report at Appendix 1. Senior
nurses have made decisions with colleagues to mitigate the risks by strategies such
as moving staff form one area to another or making a judgement that additional staff
are not required, or a non registered member of staff may be required.
2.3. The current method of collecting actual staffing data against planned establishment
is undertaken through ward staff inputting into the MAPS© database and making a
Professional Judgement following a discussion with the Matron or Head of Clinical
Service (HOC). We are currently developing a rating system which the mitigation
decision can be taken against a pre-defined template of thresholds, as to whether
the staffing level is ‘agreed’, ‘minimum safe, or requires ‘escalation’. This is
moderated through their Professional Judgement dependent upon the activity and
dependency in the ward or department at the time.

2.4. The report gives some indication as to where there has been substitution i.e. a
Registered Nurse (RN) shift replaced by a Health Care Assistant (HCA) shift. This
will be reported in more detail in future months.
2.5. Professional Judgement is used to determine ‘whether the actual staff used was
safe or of concern. We have developed a local RAG rating to identify where actions
need to be taken. (Table 1)
2.6. Table 1
Safer
Staffing
Level
Achieved
‘minimum’, i.e. minimum
level compatible with safe
care
‘minimum’, i.e. minimum
level compatible with safe
care
and ‘escalation, requiring
action to ensure safe care

95% - 100%

Green

90% - 94%

Amber

90% - 94% - Professional Blue
Opinion denotes no concern
<90%

Red

3. Reporting of Shortfalls
3.1. There will be occasions, due to unforeseen circumstances, when last minute
changes to the planned rota result in a potential or actual shortfall. This may arise
from last minute sickness or emergency leave. The current process for documenting
shortfalls in inconsistent. The Director of Nursing team (DNT) are currently in the
process of approving a rostering procedure which clearly articulates the expectation
not only in safe roster production, but also the expected actions to be taken when
rosters fall short. We are currently working with the MAPS provider “Allocate
software” on the development of functionality to support the rapid deployment of
staff to cover such shortfalls.
3.2. Minimum staffing and escalation levels are addressed locally then escalated as
required through Matrons, Heads of Clinical Service, Deputy Director of Nursing,
Executive Director of Nursing and (Duty Managers out of hours) as outlined in the
Trusts Rostering Procedure.
3.3. Ward Boards are updated daily and reviewed by the Matron. Rapid deployment is
sometimes required at the discretion of the Matron or Head of Clinical Service. This
will be captured in the MAPS system for future reporting.
3.4. In May 2014, it was not always possible to fill all escalation shifts. On these
occasions various steps were taken to ensure patient safety. These actions
included: adjusting planned workload; admitting emergencies to other wards; adding
the ward sister to the rostered numbers on the wards; moving Site Practitioners to
assist the ward; greater ward support from Allied Health Professionals or the
temporary closure of beds. By adopting such measures a safe clinical environment
for patients was maintained in all cases.
3.5. This is reflected in rating action E as amber in the Timetable of Actions identified by
NHS England

4. Reasons for shortfalls
The following information is provided by Ward Sisters/Charge Nurses in relation to
rationale for shortfalls
4.1. Vacancies or sickness not being able to be filled with bank staff
4.2. Sudden sickness with limited time to request bank
4.3. Rota’s not reflective of true requirements
5. Actions to mitigate
5.1. Our recruitment drive will support the addition of staff to vacancies, staff to new
posts and additions to the bank however this is not without its own risks relating to
being able to deliver a successful recruitment programme.
5.2. There is ongoing work to drive down sickness in the organisation
5.3. Templates on the MAPS system have been thoroughly reviewed and this will
continue over the month of June.
6. Risks and issues the Trust is seeking to address
6.1. The current method of collecting actual staffing data against planned establishment
is through MAPS database which is underutilised, open to user error but able to
provide data on a shift by shift basis. In order to improve the robustness of data
collection and reporting arrangements, the Trust is collaborating with Allocate
Software who are the main provider of the rostering system. Support has been
requested on the following areas;
6.1.1. Use of MAPS for the management of safe staffing. Rota allocation and an
even spread of the resource available.
6.2.1

The use of roster perform – This identifies rota compliance against 4 core
standards
a.
Safety
b.
Effectiveness
c.
Fairness
d.
Unavailability

6.2. The Trust is working to improve the quality and staffing metrics in order to
triangulate the impact of staffing levels.
7. Triangulation Quality Indicators
Appendix 3 shows the aggregated quality indicators that will be used to assess staffing
impact on the quality of care delivered in that area. Early analysis suggests that those
areas that have a higher number of unachieved indicators (Emergency Department &
Maternity Services) are not necessarily those with the highest rate of fill. Future reports
will detail the quality indicators set against the fill rate for each clinical area.
8. The Trust’s compliance with the Timetable of Actions
The details of the overall requirement for the Trust against the ‘Timetable of Actions’
included within the documents published on the 31 March 2014: is indicated in Table 2

Table 2
A Six monthly reports to the Trust Board on staffing capacity and capability,
through a review of the staffing establishments using an evidence based tool. This
review of establishment was last undertaken in January 2014 and is next planned
for June 2014. This will be reported to the December 2014 Trust Board. We expect
to see NICE guidance later this financial year which will prompt further reviews of
patient acuity and dependency. This is an iterative process. As such the total
numbers of staff required will be fine tuned at regular intervals throughout the year.
The 6 monthly report is provided in the Board papers for June 2014.
B Shift by shift display of actual staff numbers against expected by designation i.e.
Registered or Health Care Assistant, on boards on the wards – this is in place
across the Trust.
C The Trust Board receives a report update detailing actual staffing against
planned on a shift by shift basis and is advised of those wards where there are
shortfalls. This includes the reasons for the gap and the impact on quality of care
as well as action taken to address the gap1
D The Trust will publish the report in a form accessible to patients and the public on
its website and on NHS Choices, under an accessible site entitled ‘Nurse Staffing'
– Board reports are available to the public via our webpage’s on 24th June 2014 as
per national timescales.
E The planned and actual staffing should be reviewed on a shift by shift basis. This
occurs for each shift and actions are put in place i.e. requesting bank staff, moving
staff from one area to another or making a professional judgement as to whether
the ward can provide care with the reduce number of staff for that shift (i.e. tasks
may be allocated to a later shift or non urgent activities postponed. This is rated
amber currently as there is ongoing work to enable us to capture this information in
order to provide assurance to the Board.
9. Recommendations
The Trust Board is asked:
1. To note the Trust’s status of compliance in relation to the National Quality Board’s
requirements.
2. To note the reporting process that the Trust is providing and the identification of
shortfalls in staff and mitigating actions.
3. To note the urgent requirement for automation in the data collection, and reporting
process to improve the quality assurance required.
4. To note the on-going progression towards reporting of quality, HR metrics with safe
staffing indicators for benchmarking as these become available.
Alan Sheward
Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce
June 2014
1 Subsequent to the National Quality Board reporting guidance, there has been a shift to reporting in hours
rather than shifts. This can be seen in the Trusts Unify Submission Report (Appendix 1)
2013) http://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/nqb-how-to-guid.pdf
2. ‘Hard Truths Commitments regarding the publishing of staffing data’ (March 2014)
http://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/timetable-actions.pdf

Appendix 1
Day
Registered
midwives/nurses
Ward name

Total
monthly
planned
staff
hours

Total
monthly
actual
staff
hours

Night
Care Staff

Day

Registered
midwives/nurses

Care Staff

Total
monthly
planned
staff
hours

Total
monthly
actual
staff
hours

Total
monthly
planned
staff
hours

Total
monthly
actual
staff
hours

Total
monthly
planned
staff
hours

Total
monthly
actual staff
hours

Average fill
rate registered
nurses/
midwives
(%)

Night

Average fill
rate - care
staff (%)

Average fill
rate registered
nurses/
midwives
(%)

Average
fill rate care staff
(%)

Shackleton

825

660.25

1635

1052.2

294.5

298.25

589

555

80.0%

64.4%

101.3%

94.2%

Orthopaedic
Unit

2092.5

1916

1953

1968

1240

1210

930

859

91.6%

100.8%

97.6%

92.4%

Seagrove

997.5

1027.4

1162.5

1102.3

620

590.75

620

817.5

103.0%

94.8%

95.3%

131.9%

Osborne

1455

1343.3

997.5

925.5

930

792.25

294.5

584.75

92.3%

92.8%

85.2%

198.6%

Mottistone

930

893

397.5

342.5

620

620

0

0

96.0%

86.2%

100.0%

#DIV/0!

St Helens

1620

1527.5

1255.5

1132.5

620

620

620

609.75

94.3%

90.2%

100.0%

98.3%

Stroke

1792.5

1492.8

1627.5

1603.5

620

620

620

820

83.3%

98.5%

100.0%

132.3%

Rehab

1550

1409

1627.5

1648.01

620

670

620

747.75

90.9%

101.3%

108.1%

120.6%

Whippingham

1857

1598.5

1470

1486.5

900

790

620

702.75

86.1%

101.1%

87.8%

113.3%

Colwell

1395

1162.8

1792.5

1454

620

620

620

627.75

83.4%

81.1%

100.0%

101.3%

Intensive Care
Unit

2790

2556.5

465

449.5

1774.75

1820.6

194.25

216.75

91.6%

96.7%

102.6%

111.6%

Coronary Care
Unit

2325

1847

697.5

729

1550

1419.5

310

447.75

79.4%

104.5%

91.6%

144.4%

Neonatal
Intensive Care
Unit

1054

948.5

418.5

487.25

620

660

310

314

90.0%

116.4%

106.5%

101.3%

Medical
Assessment
Unit

2325

1900.5

1078.5

868.5

930

910

620

630

81.7%

80.5%

97.8%

101.6%

Afton

930

1093

930

789.75

310

308

620

612.5

117.5%

84.9%

99.4%

98.8%

Paediatric
Ward

1642.5

1363.5

410

391.5

620

623

310

310

83.0%

95.5%

100.5%

100.0%

Maternity

1848

1849.83

1116

1062.17

1240

1253.5

620

610

100.1%

95.2%

101.1%

98.4%

Day
Registered
midwives/nurses

Site
Code
R1F0
1

Site
Name
St Mary's
Hospital

Total monthly
planned staff
hours
27429

Night
Care
Staff

Total
monthl
y
actual
staff
hours
24589.
38

Total
mont
hly
plann
ed
staff
hours
19034

Registered
midwives/nurses
Total
mont
hly
actu
al
staff
hour
s
1749
2.68

Total monthly
planned staff
hours
14129.25

Care
Staff
Total
mont
hly
actu
al
staff
hour
s
1382
5.85

Total
mont
hly
plann
ed
staff
hours
8517.
75

Day
Total
mon
thly
actu
al
staff
hour
s
9465
.25

Average
fill rate registered
nurses/mi
dwives
(%)
89.6%

Night
Aver
age
fill
rate
care
staff
(%)
91.9
%

Average
fill rate registered
nurses/mi
dwives
(%)
97.9%

Aver
age
fill
rate
care
staff
(%)
111.
1%

Appendix 2

Unify data for May – Rag rated with locally set RAG rating
Day
Average fill rate registered
nurses/midwives
(%)

Average
fill rate care staff
(%)

Shackleton

80.0%

64.4%

101.3%

94.2%

Orthopaedic Unit

91.6%

100.8%

97.6%

92.4%

Seagrove

103.0%

94.8%

95.3%

131.9%

Osborne

92.3%

92.8%

85.2%

198.6%

Mottistone
St Helens
Stroke

96.0%
94.3%
83.3%

86.2%
90.2%
98.5%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

N/A
98.3%
132.3%

Rehab

90.9%

101.3%

108.1%

120.6%

Beds Closed. HCA Substitution and
additional 1:1’s

HCA used to fill 3rd RN on night shift
due to staff vacancies and bank
being unable to backfill. Urgent
Review by Deputy Director of
Nursing

Ward name

Night
Average fill rate registered
Average fill rate
nurses/midwives
- care staff (%)
(%)

Whippingham

86.1%

101.1%

87.8%

113.3%

Colwell

83.4%

81.1%

100.0%

101.3%

Intensive Care Unit

91.6%

96.7%

102.6%

75.6%

Coronary Care Unit

79.4%

104.5%

91.6%

144.4%

90.0%

116.4%

106.5%

101.3%

81.7%

80.5%

97.8%

101.6%

Neonatal Intensive
Care Unit
Medical Assessment

Ward self assessment – Professional
Judgement

Further assessment required in June
2014. Night shift
Quality Data requires rating in June
2014
Workforce Utilisation assessment taking
place June 2014. MAPS template
requires further refining.
MAPS template requires further
adjustment in June 2014.
Substitution for RN with HCA Shifts.
Some shortfalls. Phase 1 of recruitment.
Some shortfalls. Phase 1 of recruitment.

Priority recruitment plan in place. Daily
assessment by Matron. EDoNW
reviewing monthly.
Data error
Patient number changes. Number of
vacancies. Planned recruitment
supported.

Four shifts unable to cover due to

short term sickness but patient care
not compromised as the coordinator
covered the ward with health care
assistants. Unused shifts on roster
which has been recently changed.

Unit

Afton
Paediatric Ward

117.5%
83.0%

84.9%
95.5%

99.4%
100.5%

98.8%
100.0%

Maternity

100.1%

95.2%

101.1%

98.4%

Although staffing acceptable. Concerns
over Quality Indicators requiring further
assessment in June 2014.

Appendix 3
Ward Summary Dashboard - May 2014
KPIs by Location
Location
Afton Ward
Cardiac Investigation
Unit
Chemotherapy Unit
Colwell Ward

0

%
Bank
Staff
3.8%

Staff
Sickness
0.52%

88.9%

0

0

0.0%

0

0

n/a

Likely to
Recommend
n/a

0

0

-2

0.0%

0.35%

75.7%

0

0

n/a

0

0

n/a

n/a

0

0

1

0.0%

3.32%

86.4%

0

0

n/a

0

0

n/a

n/a

0

0

Staff
Levels

Training

Falls

Ulcers

VTE
Assm

C.
Diff.

MRSA

FFT
Survey

Complaints

Concerns

2

8.6%

3.78%

81.7%

0

0

100.0%

0

0

35.1%

88.5%

0

0

Community Stroke
Rehabilitation Team
Coronary Care Unit

-1

0.0%

5.20%

94.9%

0

0

n/a

0

0

n/a

n/a

0

0

-9

10.8%

0.77%

84.8%

1

0

98.8%

0

0

70.5%

98.2%

0

0

Day Surgery Unit

-1

0.0%

7.49%

75.9%

0

0

100.0%

0

0

n/a

n/a

0

0

2

9.8%

3.23%

91.3%

0

1

n/a

0

0

14.9%

93.5%

0

0

Endoscopy Unit

-2

4.3%

4.50%

81.9%

0

0

n/a

0

0

n/a

n/a

0

0

General Rehab and Step
Down Unit
Intensive Care Unit

2

12.8%

4.51%

94.9%

1

0

66.7%

0

0

36.7%

94.4%

0

0

-3

0.0%

5.15%

92.0%

0

1

75.0%

0

0

n/a

n/a

0

0

MAAU

Emergency Department

-1

4.9%

4.95%

96.7%

0

0

96.5%

0

0

59.7%

90.1%

0

0

Main Theatres

0

1.8%

2.94%

72.7%

0

0

n/a

0

0

n/a

n/a

0

0

Maternity Services

1

2.9%

3.77%

75.8%

0

0

21.2%

0

0

11.6%

92.6%

0

1

Mottistone Ward
Neonatal Intensive
Care Unit
Orthopaedic Unit
Osborne Ward
Paediatric Ward
Phlebotomy

2

8.3%

8.71%

85.2%

0

0

100.0%

0

0

16.1%

100.0%

2

1

-1

5.3%

3.22%

83.9%

0

0

n/a

0

0

n/a

n/a

0

0

0

3.9%

2.66%

76.6%

1

1

99.3%

0

0

34.5%

97.6%

2

9

5

21.2%

4.09%

83.7%

0

0

0.0%

0

0

n/a

n/a

0

0

-1

0.0%

3.73%

82.9%

0

0

n/a

0

0

n/a

n/a

1

2

4

13.3%

13.67%

88.4%

0

0

n/a

0

0

n/a

n/a

0

0

-1

0.0%

0.36%

95.2%

0

0

n/a

0

0

n/a

n/a

0

0

3

6.5%

0.80%

89.6%

0

0

25.0%

0

0

n/a

n/a

0

0

Shackleton Ward

-1

3.3%

2.76%

93.4%

0

0

n/a

0

0

n/a

n/a

0

0

St Helens Ward

11

3.1%

2.73%

76.7%

0

1

98.2%

0

0

22.5%

100.0%

0

1

Stroke Neuro Rehab

4

17.1%

4.93%

86.4%

0

0

100.0%

0

0

18.4%

88.9%

0

0

Whippingham Ward

10

0.0%

3.91%

67.1%

1

0

92.9%

0

0

9.5%

100.0%

0

2

Respiratory Department
Seagrove Ward
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To provide the Board with the new six monthly safer staffing report as
identified by the NHS England, in line with the National Quality Board
publication ‘How to ensure the right people with the right skills are in the
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To provide the costings for the next 3 years for in patient and Mental Health
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Executive Summary:

A six monthly report is required to be provided to the Board which includes information on
capacity and capability, following an establishment review using evidence based tools.
In addition a number of requirements are expected to be met in relation to developing robust
proactive discussion around safe staffing, which is transparent and understandable for
patients.
The framework for ensuring specific requirements are met, including setting of
establishments using evidence based tools, providing robust reports and demonstrating
adequate review, has been set out by the National Quality Board. Expectations are identified
for reporting by NHS England and the Care Quality Commission.
This report is dived into two sections.
Section 1 summarises work already undertaken and reviewed by the Board relating to our
nursing establishment review, and provides the costings to implement the new
establishments. The report describes the next stages of funding the shortfall and how the
Director of Nursing Team and Human Resources plan to recruit to the gap. The Executive
Director of Nursing is satisfied that no clinical area is “unsafe” , but recognises that if patients
are to experience first class care and treatment, in line with the Strategic Aims of the Trust

“Quality Care for Everyone Every Time” we must aim to provide the best possible staffing
levels we can.
Section 2 provides the workforce data and quality indicators to enable the Board to review
the staffing situation over the past six months. This information supports the current position
of safe staffing for current establishments.
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Six Monthly Safer Nurse Staffing Report
June 2014

1. SITUATION
1.1. The National Quality Board (NQB) issued guidance in November to optimise nursing,
midwifery and care staffing capacity and capability. The document ‘How to ensure
the right staff with the right skills are in the right place at the right time’ identified ten
expectations for organizations’ to deliver.
1.2. Expectation 1 identifies the requirement for the Trust Board to take full responsibility
for the quality of care provided to patients, and as a key determinant of quality, take
full and collective responsibility for nursing, midwifery and care staffing capacity and
capability
1.3. In order to achieve this NHS England have set out requirements for reporting to the
Trust Board. From June 2014 the Board will receive a 6 monthly report
establishment review which evaluates staffing capacity and capability over the
previous 6 months, forecasts the likely requirements for the next six months. This
review should be based on evidenced based tools and discussion with ward or
service leads. Boards are required to sign off the establishment for all clinical areas,
articulate the rationale and evidence for agreed staffing establishments, and
understand the links to key quality and outcome measures. (p 11 NQB guidance).
1.4. This report is the first six monthly report to the Board. It is divided into two sections:
Section 1 describes the establishment review and the requirement to review and
approve the costings that are the outcome of that review. Section 2 provides the
workforce data and quality data to enable the Board to review the staffing profile
over the past 6 months.
1.5. For the future six monthly establishment reviews we would anticipate this would
focus on providing assurance to the Board on the delivery of the new workforce
requirements, assurance that requirements remain the same or that where changes
are needed, flexibility in how we manage workforce is evident, and that consideration
is given to establishment requirements in the annual budget setting process.
1.6. Whilst the current priority is our Acute Inpatient areas and our Mental Health
Inpatient areas the community directorate are working to identify capacity and
demand for the District Nursing teams and we would aim to include that in our next
report.

1.7. Similarly the Board will want to be assured that all clinical areas are safe and
effective and we will be working to include our theatres, endoscopy and Ambulance
Service areas for future reporting.
1.8. Two areas are not aligned to national recommendations for review
1.8.1. Maternity – this area has not yet been fully reviewed for staffing
establishments. Maternity is complex to review because staff work flexible
across both community and hospital and are not linked to beds or patients but

to births. The number and place of births is varied so a flexible approach is
needed. An external review is planned to review the service and consider
different ways of working; the establishment review will be incorporated into
that.
1.8.2. Emergency Department – Emergency Departments are not required as part of
the national requirements but have been included. We have utilised the BEST
tool which is the current Emergency Department evidence based tool which is
available although we recognise this work is still under way and not as
established as the Safer Nursing Care Tool for Acute Inpatient areas. We
have utilised professional opinion to support the establishment review.
1.9. New guidelines are being developed by the National Institute for Clinical Excellence
(NICE). The Trust Board can expect to see new recommendations for the above
areas;
1.9.1.Safer Midwifery Care – Jan 2015
1.9.2.Safer Emergency Department care – May 2015

2. BACKGROUND
2.1. The phasing of the revised ward establishments and the costings to support this
follow on from work already reviewed and approved by the Finance Investment &
Workforce Committee (FIWC), Quality & Clinical Performance Committee (QCPC)
and the Trust Board. This has included the approval of the set of principles which
underpin how ward establishments are expected to be set up to deliver high quality
care, the review of current establishments against the principles and amendments to
the establishments as required.
2.2. Summary of Board agreements for the establishment review
In November 2013 the Board approved the principles on which the organisation has
based its staffing requirements going forward.
This included the use of the Acuity and Dependency tool the ‘Safer Nursing Care
which is now part of the NICE guideline consultation, the final outcome guideline
expected in July 2014. This included a set of parameters or minimum standards the
ward staffing was expected to deliver; this included a ration of 1:8 registered nurses
to patients (in hours), and a skill mix ratio of 60:40 registered nurses to nonregistered nurses.
During January and February 2014 the Acuity and Dependency review was
undertaken for the acute Inpatient areas. The Safer Nursing Care Tool and the
principles of utilising an evidenced based tool for Acuity and Dependency had been
the subject of a Board Seminar.
During March and April 2014 the review of establishments was undertaken. This was
achieved by reviewing the Acuity and dependency scoring, working with the Ward
Sisters/Charge Nurses to establish an appropriate rota system, and benchmarking
this against principles to be clear standards were reached, or there was clear
rationale for not requiring adherence to a principle.

In May 2014 the Board approved the methodology applied in the process for
finalising the recommended establishments.
3. ASSESSMENT
3.1. SECTION 1- Establishment Review
3.2. The establishment review for this report is particularly comprehensive as this is the
first nationally driven review, and has included a number of key milestones identified
at Table 1, which have resulted in all Acute Inpatient areas and Mental Health
Inpatient areas developing new rota’s and new establishment requirements.
3.3. The NQB sets out what is expected in a six monthly staffing paper to the Board in
relation to the establishment review.
3.4. For ease of understanding those expectations are set out in summary below with
detail of where to find them in this first report. A RAG rating is provided to indicate
how far we are with being able to provide adequate data in a meaningful way for
analysis.
3.5. Appendix A provides the information for each ward in relation to current and
anticipated establishment following the establishment review.
3.6. Appendix B provides the information for each ward in relation to adherence to
principles following the establishment review.
Table 1

List of expected information provided in the six monthly report.

The difference between current establishment
and recommendations following the use of
evidence based tools
What allowance has been made in
establishments for planned and unplanned
leave
Demonstration of the use of evidenced based
tools

Details of any element of supervisory
allowance that is included in establishments for
the Sister/Charge Nurse
Evidence of triangulation between the use of
tools and professional judgment and scrutiny

Appendix A, Column F

22% uplift has been accounted
for in the new establishments
(principle 4)
Appendix A, Column B
The Safer Nursing Care Tool
has been presented to the
Board previously. This has
been put in place in line with
national recommendations
which is to review in January
and June. The June audit is
being undertaken now. The
results of the January and
February audits were utilized to
triangulated the establishment
reviews with the Ward
Sisters/Charge Nurses
Appendix B, Column N

The review of establishments
has been conducted with the
Ward Sisters/Charge Nurses,
and the senior nursing team.

The skill mix ratio before the review and
recommendations after the review
Details of any plans to finance any additional
staff required
The difference between the current staff in post
and current establishment and details of how
this gap is being covered and resourced
Details of workforce metrics – e.g. data on
vacancies (short and long term)
sickness/absence, staff turnover, use of
temporary staffing solutions, (split by
bank/agency/extra hours and overtime)

Information against key Quality and outcome
measures e.g. data on safety thermometer or
equivalent for non acute settings, serious
incidents, healthcare associated infections
(HCAI’s) complaints, patient
experience/satisfaction and staff
experience/satisfaction

The establishment
requirements are set to ensure
an safe rota can be delivered,
as described by the Ward
Sister/Charge Nurse,
benchmarked against the
evidence based tools, and
under scrutiny from the senior
nurse team
Appendix B, Column E
Information for review provided
at financial implications
Appendix C

Appendix C
Work is in progress to
automate the collation of data
and provision of report. A
process is recommended to
provide the report to sub
committees to enable improved
analysis of the information and
recommendations to be made
to Board
Appendix C
The Quality Dashboard has
replaced the Nursing
dashboard and provides key
indicators for all areas in an
excellent visual display. Key
quality indicators can be
viewed monthly. Work is in
progress to be able to provide
the quality indicators alongside
the workforce data to provide
an overarching view of staffing
and quality of care outcomes
and is anticipated for the next 6
monthly report.

4. Financial Implications
4.1. Although a thorough assessment of the financial implications has been undertaken,
the true value will not be fully understood until further guidance has been issued.
Further guidance from NICE is expected early 2015.
4.2. The Trust recognises the contribution safer staffing makes to the patient’s clinical
outcomes and patient experience. It is therefore proposed that in 2014/15 the Trust
compiles a business case to present to the Clinical Commissioning Group to address
those areas showing the largest shortfall. These are highlighted in table 4.
4.3. A phased approach is recommended, linked to our recruitment ability.
4.4. There is a risk that recruitment will not yield the staff required and it is recommended
that following Board approval the Trust will request to draw down the funding
reserved by the CCG which will commence the recruitment process. Once
recruitment is underway we will be a better position to evaluate what is achievable
for 2015/2016, 2016/2017.
4.5. A planned reduction in the Band 6 nurses to 1 or 2 per ward, in a Deputy Sister role,
will reduce overall pay costs from 2016/2017 however pay protection will be required
for eighteen months post implementation. The implementation of this is anticipated
for September 2014 in this costing.
5. Recruitment implications
5.1. There is a national requirement to increase nursing levels and we will be aiming to
achieve our additional staff against a backdrop of national competition, and a
national shortage of nurses. We will need to deliver innovative ways to engage with
nurses in relation to moving to work on the island, as well as process staff to be at
work within a short space of time. In order to deliver the requirements we are aiming
to adopt a project approach and employ two staff for a period of 9 months to achieve
this.
5.2. It is likely that a significant proportion of our immediate recruitment would come from
the student nurse population; cohorts complete training in September. We need to
be able to offer students substantive roles over and above our initial phased
recruitment if such a position presented itself. Without being able to offer substantive
positions it is likely that other organisations may do so and reduce the potential for
recruitment at a later date. We are also focus on other areas of recruitment,
including encouraging back to work applications from Registered Nurses on the
Island whose registration may have lapsed as a result of no longer wishing to
practice. The Director of Nursing team will be working closely with the HR team to
ensure we use all proactive approaches to fill the shortfall. In order for recruitment to
be more responsive to the agreed nursing establishments, it is proposed Nurse
recruitment to areas included in this review are excluded from internal monthly
reviews being undertaken by the Director of Nursing team – reported to the Trust
Board via the Trust Executive Committee (TEC).
5.3. Due to the volumes it may be necessary to consider international recruitment as an
option. University Hospital Southampton has recently run a campaign in Portugal
and Basingstoke has run a campaign in Spain. This suggests that there are not
actually large numbers of nurses available in the UK. Their success however, was
variable.

5.4. We will be recruiting staff in a centralised recruitment process in order to be as
effective as possible with our resources. We will be prioritising our higher risk areas
first however we would not want to deter a new staff member from working with us
because their preferred work area is not available and bank contracts can be offered
to staff that are not able to start in a preferred area immediately. As most areas do
have vacancies this is unlikely to be a significant block. We will continue to recruit to
vacancies as usual but through the centralised recruitment process as much as
possible.
5.5. A draft plan is available. A more detailed plan is being drafted to cover other options
including European recruitment.
Table 2 Draft recruitment plan
Activity/Task
1

June
2 3

4

5

July
6 7

8

August
September
October
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Place advert on NHS Jobs (leave on throughout the project)
Contact South Coast Universities
- Southampton
- Bournemouth
- Brighton
- Surrey
Contact NHS Creative to work on targetted recruitment campaign
Liaise with Training & Development regarding Return to Practice
Liaise with Comms to discuss Social media campaign
- Facebook (YouTube videos)
- LinkedIn
Careers Days at Universities
- Southampton
- Bournemouth
- Brighton
- Surrey
Start Newly qualified as HCA on rotation in red areas
RN's go live

Colour Key
Actioned/ To be actioned/ Go live

6. Phasing
6.1. The proposed phasing of has been reviewed in a number of ways.
6.2. Appendix A identified in Column F, G and H priority areas using different factors.
6.3. We have reviewed the variance between the current and recommended
establishments.
6.4. We have reviewed the variance between the current contracted establishment and
the recommended establishments to identify the current ‘real gap.

6.5. We have considered where there are high are higher vacancies in areas that need
less in their new establishment so as to ensure these areas are not left short.
6.6. Finally we have ascertained the percentage gap between the current contracted
establishment and the new establishments.
6.7. A rag rating was applied to wards to enable us to make final recommendations
Phase 1
Phase 2

>20% gap between new establishment and current contracted staff
>10% , <20% gap between new establishment and current contracted
staff

Phase 3

<10% gap between new establishment and current contracted staff

6.8. We also considered the following:
6.8.1.

Bed reconfigurations impact on staffing requirements i.e. ward closures for
dementia refurbishment means Appley is closed until March 2015

6.8.2.

Service changes – where recent service change is identified i.e.
requirements following implementation of the ‘one front door approach’ or
where there are current service changes in place or planned for shortly i.e.
Woodlands is anticipated in the next 6 months. We have also considered
the 2014/2015

Table 4 Ward areas rag rated against review measures.

A

wards
COLWELL
STROKE
REHABILITATION
OSBOURNE
SEAGROVE
ED
WOODLANDS
WHIPPINGHAM
ITU
PAEDIATRICS
MAAU
APPLEY
AFTON
SHACKLETON
ALVERSTONE
LUCCOMBE
ST HELENS
MOTTISTONE
NICU
CCU/CCU STEPDOWN

F

G

Variance - new
establishment v
current
establishment
10.56
8.54
7.13
6.24
5.81
5.73
5.34
4.90
4.74
4.47
4.33
3.93
3.41
2.47
2.16
1.86
1.01
0.91
0.57
-3.32

H

Variance - new
establishment v
% WTE gap
contracted
between new
establishment
(ie inclusive of establishment and
current contracted
vacancies)
13.58
33%
9.79
23%
10.21
25%
7.84
23%
5.81
18%
8.05
19%
5.74
29%
5.85
20%
8.41
17%
6.40
21%
6.39
16%
8.93
23%
3.61
13%
6.04
20%
2.80
13%
3.43
12%
3.95
20%
1.91
12%
0.82
4%
3.48

9%

The following areas were rated red with a significant gap but have not been identified for
phase 1 recruitment. The reasons are identified below
Table 5 Rationale for potentially Phase 1 areas to Phase 2
Rehabilitation

Woodlands
Whippingham

Paediatrics
Appley
Shackleton

Further work required to consider how
allied health professionals can support
this area
Current service change/business plan in
progress
Part of the interim flow management for
the dementia work, Appley ward staff
have been redeployed here
Service change in progress – needs
repeat establishment review
Ward closed
Needs further review of benchmarked
requirements

Initial phasing was described as September for Phase 1 and January for Phase 2.
It is unlikely that we’ll be able to deliver the number of staff required by January 2015. It
is recommended that we establish our recruitment drive, aiming to deliver the additional
requirements for our priority areas, whilst also utilizing the centralized recruitment
process to continue to recruit proactively to all areas vacancies.
Table 3 provides the recommended phasing of new establishments
Table 3 Recommended phasing of new establishments

Phasing of new staffing establishments
Colwell
Stroke
Osbourne
St Helens

Sep-14
Sep-14
Sep-14
Sep-14

CCU Stepdown
General Rehabillitation and Supportive Care
Paediatrics
ED
Seagrove
ITU
MAAU
Afton
Alverstone
Mottistone
Luccombe
Appley
Shackleton
Woodlands
Whippingham
NICU

Apr-14
Apr-14
Apr-14
Apr-14
Apr-14
Apr-14
Apr-14
Apr-14
Apr-14
Apr-14
Apr-14
Apr-14
Apr-14
Apr-14
Apr-14
Apr-14

Section 2 – Workforce Data
The Workforce data report is supplied at Appendix C
Data is supplied to demonstrate the average Sickness, Turnover and Bank Fill rates for
the six months from October 2013 to March 2014 for each Inpatient Acute and Mental
Health area.
Data is supplied separately for each ward, for each month, from October 2013 to March
2014 on Full Time Equivalents (FTE’s) used as part of the budget, agency, bank,
overtime etc. This is provided to enable the Board to see where gaps are and how they
are covered.

Section 3 – Future Reporting
The application of the revised safer staffing guidance has identified a number of areas
across the Trust that requires additional staff. In order to provide the Board with the
assurance required to understand the impact of such staffing on care and treatment, the
Director of Nursing Team will provide the Board with two reports.
A monthly update on planned staffing versus actual staffing. This report will identify
where areas have failed to achieve the required staffing, describe actions taken to
ensure safety, and identify and future gaps or concerns.
A six monthly report. Evidence based tools will be utilised again and displayed to the
Board at the six monthly intervals. Additional guidance will be applied as it is
implemented nationally. The workforce report will be developed to outline clinical
competencies, and also to demonstrate Quality indicators over a 6 monthly period
alongside workforce indicators, to enable he Board to consider care outcomes in relation
to staffing.
It is recommended that the Finance Investment and Workforce Committee review these
reports on behalf of the Trust Board.
7. Recommendations
The Trust Board are asked to:
7.1. Approve the development of a business case to draw down the funds to begin
implementation of the safer Staffing establishments
7.2. Approve the reporting arrangements

Alan Sheward
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce
June 2014

APPENDIX A

A

wards
COLWELL
STROKE
REHABILITATION
OSBOURNE
SEAGROVE
ED
WOODLANDS
WHIPPINGHAM
ITU
PAEDIATRICS
MAAU
APPLEY
AFTON
SHACKLETON
ALVERSTONE
LUCCOMBE
ST HELENS
MOTTISTONE
NICU
CCU/CCU STEPDOWN

ESTABLISHMENT REVIEW INFORMATION

B

C

D

Current
Current
CONTRACTED
FUNDED
establishment establishment
WTE
WTE
31.10
28.08
34.06
32.81
34.07
30.99
28.06
26.46
28.40
26.46
36.77
34.45
14.39
13.99
24.00
23.05
43.59
39.92
25.37
23.44
36.20
33.99
29.70
34.70
23.79
23.59
27.76
24.19
19.36
18.72
27.04
25.47
19.03
16.09
14.69
13.69
18.67
18.42
40.52

33.72

E

F

Vacancy
New
WTE
establishment
3.02
41.66
1.25
42.60
3.08
41.20
1.60
34.30
0.53
32.27
2.32
42.50
0.40
19.73
0.95
28.90
3.67
48.33
1.92
29.84
2.06
40.38
38.63
5.00
0.20
27.20
3.57
30.23
0.64
21.52
1.57
28.90
2.94
20.04
1.00
15.60
0.25
19.24
6.80

37.20

G

Variance - new
establishment v
current
establishment
10.56
8.54
7.13
6.24
5.81
5.73
5.34
4.90
4.74
4.47
4.33
3.93
3.41
2.47
2.16
1.86
1.01
0.91
0.57
-3.32

H

I

Variance - new
establishment v
contracted
% WTE gap
establishment
between new
Bed stock at
(ie inclusive of establishment and
time of
current contracted
review
vacancies)
13.58
33%
28
9.79
23%
26
10.21
25%
26
7.84
23%
19
5.81
18%
8
8.05
19%
24
5.74
29%
11
5.85
20%
21
8.41
17%
6
6.40
21%
19
6.39
16%
23
8.93
23%
28
3.61
13%
12
6.04
20%
7
2.80
13%
16
3.43
12%
25
3.95
20%
15
1.91
12%
10
0.82
4%
9
3.48

9%

18
351

J

K

Bed stock
anticipated
01/03/2015
28
26
26
19
8
24
11
21
6
19
24
28
12
7
16
21
15
10
9

Recommended
rating for
staffing
2014/2015
colwell
stroke
rehabillitation
osbourne
seagrove
ED
woodlands
whippingham
ITU
Paediatrics
MAAU
appley
afton
shackleton
Alverstone
luccombe
st helens
Mottistone
NICU

18
348

CCU stepdown

APPENDIX B

A

B

P1 A&D

C

D

E

P2 Skill mix ratio
65:35

WTE recommended
Acuity and
EXCLUDING sister
Dependency
following
score - WTE traingulation with
Wards
requirements professional opinion NOW
33.85
Whippingham Ward
27.53 58/42
15.68
St Helens
19.04 62/38
14.00
Alverstone
20.52 55/45 joint
21 *
Luccombe
27.90 55/45 joint
7.87
Mottistone
15.64 87 to 13
34.29
Appley Ward
38.63 54/46
41.98
Colwell Ward
40.66 47/53
42.65
42.20 46/54
General rehab
38.96
41.60 61/39
Stroke Neuro
CCU Acute/CCU
25.35
36.20 81/29
Stepdown
SNCT MAAU
39.38 68/32
awaiting tool
Emergency
45.51 84/16
49.00
National
guidelines 1:1
and coICU
46.33
ordinator based
on level of
acuity
90/10
19.00
NICU
12.64 66/34
23.86 RN's exc
Paediatrics
Sister 80/20
23.88 RN

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

P5 1 RN
to 8 beds
P3 national
P7 Nurse P8 maximum 2
P4 22% in the day P6 1 RN to 11
speciality
headro as per beds at night as (WTE) to bed band 6's as
recommendations om
per rota
ratio 1.2
Deputy Sisters
rota

NOW

N

O

P9 Ward Sister
supervisory

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

22% 1 to 7
22% 1 to 7.5
22% 1 to 8
22% 1 to 8
22% 1 to 5
22% 1 to 5
22% 1 to 5.6
22% 1to 8
22% 1 to 5

1 to 10.5
1 to 7.5
1 to 8
1 to 11 *
2 to 10
1 to 9.34
1 to 9.33
1 to 15 (1 to 10T
1 to 13 (1 to 9 TW

1.4
1.4
1.4
1.2
1.6
1.4
1.5
1.7
1.6

4
1.8
1.8
3.27
1
5
3.47
4.47
6.97

2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

83/17

N/A

22% 1 to 3.6

1 to 3.6

2.0

10.71

3

1

1

1

1

70/30

N/A

22% 1 to 4.6

1 to 7.7

1.7

80/20

yes

22%

90/10
69/31

yes
yes

22% 1 to 1
22%

83/17

yes

22%

7.7

NOW

P10 Band 7 not
less than 0.8 WTE

NEW
61/39
66/34
64/36
61/39
84/16
61/39
60/40
56/44
60/40

1 to 1

NEW

P

NEW

NOW

NEW

9.75

6

1

1

1

1

13.44

9.11

1

1

1

1

11.44
5.44

6
4.64

1
0

1
1

1
1

1
1

7.53

6

0

1

1

1

APPENDIX C WORKFORCE INFORMATION

Average Sickness % over 6 mths
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

Average Sickness % over 6 mths

Average Turnover for 6 mth period

2.5%

2.3%

2.0%

2.3%

1.5%
1.0%

1.1%

1.3%

1.2%

1.0%

0.5%

0.6%

0.3%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.6%

0.5%

0.5%

0.7%

0.0%

0.4%
0.0%

Average Turnover for 6 mth…

BANK FILL RATES

800
700
600
500

98.8%

97.8%
87.8%

97.3%

92.0%

90.7%
81.5%

86.6%

81.8%

120%
88.8% 91.7%

85.5%

400

100.0%
91.7%

100.0%
98.1%
87.1%

100%
80%
60%

300

40%

200

20%

100
0

0%

Filled

REPORT TO THE TRUST BOARD (Part 1 – Public)

Unfilled

% Fill Rate
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AFTON
2.00

28
28

1.50

27

1.00

27
26

0.50

26

0.00

25
Oct-13

Nov-13

Dec-13

Jan-14

Feb-14

Budget Total FTE
In post FTE
Overtime FTE
Excess FTE
Bank FTE
Agency FTE

Mar-14

COLWELL
6.00

35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25
Oct-13

Nov-13

Dec-13

Jan-14

Feb-14

5.00

Budget Total FTE

4.00

In post FTE

3.00

Overtime FTE

2.00

Excess FTE

1.00

Bank FTE

0.00

Agency FTE

Mar-14

CCU
6

48
46
44
42
40
38
36
34
32
30

5

Budget Total FTE

4

In post FTE

3

Overtime FTE

2
1
0
Oct-13

Nov-13

Dec-13

Jan-14

REPORT TO THE TRUST BOARD (Part 1 – Public)

Feb-14

Excess FTE
Bank FTE
Agency FTE

Mar-14
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ICU
46

5

45

4

44

3

43

Budget Total FTE
In post FTE
Excess FTE

2

Overtime FTE

41

1

Bank FTE

40

0

42

Oct-13

Nov-13

Dec-13

Jan-14

Feb-14

Agency FTE

Mar-14

MATERNITY
5

68

4
67

3

66

65
Nov-13

Dec-13

Jan-14

Feb-14

In post FTE
Excess FTE

2

Overtime FTE

1

Bank FTE

0
Oct-13

Budget Total FTE

Agency FTE

Mar-14

MAAU
5

43
42

4

41
40

3

39
38
37
36
35
Nov-13

Dec-13

Jan-14

REPORT TO THE TRUST BOARD (Part 1 – Public)

Feb-14

In post FTE
Excess FTE

2

Overtime FTE

1

Bank FTE

0
Oct-13

Budget Total FTE

Agency FTE

Mar-14
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MOTTISTONE
24

2

23

Budget Total FTE

22

In post FTE

21

1

Excess FTE
Overtime FTE

20

Bank FTE

19
18

0
Oct-13

Nov-13

Dec-13

Jan-14

Feb-14

Agency FTE

Mar-14

NICU
2

22

Budget Total FTE

21

In post FTE
1

20

Excess FTE
Overtime FTE

19

Bank FTE

18

0
Oct-13

Nov-13

Dec-13

Jan-14

Feb-14

Agency FTE

Mar-14

ORTHOPAEDICS
56

5

54

4

52

3

50

Budget Total FTE
In post FTE
Excess FTE

2

Overtime FTE

46

1

Bank FTE

44

0

48

Oct-13

Nov-13

Dec-13

Jan-14

REPORT TO THE TRUST BOARD (Part 1 – Public)

Feb-14

Agency FTE

Mar-14
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OSBORNE
5

30

4

28

3

26
24
22
Nov-13

Dec-13

Jan-14

Feb-14

In post FTE
Excess FTE

2

Overtime FTE

1

Bank FTE

0
Oct-13

Budget Total FTE

Agency FTE

Mar-14

PAEDIATRICS
30

2
Budget Total FTE

29

In post FTE

28

1

27

Excess FTE
Overtime FTE
Bank FTE

26
25

0
Oct-13

Nov-13

Dec-13

Jan-14

Feb-14

Agency FTE

Mar-14

GENERAL REHAB & SU
8

38

7
6

36
34
32

5

In post FTE

4

Excess FTE

3

Overtime FTE

2

Bank FTE

1

Agency FTE

0

30
Oct-13

Nov-13

Dec-13

Jan-14

REPORT TO THE TRUST BOARD (Part 1 – Public)

Feb-14

Budget Total FTE

Mar-14
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SEAGROVE
6

30
28
26

5

Budget Total FTE

4

In post FTE

3

Excess FTE

2

24

1

22

0
Oct-13

Nov-13

Dec-13

Jan-14

Feb-14

Overtime FTE
Bank FTE
Agency FTE

Mar-14

SHACKLETON
32

6

30

5

Budget Total FTE

4

In post FTE

3

Excess FTE

28
26

2

24

1

22

0
Oct-13

Nov-13

Dec-13

Jan-14

Feb-14

Overtime FTE
Bank FTE
Agency FTE

Mar-14

ST HELENS
4

22

3

20

2

Budget Total FTE
In post FTE
Excess FTE
Overtime FTE

18

1
0

16
Oct-13

Nov-13

Dec-13

Jan-14

REPORT TO THE TRUST BOARD (Part 1 – Public)

Feb-14

Bank FTE
Agency FTE

Mar-14
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STROKE & NEURO
7

36

6
35

5
4

34

3
2

33

1
0

32
Oct-13

Nov-13

Dec-13

Jan-14

Feb-14

Budget Total FTE
In post FTE
Excess FTE
Overtime FTE
Bank FTE
Agency FTE

Mar-14

WHIPPINGHAM
5

28

4

26

3

24
22
20
Nov-13

Dec-13

Jan-14

-

REPORT TO THE TRUST BOARD (Part 1 – Public)

End

Feb-14

In post FTE
Excess FTE

2

Overtime FTE

1

Bank FTE

0
Oct-13

Budget Total FTE

Agency FTE

Mar-14

-
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Iain Hendey (Assistant Director of Performance Information and Decision Support) Tel: 822099 ext 5352 email: Iain.Hendey@iow.nhs.uk
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To update the Trust Board regarding progress against key performance measures and highlight risks and the management of these risks.

Action required by the Board:
Receive
Previously considered by (state date):

X
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Trust Executive Committee

Mental Health Act Scrutiny Committee

Audit and Corporate Risk Committee
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Charitable Funds Committee
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Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
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Staff, stakeholder, patient and public engagement:
Executive Summary:
This paper sets out the key performance indicators by which the Trust is measuring its performance in 2014/15. A more detailed executive summary of this report is set out on page 2.
For following sections – please indicate as appropriate:

Trust Goal (see key)

Quality, Resilience,Productivity & Workforce

Critical Success Factors (see key)

CSF1, CSF2, CSF6, CSF7, CSF9

Principal Risks (please enter applicable BAF references – eg 1.1; 1.6)



Assurance Level (shown on BAF)
Legal implications, regulatory and consultation
requirements
Date: Wednesday 25th June



Red

None

Completed by: Iain Hendey
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Amber
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GRR ref

Balanced Scorecard - Aligned to 'Key Line of Enquiry' (KLOEs)

Safe
Patients that develop a grade 4 pressure ulcer
Reduction across all grades of pressure ulcers

Area

Annual
Target

TW

12

Actual
Performance

4

May-14

YTD

Month
Trend

9



Effective
Summary Hospital-level Mortality Indicator (SHMI)*
Oct-12 - Sep-13
Hospital Standardised Mortality Ratio (HSMR)
Oct-12 - Sep-13

CM

60%

69%

Apr-14

69%



Formal Complaints

TW

AC

0

0

May-14

1



Compliments received

TW



Delayed Transfer of Care (lost bed days)

TW

N/A

161

May-14

365





Number of Ambulance Handover Delays between 1-2 hours

AM

N/A

8

May-14

10





Theatre utilisation

AC

83%

78%

May-14

79%



Area

Annual
Target

YTD

Month
Trend

Total workforce SIP (FTEs)

TW

2,669.0 2,650.5 May-14

N/A



Total pay costs (inc flexible working) (£000)

TW

£9,851

TW

139

Stroke patients (90% of stay on Stroke Unit)

MRSA (confirmed MRSA bacteraemia)

AC

0

0

May-14

0



High risk TIA fully investigated & treated within 24 hours

AC

4

2

May-14

2



Cancelled operations on/after day of admission
(not rebooked within 28 days)

TW

50

6

May-14

12

TW

9

1

May-14

1

TW

7

0

May-14

0

Area

Annual
Target

95%

May-14

94%




Month
Trend

(National 60%)

Well-Led

1

RTT:% of admitted patients who waited 18 weeks or less

AC

2

RTT: % of non-admitted patients who waited 18 weeks or less

AC

95%

93.3%

May-14

93.1%

AC

92%

92%

May-14

93%



Variable Hours (FTE)

AC

93%

84%

May-14

87%



Variable Hours (£000)

TW

AC

93%

95%

May-14

95%



Staff sickness absences

TW

Cancer patients seen <14 days after urgent GP referral*
6b

20%
0



Symptomatic Breast Referrals Seen <2 weeks*

30%

AC
TW

99.6%

90%

8b

AC

Mixed Sex Accommodation Breaches

May-14

RTT % of incomplete pathways within 18 weeks
3




99.7%

YTD

N/A

Patient Satisfaction (Friends & Family
test - Total Inpatient response rate)
Patient Satisfaction (Friends & Family
test - A&E response rate)

88%

>95%

Actual
Performance



Apr-14

AC

Responsive

N/A

Annual
Target

88%

VTE (Assessment for risk of)

Falls - resulting in significant injury

Published
Apr 2014

Area

80%



(actual only)

1.1026

Caring

CM

69

Clinical Incidents (Catastrophic) resulting in harm

Month
Trend

96

May-14

(all reported, actual & potential, includes falls & PU G4)

1.00

YTD

100

41

Clinical Incidents (Major) resulting in harm

TW

Actual
Performance

TW

203

14 C.Diff (confirmed Clostridium Difficile infection - stretched target)

Annual
Target

Published
Apr 2014

TW

(25% on 2013/14 Acute baseline, 50% Community)

Area

Actual
Performance

£9,706 May-14 £19,594



Delivering or exceeding Target

134.1

May-14

275.3



Underachieving Target

£49

£648

May-14

£1,351



Failing Target

3%

3.60%

May-14

3.75%




Cancer Patients receiving subsequent Chemo/Drug <31 days*

AC

98%

100%

May-14

100%



Staff Turnover

TW

5%

0.56%

May-14

1.17%

5a

Cancer Patients receiving subsequent surgery <31 days*

AC

94%

100%

May-14

100%



Achievement of financial plan

TW

£1.7m

£342k

May-14

£342k

TW = Trust Wide

Cancer diagnosis to treatment <31 days*

AC

96%

98%

May-14

98%



Underlying performance

TW

1.4m

£342k

May-14

£342k

AC = Acute

AC

90%

100%

May-14

83%

TW

0.50%

5.51%

May-14

5.51%

AM = Ambulance
CM = Community Healthcare



Net return after financing

5b

Cancer Patients treated after consultant upgrade <62 days*

AC

85%

no
patients

May-14

100%



I&E surplus margin net of dividend

TW

=>1%

1.46%

May-14

1.46%

8a

Cancer urgent referral to treatment <62 days*

AC

85%

79%

May-14

87%



Liquidity ratio days

TW

=>15

23

May-14

23

No. Patients waiting > 6 weeks for diagnostics

AC

100

2

May-14

4



Continuity of Service Risk Rating

TW

3

4

May-14

4

AC

1%

0.16%

May-14

0.17%



Capital Expenditure as a % of YTD plan

TW

=>75%

20%

May-14

20%

AC

95%

94.3%

May-14

94.8%



Quarter end cash balance (days of operating expenses)

TW

=>10

28

May-14

28

AM

75%

76%

May-14

77%



Debtors over 90 days as a % of total debtor balance

TW

=<5%

AM

95%

96%

May-14

96%



Creditors over 90 days as a % of total creditor balance

TW

=<5%

2.04%

% of CPA patients receiving FU contact within 7 days of discharge

MH

95%

96%

May-14

96%



Recurring CIP savings achieved

TW

100%

83.91% May-14 83.91%

% of CPA patients having formal review within 12 months of discharge

MH

95%

73%

May-14

40%



Total CIP savings achieved

TW

100%

124.28% May-14

MH

95%

96%

May-14

98%



%. Patients waiting > 6 weeks for diagnostics
Emergency Care 4 hour Standards
4
12

Ambulance Category A Calls % < 8 minutes

Ambulance Category A Calls % < 19 minutes
13
9a
9b

% of MH admissions that had access to Crisis Resolution / Home Treatment
10 Teams (HTTs)

13.73% May-14 13.73%
May-14

2.04%

124.28%

YTD

Month
Trend

May-14

29.5%



14.9% May-14

15.5%

33%



0



May-14

34



May-14

513



0

May-14

<175

14

N/A

340

Notes

6a

Cancer Patients treated after screening referral <62 days*
7

Actual
Performance

Improvement on previous
month
No change to previous
month
Deterioration on previous
month





Key to Area Code

MH = Mental Health

Sparkline graphs and Year End forecasts will be included as appropriate once further data
is collected to calculate developing trends.
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Executive Summary
We have made a number of changes to the Trust Board Performance Report with further changes still planned. Currently the most notable changes in the report are in relation to the balanced scorecard.
You will note that we have realigned our suite of Key Performance Indicators to the CQC Key Lines of Enquiry (KLOE). The next stage is to complete a review of KPIs to ensure that we have the right
measures to provide the board with necessary assurance that the Trust is Safe, Effective, Caring, Responsive and Well Led. Another notable change is the addition of a plan on a page for Acute,
Community and Mental Health Services with an additional page planned for Ambulance. Further work is required to refine these pages in particular to ensure we have appropriate measures and appropriate
targets for all measures, we also need to review the data to be able to access workforce and finance data at this level.
Safe:
Pressure ulcers: We continue to under achieve our planned reduction across all grades of pressure ulcers, both in the hospital setting and the wider community.
A range of actions are in place to support improvements in this priority indicator in all areas.
Responsive:

Well Led:

RTT Non Admitted was again below target in May, with a number of specialties not achieving target
bringing the overall Trust performance below 95%. A range of actions are continuing planned to
address this issue including additional outpatient clinics and the appointment of locums in challenged
specialties.

The pay bill for May including flexible hours is £9.70m, within the plan of £9.85m. The number of
FTEs in post is currently below plan by 19 FTE. The HR Directorate are closely monitoring and
supporting the Clinical directorates with their workforce plans, in particular their control over their
spend on variable hours.

Symptomatic Breast referrals seen within 2 weeks failed the 93% standard again during May although,
unusually, this was due to local capacity issues. Work is ongoing to address these issues and prevent
recurrence.
The 62 day cancer referral to treatment also failed due to patients with complex medical issues and
late diagnosis but the low numbers exaggerate the percentages.

Sickness absence continues to improve during May (3.60%) but remains above the 3% plan.
Specific problem areas are being identified for local investigation and are challenged at directorate
performance review meetings.

CPA patients receiving a formal review within 12 month of discharge - the performance against this
target has increased this month due to work underway to collate the data necessary to manually report
against this indicator. The figure reported is the position according to data available as at 23rd June.
We are expecting that data will be complete by next month and to report an improved position. It is
expected that the roll out of PARIS will rectify the data collection issue.

At the end of May the Trust is reporting a surplus of £337k against the actual planned financial
position of £347k. The adjusted retained surplus shows £342k against a plan of £350k - £8k below
plan. The Continuity of Service Risk Rating is 4.
The Cost Improvement Programme showed a year to date overachievement of £237k against the
target of £976k. Included within this performance is the recognition of full year savings amounting to
£527k. Of the total £1,213k achieved, £819k was achieved recurrently and therefore the focus
remains on the delivery of recurrent savings.

Caring:

Effective:

Patient Satisfaction: Complaints were down in May in comparison to April and within the planned 10%
reduction target in month although just outside the year to date trajectory. Compliments, in the form of
letters and cards of thanks, were considerably higher during May than in April. As one of the CQUIN
goals for this year, the PALS relocation to main reception has now been completed and is providing a
higher profile access to the public. The Friends & Family Test response rate continues to be
challenging and work is ongoing to improve access.

Theatre Utilisation is below plan for both Main Theatres and Day surgery giving a joint rate of 79%.
Bed pressures have had considerable effect on the lists with a reduction in elective admissions due
to the high risk of cancellation as well as delays in admission processing.
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Performance Summary - Acute
Performance on a Page - Acute
In month

YTD

Safe

Latest
data

No. of Grade 1&2 Pressure Ulcers
No. of Grade 3&4 Pressure Ulcers
VTE
MRSA
C.Diff
No. of Reported SIRI's

May-14
May-14
May-14
May-14
May-14
May-14

Responsive*

Latest
data

Target

Actual

Target

Actual

Emergency Care 4 hour Standards
RTT Admitted - % within 18 Weeks
RTT Non Admitted - % within 18 Weeks
RTT Incomplete - % within 18 Weeks

May-14
May-14
May-14
May-14

95%
90%
95%
92%

94.3%
94.8%
93.3%
92.5%

95%
90%
95%
92%

94.8%
94.9%
93.7%
93.2%

No. Patients waiting > 6 weeks for diagnostics

May-14

8

2

100

4

%. Patients waiting > 6 weeks for diagnostics

May-14

1%

0.16%

1%

0.17%

Target

Actual

95%
0

3
1
99.7%
0
1
3

Target

8
2
99.5%
0
1
5

95%
0
4

In month

Actual

YTD

Effective

Delayed Transfers of Care (lost bed days)
Cancelled operations on/after day of
admission (not rebooked within 28 days)

Well-Led

% Sickness Absenteeism
FTE vs Budget
Appraisals
Actual vs Budget (in £'000's)
CIP (in £'000's)

Caring

Cancer 2 wk GP referral to 1st OP

May-14

93%

95.0%

93%

94.9%

Breast Symptoms 2 wk GP referral to 1st OP
31 day second or subsequent (surgery)
31 day second or subsequent (drug)
31 day diagnosis to treatment for all cancers
62 day referral to treatment from screening

May-14
May-14
May-14
May-14
May-14

93%
94%
98%
96%
90%

84.0%
100%
100%
98%
100%

93%
94%
98%
96%
90%

86.6%
100%
100%
98%
90%

62 days urgent referral to treatment of all cancers

May-14

85%

79.0%

85%

87.4%

Emergency 30 day Readmissions

May-14

Contracted Activity**

Latest
data

Target

Actual

Target

Actual

Emergency Spells
Elective Spells
Outpatients Attendances

Apr-14
Apr-14
Apr-14

1,135
670
9,328

998
622
9,174

1,135
670
9,328

998
622
9,174

4.3%
In month

4.7%
YTD
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F&F Acute - % Response Rate
F&F Acute - % Recommending
F&F A&E - % Response Rate
F&F A&E - % Recommending
Mixed Sex Accommodation Breaches
No. of Complaints
No. of Concerns
No. of Compliments

In month

YTD

Latest
data

Target

Actual

Target

Actual

May-14

N/A

161

N/A

365

May-14

0

1

0

5

Latest
data

In month

May-14
May-14
May-14

Latest
data

May-14
May-14
May-14
May-14
May-14
May-14
May-14
May-14

Target

Actual

YTD
Target

3%
3.45%
3%
1,503 1,422.64 3,007
10.1%

In month

Actual

3.45%
2,847.9
13.8%

YTD

Target

Actual

Target

Actual

20%
95%
20%
95%
0

35.3%
95.2%
14.9%
93.5%
0
13
45
261

20%
95%
20%
95%
0

30.8%
95.9%
15.4%
93.3%
0
29
77
364

N/A

N/A

*Cancer figures for May-14 are provisional
**The Acute SLA reports a month behind, therefore figures are from April 14.
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Performance Summary - Community
Performance on a Page - Community
Safe

Latest
data

No. of Grade 1&2 Pressure Ulcers
No. of Grade 3&4 Pressure Ulcers
MRSA
C.Diff
No. of Reported SIRI's

May-14
May-14
May-14
May-14
May-14

Responsive

Latest
data

In month
Target

Actual

0

30
5
0
1
8

In month
Target

Actual

YTD
Target

Actual

45
13
0
1
11

0
2

Well-Led

Actual

% Sickness Absenteeism - C Directorate
FTE vs Budget - Community Directorate
Appraisals
Actual vs Budget (in £'000's)
CIP (in £'000's)

Contracted Activity

Community Contacts

Latest
data

Apr-14

In month

Latest
data

Stroke patients (90% of stay on Stroke Unit) Mar-14
High risk TIA fully investigated & treated
Mar-14
within 24 hours (National 60%)

YTD
Target

Effective

YTD

Caring

Target

Actual

Target

Actual

15,981

17,773

15,981

17,773

F&F - % Response Rate
F&F - % Recommending
No. of Complaints
No. of Concerns
No. of Compliments
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Latest
data

In month
Actual

Target

Actual

80%

92.3%

80%

84.0%

60%

66.7%

60%

73.0%

In month
Target

May-14
3%
May-14 896.94
May-14

Latest
data

May-14
May-14
May-14
May-14
May-14

YTD

Target

Actual

YTD
Target

Actual

4.06%
3%
4.15%
878.79 1793.88 1749.26
32.5%
45.8%

In month

YTD

Target

Actual

Target

Actual

20%
95%

27.6%
92.6%
1
13
73

20%
95%

25.0%
96.3%
5
25
137

N/A

N/A
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Performance Summary - Mental Health
Performance on a Page - Mental Health
In month

YTD

Safe

Latest
data

Responsive

Latest
data

Target

Actual

Target

Actual

May-14

95%

96%

95%

96%

Apr-14

95%

6%

% of CPA patients receiving FU contact
within 7 days of discharge
% of CPA patients having formal review
within 12 months of discharge

% of MH admissions that had access to
Crisis Resolution / Home Treatment Teams May-14
(HTTs)

Activity

Latest
data

Mental Health Inpatient Activity
Mental Health Outpatient Activity

May-14
May-14

Target

Actual

Target

In month

95%

96%

Actual

YTD

6%

95%

In month

Effective

Latest
data

Well-Led

Latest
data

% Sickness Absenteeism
(included in Community Directorate)
FTE vs Budget
(included in Community Directorate)
Appraisals

May-14

In month
Target

Actual

YTD
Target

In month

Actual

YTD

Target

Actual

Target

Actual

3%

4.06%

3%

4.15%

May-14 896.94
May-14

878.79 1793.88 1749.26
7.1%

13.5%

98%

Caring

YTD

Target

Actual

Target

Actual

N/A
N/A

42
533

N/A
N/A

95
1,046
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Latest
data

In month
Target

Actual

YTD
Target

Actual
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Highlights
VTE risk assessment achievement is maintained.
Formal complaints down and compliment numbers up.
Total pay costs within plan
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Lowlights
GRR performance level decreased, currently highest level since assessment began
2 cases of Healthcare acquired C Difficile infection identified
2 x cancer targets underachieved
Pressure ulcers remain above plan
Variable hours and staff sickness remain above plan
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Pressure Ulcers

6
5
4
3
2
1

G2 Hospital Acquired Pressure ulcer
incidence
2013.14

10
8
6
4
2

4
3
2
1
0
Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar
Month

2013.14

2014.15

10
5
0

5

Target

2

1

4

Target

15

2014.15

G4 Hospital Acquired Pressure ulcer
incidence
2013.14

2014.15

3
2
1
0

Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

Month

Month

G3 Community Acquired Pressure ulcer
incidence
2013.14

2014.15

5

Target

3
2
1

G4 Community Acquired Pressure ulcer
incidence
2013.14

2014.15

Target

4
3
2
1
0

0
Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

Month

Month

Month

Date:

Status:

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce/ Tissue Viability Specialist
Nurse

May-14

Continuing

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce/ Tissue Viability Specialist
Nurse

Spring 14

In progress

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce/ Tissue Viability Specialist
Nurse

Jun-14

In progress
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Target

4

Person Responsible:

Action Plan:

Communication & Engagement have shared the proposed communications plan with commissioners
and further plans are in progress for implementation of this along with changes to the Nutrition and
Tissue Viability Service
The public awareness campaign has started with the inclusion of awareness posters in the free Isle of
Wight Health & Wellbeing Directory which has been widely distributed recently.

G2 Community Acquired Pressure ulcer
incidence
Number reported

Number reported

20

Target

5

Ward care plans are reviewed as part of tissue viability auditing process. Results are being fed back to
individual ward areas to support ward improvement. The auditing is widening to include the MUST
screening tool. (Malnutrion & Undernourishment Screening Tool)

2013.14

Month

G1 Community Acquired Pressure ulcer
incidence
2014.15

G3 Hospital Acquired Pressure ulcer
incidence

0

Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

Month

2013.14

3

Target

0

Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

6

2014.15

Number reported

12

Target

Number reported

2014.15

Number reported

2013.14

0

Explanation of RAG Rating
Red=Any G4 or 2 G3 or 5 any in rolling 3 month period
Amber=1G3 or increase/no change in G2 in rolling 3 month period
Green=No G3 or G4 and decrease in G2 or 2 or less of any grade (1&2) in rolling 3 month period

Community acquired: Reducing community acquired pressure ulcers continues to
be challenging and this is reflected in the application of 50% target reduction across
all grades. Work continues on the community campaign to raise awareness of the
causes of pressure ulcers and to involve patients in prevention at home. During
May, 3 x grade 4, 2 grade 3, 19 x grade 2 and 5 x grade 1 pressure ulcers were
reported. The 50% reduction target has not been achieved during May.

G1 Hospital Acquired Pressure ulcer
incidence
Number reported

Hospital acquired:There were a total of 1 x grade 4, 2 x grade 3, 3 x grade 2 and 6
grade 1 pressure ulcers reported in the hospital during May 2014. This means that
the acute hospital has achieved the overall 25% reduction this month despite not
meeting the individual 50% reduction targets across the grades.

7

Number reported

General: Numbers are reviewed for both the current and previous month and there
may be changes to previous figures once validated. Pressure ulcer figures also
contribute to the Safety Thermometer and are included within the clinical incident
reporting, where any change is also reflected.

Quality Account Priority 2 & National Safety Thermometer CQUIN schemes
Prevention & Management of Pressure Ulcers

Analysis:

Number reported

Commentary:
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Patient Safety
Commentary:

Analysis:

Clostridium Difficile infections against national and local targets

Clostridium difficile
There were 2 cases of Healthcare Acquired Clostridium Difficile (C Diff) during May 2014 (YTD =
2) and this exceeds the planned trajectory for both our nationally set threshold year threshold of 6
and our local stretched target for the quarter.

Isle of Wight NHS Trust C.Difficile Performance (Cumulative)
7
6
5

We are working to a locally stretched target of 4 for across the year, apportioned at a single case
each quarter. This is proving particularly challenging.

4
3
2
1

Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA)
There have been no cases of Healthcare Acquired MRSA bacteraemia in the Acute hospital
during May and we remain at zero, in keeping with the zero tolerance set for this year.

0

The Action Plan for MRSA is progressing and work continues on the Healthcare Associated
Infection agenda.

Apr

May

Actual cases

0

2

Local target

1

National Target

1

Action Plan:

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6

Person Responsible:

Date:

Status:

A risk register entry has been filed as our Clostridium Difficile trajectory has been breached and staying within the
threshold is, therefore, particularly challenging for the rest of the year.

Executive
Director of Nursing &
Workforce

Jun-14

Completed

Increased infection control audits and commode checks have been instigated and are monitored by Modern Matrons
and ward sisters across the acute hospital

Executive
Director of Nursing &
Workforce

Jun-14

In progress

All cases continue to be subject to root cause analysis to identify actions necessary to ensure the trajectory remains
achieved.

Executive
Director of Nursing &
Workforce

Jun-14

Ongoing
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Formal Complaints
Commentary:
There were 14 formal Trust complaints (0.05% of hospital
contacts) received in April 2014 (20 in the previous month) with
340 compliments (1.21% of hospital contacts) received by letters
and cards of thanks across the same period.

Analysis: Complaints

Primary Subject

Mar-14

Apr-14

CHANGE

RAG rating

Clinical Care

9

6

-3



Nursing Care

2

3

1



Staff Attitude

3

3

0



There are approximately 23,000 consultant led contacts each
month with a further 5,000 contacts with other health
professionals.

Communication

2

1

-1



Outpatient Appointment Delay/ Cancellation

1

0

-1



Inpatient Appointment Delay / Cancellation

0

1

1



Across all complaints and concerns in May 2014:
Top areas complained about were:
- Orthopaedics (7)
- OP appointments & Records (5)
- Bed Management (4) / Gynaecology (4)

Admission / Discharge / Transfer Arrangements

0

0

0



Aids and appliances, equipment and premises

2

0

-2



Transport

0

0

0



Consent to treatment

1

0

-1



Failure to follow agreed procedure

0

0

0



Across all complaints and concerns in May 2014:
Top subjects complained about were:
- Clinical care (17)
- Out-patient appointment delay/cancellation (13)
- Communication (12)
These are the same top subjects as last month.

Hotel services (including food)

0

0

0



Patients status/discrimination (e.g. racial, sex)

0

0

0



Privacy & Dignity

0

0

0



Other

0

0

0



Action Plan:

Person Responsible:

Date:

Status:

Following the review of the complaints processes, recommendations made
relating to complaints management and resources are being allocated to
Clinical Directorates to assist them in owning their complaints and managing
them closer to the point of care. Resource to be identified through
organisational change.

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce /
Business Manager - Patient Safety; Experience &
Clinical Effectiveness

Jun-13

Continuing

Complaints officers have now relocated to the main reception area of the
hospital to improve accessability

Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce /
Business Manager - Patient Safety; Experience &
Clinical Effectiveness

Jun-13

Completed
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Litigations
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Emergency Care 4 hour Standard
Commentary:
Although there have been failures to meet the target on
individual days over past months, this is the first month where
the target of 95% has not been achieved overall (94.3%) since
January 2013.
Route Cause Analysis of the breaches throughout this month
has been undertaken and found that a significant number of of
the total breaches were attributed to bed capacity issues.
Without this constraint on the Emergency Department the
target would have been achieved at 97.8%. Other influencing
factors were due to the time taken to manage Emergency
Department flow due to cubicles being taken up by patients
being admitted awaiting beds.

Analysis: Achievement of 95% target
Target achieved

Target

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

Low staffing levels have also affected performance although
recruitment has now taken place.
Action Plan:

Work closely with bed management and other matrons to
improve flow through the department

Person Responsible:

Date:

Status:

Matron/Head of Clinical Care/
Executive Medical Director

Jun-14

Ongoing
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Symptomatic Breast Referrals seen within 2 weeks/Treatment within 62 days of GP referral
Commentary:

Analysis: Symptomatic Breast Referrals seen within 2 weeks.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%

May-14

Apr-14

Mar-14

Target

Feb-14

Jan-14

Dec-13

Target Achieved

Oct-13

Sep-13

Aug-13

Jul-13

Jun-13

40%
Symptomatic Breast Referrals seen within 2 weeks (93%
30%
target)
20%
Target not achieved
10%
Of the 12 breaches during May, only 2 were patient lead with 9 due
0%
to inadequate outpatient capacity and 1 due to illness of the
consultant. New Consultants in the Breast Screening Unit have
had some impact on throughput, but the main issue this month is
around capacity.
Treatment within 62 days

Nov-13

% Compliance

All May figures are still provisional. 16 of the total 37 breaches
(43%) during May were patient led.

Month

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%

May-14

Apr-14

Mar-14

Target

Feb-14

Jan-14

Nov-13

Target Achieved

Oct-13

Jul-13

Jun-13

0%

Sep-13

Target not achieved

10%

Dec-13

20%

Aug-13

% Compliance

Treatment within 62 days of GP referral (85% target)
There were 6 breaches of this measure during May due to a
mixture of complex diagnostic pathways, medical delays and
diagnosis late in the pathway.

Month

Service managers working to identify additional capacity to meet demand. Service reviews continue to
ensure that first appointment is within 7 days of referral. This should improve performance in that
alternative dates can be offered to enable patients to be seen within the required 2 weeks. Lead
Cancer Nurse/Breast Team to continue to contact patients when prior notification of cancellation occurs.
NB: Unfortunately we cannot predict DNAs.
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Person Responsible:

Date:

Status:

Lead Cancer Nurse
Breast Care Team
/OPARU

Jun-14

Continuing

Isle of Wight NHS Trust Board Performance Report 2013/14
May 14

Theatre Utilisation
Commentary
The percentage utilisation of theatre facilities has dropped below the 83% target for
both Main (77%) and Day theatres (79%) during May 2014. The main contributory
factor to this has been bed capacity.
There were also delays experienced getting patients to beds through the elective
wards which subsequently delayed theatre start times, impacting on late starts and
utilisation overall. Also, due to bed capacity problems predicted through bed
management meetings, patient were not actually booked into available capacity as the
risk was they would have been cancelled, therefore utilisation would have been
impacted on by not booking cases that could not be accommodated.

Action plan

Person Responsible:

Date:

Status:

General manager- Planned
Directorate

Jun-14

Continuing

Ongoing discussion on review of bed capacity for elective surgery. No identified
General manager- Planned
changes to estates plan due to schedule risks. Ongoing monitor of inpatient delays for
Directorate
discharge with significant incident/bed management meetings.

Jun-14

Continuing

1) Late starts in each area to be reviewed with Clinical Director
2) Audit and investigation of patients found unfit for surgery - undertaken - no
identified changes to process
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Referral to Treatment Times (RTT)
The actions described in April's Performance report have had the
effect of reducing the breaches in Gastroenterology and
Respiratory. Trauma and Orthopaedic are still working with the
clinicians to increase capacity at Out Patient level.
National Funding has been allocated to reduce waiting times over
16 weeks during July, August and September. Analysis is taking
place now on which areas to target to make best use of the IOW
CCG's share of these funds.
In addition, Performance Information & Decision Support (PIDS)
are producing forecasting tools to allow General Managers to see
potential problems as they build up and hence to increase capacity
before potential breaches occur.

Appointment of Locums to pick up extra OP appointments in
across July and August 2014 (Gastroenterology & Respiratory)
Additional T&O follow up clinics are being set up to reduce down
times after diagnostics & consultant to consultant referrals
T&O Clinics for July/August are being planned with minimal cost
option of releasing middle grades from theatres to relocate in OPD
where possible, using theatre staff to first assist

Analysis:

Referral to treatment within 18 weeks

Percentage achieved

Commentary:

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

98%

97%

98%

97%

97%

96%

Non-admitted

Jun-13

Jul-13

(Non-Admitted patients)
95%

96%

94%

93%

93%

93%

Non-admitted target

Aug-13 Sep-13 Oct-13 Nov-13 Dec-13 Jan-14

Feb-14 Mar-14 Apr-14 May-14

Month

Person Responsible:

Date:

Status:

General Managers in Acute Directorate

Jun-14

In progress

General Managers in Acute Directorate

Jun-14

In progress

General Managers in Acute Directorate

Jun-14

In progress
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Data Quality
Commentary:
Analysis:
The information centre carry out an analysis of the
Total APC General Episodes:
quality of provider data submitted to Secondary Uses
Data Item
Service (SUS). They review 3 main data sets Admitted Patient Care (APC), Outpatients (OP) and
NHS Number
Accident & Emergency (A&E).
Patient Pathway

Overall our data quality reporting to SUS has
improved in 2013/14 compared to the financial year
2012/13. Areas that still require attention in APC are
Primary Diagnosis and HRG4, (Healthcare Resource
Grouping) in order to address this we need to
improve the timeliness of coding partly through more
efficient completion of source documentation by
clinicians and by addressing a current backlog in
clinical coding capacity. We are aslo below average
for recording of NHS numbers in APC, this relates to
the treatment of prisoners. In the A&E data set we
have now corrected the issue of the missing
attendance disposal coded and the number has
reduced significantly. we would expect this to be
above average in the next 1-2 months.

Treatment Function

30,175
Invalid
Records

Provider %
Valid

Total Outpatient General Episodes:
National % Valid

Data Item

535

98.2%

99.2%

NHS Number

631

93.5%

60.9%

Patient Pathway

0

100.0%

98.7%

Treatment Function

National % Valid

59,494
Invalid
Records

Data Item

Provider %
Valid

National % Valid

907

99.4%

99.3%

NHS Number

994

98.3%

71,630

52.4%

50.0%

Registered GP Practice

36

99.9%

95.9%
99.1%

0

100.0%

99.2%

Postcode

28

100.0%

99.8%

Main Specialty

0

100.0%

98.9%

Main Specialty

0

100.0%

99.1%

Org of Residence

983

98.3%

95.4%

10

100.0%

99.8%

Reg GP Practice

9

100.0%

99.8%

Commissioner

1,349

97.7%

98.0%

1,285

97.8%

98.4%

0

100.0%

95.0%

Postcode

5

100.0%

99.9%

Postcode

15

100.0%

99.8%

Attendance Disposal

Org of Residence

8

100.0%

96.6%

Org of Residence

11

100.0%

96.7%

Patient Group

52

100.0%

98.5%

First Investigation

0

100.0%

99.7%

First Treatment

Commissioner
Primary Diagnosis
Primary Procedure
Ethnic Category
Neonatal Level of Care
Site of Treatment
HRG4

33

99.9%

99.2%

Commissioner

2,548

91.6%

99.0%

First Attendance

724

98.8%

95.6%

1,682

97.2%

93.6%

0

100.0%

99.6%

Attendance Indicator

1

100.0%

99.6%

Conclusion Time

489

99.2%

98.7%

13

100.0%

97.9%

Referral Source

1,098

99.3%

98.8%

Ethnic Category

0

100.0%

91.2%

1,098

99.3%

96.2%

Departure Time

296

99.5%

99.8%

3

100.0%

98.7%

Department Type

0

100.0%

99.8%

1,098

99.3%

97.4%

HRG4

935

98.4%

96.9%

0

100.0%

98.8%

101

99.9%

92.4%

% valid is equal to or greater than the national rate

4,299

97.4%

97.4%

% valid is up to 0.5% below the national rate

5

100.0%

98.5%

% valid is more than 0.5% below the national rate

0

100.0%

98.9%

Referral Rec'd Date

802

97.3%

96.8%

Attendance Outcome

2,560

91.5%

97.5%

Priority Type
OP Primary Procedure
Ethnic Category

HRG4

Address backlog in clinical coding

Total A&E Attendances

Reg GP Practice

Site of Treatment

Action Plan:

162,250
Provider %
Valid

Invalid
Records

Key:

Person Responsible:

Date:

Status:

Head of Information / Asst. Director - PIDS

Jun-14

Ongoing (planned completion by Sep-14)
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Risk Register -Situation current as at 20/06/2014
Analysis:

This extract from the Risk register dashboard shows the highest rated risks (Rating of 20) across all Directorates and includes both clinical and non-clinical entries.
Entries have been sorted according to the length of time on the register and demonstrate the number and percentage of completed actions.

Directorate Added Title

Data as at 20/06/2014 Risk Register Dashboard

PLANND

23/02/2011

PLANND

20/10/2011

CORPRI

22/11/2011

ACUTE

16/08/2012

ACUTE

22/08/2012

PLANND

24/10/2012

COMMH

22/11/2012

ACUTE

05/12/2012

CORPRI

26/03/2013

PLANND

23/09/2013

ACUTE

21/01/2014

PLANND

30/04/2014

Actions
Insufficient and inadequate Endoscopy facilities to meet service requirements (BAF 6.10)
7
Insufficient and inadequate Ophthalmology facilities to meet service requirements (BAF 6.10)
6
Mandatory training
6
Blood sciences out of hours staffing
4
Risk due to bed capacity problems
4
Failing heating/cooling system impacting on service delivery (BAF 2.22)
2
Low staffing levels w ithin Occupational Therapy team
6
Vacant consultant posts
3
Pressure ulcers
3
Ophthalmic Casenotes - Poor Condition, Misfiling and Duplication Leading to Potential Clinical Error 4
Acquisition of mechanical device for chest compressions
3
Maternity Theatre inadequate airflow leading to potential infection control risk
-

Done
5
4
4
3
3
1
2
1
0
2
2
-

%
71.4%
66.7%
66.7%
75.0%
75.0%
50.0%
33.3%
33.3%
0.0%
50.0%
66.7%
-

Commentary
The risk register is reviewed monthly both at Trust Executive Committee/Directorate Boards and relevant Trust Executive sub-committee meetings. All risks on the register have agreed
action plans with responsibilities and timescales allocated. The 'Open Risks' dashboard runs from a live feed and is updated daily. All Execs/Associate Directors/Senior Managers have
access with full details of all risks, actions and progress available at all times. This report provides a 'snapshot' overview.
Since the last report three new risks have been added to the register, although the table above shows only those with the highest level rating. These are (1) RR612 Home Care Medicines
(2) RR613 Switchboard Database (3) RR614 Switchboard Siemens Console Programme. Four risks have been signed off the register - Rehab Kitchen/Main Trauma Digital Imaging
Room/Difficulties in reviewing images within new PACS system/Failing Pit System (subject to commissioning scheduled 23.6.14)
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Workforce - Key Performance Indicators
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Sickness Absence - Monthly Sickness Absence

Top 10 Absence reasons by FTE Year To Date
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Key Performance Indicators (Finance) - April

Performance
Area
Continuity of
Service Risk
Rating (CoSRR)
Summary

Commentary

RAG
RAG
Rating
Rating Full Year
YTD
Forecast

Green

Green

Green

Green

Green

Green

Amber

Amber

Amber

Green

Green

Green

Amber

Amber

Green

• Overall Rating of 4 after normalisation adjustments.
• The YTD position is an adjusted surplus of £342k which is a £8k
underachievement against a plan of £350k. The Trust is expecting to
achieve its forecast adjusted surplus of £1.7m

Cost
• YTD CIPs achieved £1,213k against a plan of £976k. The RAG rating is
Improvement
Amber due to the level of non recurrent plans.
Programme (CIP)
Working Capital
• Cash 'in-hand' and 'at-bank' at Month 2 was £9,023k.
& Treasury
Capital

RAG
Rating
In
Month

• Total capital spend in May amounted to £214k against a planned spend
of £1,075k.
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Income & Expenditure - Key Highlights - Trust
Statement of Comprehensive Income

2014/15 Full
May Budget May Actual
Year
BUDGET
£000s

£000s

£000s

May
Variance

YTD Budget YTD Actual

£000s

£000s

£000s

YTD
Variance
£000s

(115,265)
(54,862)
160,335
9,569

(9,851)
(3,746)
13,216
896

(9,706)
(3,971)
12,968
1,190

145
(225)
(248)
295

(19,521)
(7,754)
26,408
1,802

(19,594)
(8,005)
26,317
2,166

(74)
(251)
(91)
364

OPERATING SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

(223)

514

482

(33)

936

884

(51)

Investment Revenue
Other Gains and Losses

22
(125)
(48)

5
(1)
(30)

1
(0)
(4)

(4)
1
26

7
(3)
(46)

4
(2)
(4)

(3)
1
42

Gross Employee Benefits
Other Operating Costs
Revenue from Patient Care Activities
Other Operating Revenue

Finance Costs (including interest on PFIs and Finance Leases)
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR

(374)

488

479

(9)

893

882

(11)

Dividends Payable on Public Dividend Capital (PDC)
Net gains/ (loss) on transfers by absorption (Roundings)

(3,299)
0

(275)
1

(275)
3

0
2

(550)
3

(550)
5

0
2

RETAINED SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) FOR THE YEAR

(3,673)

214

207

(8)

347

337

(10)

RETAINED SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) FOR THE YEAR PER ACCOUNTS

(3,673)

214

207

(8)

347

337

Reported NHS Financial Performance

2014/15 Full
May Budget May Actual
Year
£000s

Retained surplus/(deficit) for the year

Adjusted Financial Performance Retained Surplus/(Deficit)
Earnings Before Interest, Taxation, Depreciation and Amortisation (
EBITDA)

£000s

YTD Budget YTD Actual

£000s

£000s

£000s

(10)
YTD
Variance
£000s

(3,673)

214

207

(8)

347

337

(10)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5,347

0

0

0

0

0

0

28

1

0

(1)

3

2

(1)

1,702

216

210

(6)

350

342

IFRIC 12 adjustment including impairments

Impairments excluding IFRIC12 impairments
Donated/Government grant assets adjustment (include donation/grant
receipts and depreciation of donated/grant funded assets)

£000s

May
Variance

2014/15 Full
May Budget May Actual
Year
£000s

£000s

£000s

May
Variance

YTD Budget YTD Actual

£000s

£000s

£000s

(8)
YTD
Variance
£000s

INCOME - £273k over plan YTD due to; Patient Related Income underachieved £102k due to higher than
budget Non PbR Drugs - Acute overachieved £11k due to Pharmacy, Private Patients, Biochemistry, Beacon
Dermatology , Radiology General and ED (non contract and RTA) income offset by underachievement in GP
Led activity and non contracted activity for ICU - Community overachieved £17k due to WDC and an accrual
for CCG income due to a secondment offset by an underachievement against budget for Local Authority
income relating to the IDAS contract - Planned underachieved £6k due to R&D and Paediatric Medics, the
latter of which is higher than expected Deanery income offset by underachievement of Mottistone income in
M02 - Corporate £362k overachieved due to EMH, NHS Creative, Training & Development, WDC income for
GP Trainees, Scrap Metal Sales in Estates and income received for training dummies (offset by expenditure).
Other Income - £10k
PAY - £74k overspend YTD due to; Acute overspend £498k due to Agency & Bank usage (A&E,
Biochemistry, Pathology, general Medics, Pharmacy and MAU totalling £244k), Beacon Dermatology (offset by
income above), CIP/Vacancy Factor not achieved £272k offset by underspend on Appley & St Helens Ward
where costs are currently on Whippingham Ward and this will be resolved once the CIP schemes have been
fully identified - Community overspend £107k due to Agency (Medical Locums £57k) and CIP/Vacancy not
achieved £17k offset by underspends on Health Visitor Band 6 vacancies - Planned overspend £138k due to
Whippingham Ward (Appley & St Helens costs included as per Acute commentary), Day Surgery use of bank
and excess hours and CIP/Vacancy not achieved £119k offset by underspends due to vacancies in Breast
Care, Maternity Services & Endoscopy - Corporate underspend £18k due to overspends in EMH (offset by
income as above), Occupational Health and unachieved CIP/Vacancy Factor £33k offset by underspends due
to vacancies in Finance, Nursing & Workforce, Chief Operating Officer, Strategic & Commercial and Trust
Admin - Reserves underspend £649k not utilised.
NON PAY - £251k overspend YTD due to; Acute overspent £64k due to overspends in Beacon Dermatology
& Pass Through Costs (offset by income above), Ambulance, Chemo Drugs and Respiratory Services offset
by underspends in GP Led Beacon, Biochemistry and overachievement of CIP £63k - Community overspend
£103k due to Travel & Subsistence, Wheelchairs, Continence, OT Recharge error to be corrected in M02 and
underachievement of CIP £31k - Planned underspend £24k due to overspends in R&D, Clinical Allergy,
Paediatrics & Paediatrics Outpatients, St Helens, Alverstone/Luccombe, Maternity Services, Endoscopy and
Mottistone offset by overachievement of CIP £24k - Corporate overspend £233k due to overspends in EMH
(offset by income as above), Strategic & Commercial and Trust Admin CIP not achieved £27k offset by
underspends in Finance (ferry tickets offset by underachieved income as above and depreciation on owned
assets) and Nursing & Workforce - Reserves overspend £194k due to Non PbR Drugs (offset by income as
above).

3,299

214
498
114
0
(5)
30
275

207
515
104
0
(1)
4
275

(8)
16
(10)
0
4
(26)
0

347
996
218
0
(7)
46
550

337
1,019
208
0
(4)
4
550

(10)
23
(10)
0
3
(42)
0

(100)

8

8

0

17

17

0

1,750

125

1
2

0
2

(1)

3
3

2
5

(1)
2

1,250

EBITDA Sub Total

12,484

1,137

1,114

(24)

2,172

2,137

(36)

Restructuring costs

1,500

0

0

0

0

0

0

Normalised EBITDA

13,984

1,137

1,114

(24)

2,172

2,137

(36)

Retained Surplus / (Deficit) for the Year per Accounts
Depreciation
Amortisation
Impairments (including IFRIC 12 impairments)
Interest Receivable
Finance Costs (including interest on PFIs and Finance Leases)
Dividends
Donated/Government grant assets adjustment (donation income element
of SC 380)
(Gains) / Losses on disposal of assets
Net gains/ (loss) on transfers by absorption (Roundings)

(3,673)
6,158
1,302
5,347
(22)
48
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FY15 : Plan -vs- Actual Surplus (Deficit) Cumulative

£'000
2,500
2,250
2,000

1,500

1,000
750
500
250
-

Apr-14

May-14

Jun-14

Jul-14

Aug-14

Sep-14

Actual Surplus / (Deficit) cumulative

Oct-14

Nov-14

Dec-14

Plan Surplus / (Deficit) cumulative

Jan-15

Feb-15

Mar-15
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Cost Improvement Programme - CIP by Directorates

Directorates

Plan

ACUTE
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
COMMUNITY
FINANCE & PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
NURSING & WORKFORCE
PLANNED
STRATEGIC & COMMERCIAL
TRUST ADMINISTRATION
Total

Month
Actual

226
2
90
15
1
96
36
25
491

456
0
111
(31)
(7)
(23)
72
43
620

Variance

230
(2)
20
(46)
(8)
(119)
36
18
129

Plan

443
4
181
31
2
194
72
49
976

YTD
Actual

Variance

627

Plan

184
(4)
34
0
24
(1)
0
1
237

215
31
26
192
72
50
1,213

2,992
24
1,399
183
631
2,891
582
297
8,998

FULL YEAR
Forecast

Variance

2,992
24
1,399
183
631
2,891
582
297
8,998

0
(0)
0
0
(0)
(0)
(0)
0
0

Commentary:
The YTD CIP plan is £976k. The actual savings total £1,213k, a YTD overachievement of £237k. The year end position is showing achievement of £8,998k which is on plan including £1,524k
of non recurrent savings which is delivered in 2015/16 by the full year effect of the schemes.

FY15 CIP : PLAN -vs- ACTUAL/FORECAST

£'000
10,000
9,000
8,000
7,000
6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
-

Apr-14

May-14

Jun-14

Jul-14

Aug-14

Actual / Forecast Recurrent

Sep-14

Oct-14

Nov-14

Actual / Forecast Non Recurrent
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Dec-14

Jan-15
Plan

Feb-15

Mar-15
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Capital Programme - Capital Schemes
Source & Application of Capital Funding

Source of Funds
Initial CRL
Dementia Friendly
Pharmacy Matched Funding - NHS Technology for Safer Wards (provisional)
CCG Income (Hand Held Devices)
Property Sales
Cash Surplus
Anticipated Capital Resource Limit (CRL)
Other charitable donations
Charitable Funds - Dementia
Donated Helipad Income
VAT Recovery
Total Anticipated Funds Available
Application of Funds
13/14 Schemes Carried Forward
Backlog high/medium risk & fire safety 13.14
Replacement of two Main Hospital Passenger Lifts
Personal Alarm System for Sevenacres
Medical Assessment Unit Extension
Ward Reconfiguration Level C
Ryde Community Clinic
Dementia Friendly
ISIS Further Faster
ICU/CCU
Endoscopy Relocation
Medicine Cabinet Installation (Values tbc from MAU & ICU/CCU)
Sub-total
14/15 Approved Schemes
Endoscopy Backlog Maintenance
Call Vision Call Recording Server
Replacement Outpatient Desk
Medicine Cabinet Installation
Sub-total
14/15 Schemes - Awaiting TEC Approval
IM&T (balance)
RRP (Annual Plan adjusted by £45k to offset Endoscopy Backlog)
Contingency (Annual Plan adjusted by £28k to offset Endoscopy Backlog)
Staff Capitalisation
Upgrade to Medical Gases System
Sub-total
Other charitable donations
Gross Outline Capital Plan
Surplus / (Deficit)
Other Potential Schemes
PTS System
Maternity - Antenatal upgrade
Total Other Potential Schemes
Potential Surplus / (Deficit)

Annual
Plan /
Budget
£'000
7,500
0
0
0
648
8,148
100
9
0
100
8,357

93
44
0
2,428
142
1,225
192
344
2,262
625
-73
7,283
74
27
5
73
179
129
455
0
200
12
796
100
8,357
0
40
383
423
(423)

YTD Plan

YTD
F'cast Full Year Origina
Spend to Year
l Plan
End
£'000
£'000
£'000
£'000

0

7,500
0
0

0

7,500

0
648

648
8,148
100
9
0
100
8,357

0

0

0

0

0

0

8,148
100
9
0
100
8,357

1,030

7
3
0
2
9
-0
41
29
0
0
0
92

86
41
-0
2,426
133
1,225
150
315
2,262
625
-73
7,191

93
44
0
2,428
142
1,225
192
344
2,262
625
-73
7,283

93
44
0
2,428
142
1,225
192
344
2,262
625
0
7,356

0

67
27
5
0
99

7
-0
0
73
80

74
27
5
73
179

0
0
0
0
0

1,075

0
0
0
24
0
24
0
214

129
455
0
176
12
772
100
8,143

129
455
0
200
12
796
100
8,357
0

156
500
33
200
12
901
100
8,357
0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

120
390
170
230
120

33
12
45
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Commentary: The initial Capital Resource Limit, plus expected proceeds from property sales and
charitable donations, give the Trust a Source of Capital Funds of £8.4M. Capital investments
already approved in 2013/14 total £7.3M, with the balance still to be approved to be made up of
replacement of essential equipment and IT projects. The programme of schemes is underway as
planned, although bed pressures are impacting on the Ward Reconfiguration Level C project, and
there is a delay to the ICU to CCU relocation. Early resolution of these issues is being progressed.
For the property sales, our Commissioners require some assurance around clinical services
currently provided at the Gables, and the Department of Health will not approve the disposal until
the Commissioners have approved the disposal. The Swanmore Road properties cannot be
disposed of until the services have relocated into Ryde Community Clinic, expected by December,
and the Department of Health have approved.
Approval has also been given to undertake some essential maintenance within the existing
Endoscopy Unit, to ensure that the JAG accreditation can be achieved in July. For the Year to Date
position the major variances concern Ryde Community Clinic for which orders have now been
place with work to start shortly, Level C and Dementia Friendly due to access issues to ward areas,
ICU/CCU for which plans are being reviewed, and ISIS Further Faster project, previously expected
to be completed within the first few months of the year but now due for completion at a later
date during 2014/15.
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Monthly statement of Financial Position - April 2014
May-14

PPE
Accumulated Depreciation
Net PPE
Intangible Assets
Intangible Assets Depreciation
Net Intangible Assets
Investment Property
Non-Current Assets Held for Sale
Non-Current Financial Assets
Other Receivables Non-Current
Total Other Non-Current Assets
Total Non-Current Assets
Cash
Accounts Receivable
Inventory
Investments
Other Current Assets
Current Assets
Total Assets
Accounts Payable
Accrued Liabilities
Short Term Borrowing
Current Liabilities
Non-Current Payables
Non-Current Borrowing
Other Liabilities
Long Term Liabilities
Total Net Assets/Liabilities
Taxpayers Equity:
General Fund
Share Capital
Revaluation Reserve
Donated Assets Reserve
Government Grants Reserve
Other Reserves
Retained Earnings incl. In Year
Total Taxpayers Equity

Apr-14

Month-onmonth
Movement

116,182
19,453
96,729
7,771
3,771
4,000

116,219
18,927
97,292
7,743
3,667
4,076

(37)
526
(563)
28
104
(76)

0
0
0
252
252
100,981

0
0
0
258
258
101,626

0
0
0
(6)
(6)
(645)

9,023
8,629
2,420
0

9,286
8,436
2,492
0

20,072
121,053
16,702
0
34
16,736

20,214
121,840
17,567
0
48
17,615

(263)
193
(72)
0
0
(142)
(787)
(865)
0
(14)
(879)

0
0
597
597
103,720

0
0
711
711
103,514

0
0
(114)
(114)
206

0
0
24,488
0
0
76,550
2,682
103,720

0
0
24,489
0
0
76,550
2,475
103,514

0
0
(1)
0
0
0
207
206
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Commentary
The reduction in non-current assets, including intangibles, of £639k is attributable to
in-month depreciation charges being greater than additions purchased. There has
been little movement in the rest of the balance sheet, although some provisions,
under the Other Liabilities heading, have been reduced and released to the I & E
position as they are no longer required.
Of the £16.7m payables, c£4m relates to the payover of tax, NI and pension
contributions.
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Cash Flow Forecast
20,000,000

Cash flow - Forecast to March 2016

15,000,000
10,000,000

Payroll

5,000,000

Capital
NON NHS expenditure

0

£m

NHS expenditure
-5,000,000

PDC income
Recharges to IOW CCG

-10,000,000

SLA with IOW CCG
Other income

-15,000,000

Month end bank balance
-20,000,000

Mar-16

Feb-16

Jan-16

Dec-15

Nov-15

Oct-15

Sep-15

Aug-15

Jul-15

Jun-15

May-15

Apr-15

Mar-15

Feb-15

Jan-15

Dec-14

Nov-14

Oct-14

Sep-14

Aug-14

Jul-14

Jun-14

May-14

Apr-14

-25,000,000

Commentary:

The table above shows the forecast cash flow to March 2016. It shows both the in-flow and out-flow of cash broken down to the constituent elements.
The payment of capital creditors relating to 2013/14 was not as great as expected during May and therefore the cash held at the end of May amounted to c£9m. This increase in cash has enabled the
Trust to invest £10m in the short term deposit of the National Loans Fund.
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Continuity of Service Risk Rating

Scoring
Liquidity ratio score

Reported
Position

Forecast
Comments where target
to Yearnot achieved
end
4
4

Risk Catagories for scoring
1

2

3

4
Liquidity ratio (days)

Capital servicing capacity score

4

4

<-14

-14.0

-7.0

0

OVERALL Continuity of Service Risk Rating (CSRR)

4

4

<1.25

1.25

1.75

2.5

Commentary:
Monitor introduced new risk rating metrics with effect from 1st October 2013.
These now consist of two ratings: Liquidity and a Capital Servicing Capacity. At
the end of January the Trust was achieving a rating of 4 in each category which
is expected to continue through to the year-end.
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Capital servicing capacity (times)
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Governance Risk Rating

GOVERNANCE RISK RATINGS

Outcomes

Access

Area

Ref

Insert YES (target met in month), NO (not met in month) or N/A (as
appropriate)
See separate rule for A&E

Isle of Wight NHS Trust

Indicator

Sub Sections

Threshold

Weighting

Qtr to
Sep-13

Historic Data
Qtr to
Qtr to
Mar-14
Dec-13

Current Data
Apr-14

May-14

Jun-14

With effect from the September report, the GRR has been realigned to match the Risk Assessment
Framework as required by 'Monitor'.

Qtr to
Jun-14

Notes

1

Maximum time of 18 weeks from point of referral to treatment in aggregate – admitted

90%

1.0

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

2

Maximum time of 18 weeks from point of referral to treatment in aggregate – non-admitted

95%

1.0

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

3

Maximum time of 18 weeks from point of referral to treatment in aggregate – patients on an
incomplete pathway

92%

1.0

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

4

A&E: maximum waiting time of four hours from arrival to admission/ transfer/ discharge

95%

1.0

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

See exception report

1.0

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Urgent GP referral = 79% See exception report
NHS cancer screening service referral=100%.

5

All cancers: 62-day wait for first treatment from:

6

All cancers: 31-day wait for second or subsequent
treatment, comprising:

7

All cancers: 31-day wait from diagnosis to first treatment

Urgent GP referral for suspected cancer

85%

NHS Cancer Screening Service referral

90%

surgery
anti-cancer drug treatments
radiotherapy

94%
98%
94%

1.0

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

96%

1.0

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

1.0

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

1.0

No

No

No

No

No

No

All urgent referrals (cancer suspected)

93%

For symptomatic breast patients (cancer not
initially suspected)

93%

Receiving follow-up contact within seven days of
discharge

95%

Having formal review within 12 months

95%

8

Cancer: two week wait from referral to date first
seen, comprising:

9

Care Programme Approach (CPA) patients,
comprising:

10

Admissions to inpatients services had access to Crisis Resolution/Home Treatment teams

95%

1.0

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

11

Meeting commitment to serve new psychosis cases by early intervention teams

95%

1.0

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Red 1 calls

75%

1.0

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Red 2 calls

75%

1.0

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

95%

1.0

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

12

Category A call – emergency response within 8
minutes, comprising:

13

Category A call – ambulance vehicle arrives within 19 minutes

14

Clostridium difficile – meeting the C. difficile
objective

16

Minimising mental health delayed transfers of care

17

Is the Trust below the de minimus

4

Is the Trust below the YTD ceiling

6

1.0

See exception report

All urgent referrals =95%
Symptomatic breast referrals= 84% See exception report
Follow up within 7 days = 96%
Formal Review within 12 months =73% (Improvement due to manual working through files - work
continues to include in PARIS reporting)

See exception report. National threshold set =6, YTD threshold=1

≤7.5%

1.0

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Specific problems have now been resolved and forecast is better for next period.

Mental health data completeness: identifiers

97%

1.0

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Data validity is measured against actual submitted data. However, we have noticed that one of the
required data items is missing from the submission. Whilst this does not impact on the validity of the
indicator we are working to address this Paris reporting issue to ensure completeness of future
submissions.

18

Mental health data completeness: outcomes for patients on CPA

50%

1.0

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

19

Certification against compliance with requirements regarding access to health care for people with
a learning disability

N/A

1.0

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

TBC

Referral to treatment information

50%

Referral information

50%

1.0

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

TBC

Treatment activity information

50%
4.0
R

1.0
AG

5.0
R

5.0
R

6.0
R

20

Data completeness: community services,
comprising:

TOTAL
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Glossary of Terms
Terms and abbreviations used in this performance report
Quality & Performance and General terms
Ambulance category A Immediately life threatening calls requiring ambulance attendance
QCE
Quality Clinical Excellence
BAF
Board Assurance Framework
RCA
Route Cause Analysis
CAHMS
Child & Adolescent Mental Health Services
RTT
Referral to Treatment Time
CDS
Commissioning Data Sets
SUS
Secondary Uses Service
CDI
Clostridium Difficile Infection (Policy - part 13 of Infection Control booklet)
TIA
Transient Ischaemic Attack (also known as 'mini-stroke')
CQC
Care Quality Commission
TDA
Trust Development Authority
CQUIN
Commissioning for Quality & Innovation
VTE
Venous Thrombo-Embolism
DNA
Did Not Attend
YTD
Year To Date - the cumulative total for the financial year so far
DIPC
Director of Infection Prevention and Control
EMH
Earl Mountbatten Hospice
FNOF
Fractured Neck of Femur
GI
Gastro-Intestinal
Workforce and Finance terms
GOVCOM
Governance Compliance
HCAI
Health Care Acquired Infection (used with regard to MRSA etc)
CIP
Cost Improvement Programme
HoNOS
Health of the Nation Outcome Scales
CoSRR Continuity of Service Risk Rating
HRG4
Healthcare Resource Grouping used in SUS
CYE
Current Year Effect
HV
Health Visitor
EBITDA Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, Amortisation
IP
In Patient (An admitted patient, overnight or daycase)
ESR
Electronic Staff Roster
JAC
The specialist computerised prescription system used on the wards
FTE
Full Time Equivalent
KLOE
Key Line of Enquiry
HR
Human Resources (department)
KPI
Key Performance Indicator
I&E
Income and Expenditure
LOS
Length of stay
NCA
Non Contact Activity
MRI
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
RRP
Rolling Replacement Programme
MRSA
Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (bacterium)
PDC
Public Dividend Capital
NG
Nasogastric (tube from nose into stomach usually for feeding)
PPE
Property, Plant & Equipment
OP
Out Patient (A patient attending for a scheduled appointment)
R&D
Research & Development
OPARU
Out Patient Appointments & Records Unit
SIP
Staff in Post
PAS
Patient Administration System - the main computer recording system used
SLA
Service Level Agreement
Patient Advice & Liaison Service now renamed but still dealing with complaints/concerns
PALS
PATEXP
Patient Experience
PATSAF
Patient Safety
PEO
Patient Experience Officer - updated name for PALS officer
PPIs
Proton Pump Inhibitors (Pharmacy term)
PIDS
Performance Information Decision Support (team)
Provisional
Raw data not yet validated to remove permitted exclusions (such as patient choice to delay)
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Enc K
FOR PRESENTATION TO PUBLIC BOARD ON: 2 July 2014

QUALITY & CLINICAL PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE
Wednesday 18 June 2014
Present:

Sue Wadsworth
Nina Moorman
Alan Sheward
Mark Pugh
Ma’en Al-Mrayat
Sarah Gladdish

In Attendance:

Sarah Johnston
Brian Johnston
Theresa Gallard
Vanessa Flower
Shane Moody
Deborah Matthews
Kay Marriott
Gill Honeywell
Chris Orchin
Andy Shorkey

Minuted by:

Amanda Garner

Non Executive Director and Chair (Chair)
Non Executive Director and Deputy Chair (DC)
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce
Executive Medical Director
Interim Clinical Director – Acute Clinical Directorate
(ICDA)
Clinical Director – Community Clinical Directorate (CDC)
Deputy Director of Nursing (DDN)
Head of Corporate Governance & Risk Management
(HOCG)
Safety, Experience & Effectiveness Business Manager
(SEEBM)
Quality Manager (QM)
Interim Head of Clinical Services – Planned Clinical
Directorate (IHOCP)
Head of Clinical Services – Acute Clinical Directorate
(HOCA)
Acting Head of Clinical Services – Community Clinical
Directorate (AHOCC)
Chief Pharmacist (CP)
Non-Executive Director (Governance and Compliance)
Healthwatch IW (HIW)
Foundation Trust Programme Management Officer
(FTPMO), for item 14/236
Personal Assistant to EDNW (PA)

Key Points from Minutes to be reported to the Trust Board
•

Item 14/197 – Audit Programme – The SEE triumvirate to review the clinical Audit Programme

•

Item 14/198 – Rolling Programme – changes to this will be implemented when the SEE Committee is
in place.
Item 14/226 – The Planned Clinical Directorate to arrange a Risk Summit to review two SIRIS.

•
•

Item 14/230 – Patient Story – a review is being undertaken and this story will be presented to Trust
Board on 2 July 2014.

Minute No.
14/193

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE FROM MEMBERS AND ATTENDEES
Apologies were received from Jessamy Baird, Non Executive Director (JB), Sabeena
Allahdin, Clinical Director – Planned Clinical Directorate (CDP), and Ian Bast, Patient
Representative (PR).

14/194

CONFIRMATION OF QUORACY
The Chair confirmed the meeting was quorate.

Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
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14/195

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
There were no declarations of Interest.

14/196

MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING – 21 May 2014
The minutes of the meeting held on 21 May 2014 were agreed with the proviso that a
change be made to item 14/160 the key items of note - the DC agreed to be the
Responsible NED and the EMD the Designated Board Member.

14/197

REVIEW OF ACTION TRACKER
The Committee reviewed the Action Tracker.
QCPC0238 – ISIS rollout timeline – the Chair asked that the EDNW give an update at the
July 2014 meeting.
QCPC0140 – End of Life Care – the EMD to chase the CCG regarding sharing this report
with the Trust.
QCPC0203 – SIRI feedback – the DDN advised that she would provide a post meeting
report.
Action Note: DDN to provide a post meeting report.
Action by DDN
QCPC0184 – The ICDA highlighted this action and the Committee agreed that National
Institute for Clinical Excellence (NICE) Guidance is shared at the Directorates’ Quality
Meetings. The QM advised that there is a process in place but that this needs to be more
robust. The DC advised that it was her concern that there may be an incident that showed
that we are not following guidance and that the Audit Programme should reflect NICE
Guidance. The Committee agreed. The Chair suggested that this be the first item that the
Committee refer to the Safety, Experience & Effectiveness (SEE) Committee. The EDNW
advised that this in the work plan.

14/198

REVIEW OF ROLLING PROGRAMME
The Committee reviewed the Rolling Programme.
The EDNW advised that some of the items will move to the SEE Committee and asked the
Committee to feedback their comments to him regarding this. The HOCG advised that this
is currently being worked on and the Terms of Reference and Programme will be discussed
at the meeting scheduled for tomorrow (19 June 2014). The Chair suggested that these be
presented to the Committee at the July 2014 meeting to formally be agreed.
Action Note: Terms of Reference for SEE Committee to be presented at July 2014
meeting
Action by HOCG

14/199

REVIEW OF ATTENDANCE
The Committee reviewed the Attendance Register. It was agreed that the register be
amended so that when members and attendees send a deputy to the meeting that it counts
towards their attendance.
Action Note: Attendance Register to be amended.
Action by PA
The ICDA advised that the meeting coincides with his ward rounds and sometimes it is
difficult for him to attend. The Chair suggested that the EMD discussed this with his
colleagues.
Action Note: The EMD to discuss CD attendance with his colleagues.
Action by EMD

Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
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UPDATE OF LOCAL / NATIONAL ISSUES
14/200

UPDATE ON SEE TRIUMVIRATE
The DDN advised that the Lead Nurse/AHP Role had finally been appointed and Deborah
Matthews (currently Head of Clinical Service Acute) would be taking on the role initially on a
secondment for six months to include reviewing the job description in particular regarding
infection control. The DDN confirmed that Theresa Gallard is the Business Manager and Dr
Sandya is the Clinical Lead.
The EDNW advised that there is a Quality Matrix meeting with lead clinicians on Friday 27
June 2014 at 4pm. The EDNW advised that the meeting will include discussion on
governance, accountability and support. The EDNW added that the SEE will report back to
this Committee and this will include clinical audit. The CDC advised that there was only one
clinical lead for the Community Directorate and advised that she would let the PA know who
else should be invited to the meeting.
Action Note: The CDC to advise PA who else should be invited to the Quality Matrix
Meeting.
Action by CDC

14/201

UPDATE FROM NATIONAL QUALITY AGENDA
The QM advised that this is the monthly report published in relation to NICE and information
taken from the Health and Social Care Information Centre. The DC enquired if the Trust
receives the reports. The QM advised that the Trust does however the DDN advised that
they are not always used in an active way. The EMD advised that he is copied into reports
and sends them to Service Leads for them to respond. He added that the SEE Committee
could review this. The DC highlighted that that this information is not reflected in the Annual
Report. The Committee agreed that there should be an annual update on the local
response to the annual reports and that the SEE could coordinate a Trust wide response.

14/202

INTEGRATED ACTION PLAN: SUMMARY REPORT – QUARTERLY UPDATE
The SEEBM advised that this was the quarterly summary updated on progress against the
action plan. The SEEBM highlighted that some actions were completed and flagged three
exceptions. The SEEBM advised that one of the actions was overdue as no update had
been received and asked if she could use the Committee’s endorsement to chase this
information. The Chair agreed.

QUALITY
14/203

QUALITY REPORT
The Chair highlighted that there was no ward dashboard included in the report and asked
that this be included in the July 2014 report.
Action Note: Ward Dashboard information to be included in the report to the Committee in
July 2014.
Action by SEEBM
The DDN advised that it was planned for the Committee to be presented with the electronic
dashboard for the July 2014 meeting.
The DDN presented the Quality Report to the Committee and highlighted the following:
•
•

Pressure ulcers – report on the agenda is discuss this further
Safety thermometer – catheter care. The DDN advised that there is a piece of work
being undertaken by AHOCC regarding how this can be utilised more productively and
it will be discussed at the Matrons’ Group. The EMD advised that this should be cross
referenced with E-coli septicaemia. The CDC enquired if catheter use had increased.
The EDNW advised that a formal paper is being written regarding moisture lesions and
this will ensure that patients have their catheter managed rather than being managed

Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
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•

•

for pressure ulcers.
CQC Quarterly Intelligent Monitoring Report – The HOCG advised that this was April’s
data and the Trust is still awaiting an update from the CQC however the expectation is
that the number of risks will reduce to three and the Trust will move into Band 6.
SIRIs – 11 reported in May 2014.

The EDNW advised that he had viewed the minutes of the Planned Directorate Service
Board (DSB) and noted that there were “major” and “catastrophic” incidents reported. The
EDNW asked how confident the Trust was that these were coded correctly. The IHOCP
advised that there is a weekly meeting on a Thursday to review incidents. The EDNW
asked that evidence of the decision making be included in the minutes of the meeting.
Action Note: Incident rating decision making to be evidenced in DSB minutes.
Action by IHOCP
The DC advised that she would like to know what these were and that a brief update would
be useful. The SEEBM updated the Committee on the two Catastrophic incidents and
advised that they were both SIRIs. The EDNW added that the true rating would not be
known until the investigations were complete and suggested that there should be a way of
reviewing this. The HOCG agreed to review the process and look at a way of only reporting
actual ratings. The Chair asked that a post meeting note be included with the minutes.
Action Note: The HOCG to review the rating process
Action by HOCG
Post Meeting Note: As an immediate response the board performance report for this
month has been amended so that only one of the two catastrophic incidents will show. The
incident that is potentially catastrophic but still under investigation has been removed and
will only be reported later if the outcome of the SIRI investigation confirms the initial rating.
Finding a permanent, workable solution to this will not be easy but Risk, Quality and PIDS
Departments are working together to find the best solution.
•

Falls – there have been 9 falls resulting in injury in May 2014. The Chair advised that
this needs to be monitored and a full report provided every six months. The DDN
advised that the report would be provided to the SEE Committee.
• Infection Control – there have been 2 cases of C.diff in May 2014 and these are
currently under investigation.
• Emergency readmissions – the DDN advised that there had been a lot of bed pressures
in May 2014 and despite this emergency readmissions was continuing on a downward
trend. The EDNW asked that for future reports that Acute and Mental Health were
reported separately.
Action Note: Mental Health and Acute to be reported separately in future reports.
Action by SEEBM
•

Mortality Data – the EMD advised that there would be a SHMI update at the July 2014
meeting.
Action Note: SHMI update for July 2014 meeting
Action by EMD
•

•

•

Complaints – even distribution across departments with 14 new complaints and 63
concerns. The IHOCP advised that when trends are identified meetings are arranged
i.e. with the lead clinician and matron to address.
Inquests – the CDC advised that the coroner is asking for more statements. The
Committee discussed this and the EMD advised that the new Coroner is asking for
more reports before cases get to court and also has a large backlog to clear. The
HOCG advised that there would be a lot of cases in June, July and September but
expected the numbers to settle down after that. The EMD advised that last year he had
fed back to consultants to discuss at appraisals where averages are high and that he
will be reviewing this on an ongoing basis and will take appropriate action.
Friends and Family Test – the Trust is benchmarking poorly on collecting this data. The
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QM advised that work is being done to improve this including introducing the use of
tablet technology.
• Patient Discharges between 10 pm and 8 am – the SEE Committee will be doing work
on this.
• Chaplaincy – The Chair asked that congratulations were sent to the team as they are
doing really well and providing a good service.
Action Note: Congratulations to be passed to the Chaplaincy team.
Action by SEEBM
• Pressure ulcers – The HOCA confirmed that patients who had pressure ulcers prior to
coming to hospital were not included in this data.
• Improving Communication – the PALS team have moved to an office in the main
reception. The Chair advised that the problem with the walls not fully extending to the
ceiling was having a significant impact on the Team. The SEEBM advised that this will
be addressed shortly and will email the Chair on the timeline.
Action Note: SEEBM to email Chair with timeline for work to be done.
Action by SEEBM
•

Cancelled or re-arranged outpatient appointments – work is ongoing on this and there
have been 1808 incidents of cancelled or rearranged appointments in the month of May
2014. The Committee were reminded that this includes patient driven cancellations and
reappointments. The DDN advised that going forward the report will include data on
patients experiencing more than three hospital led outpatient cancellations in one
episode of care. CO suggested that non clinical areas ie podiatry be included in this
information. AHOCC advised that this is reported but not fed into this report.
Action Note: Non clinical areas to be included.
Action by IHOCP

14/204

QUALITY ACCOUNT
The SEEBM advised that this had been approved at Trust Board and Audit Committee and
will be formatted and checked for typos prior to publication.

14/205

QUALITY GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK: SUMMARY REPORT – QUARTERLY
UPDATE
The SEEBM advised that this is the quarterly update and the Chair agreed to the
Committees endorsement being used to chase areas that had not provided an update. The
SEEBM advised that the new “red” was relating to the limited assurance internal audit report
on clinical audit processes.

14/206

EXTERNAL AGENCIES REPORT
The HOCG presented the quarterly update report. The ICDA advised that the JAG visit has
been delayed until September 2014. The DC asked if the Catering data should be on the
website. The DDN advised that she would discuss this with the Hotel Services Manager.
Action Note: DDN to discuss catering data being included on Trust website.
Action by DDN

14/207

END OF LIFE CARE – BOARD REPRESENTATIVE AND DESIGNATED NED
The EMD confirmed that he is the Board Representative and that Nina Moorman is the
designated NED.

14/208

TRUST END OF LIFE IMPLEMENTATION GROUP – TERMS OF REFERENCE
The SEEBM advised that this Group will be discussed at tomorrow’s meeting regarding
where it should report in to.
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14/209

PRESSURE ULCER EXTERNAL REVIEW RESULTS – SUMMARY REPORT
The DDN presented the report to the Committee for their information and added that the
review had been a really good one with some new ways of working being suggested. The
DDN advised that there is an action plan in place and that this will be reported to the SEE
Group. The DC highlighted the need for a preventative strategy and the separating of
Tissue Viability from Nutrition. The EDNW advised that that these will be separated and
that the Director of Nursing Team (DNT) met yesterday and agreed to shift the focus to
prevention. The CDC advised that nutrition should incorporate such areas as anorexia and
peg assessments. The DDN advised that there is a Nutrition Group who currently reports to
the Health and Safety Group but the plan is for this group to report to the SEE Group.
Action Note: Details of Nutrition Group to be forwarded to Gill Honeywell
Action by DDN

14/210

QUALITY ASSURANCE REPORT
The EMD presented the Medical Revalidation Quality Assurance Report 2014 to the
Committee and highlighted an error on Appendix D – Remediation/re-skilling/retraining/
rehabilitation should be zero not 124. The Chair noted that The Trust’s Executive Medical
Director is currently the only person who makes revalidation recommendations to the GMC.
The EMD advised that there would be cover provided by Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust
or University Hospital Southampton NHS Foundation Trust if the need arose. The EMD
advised that his Responsible Officer is the Medical Director for NHS England, South. The
DC asked how the EMD gains his accreditation. He described a process that involved the
Medical Director for NDS England, South.

REPORTS FROM DIRECTORATES
ACUTE CLINICAL DIRECTORATE
14/211

QUALITY, RISK AND PATIENT SAFETY COMMITTEE
The HOCA presented the Acute Clinical Directorate’s Quality Risk and Patient Safety
Committee minutes of the meeting held on 21 May 2014 and highlighted the following:
•
•
•

Audits – meeting to be arranged for monitoring.
Bed pressures – 2 daily meetings being held and all ward areas are showing in
reduction in the length of stay.
Communication issues reflected in complaints.

The Chair highlighted the spot checks on commodes in the minutes. The HOCA advised
that there have been problems and cleaning schedules have been increased. The HOCA
added that the matrons complete a formal monthly audit and the sisters carry out daily
audits. The HOCP added that the wards are being visited to gain assurance that staff are
aware of how to clean these. The EDNW advised that as part of his Back to the Floor day
he had found that on the whole commode cleanliness was good and suggested that in
some high usage areas matrons should do more frequent audits.
The HOCA presented the Ambulance Clinical and Quality Effectiveness Group notes of
meeting held on 14 May 2014 and highlighted the following:
•
•

Anticipatory Care Plans
Safeguarding level 4 resus incident – the HOCA gave brief details of this incident.

The Chair highlighted the CQC requirement following the inspection for the need of a single
point of entry for paediatrics. The HOCA confirmed that this is in place. The EDNW added
that children with chronic and life limiting conditions should be able to go straight to
paediatrics without going through the Emergency Department (ED). The Chair advised that
the Trust needs to be clear on this decision in the policy. The HOCA confirmed that any
child arriving at St Mary’s by ambulance will go through ED.
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14/212

ACTIONS BEING TAKEN IN REVIEWING OR ACTION PLANNING AROUND CLINICAL
AREAS OF CONCERN
The HOCA updated the Committee on the Acute Clinical Directorate’s area of concern. The
HOCA advised that this area had had some issues for a while including the number of
concerns raised and the length of the waiting list. The HOCA added that a review had been
undertaken and advised the Committee that work had been carried out to increase clinics
and although an improvement has been seen further work is required for a long term
solution. The EMD advised that he and his consultant colleagues would be willing to help
by setting up three-session days in Laidlaw. The HOCA said that she would look into this.
Action Note: HOCA to look into increasing clinics and utilising offer of setting up threesession days in Laidlaw.
Action by HOCA
The DC suggested that there was a need for specialist outpatient clinics in the Community.
The ICDA advised of the difficulties there are concerning recruitment.

14/213

2013/14 ACUTE CLINCIAL DIRECTORATE QUALITY REPORT
The Committee received the 2013/14 Acute Directorate Quality Report.
The Committee discussed the Directorates’ Quality Reports generally and agreed that these
should feed into the Trust’s Quality Account for future. The SEEBM advised that the
deadline for the first draft of the Trust’s Quality Account is 30 April for publication on 30
June each year. The Chair suggested that the SEEBM provided guidance and a timetable
to the directorates for them to make a start on their Quality Reports in August. The DC
advised that information regarding clinical services ie activity levels and outcomes need to
be included. The Chair asked that an update is provided for the meeting in July 2014.
Action Note: Update to be provided for July 2014 meeting.
Action by SEEBM

14/214

LONG TERM QUALITY PLAN – QUALITY GOALS
The HOCA presented the Acute Clinical Directorate’s Quality Goals to the Committee.
The EDNW advised that the expectation was that the Directorates’ would also have their
own local quality goals and explain how these are being achieved.
Action Note: Local Quality Goals to be included
Action by HOCA, AHOCC, IHOCP

14/215

MRSA SCREENING UPDATE
The HOCA gave a verbal update to the Committee on MRSA screening. She advised that
all missed screenings in May had been reviewed and there had been a deep dive meeting
to establish the facts. The HOCA advised that of the 23 reported 8 had been genuinely
missed. The HOCA added that there is a lot of work being done regarding this especially
around the pathway.

PLANNED CLINICAL DIRECTORATE
14/216

QUALITY, RISK AND PATIENT SAFETY COMMITTEE
The IHOCP presented the Planned Clinical Directorate’s Quality Risk and Patient Safety
Committee minutes of the meeting held on 8 May 2014 and highlighted the following:
•
•
•

Infection Control (IC) Report – cleanliness of commodes, IC training compliance and
hand hygiene training.
Clinical Engagement – it was hoped that merging of the Planned and Acute meetings
would increase attendance.
Local Reviews – working on getting these closed.
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14/217

ACTIONS BEING TAKEN IN REVIEWING OR ACTION PLANNING AROUND CLINICAL
AREAS OF CONCERN
The IHOCP updated the Committee on a recent issue with equipment and how the team
had reacted rapidly to ensure that activity carried on. The IHOCP added that the business
continuity plan worked well and confirmed that the machine has been serviced and retested.
The Chair asked that thanks were passed to the Team.
Action Note: Thanks to be passed to the Team
Action by IHOCP

14/218

2013/14 PLANNED DIRECTORATE QUALITY REPORT
The Committee received the 2013/14 Planned Directorate Quality Report for Q1 to Q3. The
SEEBM asked if there would be an updated report to include Q4. The IHOCP advised that
he would provide this.
Action Note: Report to be updated to include Q4
Action by IHOCP

14/219

LONG TERM QUALITY PLAN – QUALITY GOALS
The IHOCP presented the Planned Clinical Directorate’s Quality Goals to the Committee.

14/220

MRSA SCREENING UPDATE
The IHOCP gave a verbal update to the Committee on MRSA screening. He advised that
all missed screenings in May had been reviewed and there had been a deep dive meeting
to establish the facts. The IHOCP advised that the deep dive meeting had highlighted the
need for new documentation in one of the clinics to ensure that the screening was done
before patients were admitted. The IHOCP added that the directorate were looking at
electronic solutions for this i.e. using the PSAG boards and linking these with Pathology for
the status of tests.

COMMUNITY CLINICAL DIRECTORATE
14/221

QUALITY, RISK AND PATIENT SAFETY COMMITTEE
The CDC presented the MHLD and Community Clinical Directorate’s Quality Risk and
Patient Safety Committee minutes of the meeting held in May 2014 and highlighted the
following:
Mental Health
• Risk Register
• Service User involvement in Psychiatry recruitment
Community
• Risk Register
• Quality Plan
• Clinical Audit programme

14/222

2013/14 COMMUNITY DIRECTORATE QUALITY REPORT
The Committee received the 2013/14 Community Directorate Quality Report. The Chair
complimented the Team on the report.

14/223

LONG TERM QUALITY PLAN – QUALITY GOALS
The AHOCC presented the Community Clinical Directorate’s Quality Goals to the
Committee which included their local goals.
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14/224

FALLS REPORT - SHACKLETON
The AHOCC advised that there had been concerns regarding the number of slips, trips and
falls and an investigation had been completed which had highlighted the following
•
•

Visibility of patients
“Lip” between flooring from main bathroom to corridor

The AHOCC advised that work is being done on both of these areas with input from the
Estates Department.
PATIENT SAFETY
14/225

SERIOUS INCIDENTS REQUIRING INVESTIGATION (SIRIs) – NEW
The QM updated the Committee on new SIRIs for May 2014 and reported that there had
been 11. The QM advised that the target of open SIRIs had been amended to 30 as
discussed at the Committee meeting in May 2014 and we were currently above the target.
The QM advised that there were currently 40 SIRIs open, 13 of which were with the
Commissioner awaiting closure. The QM reported that there had been one never event
which will be closed on 20 June 2014. The Chair noted that for the second month running
Acute had not had any SIRIs and gave her congratulations to the Team. The QM advised
that of the 27 SIRIs with the Trust that 7 were late but work is continuing on these. The
EDNW asked that the date that the SIRI went out of time be added to the report.
Action Note: Report to be amended to include date SIRI went out of time.
Action by QM

14/226

SERIOUS INCIDENTS REQUIRING INVESTIGATION – FINAL SIGN OFF
The Committee reviewed the following SIRIs:
Acute Directorate
2012/20056 – sign off was approved
2013/30977 – sign off was approved
Community
2013/35525 – sign off was approved
2013/22944 – sign off was approved
2013/35199 – sign off was approved
2013/18550 – sign off was approved
Planned
2012/18540 – not approved
2012/24507 – not approved
The Committee agreed that they had concerns regarding SIRIs 2012/18540 and
2012/24507. The EDNW asked that a Risk Summit is arranged for both to be discussed in
detail and the Committee needed to understand shy these had taken so long to be resolved.
The EDNW added that these could not be signed off until an audit had been undertaken to
ensure that the actions were complete.
Action Note: IHOCP to arrange for a Risk Summit
Action by IHOCP

14/227

SEVEN DAY SERVICES REVIEW
The EMD presented the Seven Day Services Review to the Committee and advised that
each service had been asked to rate their services out of hours for Safety, Effectiveness
and Patient Choice and this was the results of their feedback. The EMD advised that
further information has been requested for an explanation of the ratings and what it would
take to resolve any issues. The EMD agreed to provide a further update at the July 2014
meeting.
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Action Note: EMD to provide further update at July 2014 Committee meeting
Action by EMD
14/228

CLINICAL STRATEGY
The EMD presented the latest version of the Clinical Strategy 2014/15 to 2018/19 to the
Committee and advised that this is continuously updated. The EMD added that this is the
latest version which has been for consultation ie at the Patients’ Council and when the CQC
feedback is received this will be incorporated.
The Clinical Strategy was approved by the Committee.

14/229

SAFER STAFFING
The DDN presented an update on Safer Staffing to the Committee regarding the phasing of
the new nursing establishments and the draft recruitment plan to support this. The DDN
advised that the paper would be presented to the Finance, Investment and Workforce
Committee today (18 June 2014) for approval of the investment required.

PATIENT EXPERIENCE
14/230

PATIENT STORY
The Committee viewed a video interview with a patient. The Committee discussed this and
agreed that although there had been positive messages there was a lot of negative
feedback. The QM advised that a SIRI had been reported.
The Committee discussed the need for a greater collection of patient experience data to put
such stories into perspective and report on trends. The QM advised that starting from today
a member of staff will be collecting such data from the wards.

CLINICAL AUDIT AND GOVERNANCE
14/231

TRUST RISK REGISTER – QUARTERLY UPDATE
The HOCG presented the quarterly update on the Trust Risk Register and advised that this
was a summary and that the full document is available on the NEDs drive. The HOCG
advised that there are currently 78 risks, 3 of which are new and three of which have
increased scores. The EDNW queried the increase of risk 512 - from 12 to 16. The CP
advised that this related to the payment by results and the delivery of drugs. She agreed to
provide a post meeting note on this.
Action Note: CP to provide a post meeting note update.
Action by CP
Post Meeting Note: The risk on Payment by Results has increased due to staff changes.
The risk is raised until the new members of staff are up to speed on this project.

14/232

BAF QUALITY OBJECTIVES
The HOCG presented the BAF Quality Objectives update to the Committee and advised
that this is presented to the Trust Board on a monthly basis.

14/233

FINAL INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT – PHARMACY 2014/15
The CP presented the Final Internal Audit Report – Pharmacy 2013/14 to the Committee
which provided substantial assurance with four recommendations which are being followed
up.
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SUB COMMITTEE GROUPS
14/234

JOINT SAFEGUARDING STEERING GROUP MINUTES OF MAY 2014 MEETING
The DDN presented the minutes of the meeting held on 19 May 2014 to the Committee and
highlighted the following:
•

Attendance – the IHOCP advised that he would review attendance from the Planned
Clinical Directorate.
Action Note: The IHCOP to review attendance.
Action by IHOCP
•
•
14/235

Raising the Adult and Child Training Profile – this is improving.
Domestic Abuse Forum – profile is being raised ie posters in ED.

CQC REGISTRATION LOG
The HOCG presented the CQC Registration Log to the Committee for their information and
advised that there will be a couple of changes coming up and if any of the Committee
members were aware of any other changes to let him know.

CLINICAL PERFORMANCE AND RISK
14/236

TDA SELF CERTIFICATION
The FTPMO advised that all Board Statements are marked as compliant however
highlighted Board Statement 10 to the Committee as a possible cause for concern. The
Committee discussed this and agreed that there were plans in place but this needed to be
monitored.
The FTPMO advised that the submissions for Licence Conditions are marked as compliant.
The Committee approved the TDA Self Certification.

14/237

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
There were no any other business items.

14/238

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
Wednesday 23 July 2014
9 am to 12 Noon
Conference Room

Signed: ______________________________ Chair

Date: ________________________________
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Enc L
For Presentation to Trust Board on 2nd July 2014

FINANCE, INVESTMENT & WORKFORCE COMMITTEE MEETING
Minutes of the Isle of Wight NHS Trust Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee (FIWC) meeting
th
held on Wednesday 18 June 2014 in the Large Meeting Room.
PRESENT:

Charles Rogers
Jane Tabor
Kevin Curnow
Mark Elmore
Alan Sheward
Andrew Heyes

In Attendance:

John Cooper
Sarah Johnston
Iain Hendey
Charles Joly
Andrew Shorkey

Minuted by:

Sarah Booker

Non-Executive Director (Chair) (CR)
Non-Executive Director (JT)
Deputy Director of Finance (DDOF) (Deputising for
EDOF)
Deputy Director of Workforce (DDW) (Deputising
for EDNW after item 14/092)
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce
(EDNW) (until the end of item 14/093)
Interim Director of Planning, ICT & Integration
(IDPII)
Assistant Director of Finance, Strategy, Planning
Reporting (ADF)
Deputy Director of Nursing (DDN) (Item 14/092)
Assistant Director-Performance Information &
Decision Support (ADPIDS) (Item 14/094)
Environmental, Waste and Sustainability Manager
(EWSM) (Item 14/097)
Programme Manager - Business Planning &
Foundation Trust (PM) (Item 14/099)
PA to Executive Director of Finance (PA-EDOF)

To be Received at the Trust Board meeting on Wednesday 2nd July 2014
Key Points from Minutes to be reported to the Trust Board
14/092 (c)
Safe Staffing Status Update – The Committee gave broad support for
the business case to start the recruitment process. The Committee
requested confirmation is sought from the CCG that the funding will be
recurrent and that the costings for 2014/15 and beyond will be reflected
in the IBP.
14/093 (a)

CIPs – Year-to-date CIPs achieved £1213k against plan of £976k. 68%
is recurrent. There are risks to full delivery at this stage which need to
be quantified.

14/099

Self Certification - With respect to Board Statement 10 the Committee
were assured the financial performance indicators are sufficiently
robust but would defer judgement on the status of the GRR and related
improvement plans to the Quality and Clinical Performance Committee
(QCPC) in accordance with their terms of reference.

14/086

APOLOGIES
Apologies for absence were received from David King, Non-Executive
Director (DK), Chris Palmer, Executive Director of Finance (EDOF), Lauren
Jones, Interim Director of Finance (IADF).
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14/087

CONFIRMATION OF QUORACY
The Chairman confirmed that the meeting was quorate.

14/088

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
There were no declarations.

14/089

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
The minutes of the meeting held on the 21st May 2014 were agreed by the
Committee and signed by the Chairman.

14/090

SCHEDULE OF ACTIONS
The Committee received the schedule of actions taken from the previous
meeting on 21st May and noted the following:
14/042 Cost of Living Supplement: The DDW confirmed this has not yet
been actioned. The DDW will request an email is sent to the Committee
detailing the outcome of the TEC meeting by the EADL to enable closure of
this action. Action: DDW & EADL
14/058 Workforce Strategy including KPIs: CR requested the Committee
also has sight of the proposed plans relating to KPI completions for the year.
The DDW confirmed a document has been created and will be brought to
the July FIWC meeting. Action closed.
14/066 Health & Wellbeing Group: The Chief Executive now chairs the
new Culture, Health and Wellbeing Committee who will monitor the
development of the Health and Wellbeing Strategy which will come to the
FIWC meeting for assurance only. Action closed.
14/075 Workforce Performance Report: The DDOF has written the draft
letter to send to budget holders challenging their overspends which has
been approved by the Executive Medical Director. Once the EDNW has
also approved the content of the letter it will be sent to the budget holders.
Action: EDNW
14/075 Occupational Health – Staff Survey Action Plan: The DDW
explained the Culture, Health and Wellbeing Committee are now
accountable for the Staff Survey and the FIWC will take assurance from the
them. Action closed.
14/080 Investments/Disinvestments (a) Procurement Status Report:
DDOF to request once again that acronyms are explained in the report.
Action: DDOF
14/080 Investments/Disinvestments (a) Procurement Status Report:
The IDPII confirmed this was discussed at the IM & T Delivery Group.
Action closed.
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14/091

LONG TERM STRATEGY AND PLANNING
•

Longer Term Financial Model (LTFM) 20th June Submission & 2
year Operating Plan Update

Chapter 6 of the Integrated Business Plan will be submitted on Friday 20th
June. This has been viewed and discussed at the last Board Seminar and
FT Programme Board meetings.
JT queried why the performance table within the paper shows growth to
2012/13 and then shows a decline. The DDOF explained there is conflicting
information in terms of growth. JT suggested further narrative is included to
reflect this.
Include a revised commentary in the submission to reflect our growth
assumptions based on trends in 2013/14. Action: DDOF & ADF.
The Committee approved Chapter 6 on the basis of recommendations made
by JT. (The LTFM was approved as part of the overall IBP submission that
was tabled during this week’s FT programme Board meeting.)

14/092

WORKFORCE
(a) Workforce Performance Report:
The DDW briefed the Committee that the Workforce Total Full Time
Equivalent (FTE) has reduced this month; the In Month Total Paybill has
reduced from £219k over plan to £145k underplan this month; the Year to
Date (YTD) Paybill has reduced from £219k to £74k and the sickness
absence has reduced from 3.90% to 3.60%.
The EDNW noted the overtime has improved in Month 2 but more work is
required to understand the detail of it.
CR queried whether the Volunteer group required mandatory training? The
DDW explained that the Volunteers are not required to complete the same
amount of mandatory training as Bank staff and that some training takes
place during their induction. The EDNW and Chief Executive meet with the
Volunteers as part of their induction programme.
JT recommended the managers of the areas with 100% Development
and Training compliance should be praised. Action: EDNW.
The DDOF asked why the appraisal figures are so low. The DDW
explained that the percentage is reduced back to 0% at the beginning
of April which is why it shows a low percentage. The EDNW pointed
out this figure is acceptable for Quarter 1. Action: DDW to include a
narrative on the paper to explain this number.
The EDNW mentioned to the Committee that an in depth look is being taken
at the Trust’s current rate of maternity leave which is at 6%.
The DDOF discussed the overpayments for staff and questioned why
there have been £16k overpayments during May. The DDW will
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investigate this further and report back to the Committee during next
month’s meeting. Analysis and reasons will be presented during the
July FIWC meeting. Action: DDW.

(b) Workforce Strategy including KPIs
This will be discussed at the July FIWC meeting.
(c ) Safe Staffing Status Update and Action Plan:
The DDN attended the meeting to update the Committee on the Safe
Staffing Work Status and presented a paper providing the recommendations
for the phasing of the new establishments and the costings to support
that. The DDN explained appendix A which tabled the Whole Time
Equivalent (WTE) information and anticipated bed stock flow for
2014/15. There was a discussion around the bed numbers as stated in
the St Helens column and JT requested the DDN ensures the figures
used are correct. Action DDN.
The EDNW explained the critical tipping points for beds required on wards
and noted smaller wards are more costly to run than larger wards. This can
be as many as a 24 bedded ward.
There will be a revenue pressure which has been built in to the Integrated
Business Plan and some of this will be non-recurrently funded by the
Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG).This is in its final stages of being
worked up as it also includes a period of pay protection for core group of
staff who will be subject to organisational change.
JT queried whether all new staff are on flexible contracts to work on any
ward? The DDW confirmed all new staff have contracts stating they could
be required to work anywhere within the Trust.
The Committee discussed the risks around recruiting to all 78 vacancies,
arising out of the applied safe staffing methodology. The EDNW suggested
the Trust recruits up to the value of £600k in this financial year and would
seek assurance that recurrent funding would be provided by the CCG. He
also pointed out that even with the £600K allocation; the availability of
Nurses to fill the posts may not reach this ambitious target. The phasing
would need to be reviewed by this committee on a monthly basis.
The Committee gave broad support for the business case to start the
recruitment process. The Committee requested confirmation is sought
from the CCG that the funding will be recurrent and that the costings
for 2014/15 and beyond will be reflected in the IBP.
The EDNW noted the Trust is awaiting national guidance. There has been a
lot of conflicting information. The EDNW is awaiting further confirmation
from NHS England and the Trust Development Authority (TDA) on whether
a phased approach would be acceptable. The EDNW has a teleconference
on Monday next week where this will be discussed.
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14/093

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
(a) Financial Performance Report and CIP Allocation by
Directorates and Schemes:
The DDOF notified the Committee that the Trust has overachieved Cost
Improvement Plans (CIPs) year-to-date. This is a result of recognising the
full year savings in advance of the budget phasing position ‘forward
banking’. However, this could mask the in month performance and non
delivery of other schemes. If the CIPs do not deliver there will be a
Cashflow problem.
The Committee commented on the need to understand the underlying CIP
delivery before the forward banking adjustment. This will allow the
Committee to fully understand the current year-to-date performance of
transformational delivery.
The IDPII explained that due to the large number of CIPs being carried
forward they are not all as robust as they should be. The Transformation
Management Office (TMO) is working to turn schemes from concepts into
delivery and regrouping schemes into overarching projects to make them
easier to deliver.
JT requested the finance report includes overall targets, noting which
are recurrent and non recurrent with a summary of planned CIPs to
map their progression. Action: DDOF.
The IDPII told the Committee the Transformation Delivery Group
reports to the Trust Executive Committee each week to provide the
current status of schemes and will provide the FIWC with a dashboard
report each month. Action: IDPII.
The Committee agreed the CIP schemes should be RAG rated to show
their risk element. Action: DDOF.
The Committee requested a summary is included in the Financial
Performance Report stating the Trust’s pre and post forward banking
position. Action: DDOF.

(b) 90 Day Debtors List:
The Committee received the report and were asked whether they had any
questions. No questions received.
(c) Cash Flow & Investments Update:
The Committee received the report and were asked whether they had any
questions. No questions received.
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(d) Capital Schemes Update:
The Committee discussed the 5 main business schemes and the Capital
expenditure. CR and JT requested this is discussed in more detail during a
Board Seminar.
Action: PA-EDoF to request this item is included at a future Board
Seminar agenda.

14/094

CONTRACT PERFORMANCE
(a) Contract Status Report:
The DDOF briefed the Committee on the report. There was a discussion
around the mental health reablement business case which would utilise
Trust and Local Authority staff to deliver the services.
JT raised the Ambulance handover fines. The ADPIDS explained that
penalties are incurred for missing handovers but there is an issue with
the accuracy of the measurement. JT suggested that if this is an IT
issue the resolution should be prioritised. The IDPII explained the
Valencia System used which is an IT system requiring a business
case. The IDPII also noted the CCG have requested a written report
detailing the current position and the issue is sent to them so the
situation can be moved forward. Action: IDPII.

(b) Operational Performance including SLA Activity:
The ADPIDS attended the meeting to present the SLA Activity and
performance. The ADPIDs highlighted the contract monitoring performance
for the Month 1 flex position and the notable variances. The ADPIDS
explained the RAG rating for the Category A response within 8 minutes Red
2 has been adjusted as Red 1 had been over reported. These figures are
reported on a monthly basis and the data had been submitted prior to the
reporting adjustment being made. The Trust has applied to NHS England
for a revision of submission and this consideration could take up to 6
months. Internally the report correctly shows we are achieving but
nationally the reporting indicates the Trust is failing in this particular area.
14/095

AUDIT & GOVERNANCE
(a) SBS Contract Extension
The DDOF noted the break clause has not been enacted following the
unanimous decision of Hampshire and Isle of Wight Trusts.
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14/096

INFORMATION
No items to report on this month.

14/097

INVESTMENT/ DISINVESTMENTS
(a) Procurement Status Report:
CR highlighted the acronyms are still being used in the report. Action:
DDOF will again request for them to be removed from the paper.

(b) Carbon Energy Fund Update:
The EWSM attended the meeting to inform the Committee on the status of
the Carbon Energy Fund. The project objectives, core requirements and
cost savings were discussed at length. The Capital Spend was discussed in
detail and the EWSM confirmed this case has been through the Capital
Investment Group.
CR recommended the risks are clearly detailed when this paper is
discussed at the Trust Board meeting in July.
Action: The Company Secretary will use his discretion regarding the
meeting that has been organised by the EWSM to brief the Trust
Chairman on this project.

14/098

TRADING ACCOUNTS
(a) Mottistone Update:
(b) Beacon Update:
(c) NHS Creative Performance and Budget Update:
There was a long discussion about Mottistone and NHS Creative. The IDPII
confirmed he will be rejoining the Mottistone Board Committee tomorrow.
The DDOF confirmed all 3 accounts have made a surplus year-to-date
before overheads are applied. CR noted we need to be clear on the cost of
overheads applied to NHS Creative.
A clear investment/disinvestment plan is to be provided to the
Committee at some stage during the year for both NHS Creative and
Mottistone. Action: DDOF.

14/099

SELF CERTIFICATION REVIEW
The Committee received the Self Certification report.
There was a lengthy discussion around Board Statement 10 and the Trust’s
compliance.
As part of the Performance update the Committee would in future
receive additional detail relating to any indicators in the Government
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Risk Rating (GRR) that were in breach including the detailed action
being taken to achieve required targets. Action: ADPIDs.
The Committee identified the need for a Board Seminar on the
Governance Risk Rating. Action: Company Secretary.
Action: With respect to Board Statement 10 the Committee were
assured the financial performance indicators are sufficiently robust
but would defer judgement on the status of the GRR and related
improvement plans to the Quality and Clinical Performance Committee
(QCPC) in accordance with their terms of reference.

14/100

COMMITTEES PROVIDING ASSURANCE
(a) Minutes from the Capital Investment Group
No minutes available from the previous meeting.

14/101

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
(a) Monitoring of External Agencies
This paper was received by the Committee and CR will discuss this
with the Head of Corporate Governance and Risk Management
(HCGRM). Action: CR.

(b) The DDOF briefed the Committee that when the 2 year operating
plan was submitted we had to include the delivery of £9m CIP
schemes. The money was phased equally each month as it was
unclear at that time what proportion of money would be
allocated each month. Now we know, the phasing is different to
the plan and therefore the TDA state we are failing at delivering
CIPs. A caveat is required to be included in the plan to explain
the reasons for this. Action: DDOF.

14/102

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
The Chairman confirmed that next meeting of the Finance, Investment &
Workforce committee to be held is on Wednesday 23rd July 2014 from
12.30pm – 3.30pm in the Large Meeting Room.
The meeting closed at 3.40pm.
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Enc M
FOR PRESENTATION TO TRUST BOARD ON 2 JULY 2014
AUDIT AND CORPORATE RISK COMMITTEE
Minutes of the meeting of the Audit and Corporate Risk Committee held on the 5th June 2014
at 11.30 a.m. in the Large Meeting Room, St. Mary’s Hospital, Newport.
PRESENT:

Peter Taylor
Nina Moorman
Charles Rogers
Sue Wadsworth

Chairman
Non Executive Director
Non Executive Director
Non Executive Director

In Attendance:

Jessamy Baird
David King
Jane Tabor
Karen Baker
Chris Palmer
Mark Price
Andy Heyes
Kevin Suter
Kevin Curnow
Katie Parrott
Brian Johnston
Andy Hollebon
Theresa Gallard

Designate Non Executive Director
Designate Non Executive Director
Designate Non Executive Director
Chief Executive
Executive Director of Finance
Company Secretary
Interim Director of Planning, ICT & Integration
External Audit Manager
Deputy Director of Finance
Senior Financial Accountant
Head of Corporate Governance & Risk Management
Head of Communications
Business Manager – Patient Safety, Experience &
Clinical Effectiveness (Item 14/080)

Minuted by:

Linda Mowle

Corporate Governance Officer

Min. No.
14/074

Recommendations to Trust Board
Annual Accounts 2013/14: The draft Annual Accounts for 2013/14
were recommended for approval and adoption by the Trust Board.
Directors’ Certificates: The Certificates were recommended for
approval by the Trust Board.
Annual Governance Statement: The AGS was recommended for
approval by the Trust Board.
Annual Report 2013/14: The Annual Report for 2013/14 was
recommended for approval by the Trust Board.
Quality Account 2014: The Quality Account for 2014 was
recommended for approval by the Trust Board.

14/075
14/076
14/079
14/080

14/068

APOLOGIES
for absence were received from Paul King, External Audit Engagement
Lead and John Micklewright, Senior Internal Audit Manager

14/069

QUORACY:
The Chairman confirmed that the meeting was quorate.

14/070

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST:
There were no declarations.

14/071

AUDIT RESULTS REPORT:
Kevin Suter, External Audit Manager, presented the Audit Results
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Report for the year ended 31st March 2014, which summarised the
preliminary audit conclusion to the Trust’s financial position and results
of operations for the year ended 31st March 2014. The audit certificate
to demonstrate that the full requirements of the Audit Commission’s
Code of Audit Practice have been discharged, will be issued at the same
time as the audit opinion. In presenting the report, Kevin Suter
highlighted:
Financial Statements
• An unqualified audit opinion
• No significant corrected misstatements
Economy, Efficiency and Effectiveness
• An unqualified value for money conclusion
• To maintain focus on the normal business activities, while
undertaking the Foundation Trust assessment process
The following key areas were highlighted:
• The target of £9m CIP savings from recurrent schemes for
2014/15 will be very challenging to deliver in line with the plan
• Tightening up on stock management/control through the year
and particularly at year end. Aged stock to be disposed of.
• MAPS roster will be evaluated in the 2014/15 audit as the control
only operated for the final month of 2013/14
• To develop understanding of the purpose of the Strategic Report
and Directors Report within the Annual Report to improve the
process for 2014/15.
The Committee and Chief Executive agreed that the process for the
production of the annual report needed to be improved and that this will
be taken forward for 2014/15.
Management’s Response: The Executive Director of Finance reported
on the successful completion of the 2013/14 Annual Accounts audit,
mainly due to the positive working partnership between the Finance
Team and Ernst & Young, formally thanking the Finance Team for their
efforts in improved working papers and documentation and working over
the Bank Holiday weekend to ensure the submission date was achieved.
The EDOF in particular thanked Kevin Suter for his contribution and the
historical knowledge of the Trust he brought to the audit which provided
a smooth audit.
The Committee noted that:
• Obsolete stock – the consumables disposal form has been
updated and will be circulated to ensure prompt disposal of such
items
• Theatre Stock System – stock management will be monitored
through the year by the Finance, Investment & Workforce
Committee
• MAPS Roster – this will be monitored through the Finance,
Investment & Workforce Committee in order to negate any issue
for next year
• Annual Report – development of the Annual Report will be taken
through the Audit & Corporate Risk Committee and the Trust
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Executive Committee

14/072

The Chairman, on behalf of the Committee, also extended their
congratulations and thanks to both the Finance Team and Ernst &
Young for their support which had enabled a positive and smooth audit,
resulting in a robust set of accounts and excellent partnership/team
work.
LETTER OF REPRESENTATION:
The draft Letter of Representation to the External Auditor in connection
with the audit of the financial statements for the year ended 31st March
2014 was received. The Committee noted that the Letter takes account
of the discussions and reasoning around the financial statements.
The Committee approved the draft Letter of Representation for formal
signing by the Executive Director of Finance and the Committee
Chairman.

14/073

REPORT ON 2013/14 ANNUAL ACCOUNTS:
The Committee received and noted the contents of the report prepared
by the Deputy Director of Finance, the Financial Strategy & Reporting
Manager and the Senior Financial Accountant, which summarised the
key features of the 2013/14 annual accounts process and highlighting
the positive achievement of the following:
• The Accounts were submitted on the 23rd April 2014 in
compliance with the noon deadline
• The Trust ended the year with a £1,613k surplus
• The regulatory duties were achieved:
• Kept within its External Financing Limit (EFL) of £3,456k
• Kept within its Capital Resource Limit of £8,283k
• BPPC (payment of invoices within 30 days)

14/074

ANNUAL ACCOUNTS 2013/14:
The post-audit Annual Accounts for 2013/14 were received. The
Executive Director of Finance advised that the Accounts followed the
standard document with reference notes and explanations to support the
Accounts position and that no material amendments were identified.
The Committee agreed the draft Annual Accounts for 2013/14 for
approval and adoption by the Trust Board, subject to the following
amendments:
• Page 4 - additional notes to the Statement on Cash Flow
• Page 16 Note 4 Income & Generation – amend to £145k
• Page 20 – delete final sentence on Remuneration Report.

14/075

DIRECTORS’ CERTIFICATES:
The Committee received and agreed the Directors’ Certificates, in the
discharge of the responsibilities of the Accountable Officer, for approval
by the Trust Board and formal sign off by the Chief Executive and
Executive Director of Finance.

14/076

2013/14 ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENT:
The Head of Corporate Governance presented the 2013/14 Annual
Governance Statement (AGS) which form part of the Annual Report and
Accounts. The Committee noted that the AGS has been drafted in
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accordance with formal guidance and following the Audit & Corporate
Risk Committee meeting on the 21st May 2014, was submitted to the
External Auditors and the Trust Development Authority on the 22nd May.
The AGS sets out how the individual responsibilities of the Accountable
Officer are discharged with regard to maintaining a sound system of
internal control.
The Committee agreed the AGS for formal approval by the Trust Board
and sign off by the Chief Executive.
The Chairman, on behalf of the Committee, commended the Head of
Corporate Governance for the well formulated and presented AGS.
14/077

HEAD OF INTERNAL AUDIT OPINION (HIAO):
In presenting the HIAO for the year ended 31st March 2014, the
Executive Director of Finance highlighted the Chief Internal Auditor’s
opinion in that:
• Significant assurance given
• There is an adequate and effective system of internal control
• The Assurance Framework provides a high level governance
framework to ensure the organisation’s business objectives are
properly controlled

14/078

STATEMENT ON GOING CONCERN:
The Committee received the review of the Statement on the Trust as a
Going concern and noted, from the evidence presented in the report,
that the Trust is a ‘Going Concern’ and that it was appropriate for the
2013/14 Accounts to be prepared on that basis.
The Committee considered that assurance could be provided to the
Trust Board that the Going Concern concept had been reviewed and
agreed that it was appropriate for the Accounts to be prepared on that
basis.

14/079

ANNUAL REPORT 2013/14:
The Head of Communications presented the draft Annual Report for
2013/14 advising that the report is compliant with the Department of
Health’s Manual for Accounts and comprises:
• Strategic report (replaces the business review)
• Directors’ report
• Remuneration report – revised report circulated and tabled
• Full Annual Accounts
The Committee noted that a separate 12 page summary is to be
prepared and once the content of the Annual Report has been
approved, this will be passed to the Trust’s Design & Print Room for the
Annual Report and Summary documents to be laid out and photographs
and graphics added. The finished products will be available in electronic
and hard copy for distribution on the 23rd July ahead of the Trust’s AGM
on the 30th July.
The Committee was cognisant of External Audit’s recommendations on
the Annual Report process contained in their Audit Results Report, and
agreed that these will be taken into consideration for next year’s Annual
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Report.
The Committee agreed the draft Annual Report subject to the inclusion
of the revised Remuneration Report and minor textual amendments, for
approval by the Trust Board.
14/080

QUALITY ACCOUNT 2014:
The Committee received the draft Quality Account for 2014 presented by
the Business Manager – Patient Safety, Experience & Clinical
Effectiveness, who advised that the formal Healthwatch Statement was
awaited for inclusion in the Account and which should be available later
in the day.
The Committee noted that the Quality Account provides a look back at
the quality priorities for 2013/14 and outlines the progress made against
each one. It also sets out the three priority Quality Goals for 2014/15
reflecting the three domains of quality – patient experience, patient
safety and clinical effectiveness. A wide range of stakeholder
consultation has been undertaken prior to the development of the 2014
Quality Account.
The Business Manager – Patient Safety, Experience & Clinical
Effectiveness updated the Committee on proposed minor changes to the
Quality Account and that the formatting and photographs will be added
prior to publication on the 30th June.
The Committee agreed the draft Quality Account for 2014 subject to the
proposed amendments and the inclusion of the Healthwatch Statement
for approval by the Trust Board.

14/081

CHAIRMAN’S RETIREMENT:
As the Chairman was retiring with effect from the 7th June 2014, the Vice
Chairman, Charles Rogers, on behalf of the Committee, extended their
gratitude and thanks to Peter Taylor for all the hard work he has
undertaken over the last 7 years, in both the predecessor PCT and the
Trust, and in developing the role of the Committee.
Peter Taylor thanked the Committee and officers for their support and
engagement, particularly in his role as Chairman, which has enabled the
Committee to work effectively.
The Chief Executive, on behalf of the Trust, thanked Peter for his
excellent chairmanship of the Committee and for all the input and effort
he has provided to the Trust, wishing him well in his retirement .

14/082

DATE OF NEXT MEETING:
Dates for the remainder of the year to be agreed with the new Chairman
of the Audit & Corporate Risk Committee.
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FOR PRESENTATION TO TRUST BOARD ON 2 JULY 2014

CHARITABLE FUNDS COMMITTEE
Minutes of the meeting of the Charitable Funds Committee held on the 10th June 2014 at
8.30 a.m. in Seminar Room 4, Education Centre, St. Mary’s Hospital, Newport.
PRESENT:

Sue Wadsworth
David King
Chris Palmer
Vincent Thompson

Non Executive Director (Chair)
Non Executive Director
Executive Director of Finance
Friends of St. Mary’s

In Attendance:

Mark Price
Richard Dent
Kevin Curnow
Katie Parrott
Andy Hollebon
Guy Eades
Jackie Skeel

Company Secretary
Volunteer Co-ordinator
Deputy Director of Finance
Senior Financial Accountant
Head of Communications & Engagement
Healing Arts Director (Item 14/030)
Assistant Director OD (Item 14/033)

Minuted by:

Linda Mowle

Corporate Governance Officer

Min. No.
14/021
14/022
14/013
14/033

Top Key Issues
Quoracy: Meeting not quorate; Corporate Trustee to ratify minutes
Declarations of Interest: 2 Declarations declared and completed notification
form provided to the Trust Board Administrator
Terms of Reference – Membership: Proposed that the Deputy Director of
Nursing be appointed to the Committee
Approval of items over £15k: Further Education Awards £46k

14/020

APOLOGIES
for absence were received from Nina Moorman, Jane Tabor, Annie Hunter
and Andy Heyes.

14/021

QUORACY:
The Chair confirmed that the meeting was not quorate. The minutes to be
circulated to all members for agreement and the Corporate Trustee to ratify
the minutes at its meeting on the 2nd July 2014.

14/022

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST:
David King declared an interest as a charitable trustee of UKSA and Vincent
Thompson declared an interest as Manager of Friends of St. Mary’s which
operates the Unity Lottery.
The Committee agreed that the interests declared were non-prejudicial to the
business of the meeting, and authorising the members to remain in the
meeting.

14/023

TERMS OF REFERENCE – MEMBERSHIP:
The Company Secretary advised that the Trust Board at its meeting on 28th
May 2014 (Min. No. 14/148) approved the proposed changes to Charitable
Funds’ NED responsibilities subject to formal TDA approval as follows:
• David King and Jane Tabor - Non Executive members
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•
•

Sue Wadsworth – Vice Chair
Co-opted Non Executive Financial Advisor

The Company Secretary also advised the Committee of the resignation of the
Executive Medical Director and the proposal for the Deputy Director of
Nursing to be the replacement. The Committee supported the appointment of
the Deputy Director of Nursing for approval by the Corporate Trustee.
Action: CS
14/024

MINUTES:
The minutes of the meeting held on the 11th March, 2014 were agreed and
signed by the Chair as a true record, subject to the following amendments:
• Min. No. 14/010 Healing Arts: First bullet point – delete ‘Shackleton’
• Min. No. 14/014 Friends of St. Mary’s – Bids Update: Final sentence to
read: ‘The Committee thanked the Friends of St. Mary’s for their
generous contribution which enhances the wellbeing and care of the
patients.’

14/025

MATTERS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS MEETINGS:
The Committee reviewed the schedule of actions as follows:
Min. No. 12/028 Charitable Funds Branding & Min. No. 13/036(c) Leaflet
and Posters: The Head of Communications & Engagement reported that the
work undertaken by the I.W. College had not met expectations and, as a
consequence, tabled a draft text for the Charitable Funds Leaflet, from which
posters will be designed.
The Committee agreed the Leaflet text to be taken forward, requesting that a
letter from the Chair of the Committee be sent to the College thanking them
for their help and support.
Action: HOC
The Committee suggested that volunteers could be utilised in the distribution
of the leaflets and posters.
Action: VC
Min. No. 13/036b Communications & Engagement Action Plan: A draft
Action Plan for 2014/15 was tabled by the Head of Communications &
Engagement, the objectives of which are to:
• Raise general awareness of the role of the Charitable Funds Trustees
and the Committee which administers the funds
• Encourage members of the public and patients to donate to the Isle of
Wight NHS Trust Charitable Funds
• Encourage members of staff to identify Charitable Funds as a source
of funding and apply for funding
• Ensure that the use of funds donated to the Trust are reported in the
public domain.
The Committee agreed the Communications & Engagement Action Plan for
immediate implementation. A progress report on the implementation of the
Action Plan to be presented to the Committee on a six monthly basis.
Action: HOC
Min. No. 12/049&13/070(b) Friends of St. Mary’s Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU): In the absence of the Interim Director of Planning,
ICT & Integration, the Company Secretary updated the Committee on the
current status of the MoU which outlines the Trust’s commitment to
partnership working with the Friends of St. Mary’s. The Interim Director for
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Planning, ICT & Integration, Andy Heyes, has met with Vincent Thompson and
that, following amendments, the draft MoU will be presented to the next
meeting of the Committee for agreement and presentation to the Corporate
Trustee for approval.
Action: IDPII/VT
Agenda Timetable 2014/15: The Committee received and noted the
timetable for 2014/15.
14/026

CHARITABLE FUNDS STRATEGY 2014-2017/18:
The Committee received the updated Charitable Funds Strategy for review
and noted the following comments for inclusion in the Strategy:
• The focus of the Committee is to maintain effective stewardship and
use of the funds
• Specify the purpose of Designated funds
• Charity Objective to be included alongside the strategic direction
Once all comments have been received from CFC members, the revised
Strategy to be presented to the next meeting of the Committee for agreement
before presentation to the Corporate Trustee for approval. The Trust
Executive Committee to review the revised Strategy.
Action: CS/CA
The Chair stated that in order to support the future development and direction
of the Trust and its services, it is important that the Committee ensures that all
monies are wisely spent to support this aim, rather than taking the ‘scatter
gun’ approach.

14/027

CHARITABLE FUNDS ANNUAL REPORT 2013/14:
The Committee noted the Annual Report for 2013/14 which had been received
by the Audit & Corporate Risk Committee on the 21st May 2014. The ACRC
agreed that assurance could be provided to the Trust Board that the CFC had
met its terms of reference and remit.
The Committee agreed that an annual self assessment of its own
effectiveness should be undertaken for next year and included in the Agenda
Timetable.
Action: CA

14/028

FRIENDS OF ST. MARY’S LOTTERY:
Vincent Thompson confirmed that the Friends of St. Mary’s utilised a lottery
entitled The Unity Lottery whereby 50p in every pound staked was returned to
the Friends and was used in furtherance of its charitable objectives. By going
through Unity there was no administration involved and it had proved to be a
helpful income stream for the charity whose major beneficiary was the hospital
itself in accordance with the charitable objectives of the Friends.
In the event that the Trust would encourage their own officers and staff to sign
up to The Unity Lottery, he would contact the Charity Commission to get the
Objectives of the Friends varied to include officers and staff of the hospital
being beneficiaries of the charity for charitable and staffing recreational
matters.
The Committee asked that a formal proposal be prepared, in conjunction with
the Interim Director for Planning, ICT & Integration, on whether discussions
should take place with the Friends to agree the way forward for consideration
at the next meeting in September.
Action: IDPII/VT
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14/029

JUSTGIVING ONLINE FUNDRAISING – WALK FOR WARDS:
The Senior Financial Accountant outlined the new online fundraising initiative
which has been set up by a group of NHS Charities in conjunction with
JustGiving called ‘Walk for Wards’ that encourages members of the public to
raise funds for their local NHS hospital charity by doing a sponsored walk.
There are no costs or particular requirements needed to become involved as
the Trust’s charity is already listed on JustGiving.
The Committee was cognisant of the Trust’s wider responsibilities to include
not only the acute hospital wards, but ambulance, mental health and the
community in all Trust activities. In addition, the Committee acknowledged the
impact that Earl Mountbatten Hospice’s ‘Walk the Wight’ may have on the
ability of the Trust to fundraise through sponsored walks.
The Committee agreed that the SFA and HOC investigate the feasibility of
implementing this fundraising initiative, which could possibly link with the
Trust’s Trim Trail and Green Gym and promoted as part of the Walking
Festival and Health Walks via the Volunteer Health Walk Leaders. A formal
proposal to be presented to the September meeting of the Committee.
Action: SFA/HOC

14/030

HEALING ARTS:
The Healing Arts Director presented his report on Healing Arts, which
highlighted the following:
• Healing Arts Repair and Conservation Fund: The balance at end of
May is £8,331.90. Further reframing and upgrading of artworks to meet
infection control/H&S requirements will continue during 2014. All
artwork in the Trust’s collection is being photographed and placed in
the excel narrative description ledger for identification and this will
continue throughout 2014.
• Healing Arts Mason Legacy: The balance at the end of May is
£3,204.54 following the purchase of an artwork by Sara Kouvaritakis
for the Breast Care Clinic. The spending plan for 2014 is to use the
fund strategically to purchase for the Trust’s departments and clinics
where capital and %art funds are not available.
• Maintenance of Gardens: Using capital, donated and charitable funds
Healing Arts has commissioned Patient/Staff Gardens from CAR
Gardens for all the Trust’s gardens, all of which require regular
maintenance to keep them attractive and suitable for use. This service
is not available through the Trust’s Estates Department and currently,
CAR Gardens only have a maintenance contract until March 2015 for
the Chemotherapy Garden paid for through Chemotherapy charitable
funds. However, the Chemotherapy Department does not wish to fund
this beyond March 2015.
Healing Arts’ proposal is for a new maintenance plan with CAR
Gardens for 2015/16 for all the Trust’s garden sites at a cost of £2,000
and supported by a team of targeted volunteers working with CAR
Gardens and co-ordinated by Healing Arts, the Volunteer Co-ordinator
and the Estates Department.
The Committee was supportive of the proposal and asked that the
Healing Arts Director and the Senior Financial Accountant investigate
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using the Children’s Ward and Chemotherapy Ward Funds, and
preparing a proposal for tender. In addition, HAD and SFA to
investigate the feasibility of incorporating the use of people with
learning disabilities into the selection criteria for the tender. The tender
document and feasibility report to be presented to the September
meeting of the Committee.
Action: HAD/SFA
•

•
•
14/031

Four Seasons Garden: Artwork is now being made with completion
by early November when the formal opening of the Garden will be
publicised. The garden furniture is being funded by a small amount of
capital and the Friends of St. Mary’s have agreed to match this to
provide seating and a table.
The Koan: Work is progressing with the expectation that it will be
completed by the end of the year.
Management Committee: First meeting of the committee is being
planned together with appointment of the chair.

FUND MANAGERS’ EXPENDITURE PLANS 2014/15:
The SFA introduced the spending plans which have been received to date and
advised that the funds with no plans are being followed up. The Committee
highlighted the following Funds that required follow up:
• Laidlaw – staff kitchen: the future development of this building needs to
be discussed with the Strategic Estates Partner when appointed
• ITU Restricted Legacy – confirm cost of Clinical Information System
and work stations, and whether this would be an enhancement and
not core service
• MAU – Christmas Presents – SFA to discuss as proposal for
Christmas presents overall is being put to the Committee in September
• Breast Care – SFA to discuss with Annie Hunter and a proposal to be
put to next meeting
• Cancer Research – SFA to follow up
• Rheumatology – to be added to the list and spending plan followed up
The Committee requested that the SFA, in addition to following up the queries
raised, that a validation exercise be undertaken to establish any areas/wards
which do not have a fund.
Action: SFA

14/032

BALANCES, INCOME AND EXPENDITURE:
The SFA reported the current income, balances and expenditure for the period
31st January to 30 April 2014.

14/033

REQUESTS FOR CONSIDERATION – FURTHER EDUCATION AWARDS:
The Assistant Director for Organisational Development, Jackie Skeel,
presented the request for funding to support staff who wish to undertake
further educational study. This year expressions of interest have been given
by 21 staff and therefore a request for funding of £46,000 which would support
90% of the training course fees.
The Committee requested that a breakdown of staff who have completed
training over 2/3 years and retained within the organisation be provided in
order to provide assurance that charitable funds is being spent wisely and to
demonstrate that the awards cover the breadth of the organisation, not just
acute. The ADOD to provide the breakdown for the September meeting.
Action: ADOD
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The Committee agreed the sum of £46,000 from General Funds for approval
by the Corporate Trustee.
14/034

FRIENDS OF ST. MARY’S – BIDS UPDATE:
Vincent Thompson advised that 21 bids had been received totalling £103,000
and that the Friends decision on what is to be funded will be available in
September.
The Executive Director of Finance highlighted that maintenance and revenue
costs should also be taken into consideration for all donated equipment and
that currently some are now coming to the end of their useful life and whether
consideration should be given to replenish the donated items.
The Committee asked that Vincent Thompson and the Senior Financial
Accountant link with the Capital Accountant to see whether there are any
donated items which need replacing and to report back to the Committee in
September.
Action: VT/SFA

14/035

INVESTMENT POLICY REVIEW:
The Committee noted that there have been no changes to the Policy.

14/036

LEGACIES UPDATE:
The SFA presented the update on restricted and unrestricted legacies for the
period February – April 2014.
The Committee agreed that the SFA includes an article in E-Bulletin asking for
bids for staff and patients from the restricted legacy.
Action: SFA

14/037

IOW NHS TRUST ANNUAL AWARDS CEREMONY 2014:
The Company Secretary advised that this year’s Awards Ceremony will be
held on the 12th November 2014 in Medina Theatre, requesting charitable
funds support for this event. As always, the challenge is to obtain sponsorship
and in order to meet any shortfall, requested funding of £7,845 which was the
sum granted last year.
The Committee requested that the cost of purchasing the voting equipment be
investigated compared to hiring, with a view to the Trust hiring out the
equipment to other parties for income generation.
The Committee supported the proposal in principle to be funded from the Staff
& Patients Restricted Legacy, and requesting that a formal proposal be
submitted to the next meeting in September.
Action: CS/HOC

14/038

E-BULLETIN ITEMS:
The Committee agreed that the following items be included in E-Bulletin in
order to promote the work of Charitable Funds:
• Further Education Awards – funding to support staff who wish to
undertake further educational study
Action: HOC

14/039

DATES OF 2014 MEETINGS:
To be held in the Large Meetings Room at 8.30 a.m.
09 September
09 December
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DRAFT

PAPER-2A

FOR PRESENTATION TO PUBLIC BOARD ON 02/07/2014
ISLE OF WIGHT NHS TRUST

Enc O

FOUNDATION TRUST PROGRAMME BOARD
TUESDAY 27 MAY 2014 BETWEEN 11:00 – 12:30
LARGE MEETINGS ROOM, PCT HQ, SOUTH BLOCK
NOTES

PRESENT
Mark Price (Chair)

Sue Wadsworth

Chris Palmer

Mark Pugh (MTP)

1. APOLOGIES
Peter Taylor

Alan Sheward

IN ATTENDANCE
Andrew Shorkey

Andy Hollebon (AH)

Top Key Issues
062/14
060/14

Danny Fisher

Andy Heyes

Karen Baker

Subject
Three risks moved to red status to reflect the current position of the Governance Risk
Rating and Cost Improvement Programme
Board Governance Assurance Framework self-assessment reviewed
ACTION

053/14

054/14
055/14

056/14

057/14

058/14

059/14

060/14

Notes and matters arising from 22 April 2014
The notes of the meeting were received and accepted as a correct record.
Action Tracker
477 – Work on communicating the strategy had been progressed and this action could be closed.

AS

Programme Timeline
CP advised there was a risk to delivery of the Governance Risk Rating at GREEN status. AS advised
that this was reflected in the risk report. The Quality Summit and the Board to Board meeting with the
Trust Development Authority had been provisionally scheduled.
Chief Inspector of Hospitals visit
An update on progress would be provided to the Board on 28 May 2014. The data pack from the
CQC was still awaited. AH advised that CQC had been advertising the public listening event. A press
release had been produced and Isle of Wight Radio had been advertising the event. MTP advised
that ward boards were in place. Mick Tutt from Solent NHS Trust would be attending the Trust Board
meeting to discuss CQC key lines of enquiry (KLOEs). The Trust’s performance over the bank holiday
period had not flagged any issues. The internal self-assessment against the KLOEs was discussed
and it was noted that there were no ‘well led’ comments for Community Services. MTP advised that
the KLOE methodology for Community Services was still out for consultation. MTP would check the
‘well led’ outturn KLOE score. MTP advised that there was an inconsistency between the summary
sheet and the detail and that Mental Health Services had a positive CQC inspection.
Communications and Engagement
Membership Update
The next medicine for members session was scheduled for 23 June 2014. Governor sessions were
now scheduled. The membership strategy was being refreshed as part of the Integrated Business
Plan refresh. The strategy would be taken to the Trust Board Seminar on 10 June 2014. Staff that
were leaving the Trust were being converted into public members. The membership recruitment
targets would be reviewed as the size of the recruitment pool had changed following the lowering of
the membership age as a result of the public consultation. CP advised that we would need to
understand the cost implications of any change in targets. It was requested that future updates also
identified our membership with respect to equality and diversity. AH would draft a discussion paper
providing models and options with respect to the functional role of the Council of Governors and this
would be brought back to the next meeting. A query was raised regarding whether or not Governors
would need to be CRB checked. AH would look into this matter.
Board Governance Assurance Framework (BGAF)
MP presented the latest BGAF self-assessment and asked Programme Board members to review and
comment. Particular attention was drawn to those areas marked red or that had a ‘red flag’. The
following actions were identified:
• 3.2 (4) – AHe would check the status of the Quality Impact Assessment process for cost
improvement schemes with the Transformation Management Office.
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•

4.1 (3) – AS would check what engagement activity had been undertaken with respect to the
development of the 5 year strategy.
• 4.4 would be covered in the Governance paper being drafted by AH.
The updated BGAF self assessment would be brought back on 17 June 2014.
061/14

062/14

063/14

064/14
065/14

066/14

Programme Management
(i) Integrated Action Plan Status Report
TDA lttr (1) to be changed to RED status to reflect the status of the GRR. AS advised that the
QGAF action plan was currently being updated and that these updates would feed through to the
FT Action Plan.
(ii) Risk Management
R005, R006 and R007 would be moved to red status to reflect the status of the Cost
Improvement Programme and GRR.
(iii) Programme Budget
It was suggested that the FT budget should contribute to the Trust’s cost improvement
programme. This would be further discussed following the CQC inspection.

AS

AS

AS
AS

AS

AS

Feedback from FTN Events and FT Visits
MP advised the group of key points from the recent event attended relating to the journey to FT. SW
provided feedback on the event attended relating to organisation culture where Michael West had
spoken and Sandra Grant from Southern Health had presented on ‘Listening into action’.
AS circulated the stakeholder letters tracking document. Identified leads were asked to follow up
where letters of support had not yet been received. AS would forward to MTP the previous support
letter received from HMSC.
Any other Business
None.
Future Meetings
The next meeting was scheduled for 11:00-12:30hrs, Tuesday 17 June 2014, Small Meetings Room,
South Block.
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FOUNDATION TRUST PROGRAMME BOARD
TUESDAY 17 JUNE 2014 BETWEEN 11:00 – 12:30
SMALL MEETINGS ROOM, PCT HQ, SOUTH BLOCK
NOTES

PRESENT
Mark Price (Chair)

Sue Wadsworth

Andy Heyes

1. APOLOGIES
David King
Danny Fisher

Alan Sheward
Mark Pugh (MTP)

Karen Baker

IN ATTENDANCE
Andrew Shorkey

Martin Robinson

Andy Hollebon (AH)

Kevin Curnow (for Chris
Palmer)

Mark Elmore (for Alan
Sheward)

Top Key Issues

076/14

Chris Palmer

Subject
It was recommended and agreed that:
1. FT Programme Board approve submission of draft Integrated Business
Plan to Trust Development Authority (TDA), subject to Long Term
Financial Model sign off by Finance, Investment and Workforce
Committee; and
2. Delegate authority to the Chief Executive (or their deputy) to incorporate
any additional changes identified that would add value in advance of
submission to TDA on 20 June 2014
ACTION

067/14

068/14

069/14

070/14

071/14

072/14
073/14

Notes and matters arising from 27 May 2014
The notes of the meeting were received and accepted as a correct record, subject to the inclusion of
minor amendments and clarifications:
• 057/14 – ‘MTH’ being amended to ‘MTP’ and ‘recent clean bill of health’ being amended to
‘positive CQC inspection’
• 063/14 – ‘budget position’ being amended to ‘Trust’s cost improvement programme’
Action Tracker
059/14 AH advised that the requirement for Governor CRB checks had not yet been investigated. ME
advised that it would be unlikely that the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) would process such
checks. Hilary Salisbury would be asked to provide further guidance and Jo Henley would be asked
to investigate the approach taken elsewhere.
060/14 AHe confirmed that evidence was available to confirm compliance with the requirements of
Board Governance Assurance Framework requirement 3.2(4).
Integrated Business Plan and supporting documents for approval
AS introduced the item and provided background information in relation to the requirement for an
Integrated Business Plan and the development and assurance journey to deliver the current version.
The IBP was scheduled for submission to the Trust Development Authority in line with the national
requirement on 20 June 2014. The document had been circulated to a number of readers for
constructive feedback and AS advised that it would be value to receive and potentially address any
feedback in advance of submission. ME advised that no negative feedback had been provided from
the Executive of Nursing and Workforce. AS restated that FT Programme Board had delegated
authority to approve IBP submission on behalf of the Trust Board. It was acknowledged that the
document was very strategic and lacked granular detail in parts, particularly in relation to Chapter 5.
MR advised that the plans were being worked up that would support the provision of greater detail for
future iterations. AS advised that information relating to service developments needed to be
presented at an appropriate level that would provide assurance, but that detailed planning information
should be contained within programme, project and action plans. It was also broadly felt that the plan
had an overarching hospital focus. It was agreed that although the plan told a coherent story, there
was a need to develop a ‘blueprint’ for the next iteration to visually articulate the Trust’s direction of
travel and the integrated nature of the Trust. It was noted that the Foreword duplicated the executive
summary to a great extent. AS would confirm whether a Foreword was part of the formal requirement
and a view would be taken on whether or not it would be included. MP advised that there were
elements within the Membership Strategy that should be incorporated into Chapter 9, these would
include paragraphs 2.2 and 2.4 of paper 4A on the Council of Governors and the Council of Governors
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governance model. There was a discussion as to whether any explanatory notes were required in
relation to the status of the Governance Risk Rating (GRR) in Chapter 2. AS advised that the
narrative should focus on the assurance process relating to the GRR rather that its status at a given
point in time. AS would make sure that this was appropriately reflected. The Long Term Financial
Model (LTFM) would be taken to the Finance, Investment and Workforce Committee for review and
approval on 18 June 2014 and as a consequence there may be some adjustments to Chapter 6 and
related areas across the document. It was recommended and agreed that:
1. FT Programme Board approve submission of draft Integrated Business Plan to Trust
Development Authority (TDA), subject to Long Term Financial Model sign off by Finance,
Investment and Workforce Committee; and
2. Delegated authority to the Chief Executive (or their deputy) to incorporate any additional
changes identified that would add value in advance of submission to TDA on 20 June
2014.
Council of Governors discussion document
AH introduced the paper. The proposed committee structure for the Council of Governors (CoG) had
been based on that of University of Southampton Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust. The thrust of the
paper was to avoid unnecessary duplication of committees, functions and reporting requirements and
to put a workable structure in place for the CoG from inception. AH advised that the CoG would be
free to change the structure once they are estalished if so desired. There was some discussion in
relation to the proposed sub-committee structure and MP advised that the IT and Integration
Committee had not been formalised and should be removed from the model. ME advised that the
Terms of Reference for Partnership Forum could be refreshed to complement the proposed role of the
Council of Governors. MP suggested that the Strategy Group could have a role in organising patient
and public feedback in relation to strategies. It was suggested that statutory Committees should be
differentiated in the model so that they were clearly visible and that arrows should be replaced by lines
as the information flows would be multi-directional. SW advised that the Board was not yet sighted on
this level of detail and would need to be. There would be cost implications with respect to training
Governors via the Governwell scheme and a decision was required in relation to funding backfill for
staff Governors. This would need to be considered as part of the budget setting process. ME advised
that it would be useful if some senior HR staff also undertook Governwell training. It was agreed that
the training proposal was appropriate with the exception of media training which would need some
consideration in relation to its implications. SW also raised issues such as patient confidentiality. It
was noted that there should be safeguards via the Code of Conduct and induction process.
The FT Programme Board approved the proposal to be incorporated into the relevant sections of the
IBP submission and it was agreed that there should be a Broad Seminar discussion on future working
with Governors.
Board Governance Assurance Framework (BGAF)
MP provided a status update, advising that 1.1, 1.2 and 3.2 had now been marked as compliant; 2.1
could not be marked as compliant at this stage; 2.3 would be compliant by the 20 June; 2.4 and 4.4
would be addressed via the CoG discussion paper; and there were actions in place to address 4.2 and
the terms of reference for the Culture and Health and Wellbeing Committee could be used as
evidence. The BGAF document would be updated accordingly.
Chief Inspector of Hospitals Visit
The inspection took place as planned from 3 to 6 June 2014. Verbal feedback was received from
CQC on 6 June 2014 and a number of matters were raised for immediate action. Action plans were
put in place to address the concerns raised and a formal acknowledgement was sent to the CQC on
13 June. These actions will be monitored through the Trust Executive Committee and a further report
will be given to the next FT Programme Board meeting.
Any other Business
None.
Future Meetings
The next meeting was scheduled for 11:00-12:30hrs, Tuesday 22 July 2014, Large Meetings Room,
South Block.
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Staff, stakeholder, patient and public engagement:
A programme of internal and external stakeholder engagement has been initiated and is ongoing to
deliver change within the organisation and generate the support required across the locality and
health system to deliver a sustainable Foundation Trust. Briefing sessions have been undertaken
with Patients Council, the Ambulance service, Isle of Wight County Press and Health and Community
Wellbeing Scrutiny Panel. A formal public consultation on becoming an NHS Foundation Trust has
been undertaken. A membership recruitment campaign was launched in March 2013.
Executive Summary:
This paper provides an update on work to achieve Foundation Trust status.
The key points covered include:
•
•
•

Progress update
Communications and stakeholder engagement activity
Key risks

For following sections – please indicate as appropriate:

Trust Goal (see key)

5

Critical Success Factors (see key)

10 - Develop our organisational culture, processes and
capabilities to be a thriving FT

Principal Risks (please enter applicable
BAF references – eg 1.1; 1.6)

Assurance Level (shown on BAF)

Red

Legal implications, regulatory and
consultation requirements

A 12 week public consultation is required and concluded on
11 January 2013.

Date:

23 June 2014
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ISLE OF WIGHT NHS TRUST
NHS TRUST BOARD MEETING WEDNESDAY 02 JULY 2014
FOUNDATION TRUST PROGRAMME UPDATE
1.

Purpose

To update the Trust Board on the status of the Foundation Trust Programme.
2.

Background

The requirement to achieve Foundation Trust status for NHS provider services has been
mandated by Government. All NHS Trusts in England must be established as, or become
part of, a NHS Foundation Trust.
3.

Programme Plan

The Care Quality Commission (Chief Inspector of Hospitals) inspection took place as
planned from 3 to 6 June 2014. Verbal feedback was received from CQC on 6 June 2014
and a number of matters were raised for immediate action. An action plan was put in place
to address the concerns raised and a formal acknowledgement letter was sent to the CQC
on 13 June 2014. These actions will be monitored through the Trust Executive Committee
and FT Programme Board. Work is now progressing to prepare for the Quality Summit with
the CQC, Trust Development Authority and other stakeholders, provisionally scheduled for 6
August 2014.
The draft Integrated Business Plan (IBP) was submitted to the Trust Development Authority
(TDA) on 20 June 2014 in compliance with the TDA’s strategic planning requirement outlined
in Securing Sustainability – Planning Guidance for NHS Trust Boards 2014/15 – 2018/19.
The IBP went through a number of assurances processes and was approved by the
Foundation Trust Programme Board on 17 June 2014 with the Long Term Financial Model
being approved by the Finance, Investment and Workforce Committee on 18 June 2014.
The IBP was submitted alongside a number of letters of support for the Trust’s direction of
travel towards FT status from key stakeholders. Work is progressing to finalise the IBP for
the formal application to the TDA later in the summer.
The Trust remains on trajectory for a referral to Monitor in September 2014 and work is
underway to prepare for the Board to Board meeting between the Trust’s Board and the
TDA’s Board, provisionally scheduled for 3 September 2014. Work is also commencing to
make preparations for the referral to Monitor at which point Monitor will require significant
quantities of detailed information from across the Trust. Key milestone dates are outlined
below and our current application timeline is attached at Appendix 1.
FT Milestones
Chief Inspector of Hospitals Visit

3 - 6 June 2014

Complete

Final Draft Integrated Business Plan Submission

20 June 2014

Complete

Quality Summit

6 August 2014
(provisional)

On target

Final Integrated Business Plan Submission

8 August 2014
(provisional)

On target

Board to Board meeting

3 September 2014
(provisional)

On target
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TDA Board meeting to approve application to Monitor 18 September 2014

4.

On target

Communications and Stakeholder Engagement

Firm focus remains on membership recruitment activity. As at 19 June 2014 the Trust has
4,223 members. A significant number of additional members (approximately 200) were
recruited at the recent Isle of Wight Festival and this will be reflected in next month’s update
once applications have been validated and uploaded to the membership database. The
table below identifies the current membership breakdown by constituency.
Constituency

Membership
1,001

Required before election
500

South Wight

925

500

West and Central Wight

1379

500

Elsewhere (‘Off Island’)

376

250

Volunteers

542

-

4,223

1750

North and East Wight

Total

As at 19 June 2014 a total of 2,832 staff are shown as members. The staff constituencies
are:
Constituency
Administration and Estates Staff

Membership
871

Allied Health Professionals Scientists and Technicians

404

Healthcare Assistants and Other Support Staff

553

Medical & Dental

125

Nursing and Midwifery staff

879

Total

2832

Current development work includes:
• A Medicine for Members event was held on 23 June 2014 with a focus on dementia.
The event was well attended by members and supported by the Alzheimer’s Society,
Alzheimer’s Cafe, My Life a Full Life and AgeUKIW and a presentation was given by
Chris Wittingstall of the Memory Service.
• A Governor’s Development Day is scheduled for 22 September 2014.
• Booking awareness stands into Island events and venues over the forthcoming
months include the Chale Show (August), Scooter Rally (August) and Ryde
Catamaran terminal (September).
5.

Key Risks

Continuation on the current trajectory to achieve referral to Monitor remains dependent on a
number of factors: the Trust will require a ‘good’ or ‘outstanding’ assessment from the CQC
and, thereafter, the provisional scheduling of Quality Summit and Board to Board meetings
will need to be confirmed. The Trust’s strategic plan will also be assessed by the TDA and a
sustainability score issued to the Trust.
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The Trust’s Governance Risk Rating (GRR) derived from performance against national
access and outcomes targets is significantly off target and has been declining in recent
months. Compliance with these targets is one of six measures used by Monitor to determine
whether further investigation is required into the performance of Foundation Trusts. The
Trusts was advised by the TDA in March 2013 that ‘a target of zero for GRR is the
recommended and most robust approach’. The Trust Board has been asked via the
self-certification process to consider whether plans in place to deliver improved
performance are sufficiently robust.
Work continues to further develop service improvement plans and the recurrent cost
improvement plans to ensure that the right level of detail is incorporated into the final
submission of the IBP. Service improvement plans are a critical component within the IBP
and the identification and configuration of sustainable schemes to deliver the Trust’s
strategic objectives is crucial to the delivery of a credible IBP.
No external transitional funding has been identified to date to support FT activities in
2014/15.
Risks to delivery have been documented and assessed and will continue to be highlighted to
the FT Programme Board.
6.

Recommendation

It is recommended that the Board:
(i) Note this update report
Mark Price
FT Programme Director/Company Secretary
02 July 2014
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FT Application Timeline
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Staff, stakeholder, patient and public engagement:
Executive Directors, Performance Information for Decision Support (PIDS) and relevant lead officers
have been engaged with to develop the assurance process.
Executive Summary:
This paper presents the June 2014 Trust Development Authority (TDA) self-certification return
covering May 2014 performance period for approval by Trust Board.
The key points covered include:
• Background to the requirement
• Assurance
• Performance summary and key issues
• Recommendations
For following sections – please indicate as appropriate:

Trust Goal (see key)

5

Critical Success Factors (see key)

10 - Develop our organisational culture, processes and
capabilities to be a thriving FT

Principal Risks (please enter applicable
BAF references – eg 1.1; 1.6)

Assurance Level (shown on BAF)

Red

Legal implications, regulatory and
consultation requirements

Meeting the requirements of Monitor’s Risk Assessment
Framework is necessary for FT Authorisation.

Date:

23 June 2014
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ISLE OF WIGHT NHS TRUST
SELF-CERTIFICATION
1.

Purpose

To provide an update to the Board on changes to the self-certification regime and seek
approval of the proposed self-certification return for the April 2014 reporting period, prior to
submission to the Trust Development Authority (TDA) in May 2014.
2.

Background

Since August 2012, as part of the Foundation Trust application process the Trust was
required to self-certify on a monthly basis against the requirements of the SHA’s Single
Operating Model (SOM). The Trust Development Authority (TDA) assumed responsibility for
oversight of NHS Trusts and FT applications in April 2013 and the oversight arrangements
are outlined within its Accountability Framework for NHS Trust Boards.
According to the TDA:
The oversight model is designed to align as closely as possible with the broader
requirements NHS Trusts will need to meet from commissioners and regulators. The
access metrics replicate the requirements of the NHS Constitution, while the outcomes
metrics are aligned with the NHS Outcomes Framework and the mandate to the NHS
Commissioning Board, with some adjustments to ensure measures are relevant to
provider organisations. The framework also reflects the requirements of the Care Quality
Commission and the conditions within the Monitor licence – those on pricing, competition
and integration – which NHS Trusts are required to meet. Finally, the structure of the
oversight model Delivering High Quality Care for Patients.
The Accountability
Framework for NHS Trust Boards reflects Monitor’s proposed new Risk Assessment
Framework and as part of oversight we will calculate shadow Monitor risk ratings for
NHS Trusts. In this way the NHS TDA is seeking to align its approach wherever possible
with that of the organisations and to prepare NHS Trusts for the Foundation Trust
environment.1
In March 2014 the TDA published a revised Accountability Framework for 2014/15. There
were no fundamental changes with respect to the self-certification requirements. It should
be noted, however, that whereas milestones with respect to the ‘Timeline toward
achievement of FT status’ were previously required, the language has now changed and this
has been replaced with a requirement for milestones relating to the ‘Timeline towards
sustainability’. This will initially be the Trust’s FT milestones. However, these milestones
could be changed following the assessment of the Trust’s 5 year strategic plan by the TDA
when a sustainability score will be developed and assigned to the Trust.
Access to submission templates for Board Statements and Licence Condition returns were
provided via an internet portal by the TDA for 2013/14. No submission arrangements are as
yet in place with respect to FT Programme Milestones although progress is monitored
monthly via oversight meetings with the TDA.
There is no indication that submission
arrangements will change for 2014/15.
Where non-compliance is identified, an explanation is required together with a forecast date
when compliance will be achieved.
3.

Assurance

The Foundation Trust Programme Management Office (FTPMO) has worked with Executive
Directors, PIDS and Finance to ensure the provision of supporting information and the
identification of gaps, issues and actions required to provide a sufficient degree of assurance
1 Delivering High Quality Care for Patients: The Accountability Framework for NHS Trust Boards, (2013/14), p15
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to the Trust Board to enable approval of the self-certification return as an accurate
representation of the Trust’s current status.
Draft self-certification returns have been considered by the Quality and Clinical Performance
Committee, Finance, Investment and Workforce Committee and relevant senior officers and
Executive Directors. Board Statements and Monitor Licence Conditions are considered with
respect to the evidence to support a positive response, contra indicators and threats to
current status together with action plans and activity to maintain or improve the current
assessed position. The Trust Board may wish to amend the responses to Board Statements
based on an holistic view of the complete self-certification return and feedback from Board
sub-committee Chairs.
4.

Performance Summary and Key Issues

Board Statements
1. All Board Statements are marked as compliant. This position is reflected within the
draft sample return document (Appendix 1a). However, the Trust’s governance risk
rating for May 2014 is significantly below target and has declined since quarter 4
2013/14. Consideration should therefore be given to the declaration against Board
Statement 10 as to whether ‘plans in place are sufficient to ensure ongoing
compliance’ with these performance targets.
Licence Conditions
2. All Licence Conditions are marked as compliant. This position is reflected within the
draft sample return document (Appendix 1b).
Foundation Trust Milestones
3. The Trust continues to meet agreed milestones.
attached as Appendix 1c.
5.

The draft return document is

Recommendations

It is recommended that the Trust Board:
(i)
Consider feedback from Board sub-committees and determine whether any
changes to the declarations at 1a, 1b and 1c are required;
(ii) Approve the submission of the TDA self-certification return;
(iii) Identify if any Board action is required
Andrew Shorkey
Programme Manager – Business Planning and Foundation Trust Application
23 June 2014
6.

Appendices

1a – Board Statements
1b – Licence Conditions
1c – Foundation Trust Milestones
7.
•
•
•

Supporting Information
Delivering for Patients: the 2014/15 Accountability Framework for NHS trust boards, 31
March 2014
Delivering High Quality Care for Patients: The Accountability Framework for NHS Trust
Boards, TDA, 12 April 2013
Risk Assessment Framework, Monitor, 27 August 2013
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Appendix - 1(a)

Z2 - TDA Accountability Framework - Board Statements
For each statement, the Board is asked to confirm the following:
For CLINICAL QUALITY, that:

Response

Comment where non-compliant or at risk of
non-compliance

Timescale for
Compliance

Executive Lead

1

The Board is satisfied that, to the best of its knowledge and using its own processes and having had regard to the TDA's
Oversight (supported by Care Quality Commission information, its own information on serious incidents, patterns of
complaints, and including any further metrics it chooses to adopt), the trust has, and will keep in place, effective
arrangements for the purpose of monitoring and continually improving the quality of healthcare provided to its patients.

Yes

Alan Sheward
Mark Pugh

2

The board is satisfied that plans in place are sufficient to ensure ongoing compliance with the Care Quality
Commission’s registration requirements.

Yes

Mark Price

3

The board is satisfied that processes and procedures are in place to ensure all medical practitioners providing care on
behalf of the trust have met the relevant registration and revalidation requirements.

Yes

Mark Pugh

For FINANCE, that:

4

The board is satisfied that the trust shall at all times remain a going concern, as defined by relevant accounting
standards in force from time to time.
For GOVERNANCE, that:

Response

Yes

Chris Palmer

Response

5

The board will ensure that the trust remains at all times compliant with has regard to the NHS Constitution at all times.

Yes

Karen Baker
Mark Price

6

All current key risks have been identified (raised either internally or by external audit and assessment bodies) and
addressed – or there are appropriate action plans in place to address the issues – in a timely manner

Yes

Mark Price

7

The board has considered all likely future risks and has reviewed appropriate evidence regarding the level of severity,
likelihood of occurrence and the plans for mitigation of these risks.

Yes

Mark Price

8

The necessary planning, performance management and corporate and clinical risk management processes and
mitigation plans are in place to deliver the annual operating plan, including that all audit committee recommendations
accepted by the board are implemented satisfactorily.

Yes

Karen Baker

9

An Annual Governance Statement is in place, and the trust is compliant with the risk management and assurance
framework requirements that support the Statement pursuant to the most up to date guidance from HM Treasury
(www.hm-treasury.gov.uk).

Yes

Mark Price

10

The board is satisfied that plans in place are sufficient to ensure ongoing compliance with all existing targets (after the
application of thresholds) as set out in the relevant GRR [Governance Risk Rating]; and a commitment to comply with all
commissioned targets going forward.

Yes

Alan Sheward
Mark Pugh

11

The trust has achieved a minimum of Level 2 performance against the requirements of the Information Governance
Toolkit.

Yes

Mark Price

12

The board will ensure that the trust will at all times operate effectively. This includes maintaining its register of interests,
ensuring that there are no material conflicts of interest in the board of directors; and that all board positions are filled, or
plans are in place to fill any vacancies

Yes

Mark Price

Appendix - 1(a)

Z2 - TDA Accountability Framework - Board Statements
For each statement, the Board is asked to confirm the following:

13

The board is satisfied all executive and non-executive directors have the appropriate qualifications, experience and skills
to discharge their functions effectively, including setting strategy, monitoring and managing performance and risks, and
ensuring management capacity and capability.

Yes

Karen Baker

14

The board is satisfied that: the management team has the capacity, capability and experience necessary to deliver the
annual operating plan; and the management structure in place is adequate to deliver the annual operating plan.

Yes

Karen Baker
Alan Sheward

Z2 - TDA Accountability Framework - Licence Conditions
Licence condition Compliance

1

Condition G4 – Fit and proper persons as Governors and Directors (also
applicable to those performing equivalent or similar functions)

Compliance
(Yes / No)

Comment where non-compliant or at risk of non-compliance

Appendix - 1(b)
Timescale for
compliance

Accountable

Yes

Mark Price

2 Condition G7 – Registration with the Care Quality Commission

Yes

Mark Price

3 Condition G8 – Patient eligibility and selection criteria

Yes

Alan Sheward

4
5
6
7

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Chris Palmer
Chris Palmer
Chris Palmer
Chris Palmer

Yes

Chris Palmer

9 Condition C1 – The right of patients to make choices

Yes

Alan Sheward

10 Condition C2 – Competition oversight

Yes

Karen Baker

11 Condition IC1 – Provision of integrated care

Yes

Alan Sheward
Mark Pugh

Condition P1 – Recording of information
Condition P2 – Provision of information
Condition P3 – Assurance report on submissions to Monitor
Condition P4 – Compliance with the National Tariff
Condition P5 – Constructive engagement concerning local tariff
8
modifications

TDA Accountability Framework - Timeline Towards Sustainability Milestones

1
2
4
5
6
7

Appendix - 1(c)

Milestone (all including those delivered)

Milestone date

Performance

Quality Governance Framework score at 2.5
Draft IBP/LTFM Submission
Chief Inspector of Hospitals visit
Final IBP/LTFM Submission
TDA Quality Summit
Board to Board meeting with TDA

30-Jun-13
30-Nov-13
03-Jun-14
20-Jun-14
06-Aug-14
early Sep 2014

Complete
Complete
Complete
On target
On target
On target

18-Sep-14

On target

8 TDA approval to proceed and application to Monitor

Comment where milestones are not delivered or where a risk to
delivery has been identified

Enc S

REPORT TO THE TRUST BOARD (Part 1 - Public)
ON 2 JULY 2014
Board Assurance Framework – revised and updated version for year
2014/15 for approval

Title
Sponsoring
Executive Director

FT Programme Director/Company Secretary

Author

Head of Corporate Governance and Risk Management

Purpose

To review and approve the 2014/15 Board Assurance Framework.
To note the Summary Report, the risks and assurances rated as Red, and
approve the June 2014 recommended changes to Assurance RAG ratings.

Action required by
Receive
the Board:
Previously considered by (state date):

X

Approve

Trust Executive Committee

Mental Health Act Scrutiny
Committee

Audit and Corporate Risk Committee

Remuneration & Nominations
Committee

Charitable Funds Committee

Quality & Clinical Performance
Committee

Finance, Investment & Workforce
Committee

Foundation Trust Programme Board

ICT & Integration Committee
Please add any other committees below as needed
Board Seminar

Other (please state)

None
Staff, stakeholder, patient and public engagement:
None
Executive Summary:
The full 2014/15 BAF document that includes the high scoring local risks from the Corporate Risk Register,
together with associated controls and action plans, is submitted to the Board for approval.
It is proposed that the Board will receive only dashboard summaries and exception reports only for the
remainder of the year.
The dashboard summary includes details of the key changes in ratings. There are no BGAF Principal Risks now
rated as Red; 3 new Risks have been added since the May 2014 report; and 2 Risks with changed scores.
The exception report details 8 recommended changes to the Board Assurance RAG ratings of Principal Risks,
all from Amber to Green: 2.18; 3.8; 3.10; 7.11; 9.16; 10.5; 10.21; and 10.26.
For following sections – please indicate as appropriate:

Trust Goal (see key)

All five goals

Critical Success Factors (see key)

All Critical Success Factors

Principal Risks (please enter applicable

All Principal Risks

BAF references – eg 1.1; 1.6)

Assurance Level (shown on BAF)

Red

Legal implications, regulatory and
consultation requirements

None

Date:

24 June 2014

REPORT TO THE TRUST BOARD (Part 1 – Public)

X

Amber

X

Green

X

Completed by: Brian Johnston
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BAF Status Report
Principal Risk Status

RED
AMBER
GREEN

72

Principal Risks:

78

Aligned Risk Register
Risks:

CSF Status by Executive Lead

GREEN

60

AMBER

RED

40
20
0

CX

EDoF

EDoTI

EDoNW

EMD

CS&FT

Strategic Objective & Critical Success Factor Status Overview
Principal Risks Status by CSF
0

SO 1
SO 2
SO 3
SO 4
SO 5

5

10

15

CSF1
CSF2
CSF3
CSF4
CSF5
CSF6
CSF7
CSF8
CSF9
CSF10

20

Controls Assurance by CSF
0

Assurance Status

BAF
Increased Scores

0
Reduced Scores

8

5

10

15

Risk Register Status by CSF
0

5

10

15

20

25

RED
AMBER
GREEN

Commentary
Principal Risks:
8 Principal Risks are recommended for changes from Amber to Green
3 New Risks, 2 of which are rated Red:
Ref. Directorate Title
612 Acute
Homecare Medicines
613 Acute
Switchboard Database
614 Acute
Siemens Control Panel for Switchboard
Changes to previously notified Risk scores since the last report:
493 Change from Red to Amber - Fire Compartments
514 Increase in Red rating level - Bed capacity

Recommended changes to BAF assurance ratings, NEW BAF entries, Risk Scores and identification of NEW risks

Ref.

Exec Lead

Title/Description

CSF2.18

EDoNW

2.18 (10.19) Increasing levels of harm with increasing levels of severity (Q32)
Executive Director of Nursing & Workforce/Company Secretary

CSF3.8

EDoTI

CSF3.10

CSF7.11

Assurance Rating
Current Change to
Amber

Green

3.8 (9.40) The IBP does not include a benchmark of the Trust’s performance against other providers (O30)
Director of Planning, ICT & Integration

Amber

Green

EDoTI

3.10 (9.42) The Board and the IBP assumes a steady state with no change in services provided (O33)
Chief Executive

Amber

Green

EDoF;
EDoNW

7.11 (5.16) CIPs have not been tested against any economy QIPP schemes within commissioner financial plans
(and specifically Level 1 Schemes) (F19)
Executive Director of Finance

Amber

Green

CSF9.16

EDoNW;
EMD

9.16 (4.6/9.53) Key gaps at Board level positions identified (O43)
Chief Executive

Amber

Green

CSF10.5

EDoNW

10.5 (10.7) The Board is relatively new or has a high turnover of members (Q16)
Chief Executive

Amber

Green

CSF10.21

EDoNW

10.21 (10.63) The Board’s annual programme of work does not set aside time for the Board to consider
environmental and strategic risks to the Trust and downside scenario planning (B30)
Company Secretary

Amber

Green

EDoNW

10.26 (10.32) There has been a high turnover in Board membership in the previous two years (i.e. 50% or more of
the Board are new compared to two years ago) (B17)
Chief Executive/Company Secretary

Amber

Green

20

12

16

20

16

16

16

16

9

9

CSF10.26

CSF8 493 - 1 EDoTI
CSF5 514 - 1 EDONW
CSF8 613 - 1 EDONW
CSF5 614 - 1 EDONW
CSF5 612 - 1 EDONW

FIRE COMPARTMENTS - CAUSE AND EFFECT OF FIRE ALARM SYSTEM
RISK DUE TO BED CAPACITY PROBLEMS (BAF 2.22 & 6.12)
SWITCHBOARD DATABASE
SWITCHBOARD - SIEMENS CONSOLE PROGRAMME
HOMECARE MEDICINES

(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
securing delivery of the objective?)

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

(Where can the board gain evidence that our
(Actual evidence that our controls/systems
controls/ systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective and the objective is being
are effective)
achieved)

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put
controls/ systems in place)

Last updated: 23.06.2014
Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to
provide evidence that our
controls/ systems are
effective)

Controls in Place

IOW NHS TRUST: RED/AMBER RATED RISKS - CHANGED ASSURANCE RATING
Assurance Level

End of Year RS

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

Mid year RS

Principal Risks

Initial RS

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK: For consideration at Trust Board 2.07.2014

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls/Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committees:
Objective 1 - QUALITY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 2 - CLINICAL STRATEGY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 3 - RESILIENCE - Trust Executive Committee
Objective 4 - PRODUCTIVITY - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Objective 5 - WORKFORCE - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee

Strategic Objective 1: QUALITY - To achieve the highest possible quality standards for our patients in terms of outcomes, safety and positive experience of care
Exec Sponsor: Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce

Critical Success Factor CSF2
Lead: Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce
Improve clinical effectiveness, safety and outcomes for our patients
Links to CQC Regulations: 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23

2.18 (10.19) Increasing levels of harm
with increasing levels of severity (Q32)
Executive Director of Nursing &
Workforce/Company Secretary

9

Regular monitoring and reporting of incidents by level of severity
- less than 3% of incidents scored as major or catastrophic in
2010/11 (145 0f 5349)
Hotline reports reviewed at EDNW meetings weekly
Quarterly review of serious harm and never event incidents by
QCPC
Dashboard completed. Ongoing monitoring in place and
will be continued.

MEASURES:
VTE compliance
HAPPI audit results
HMSR stats.
Pressure Ulcer indicators
CQUIN outcomes
MRSA and Cdiff stats.
Approved departmental clinical governance plans:
- National performance targets
- Participation in screening programmes
- Participation in Health improvement programmes for children and young people

National Patient safety Agency reports
Datix reports
Governance and Assurance reports
Risk Management Committee minutes
QCPC minutes

Quality report to Board monthly

TARGETS:
Board approved quality account within DH deadline
90% compliance against all HAPPI indicators
Zero MRSA cases in 2014/15
Achieve rebased HMSR and SHMI of <108 by end March 2015
Zero Grade 4 pressure ulcers in a hospital setting
50% reduction in grades 1,2 and 3 pressure ulcers in hospital setting, from a 2013/14 baseline
25% reduction in overall incidence of patients developing pressure ulcers in hospital
50% reduction in grades 1 to 4 pressure ulcers in a community setting, from a 2013/14 baseline
Centralise PALS service by 31st May 2014
Trust-wide action plan (from national patient/staff surveys) developed by 31st May 2014
Ward Boards in place in all identified areas by 31st December 2014
10% reduction in hospital led outpatient cancellations from a 2013/14 baseline
100% achievement of CQUINS
>95% VTE assessments throughout 2014/15

Green

Alan Sheward/Sarah Johnston
Update April 2013: Real time dashboard required to be able to assess increased harm risk
Update July 2013: Dashboard to 25th July development day. Pressure Ulcer review group in
place.
Update September 2013: Number of incidents converting to high risk reviewed at QCPC.
Update November 2013: Real-time dashboard available and implementation ongoing.
Update February 2014: Dashboard development ongoing
Update April 2014: Dashboard development ongoing. Near miss Never Events relating to
retained foreign objects/ packs needs further review which will be commissioned.
Update June 2014: Dashboard completed. Ongoing monitoring in place and will be
continued. Action complete
Recommend change of assurance rating to Green

Principal Objective 2: CLINICAL STRATEGY - To deliver the Trust’s clinical strategy, integrating service delivery within our organisation and with our partners, and providing services locally wherever clinically appropriate and cost effective
Exec Sponsor: Executive Medical Director
Critical success factor CSF3
Lead: Executive Director of Transformation and Integration/ Executive Medical Director/ Executive Director of
Nursing and Workforce
Continuously develop and successfully implement our Integrated Business Plan
Links to CQC Regulations: 10, 22

3.8 (9.40) The IBP does not include a
benchmark of the Trust’s performance
against other providers (O30)
Executive Director of Transformation and
Integration

3

The IBP provides a comprehensive summary of the Trusts
FT Programme Board and IBP chapter 4 which will be
performance against other NHS providers. Through the market mapped to Chapter 5.
assessment, the Trust has highlighted key areas of strength
demonstrated and opportunity and equally the areas where
there is scope for improvement and/or potential threat from other
providers.
Integrated Business Plan - June 14 version
Benchmarking data in monthly Board reports and included
in latest IBP submission - June 2014
2 comparitor organisations included in IBP

MEASURES:
Integrated Trust Business plan
Directorate business plans
National key performance targets

TARGETS:
Integrated Business Plan approved by June 2014
Directorate Business Plans agreed by
Meeting NHS outcomes framework plans by the year end
Achievement of CIP schemes

Green

Benchmarking data included within Market Assessment document. Will need to review
regularly in line with other benchmarking exercises. NHS Benchmarking - Link with
PIDS/PMO.
Andy Heyes/Martin Robinson
Update April 2013: Benchmarking data now in monthly Board reports. TDA plan identified
areas for improvement.
Update June 2013: to be updated again in August 13 submission of IBP
Update October 2013: Benchmarking data in November update of IBP
Update March 2014: Checking data all up to date by April 14 - Martin Robinson leading.
Update April 2014: (MR) Data to be updated across the board once financial year closed (for
activity etc)
Update May 2014: All progressing well
Update June 2014: Benchmarking data included in latest IBP submission - June 2014.
Action complete
Recommend change of assurance rating to Green

Green

Andy Heyes/Mark Pugh
Update May 2013: Draft clinical strategy with Directorates prior to Trust Board. Separate
disinvestment plan to be developed.
Update August 2013: Clinical strategy will be updated again for the next IBP submission
Update October 2013: Clinical strategy out for consultation and will be discussed at
stakeholder engagement strategy meeting on 8th November
Update December 2013: Clinical strategy due to be finalised 01/14 for dissemination to
stakeholders.
Update February 2014: 6 week clinical engagement strategy to follow, with both internal and
external stakeholders.
Update April 2014: Following feedback from original strategy we are now working on an
updated version for external stakeholders and working up some ' examples ' for both internal
and external communication.
Update June 2014: Clinical strategy updated in line with feedback and CCG support for
strategy received. Action complete
Recommend change of assurance rating to green

Market assessment material, JSNA, PH data and
ONS

Integrated Business Plan - June 14 version

SWOT analysis undertaken

3.10 (9.42) The Board and the IBP
assumes a steady state with no change in
services provided (O33)
Chief Executive

IBP development

10

Relatively similar services delivered differently in line with
clinical strategy

FT Programme Board

FT Programme Board
Integrated Business Plans approved by Board

Clinical strategy updated in line with feedback and CCG
support for strategy received.
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(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
securing delivery of the objective?)

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

(Where can the board gain evidence that our
(Actual evidence that our controls/systems
controls/ systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective and the objective is being
are effective)
achieved)

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put
controls/ systems in place)

Last updated: 23.06.2014
Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to
provide evidence that our
controls/ systems are
effective)

Controls in Place

IOW NHS TRUST: RED/AMBER RATED RISKS - CHANGED ASSURANCE RATING
Assurance Level

End of Year RS

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

Mid year RS

Principal Risks

Initial RS

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK: For consideration at Trust Board 2.07.2014

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls/Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committees:
Objective 1 - QUALITY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 2 - CLINICAL STRATEGY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 3 - RESILIENCE - Trust Executive Committee
Objective 4 - PRODUCTIVITY - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Objective 5 - WORKFORCE - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee

Principal Objective 4: PRODUCTIVITY - To improve the productivity and efficiency of the Trust, building greater financial sustainability within the local health and social care economy
Exec Sponsor: Executive Director of Finance
Critical success factor CSF7
Leads: Executive Director of Finance, Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce
Improve value for money and generate our planned surplus whilst maintaining or improving quality
Links to CQC Regulations: 24

7.11 (5.16) CIPs have not been tested
against any economy QIPP schemes
within commissioner financial plans (and
specifically Level 1 Schemes) (F19)
Executive Director of Finance

There are clear plans in place to support the achievement of
economy QIPP schemes.

6

QIPP plans and supporting documentation. Trust Board
Papers and Sub-Committee Papers. Year end QIPP
The Trust is actively involved with the local CCG during the
and current year projected results
business planning cycle to ensure QIPP & CIP plans are
fully aligned & their validity in the health economy.

MEASURES:
Achievement of revenue financial plan
Achievement of capital financial plan
Achievement of cash plan
Achievement of surplus position
Achievement of recurrent CIP plan
Satisfactory Internal & External Audit Reports

QIPP plans and supporting documentation.
Trust Board Papers and Sub-Committee Papers.
Year end QIPP and current year projected
results.
QIPP procedures and processes.

Green

TARGETS:
£170m income 31/03/15
£7.460m capital Resource Limit
£5.407m 31/03/15
Surplus of £1.7m 31/03//15
Target of £8.998m 31/03/15
Positive annual reports from Internal & External audit
Chris Palmer/Dave Arnold(04/13-03/14)/Donna Collins (until 03/14)/ Kevin Curnow (from 04/14)
Update August 2013: (DA) 2013/14 CIPs being checked for robustness through Action Week 15-19 July 2013 with
ongoing work to bridge the gap.
Update September 2013: (DA) Donna Collins has new Service Transformation Team in place. Further updates to
come from DC.
Update October 2013: (DC) Programme Management Plan for Transformation & QIPP approved October 2013,
highlighting roles and responsibilities.
Update December 2014: (DC) CCG response re community to be considered along with IWC 6.01.14.
Update February 2014: (DC) Better Care Fund meeting established looking at joint programme with IWC and
CCG, led by Gillian Baker. Draft proposal in place.
Update April 2014: QIPP plans have been signed off as part of contract agreement with CCG. QIAs for CIP
schemes have been shared with CCG to mitigate any crossover.
Update May 2014: (KC) QIPP schemes monitored in line with directorate SLA meetings in 2014/15. Action
complete
Recommend change of assurance rating to Green

Principal Objective 5: WORKFORCE - To develop our people, culture and workforce competencies to implement our vision and clinical strategy, engendering a sense of pride amongst staff in the work they do and services provided and
positioning the Trust as an employer of choice
Executive Sponsors: Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce Executive Medical Director
MEASURES:
TARGETS:
Critical success factor CSF9
Leads: Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce, Executive Medical Director
Redesign our workforce so people of the right attitude, skills and capabilities are in the right places at the right
time to deliver high quality patient care
Links to CQC Regulations: 15, 22, 24

9.16 (4.6/9.53) Key gaps at Board level
positions identified (O43)
Chief Executive

5

Interim arrangements in place for development of IBP
Board Leadership and development programme in place
Trust has secured KPMG to deliver Board leadership and
Development Plan
EDTI appointment made - starts July 2014 Financial advisor
to the Board also appointed - commencing end June 2014.
All Board positions now filled

Remcomm minutes and Board Performance
Recruitment Programme for Chief Executive and
Director of Strategy agreed with Remcomm and Board Report

Critical success factor CSF10
Lead: Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce
Develop our organisational culture, processes and capabilities to be an outstanding organisation and employer
of choice
Links to CQC Regulations: 9, 10 , 17

10.5 (10.7) The Board is relatively new or
has a high turnover of members (Q16)
Chief Executive

The board retains strong links to the memory of the organisation
The board retains a perspective on previous quality performance

8

New board members are currently linked up with longstanding others to support induction

Workforce productivity measures including:
Staff Turnover
Safe staffing levels
Bank and agency usage
Mandatory Training compliance

Board composition / profile

Green

MEASURES:
Monitor ratings for governance, including quality and finance
Board Development
Stakeholder engagement
Organisational Thermometer
Staff survey results
Staff raising concerns
Staff friends and family test

Board composition / profile
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Green

Meet workforce strategy KPI's
- Long term sickness rates under 1.2% by 31/3/15
- Short term sickness rates under 1.6% by 31/3/15
- 98% staff appraisals undertaken period 1/4/14 - 31/3/15
- reduction in bank/agency costs to <£250K by 31/3/14
-100% staff fully compliant with mandatory training at some point within the year 1/4/14 -31/3/15
- staff turnover under 4.5% by 31/3/15
- achieve 80% actual against plan for safe staffing levels by March 2015

Director of Strategy Consultation underway, followed by recruitment
Karen Baker/Mark Price
Update February 2014: NED with finance experience left July 2013. DoSP&CD left in
October 2013. Interim Exec Andy Heyes appointed December 2013. Interviews for Exec
Director of Transformation and Integration sheduled this month.
Change of assurance rating from Green to Amber approved February 2014
Update March 2014: Recruiting NED with financial qualification. Currently out to advert interviews April 14. Also recruiting Executrive Director of Transformation and Integration.
Update May 2014: EDTI interviews now scheduled for 23.05.14
Update June 2014: EDTI appointment made - starts July 2014 Financial advisor to the
Board also appointed - commencing end June 2014. All Board positions now filled
Recommend change of assurance rating to Green

TARGETS:
Achieve top Monitor ratings for governance by March 2015
Achieve 25% response rate in staff friends and family test results by March 2015
Percentage of vacancies to be under 11.7% by 31/3/15
Staff survey results for 14/15 show better outcomes than results for 13/14:
- survey response rate over 60% in 2014/15
- Over 60% of staff would recommend the Trust as a place to work
- Over 93% of staff feel satisfied with the quality of patient care they deliver
- Over 60% of staff would be happy for us to provide care to a relative or friend
Review NED induction programme to address this issue
Mark Price
Update May 2013: All in place for new NED starting May 2013.
Update July 2013: One NED resigned recently (NW) and new appointment underway. Overall
turnover remains low.
Update October 2013: Plan to replace EDSCD in place
Update December 2013: A second NED recently resigned and 3 new designate NEDS
starting January 2014. However we still do not see this as meaning we have a high turnover
of board members.
Update June 2014: 2 designates now appointed as substantive NEDs. Induction/ seminars/
social events for new NEDs in place. Action complete
Recommend change of assurance rating to Green

Enc S2 - BAF 2014 15 TRUST BOARD 140702 Part I Data

10.21 (10.63) The Board’s annual
programme of work does not set aside
time for the Board to consider
environmental and strategic risks to the
Trust and downside scenario planning
(B30)
Company Secretary

10.26 (10.32) There has been a high
turnover in Board membership in the
previous two years (i.e. 50% or more of
the Board are new compared to two years
ago) (B17)
Chief Executive/Company Secretary

Controls in Place
(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
securing delivery of the objective?)

The Boards annual programme of work sets aside time for the
Board to consider environmental and strategic risks to the Trust

8

Board forward plan in place which includes environmental
and strategic risks.

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

(Where can the board gain evidence that our
(Actual evidence that our controls/systems
controls/ systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective and the objective is being
are effective)
achieved)

Trust Executive Committee / Trust Board
BAF

BAF reports to Board

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put
controls/ systems in place)

Board minutes

Performance management and monitoring committees:
Objective 1 - QUALITY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 2 - CLINICAL STRATEGY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 3 - RESILIENCE - Trust Executive Committee
Objective 4 - PRODUCTIVITY - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Objective 5 - WORKFORCE - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee

Green

Green

Review Board turnover in 2013/14 to ensure we remain compliant
Karen Baker/Mark Price
Update October 2013: Turnover increased. Currently one ED vacancy.
Change of assurance rating from Green to Amber approved October 2013
Update January 2014: 3 designate NEDs commenced January 2014 to slot into future
vacancies as and when they occur. One of the designates will replace John Matthews at the
end of January 14. Out to advert for the new Executive Director of Transformation post and
have an interim director in place.
Update May 2014: EDTI interviews now scheduled for 23.05.14
Update June 2014: Board membership now complete. EDTI post appointed. David King/
Jane Tabor now recruited as substantive NEDs and Lizzie Peers commencing as nonexecutive financial advisor to the Board on 23/6/14. Action complete
Recommend change of assurance rating to Green

Appointment of designate NEDS

Board structure
Board membership now complete. EDTI post appointed.
Records of low turnover of Board members
David King/ Jane Tabor now recruited as substantial NEDs
and Lizzie Peers commencing as non-executive financial
advisor to the Board on 23/6/14.

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls/Assurances

Board needs to consider downside scenario planning and specifically the downside scenarios
that underpin the LTFM, including key mitigation plans and trigger points for deploying these
plans.
Karen Baker/Mark Price
Update May 2013: Annual programme of work for Board in development now.
Update June 2013: In final stages of completion by Company Secretary
Update July 2013: Forward work programme to Board seminar in July 13 and aiming to
approve by end August 13
Update September 2013: Now included in Board forward plan of work to be programmed in
at the best time in relation to strategy
Update November 2013: Downside scenarios discussed at Board seminars and
environmental and strategic risks included in board annual work programme. Strategic risks
revewed and updated for next IBP submission.
Update February 2014: Annual programme of work includes strategic risks and downside
scenarios
Update April 2014: Board review of external environment and strategic risks undertaken at
Board Seminar on 8th April 14
Update June 2014: Board forward plan in place which includes environmental and strategic
risks. Action complete
Recommend change of assurance rating to Green

Traditionally we have had a low turnover of board membership

12

Last updated: 23.06.2014
Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to
provide evidence that our
controls/ systems are
effective)

End of Year RS

Mid year RS

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

Initial RS

Principal Risks

Assurance Level

IOW NHS TRUST: RED/AMBER RATED RISKS - CHANGED ASSURANCE RATING

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK: For consideration at Trust Board 2.07.2014

Board Assurance Framework column headings: Guidance for completion and ongoing review (N.B. Refer to DoH publication 'Building an Assurance Framework' for further details)
Principal Risks: All risks which have the potential to threaten the achievement of the organisations principal objectives. Boards need to manage these principal risks rather than reacting to the consequences of risk exposure.
RISK LEVEL = S (Severity where 1 = insignificant; 2 = minor; 3=moderate; 4=major; 5=catastrophic) X L (Likelihood where 1=rare; =unlikely; 3=possible; 4=likely; 5=certain)= RS(Risk Score). Code score: 1-9 GREEN; 10-15 AMBER; 16+ RED
Controls in Place: To include all controls/systems in place to assist in the management of the principal risks and to secure the delivery of the objectives.
Assurances on Controls: Details of where the Board can find evidence that our controls/systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective. Assurances can be derived from independent sources/review e.g. CQC, NHSLA, internal and external audit; or non-independent sources e.g. clinical audit, internal management reports, performance reports, self assessment reports etc.
NB 1: All assurances to the board must be annotated to show whether they are POSITIVE (where the assurance evidences that we are reasonably managing our principal risks and the objectives are being delivered) or NEGATIVE (where the assurance suggests there are gaps in our controls and/or our assurances about our ability to achieve our principal objectives)
NB 2: Care should be taken about references to committee minutes as sources of assurance available to the board. In most cases it is the reports provided to those committees that should be cited as sources of assurance, together with the dates the reports were produced/ reviewed, rather than the minutes of the committee itself.
Assurance Level RAG ratings:
Effective controls in place and Board satisfied that appropriate positive assurances are available OR Effective controls in place with positive assurance available to Board and action plans in place which the Executive Lead is confident will be delivered on time = GREEN (+ add review date)
Effective controls mostly in place and some positive assurance available to the board . Action plans are in place to address any remaining controls/assurance gaps = AMBER
Effective controls may not be in place or may not be sufficient. Appropriate assurances are either not available to Board or the Exec Lead has ongoing concerns about the organisations ability to address the principal risks and/or achieve the objective = RED
(NB - Board will need to periodically review the GREEN controls/assurances to check that these remain current/satisfactory)
Gaps in Control: details of where we are failing to put controls/systems in place to manage the principal risks or where one or more of the key controls is proving to be ineffective.
Gaps in Assurance: details of where there is a lack of board assurance, either positive or negative, about the effectiveness of one or more of the controls in place. This may be as a result of lack of relevant reviews, concerns about the scope or depth of any reviews that have taken place or lack of appropriate information available to the board.
Action Plans: To include details of all plans in place, or being put in place, to manage/control the principal risks and/or to provide suitable assurances to the board. NB: All action plans to include review dates (to enable ongoing monitoring by the board or designated sub-committee) and expected completion dates (to ensure controls/assurances will be put in place and made available in a timely manner)
Assurance Framework 2013/14 working document - August 2013. Guidance last updated December 2009.
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RISKS ADDED SINCE 16.05.2014

BOARD ASSURANCE REPORT

ID

Source

DIR

Risk
Subtype

Opened

Anticipated
Target/
Completion
date

Title

612

ACUTE

PATEXP 02/06/14 31/12/14

HOMECARE
MEDICINES

613

ACUTE

QCE

02/06/14 30/09/14

614

ACUTE

QCE

02/06/14 30/09/14

Resp
GHW

Description

Rating
Rating
(current
(initial)
)

Last updated: 23.06.2014

RAG

Status of Controls in Place

Adequacy
of controls

Action summary

Description (Action Plan)

Exec
Director

* Currently 200 patients from St Mary's are
receiving their medication via Homecare
company, spend in excess of £1.5million per
year, VAT savings of £364K.
* In December 2013 a major home healthcare
service provider withdrew from the market
causing transitional issues as patients were
transferred to new providers and increasing
pressure on existing suppliers.
* Reports of failure to supply homecare
medicines and products on time has increased
significantly, resulting in an increased risk to
patients of medicine doses being omitted or
delayed.
* If the Homecare company is unable to
continue with the current demand, supplying of
medication to return to pharmacy department,
increasing dispensary workload and the
requirement in nursing time, counselling and
training patients to self inject.

9

9

LOW

Currently we are monitoring the situation closely. We have not
experienced as many problems as some of the other local trusts as
we have small patients numbers receiving homecare supplies. Our
main issue with the company is their delivery method. A recent
changeover of delivery supplier and computer glitch caused delivery
delays but the homecare company are addressing this. We have
decided to stop registering any new patients until the company has
sorted out the current issue. All new patients will be dispensed
through the pharmacy department (but registered with the Homecare
supplier for future deliveries), we currently have a maximum of 1 or 2
new patients a week.
Not registering new patients with homecare will be a temporary
measure and it is hoped that we will return to normal homecare
services within the next few months, when we receive assurance
from the homecare provider that they can guarantee their service.
There is a long term risk of homecare companies being unable to
cope with the increased demands placed on them and the risk of
further homecare providers withdrawing from the market.
It these medications are returned to in house dispensing the VAT
avoidance for CCGs will be lost with a potential cost impact of
£350K/year.

A

02.06.14 Approved by RMC via
voting button 21.05.14.

3 Action Points:
Keep clinicians and
prescribers updated with
current situation;
Alert all clinicians and
prescribers to this change;
All new patients will be
dispensed through
Pharmacy.

EDONW

SWITCHBOAR CS
D DATABASE

* Inability for Switchboard personnel to update
the main database, due to it not saving
effectively.
* Inaccurate department/personnel information
recorded on the database.
* Time lapse in information being updated
means that the database falls further behind.

16

16

HIGH

None

U

02.06.14 Approved by RMC via
voting buttons 21.05.14.

3 Action Points:
EDONW
Implementation of the
database system;
Training of staff members in
the use of the system;
Procurement of database
system adequate to handle
the needs of the Trust, in
conjunction with the Trust IT
Department.

SWITCHBOAR CS
D - SIEMENS
CONSOLE
PROGRAMME

* The Siemens console programme (the
software that enables the connection between
the hospital switchboard and Trust
departments) has been altered from the
purchased system and is therefore not
supported by Siemens.
* There is no maintenance agreement for this
system and no way of restoring the software,
should there be a system failure.
* There is no support within the current Trust
IT department for this system as it has been
developed beyond the originally purchased
software by a previous employee.

16

16

HIGH

None

U

02.06.14 Approved by RMC via
voting button 21.05.14.

3 Action Points:
Installation of software and
staff training;
Familiarisation from the IT
department with the system
within the switchboard set
up, to build resilience;
Purchase of software to
include support from the
software provider.

EDONW

Key for Assurance Level for Risk Register Entries: GREEN - A adequate controls; AMBER - I inadequate controls; RED - U uncontrolled risks
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CHANGED RISK RATINGS SINCE 16.05.2014

BOARD ASSURANCE REPORT

ID

Source

DIR

Risk
Subtype

Opened

Anticipated
Target/
Completion
date

Title

Resp

Description

Rating
(initial)

Rating
(current)

RAG

Status of Controls in Place

Last updated: 23.06.2014

Adequacy
of
controls

Action summary

Exec
Description (Action Director
Plan)

493 RA

CORPRI GOVCOM 23/01/12

30/06/14

FIRE
AHE
COMPARTMENTS CAUSE AND EFFECT
OF FIRE ALARM
SYSTEM

-

HSE non-compliance
Fire legislation non-compliance
Patient safety risk
Employers liability risk

20

12

MOD * Some devices work, most work in the
inpatient area.
* Manually close fire doors on fire alarm
activation.

I

28.05.14 Update from MK. Majority of the cause and effect works has been
completed. The outstanding work is due to be completed by 30.05.14.
(scoring to be reduced to 12)

3 areas of work
EDoTI
now completed; 3
remain outstanding

514 EB

ACUTE

30/06/14

RISK DUE TO BED
CAPACITY
PROBLEMS (BAF
2.22 & 6.12)

* inability to meet national targets
* Infection control risks
* Mixed sex ward breaches
* Patients in inappropriate wards for
their care needs

20

20

HIGH * Patient flow work programme in place
* Constant and ongoing review by Bed
Management Team

I

22.04.13 Patient Flow Project commenced awaiting outcomes. (RB).
Reviewed at QRPSG 17/04/14 Re-scored to 16. Daily meetings continue at
times of pressure. Side rooms remain a problem. Weekly operational
meetings established.(RB)
28/05/14 Discussed at board need to increase score back to 20 - agreed with
DM

3 areas of work
completed; 1
remains
outstanding

PATSAF

22/08/12

DMA

EDONM

Implement service
redesign as per the
Transformation
Programme
workstream for
hospital redesign.

Key for Assurance Level for Risk Register Entries: GREEN - A adequate controls; AMBER - I inadequate controls; RED - U uncontrolled risks

Enc S2 - BAF 2014 15 TRUST BOARD 140702 Part I Data/Change to Risk Scoring

IOW NHS TRUST: RED/AMBER RATED RISKS

(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
securing delivery of the objective?)

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

(Where can the board gain evidence that our
(Actual evidence that our controls/systems
controls/ systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective and the objective is being
are effective)
achieved)

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put
controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to
provide evidence that our
controls/ systems are
effective)

Controls in Place

Last updated: 12:00 24.06.2014

Assurance Level

End of Year RS

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

Mid year RS

Principal Risks

Initial RS

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK: For approval at Trust Board 2.07.2014

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls/Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committees:
Objective 1 - QUALITY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 2 - CLINICAL STRATEGY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 3 - RESILIENCE - Trust Executive Committee
Objective 4 - PRODUCTIVITY - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Objective 5 - WORKFORCE - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee

Strategic Objective 1: QUALITY - To achieve the highest possible quality standards for our patients in terms of outcomes, safety and positive experience of care
Exec Sponsor: Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce
Critical Success Factor CSF1
Lead: Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce
Improve the experience and satisfaction of our patients, their carers, our partners and staff
Links to CQC Regulations: 9, 12, 17, 19, 21, 22, 23

1.1 There is a failure to understand the
root causes of complaints (Q36)
Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce

1.5 (10.27) There are high levels of
incidents, complaints and claims with the
same or similar causal factors. (Q59)
Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce/ Company Secretary

4

8

All complaints are subject to Root Cause Analysis
Complaints information relating to individual consultants is used
as part of appraisal
Qualitative and quantitative reports produced on a monthly basis
Review by QCPC/Review by Board/ Execs
Good high level review: review by staff less good

Incident trend reports produced and reviewed regularly
Complaints reports including causal factors reviewed monthly
Claims reports produced and reviewed regularly
Learning lessons newsletters circulated to all staff quarterly

Critical Success Factor CSF2
Lead: Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce
Improve clinical effectiveness, safety and outcomes for our patients
Links to CQC Regulations: 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23

2.6 (2.10) The Trust cannot demonstrate
an aggregated understanding of similar
causal factor incidents by service line and
individual (Q33)
Company Secretary

12

Datix risk management system for reporting and recording of
incidents enables reporting by service and individual.
Trend reports by incident type and by ward / department
produced monthly / quarterly.
All Serious incident ( SIRIs ) investigations include a full root
cause analysis
Gathered by Clinical Governance - DATIX
Review by BJ

Complaints reports to Board via Quality Report
Quarterly G&A reports to TEC and Directorate Boards
Review at high level
Check trends - review SHA trends

Governance and Assurance reports
Risk Management Committee minutes
QCPC minutes
SIRI reports and action plans

MEASURES:
Improved patient and staff survey results
Complaints/concerns from patients/carers and staff
Compliments from patients/carers and staff
CQC inspection/Trust inspection outcomes
Culture, Health and Wellbeing strategy objectives achieved
No service disruption occurs if Major incident or Business Continuity Plans
are invoked
Friends and Family test results
Staff Friends and Family test results

Complaints reports to Board via Quality Report
(Monthly)
QCPC - review at Board

NHSLA level 1 accreditation

Amber

RCA section of incident report

Amber is not well used by staff

MEASURES:
VTE compliance
HAPPI audit results
HMSR stats.
Pressure Ulcer indicators
CQUIN outcomes
MRSA and Cdiff stats.
Approved departmental clinical governance plans:
- National performance targets
- Participation in screening programmes
- Participation in Health improvement programmes for children and young people

Learning Lessons newsletters
Directorate Board reports
Risk management Committee
SIM review
QCPC - DATIX review by occurrence

NHSLA level 1 accreditation
QCPC Minutes
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Lessons really learnt at ground level
and understanding of root causes.
Not fully compliant with National
Policy

Amber

TARGETS:
Patient and staff survey results for 14/15 show better outcomes than results for 13/14
Patient care complaints reduced by 10% on 2013/14
All CQC key domains / essential standards met
All services provided 365 days per year
Increased patient involvement evidenced
Achieve 30% response rate in patients friends and family test results by March 2015
Achieve 20% response rate in staff friends and family test results by March 2015
Greater alignment between patient and staff satisfaction

How do we know
lessons learnt

Review Trust wide process with each directorate for identifying root causes and learning
lessons
Alan Sheward
Update April 2013: Complaints process review underway from April 2013
Update June 2013: Review continues but in the meantime we have seen a reduction in the
numbers of complaints received.
Update August 2013: work ongoing - review again in 3 months
Update November 2013: Lessons learned process commenced
Update April 2014: Evidence now being seen at QCPC
Review date: July 2014
Consider options for improving the use of the RCA section of the incident report form,
including the option of making this a mandatory field.
Brian Johnston
Update May 2013: Contributory factors now a mandatory field for all reporters to complete
prior to submission of incident report form. Reports on same causal factor incidents should
be meaningful after 3 months data input.
Update November 2013: causal factor report being produced from the data submitted on
incident forms between April and September 2013
Update December 2013: Incident RCA draft report to Risk Management Committee for
review in January 2014
Update March 2014: Incident RCA monitoring is ongoing . Now need to determine how best
to use the data we are now collecting.
Update May 2014: Incident root cause monitoring is continuing. Now looking at how to
report by individual service areas.
Review date: August 2014

TARGETS:
Board approved quality account within DH deadline
90% compliance against all HAPPI indicators
Zero MRSA cases in 2014/15
Achieve rebased HMSR and SHMI of <108 by end March 2015
Zero Grade 4 pressure ulcers in a hospital setting
50% reduction in grades 1,2 and 3 pressure ulcers in hospital setting, from a 2013/14 baseline
25% reduction in overall incidence of patients developing pressure ulcers in hospital
50% reduction in grades 1 to 4 pressure ulcers in a community setting, from a 2013/14 baseline
Centralise PALS service by 31st May 2014
Trust-wide action plan (from national patient/staff surveys) developed by 31st May 2014
Ward Boards in place in all identified areas by 31st December 2014
10% reduction in hospital led outpatient cancellations from a 2013/14 baseline
100% achievement of CQUINS
>95% VTE assessments throughout 2014/15
Consider options for improving the use of the RCA section of the incident report form,
including the option of making this a mandatory field.
Brian Johnston
Update June 2013: RCA of incidents has now been running on the Datix system since March
13. Need 6 months of data before first outcome reports can be reviewed.
Update September 2013: First incident RCA report for period April - September being
prepared for review at RMC and QCPC
RCA section of incident report is not
Update December 2013: Incident RCA draft report to Risk Management Committee for
well used by staff
review in January 2014
Update March 2014: Incident RCA monitoring is ongoing . Now need to determine how best
to use the data we are now collecting.
Update May 2014: Incident root cause monitoring is continuing. Now looking at how to
report by individual service areas.
Review date: August 2014

Enc S3 - BAF and Risk Register 2014 15

IOW NHS TRUST: RED/AMBER RATED RISKS

2.8 (2.13) There are many repeated
incidents by type/ area and individual
(Q34)
Company Secretary/ Executive Director of
Nursing and Workforce/ Executive
Medical Director

2.9 (2.14) There are no service level
scorecards or dashboards which detail
performance against articulated goals
(Q35)
Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce

2.10 (2.15) External information on
quality does not automatically feed in
through the governance framework (Q40)
Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce

8

6

6

(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
securing delivery of the objective?)

Regular monitoring and reporting of incident trends
Monthly reports to Directorate Boards and Risk Management
Committee / Quality and Patient Safety Committee
RMC/QCPC promotes shared learning across the organisation
and quarterly ' learning lessons' newsletters produced.

Assurances on Controls

(Where can the board gain evidence that our
(Actual evidence that our controls/systems
controls/ systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective and the objective is being
are effective)
achieved)

Learning Lessons newsletters
Directorate Board reports
Risk management Committee minutes
QCPC minutes

Nursing Dashboard in place for Wards, include performance
against articulated goals including key quality indicators
Service level risk registers are in place which feed up into
directorate level risk registers which feeds up into the corporate
risk register
Directorate level dashboards are in place and a number of these QCPC
go down to service level
Ward Sisters attend a monthly meeting with Executive Director QCGC - minutes
of Nursing and Workforce to review performance against the
Nursing Dashboard
Incident reporting and alerting takes place in real time
Ward - score card
Then monitored

CQC QRP reports are shared when published
NCEPOD and CQC reports are shared via Quality and Patient
Safety Committee
QCPC - Exec - Trust Board

Positive Assurance to Board

QCPC
QCGC
Care Quality Commission QRPs

NHSLA level 1 accreditation

Monthly report to Board by Executive Director of
Nursing and Workforce
Board Performance Reports

Board Performance report monthly
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Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put
controls/ systems in place)

No local 'campaign' in place to

Amber support harm reduction

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to
provide evidence that our
controls/ systems are
effective)

Controls in Place

Last updated: 12:00 24.06.2014

Assurance Level

End of Year RS

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

Mid year RS

Principal Risks

Initial RS

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK: For approval at Trust Board 2.07.2014

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls/Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committees:
Objective 1 - QUALITY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 2 - CLINICAL STRATEGY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 3 - RESILIENCE - Trust Executive Committee
Objective 4 - PRODUCTIVITY - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Objective 5 - WORKFORCE - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Review at Quality and Clinical Performance Committee and agree current initiatives and
future plans
Sarah Johnston
Update April 2013: Better risk identification and ward assurance walkrounds/ dashboards.
Incidents are reviewed by area/type as part of this review. Will be further improved as nursing
directorate restructure will include lead nurse for quality and safety.
Update August 2013: Work in progress and aiming to complete restructure by September
2013. New post to be in place by December 2013
Update November 2013: Currently out to advert for the safety and experience lead nurse.
Update February 2014: Moved in to obtaining assurance via audit of lessons learned.
Update May 2014: Unable to recruit to new SEE lead nurse post. Six month secondment
opportunity to be explored and then post readvertised.
Review date: July 2014

Develop consultants dashboard
Mark Pugh
Update October 2013: Appraisal system in place and ongoing. Service level dashboards are
in development.
Update December 2013: Target for department level dashboard by end March 2014.
Update April 2014: Department level dashboards now in development - roll-out expected May
2014
Update June 2014: Balanced scorecard for department teams now in development
Review date: August 2014

Amber No community teams level quality
dashboard in place

Systems for monitoring NICE and

Amber NCPOD are not robust

Develop community teams dashboard
Sarah Johnston
Update April 2013: Now focusing on live dashboard for all areas. Development day on 25th
April will help to engage teams.
Update June 2013: Indicators set and PIDs developing dashboards for launch in July 2013
Update November 2013: Electronic dashboard is up and running - ongoing work on
implementation. Has been to Development Day.
Update February 2014: Quality dashboard incomplete on intranet but usable for acute areas.
Now on hold for new IT software 'clickview' - installation April and will then transfer over.
Update May 2014: Dashboard development ongoing
Review date: July 2014

Systems for monitoring NICE guidance, external reviews and enquiries to be strengthened
during 2013/14
Timetable of external reports to be established and early warning mechanism of external
reports for publication to be strengthened.
Sarah Johnston/Vanessa Flower
Update May 2013: Due to changes in committee structure this will need further review to
continue to strengthen the current process
Update October 2013: (VF) Meeting held this month to discuss current committee structure
and gaps in structure to allow a robust process for reviewing and monitoring outcomes of
NICE/ NCEPOD, and identifying the committee responsible for doing this. Work still ongoing
to review this and, until a decision is taken, this will remain an issue.
Update December 2013: (VF) A new committee is to be developed, Patient Safety,
Experience and Effectiveness, to ensure that the work of NICE and NCEPOD is presented
and reviewed as part of the Governance Framwork. This is stalled due to awaiting the
appointment of the PSEE triumvirate team.
Update February 2014: (VF) No change to above - awaiting staff appointments following
March 2014 interviews
Update April 2014: (VF) No change to the above. SEE interviews postponed until April 2014.
Update June 2014: (VF) Gap still remains for a robust system for monitoring and gaining
assurance in the management of NICE/ NCEPOD. Work currently underway to ensure that
new SEE committee, due to commence by end June 2014, picks this up. No lead for SEE
appointed as yet, but committee is to commence and oversee the work of the Quality
Governance Framework. Assurance will then be fed up to Q&CPC and TEC.
Review date: August 2014
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2.11 (2.17) There is a minimal and
disorganised quality audit plan with
unclear ownership at sub-committee and
divisional level (Q51)
Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce

2.13 (2.19) The Board have only a basic
understanding of this (as above) (Q52)
Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce

2.14 (2.21 ) Ensuring ongoing and
improved compliance with current and
emerging standards in relation to the
Health and Social Care Act and HCAI
Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce

6

3

12

(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
securing delivery of the objective?)

Audit plans in place within each clinical directorate
Good overall plan clearly allies with external drivers.
Developing Directorate ownership

Quality account
Performance Report

Detailed annual plan in place
ICC monitor infection rates for MRSA,C.diff and other HCAI's
Monitoring of saving lives audits in place
Infection control policies in place, monitored by ICC
Matrons Action Group monitor cleanliness
ICC review outcomes of RCA process from norovirus outbreaks,
C.diff death cases and MRSA cases to ensure lessons are
learned.
Policy in place for management of C.diff including antibiotic
prescribing and environmental cleanliness
Unannounced inspections by CN/DIPC & IPCNS team including
COO. Matrons, Ward Sisters & HOCS following up compliance
issues
Improved Happi - antibiotic prescribing scores

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

(Where can the board gain evidence that our
(Actual evidence that our controls/systems
controls/ systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective and the objective is being
are effective)
achieved)

QCPC minutes to Trust Board

QCPC
Quality account
Performance Reports

Monthly performance report to Board
ICC meets monthly to review actions
Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce / DIPC
provides quarterly updates to Board on wider IPC
issues and annual report (June/July)
PLACE Inspection : initial indications excellent

QCPC Minutes

Board Performance report monthly
Quality Account
QCPC minutes

Amber Evidence of re-audit

Need to have clear escalation

Amber framework

CQC unannounced inspections to White Lodge
and Sevenacres did not identify any issues
relating to HCAI and outcome 8
CQC visit to StMarys only picked up issues with
hand hygiene in MAAU and concerns with public
toilets - otherwise compliant.

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put
controls/ systems in place)

Amber

Gaps found in recent central
assessment:
- Risk to performance as 1 MRSA
case above agreed trajectory
- CD1 rates on trajectory

Water Safety Group established

Monthly quality monitoring via performance report

2.15 (2.23) Delivering improved patient
outcomes
Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce/ Executive Medical Director

2.17 (2.25) Meeting NICE guidelines and
technology appraisals
Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce

8

Monthly HSMR data into performance report from December
2011 onwards
Surgeons outcome data produced and available for review

9

Monitoring via Quality and Clinical Performance Committee

Monthly performance report to Board
Quality and Clinical Performance Committee
Quality Account reporting via performance report

QCPC review monthly all newly issued guidelines etc

Mortality information
Improvements in cardiac arrest rates
Low C.diff numbers compared to previous year
All reported to board regularly as part of monthly
performance report
Mortality presentation to Board - September 12

Quality reports to Board monthly
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Need to strengthen Ward to Board
reporting and sharing learning
lessons across sectors+

Amber PROMS data not currently part of
board reports

Amber

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to
provide evidence that our
controls/ systems are
effective)

Controls in Place

Last updated: 12:00 24.06.2014

Assurance Level

End of Year RS

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

Mid year RS

Principal Risks

Initial RS

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK: For approval at Trust Board 2.07.2014

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls/Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committees:
Objective 1 - QUALITY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 2 - CLINICAL STRATEGY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 3 - RESILIENCE - Trust Executive Committee
Objective 4 - PRODUCTIVITY - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Objective 5 - WORKFORCE - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Systems for tracking re-audits need to be reviewed
Links between audit plans and BAF need to be enhanced
Need more Directorate ownership
Mark Pugh/Sarah Johnston
Update May 2013: Audit plans and evidence of re-audits to be reviewed at Directorate
performance review meetings in June 2013
Update August 2013: Plans continuing on track. Quality Improvement Framework is further
supporting evidence.
Update November 2013: Re-audit evidence required so need to identify audit lead
Update February 2014: Nursing audits - review required following changes - not fully
understood - comms plan and review in progress
Update April 2014: Review of nursing audits underway. Clinical audit flagged as needing
more work to assure that Trust organisational priorities are being met via QCPC.
Update June 2014: New SEE committee will have a role to ensure the clinical audit cycle is
more effective with more evidence of the audit cycle, and more visibility.
Review date: August 2014
Need to develop an assurance and escalation framework for how the board seeks assurance
on quality, what it should expect to see and how to challenge it
Sarah Johnston
Update April 2013: Work ongoing to embed this process
Update June 2013: Quality account completed. Quality dashboard to be complete by July 13.
Update September 2013: Quality dashboard now due for completion October 2013.
Update February 2014: Board walkround report renewed for clarity. Special measures report
to QCPC in February.
Update March 2014: Set up a process for monitoring ward performance and escalating for
further review when required. Awaiting Clickview dashboard system.
Update May 2014: Dashboard development ongoing
Review date: July 2014
Alan Sheward
External review to be undertaken. Focus on 3 key areas of improvement. Additional support
to be put in place to achieve this.
Update April 2013: Transferring DIPC role to Exec Director of Nursing & Workforce
Update June 2013: DIPC role transferred as planned. Governance processes now under
review at IPCC.
Update August 2013: Progressing with action plan
Update October 2013: Work still ongoing
Update December 2013: MRSA remains at one case above Zero Target. CDI rates remain
within trajectory. IPC workplan being reviewed by newly appointed HCAI consultant. IPCC
TOR reviewed. HAPPI Audit process reviewed and updated. Water Safety Group established
and reporting into IPCC.
Update February 2014: 2nd MRSA case for 2013/14 which is disappointing. Reviewing
medical involvement in the identification of patients at risk. External review to provide
assurance - awaiting report .
Update April 2014: Still awaiting TDA report.
Update June 2014: TDA report received and for review at next IPCC meeting to agree action
plan and monitoring arrangements.
Review date: August 2014
Mark Pugh
Update April 2013: Sharing lessons is improving via Directorate Quality and Risk Groups,
and QCPC, however we do need to develop departmental level performance data.
Update September 2013: Surgeons outcome data now produced for review by Board. Also
completed GP survey results reviewed at Board.
Update November 2013: work ongoing
Update February 2014: Department by department clinical quality and performance report
coming to Board meeting in May 2014
Update June 2014: Balanced scorecard for department teams now in development
Review date: August 2014

Review and agree system for reporting on NICE guidelines and TAs and put in place.
Sarah Johnston/Vanessa Flower
Update April 2013: Future plan is to report NICE guidance to QCPC for assurance of
compliance, and action planning as appropriate.
Update August 2013: (VF) Work being undertaken to ensure that NICE guidance is reviewed
at Clinical Standards Group, for that committee to provide exception reports to QCPC.
Update November 2013: (VF) NICE guidance under review and to be managed as part of
No system currently in
SEE triumverate committee that is being developed.
place for reporting on
Update January 2014: (VF) The SEE triumvirate committee has yet to be established
NICE guideline
therefore there has been no change to this action. Until it is agreed which committee will
compliance
oversee NICE Guidance we cannot move this on, however, Quality Manager is reviewing
NICE process at present to ensure this is robust.
Update March 2014: There is no change to this as yet.
Update May 2014: New SEE Committee terms of reference currently being drafted and
finalised. Management and monitoring of NICE guidelines will be part of the responsibilities
of this group.
Review date: July 2014
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2.18 (10.19) Increasing levels of harm
with increasing levels of severity (Q32)
Executive Director of Nursing &
Workforce/Company Secretary

9

(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
securing delivery of the objective?)

Regular monitoring and reporting of incidents by level of severity
- less than 3% of incidents scored as major or catastrophic in
2010/11 (145 0f 5349)
Hotline reports reviewed at EDNW meetings weekly
Quarterly review of serious harm and never event incidents by
QCPC
Dashboard completed. Ongoing monitoring in place and
will be continued.

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

(Where can the board gain evidence that our
(Actual evidence that our controls/systems
controls/ systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective and the objective is being
are effective)
achieved)

National Patient safety Agency reports
Datix reports
Governance and Assurance reports
Risk Management Committee minutes
QCPC minutes

Quality report to Board monthly

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put
controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to
provide evidence that our
controls/ systems are
effective)

Controls in Place

Last updated: 12:00 24.06.2014

Assurance Level

End of Year RS

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

Mid year RS

Principal Risks

Initial RS

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK: For approval at Trust Board 2.07.2014

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls/Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committees:
Objective 1 - QUALITY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 2 - CLINICAL STRATEGY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 3 - RESILIENCE - Trust Executive Committee
Objective 4 - PRODUCTIVITY - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Objective 5 - WORKFORCE - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Alan Sheward/Sarah Johnston
Update April 2013: Real time dashboard required to be able to assess increased harm risk
Update July 2013: Dashboard to 25th July development day. Pressure Ulcer review group in
place.
Update September 2013: Number of incidents converting to high risk reviewed at QCPC.
Update November 2013: Real-time dashboard available and implementation ongoing.
Update February 2014: Dashboard development ongoing
Update April 2014: Dashboard development ongoing. Near miss Never Events relating to
retained foreign objects/ packs needs further review which will be commissioned.
Update June 2014: Dashboard completed. Ongoing monitoring in place and will be
continued. Action complete
Recommend change of assurance rating to Green

Green

Principal Objective 2: CLINICAL STRATEGY - To deliver the Trust’s clinical strategy, integrating service delivery within our organisation and with our partners, and providing services locally wherever clinically appropriate and cost effective
Exec Sponsor: Executive Medical Director
Critical success factor CSF3
Lead: Executive Director of Transformation and Integration/ Executive Medical Director/ Executive Director of
Nursing and Workforce
Continuously develop and successfully implement our Integrated Business Plan
Links to CQC Regulations: 10, 22

MEASURES:
Integrated Trust Business plan
Directorate business plans
National key performance targets

TARGETS:
Integrated Business Plan approved by June 2014
Directorate Business Plans agreed by
Meeting NHS outcomes framework plans by the year end
Achievement of CIP schemes

Monthly monitoring of Vital Signs

3.1 (3.8) Meeting all key provider targets,
achieving a minimum of upper quartile
performance
Executive Medical Director/ Executive
Director of Nursing and Workforce

3.5 (9.22) Lack of congruence/ alignment
between the IBP and the LTFM with
significant material inconsistencies (O16)
Executive Director of Transformation and
Integration/ FT Programme Director

3.8 (9.40) The IBP does not include a
benchmark of the Trust’s performance
against other providers (O30)
Director of Planning, ICT & Integration

6

10

Daily meeting to assess effectiveness of actions and to plan
corrective action to deliver the 18 week target

Monthly update to Execs

Monitoring via SCAN

Exception reporting

There will be clear alignment between capacity plans,
workforce, finance and quality from the IBP to the LTFM and
strict version control is already in place with notifications of any
changes and likely impact between IBP team and finance team. FT Programme Board, LTFM and IBP
LTFM/IBP and all supporting strategies aligned. Final
version IBP to SHA 31/1/13

3

The IBP provides a comprehensive summary of the Trusts
FT Programme Board and IBP chapter 4 which will be
performance against other NHS providers. Through the market mapped to Chapter 5.
assessment, the Trust has highlighted key areas of strength
demonstrated and opportunity and equally the areas where
there is scope for improvement and/or potential threat from other
providers.
Integrated Business Plan - June 14 version
Benchmarking data in monthly Board reports and included
in latest IBP submission - June 2014
2 comparitor organisations included in IBP

Monthly performance reports to Board (positive
reports)
Board report January 2013 included
benchmarking data

Weekly IBP meetings; Steering group (exec
level) and task & finish group.

Amber

Need to monitor this on
a continuous basis and
provide positive /
negative assurance in
a timely way to ensure
prompt actions are
taken as and when
appropriate

Maintain programme of ongoing monitoring and reporting in order to provide assurance of
current and ongoing performance
Alan Sheward/Mark Pugh
Continuous monitoring required during 2012/13 in order to provide ongoing assurance
Update April 2013: We now have directorate level MRSA and Cdiff targets in place for
2013/14
Update August 2013: 1x MRSA and 4x Cdiff for year to date
Update October 2013: On target and actions in place to address root causes
Update December 2013: Symptomatic breast screening not achieved for Q3 (should deliver
for Q4) and VTE targets not achieved. Actions plans in place.
Update February 2014: 18 weeks is top priority for the year end. A/E targets on track but
remain at Amber.
Update March 2014: All targets currently being delivered
Update May 2014: VTE targets now being achieved and this is expected to continue. Now
looking at setting up a RAG rating system for local performance against specific key targets 18 weeks, Cancer waits, A&E waits, MRSA, VTE etc
Review date: August 2014

Green

Final draft IBP to Board January 13

Market assessment material, JSNA, PH data and
ONS

Green
Integrated Business Plan - June 14 version
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Benchmarking data included within Market Assessment document. Will need to review
regularly in line with other benchmarking exercises. NHS Benchmarking - Link with
PIDS/PMO.
Andy Heyes/Martin Robinson
Update April 2013: Benchmarking data now in monthly Board reports. TDA plan identified
areas for improvement.
Update June 2013: to be updated again in August 13 submission of IBP
Update October 2013: Benchmarking data in November update of IBP
Update March 2014: Checking data all up to date by April 14 - Martin Robinson leading.
Update April 2014: (MR) Data to be updated across the board once financial year closed (for
activity etc)
Update May 2014: All progressing well
Update June 2014: Benchmarking data included in latest IBP submission - June 2014.
Action complete
Recommend change of assurance rating to Green

Enc S3 - BAF and Risk Register 2014 15

IOW NHS TRUST: RED/AMBER RATED RISKS

(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
securing delivery of the objective?)

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

(Where can the board gain evidence that our
(Actual evidence that our controls/systems
controls/ systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective and the objective is being
are effective)
achieved)

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put
controls/ systems in place)

10

Detailed 2 year plans in place to be aligned to IBP. Capital
and CIP plans in place for 2014/15. Five year IBP in place FT Programme Board
with LTFM underpinned by transformation programme with
appropriate allocations of CIPS and capital investment.
Matrix developed to provide high level information.

Clinical strategy approved by Trust Board August
2013

IBP development

10

Relatively similar services delivered differently in line with
clinical strategy

FT Programme Board

Green

Andy Heyes/Mark Pugh
Update May 2013: Draft clinical strategy with Directorates prior to Trust Board. Separate
disinvestment plan to be developed.
Update August 2013: Clinical strategy will be updated again for the next IBP submission
Update October 2013: Clinical strategy out for consultation and will be discussed at
stakeholder engagement strategy meeting on 8th November
Update December 2013: Clinical strategy due to be finalised 01/14 for dissemination to
stakeholders.
Update February 2014: 6 week clinical engagement strategy to follow, with both internal and
external stakeholders.
Update April 2014: Following feedback from original strategy we are now working on an
updated version for external stakeholders and working up some ' examples ' for both internal
and external communication.
Update June 2014: Clinical strategy updated in line with feedback and CCG support for
strategy received. Action complete
Recommend change of assurance rating to green

Amber disinvestment activity is required and

Develop investment/disinvestment strategy/plan
Mark Pugh/Andy Heyes/Sarah Johnston
Update April 2013: Estates Plan/Delivery Group in place. Aiming to complete clinical
strategy by May 2013.
Update June 2013: Disinvestment linked to financial downside and quality downside. Clinical
strategy in draft format for discussion at Board seminar at end June 13. Aiming to complete
by end July 13.
Update August 2013: Clinical Strategy presented to Board end July 2013
Update November 2013: Clinical strategy/Beyond Boundaries engagement day held for
senior managers and clinicians. Will be included in latest draft IBP together with latest
downside scenarios.
Update February 2014: 6 week clinical engagement strategy to follow, with both internal and
external stakeholders. Details of investment/ disinvestment activity to be captured in next
iteration of the IBP.
Update May 2014: Clinical Engagement Strategy rolling programme with GPs underway.
Monthly meetings with IWC set up to improve engagement.
Review date: July 2014

FT Programme Board
Integrated Business Plans approved by Board

Clinical strategy updated in line with feedback and CCG
support for strategy received.

3.11 (9.43) No reference is made to
service performance and quality of
service provision throughout the IBP
(O36)
Director of Planning, ICT & Integration

5

All service performance and quality improvement aspects are
consistent with the overall strategy of the Trust.

FT Programme Board

Service performance plans and quality
improvement plans
Version 3 of IBP

Critical success factor CSF4
Lead: Executive Director of Transformation and Integration/ Executive Medical Director/ Executive Director of Finance
Develop our relationships with key stakeholders to continually build on our integration across health and between health, social care and
the voluntary/third sector, collectively delivering a sustainable local system
Links to CQC Regulations:
21, 22, 23

4.1 (6.12) Make the best use of available
bed capacity
Executive Medical Director/ Executive
Director of Nursing and Workforce

Robust capacity plan in development

5

Twice daily email with bed usage across the Trust
Part of COO presentation to Board in January
2012

Clear role definition for Bed Management Team and increased
autonomy
Winter plan for beds for 2013/14 agreed at TEC

TEC minutes
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Performance management and monitoring committees:
Objective 1 - QUALITY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 2 - CLINICAL STRATEGY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 3 - RESILIENCE - Trust Executive Committee
Objective 4 - PRODUCTIVITY - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Objective 5 - WORKFORCE - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee

Green

SWOT analysis undertaken

3.10 (9.42) The Board and the IBP
assumes a steady state with no change in
services provided (O33)
Chief Executive

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls/Assurances

Ensure this is covered in the IBP. Matrix work underway across clinical directorates.
Mark Pugh/Andy Heyes
Update May 2013: Draft clinical strategy with Directorates prior to Trust Board. Separate disinvestment plan to
be developed.
Update September 2013: Clinical strategy presented to, and approved by Board and now out for wider
consultation prior to sign-off.
Update November 2013: Downside scenarios being developed for latest submission of IBP
Update February 2014: CIP plans presented for next 2 years. Capital investment pre-allocated to current business
cases as part of underpinning IBP. Will be solidified through IBP refresh.
Update March 2014: Detailed 2 year plans in place to be aligned to IBP. Capital and CIP plans in place for
2014/15. Five year IBP in place with LTFM underpinned by transformation programme with appropriate
allocations of CIPS and capital investment. Action Complete
Change of assurance rating to Green approved March 2014

Included in clincial strategy and partnership working sessions.

3.9 (9.41) There are no indications of
where the Trust will be planning to invest
or disinvest (O33)
Chief Executive

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to
provide evidence that our
controls/ systems are
effective)

Controls in Place

Last updated: 12:00 24.06.2014

Assurance Level

End of Year RS

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

Mid year RS

Principal Risks

Initial RS

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK: For approval at Trust Board 2.07.2014

Need to identify where investment /
to detail this throughout the IBP

MEASURES:
Internal SLA developments
Commercial business team performance
Contract Management team performance
Business development opportunities
Risk sharing arrangements
Number of formal partnerships in place

Occupancy levels for clinical areas
exceed 85%

Amber Team conflict around use of beds

during times of exceptionally high
activity

TARGETS:
Achievement of My Life a Full Life KPIs
Feasibility studies for identified business opportunities to be completed
Business cases for all agreed projects to be completed
All formal partnerships to have agreed terms of reference and joint objectives.

Karen Baker/Mark Pugh
Update June 2013: Work continuing on Patient Flow project. Business case for modelling
software. Ward level bed monitoring leading to real time data from January 2014
Update October 2013: Winter Plan for beds agreed at Trust Executive Committee
Update December 2013: Imminent roll out of real time bed state will deliver improved bed
capacity use.
Update March 2014: Not yet complete. Patient flow project ongoing.
Update May 2014: We have ring-fenced orthopaedic bed capacity and this is working well.
Better Hospital project underway - project includes monitoring bed capacity and space.
Review date: August 2014

Enc S3 - BAF and Risk Register 2014 15

IOW NHS TRUST: RED/AMBER RATED RISKS

(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
securing delivery of the objective?)

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

(Where can the board gain evidence that our
(Actual evidence that our controls/systems
controls/ systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective and the objective is being
are effective)
achieved)

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put
controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to
provide evidence that our
controls/ systems are
effective)

Controls in Place

Last updated: 12:00 24.06.2014

Assurance Level

End of Year RS

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

Mid year RS

Principal Risks

Initial RS

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK: For approval at Trust Board 2.07.2014

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls/Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committees:
Objective 1 - QUALITY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 2 - CLINICAL STRATEGY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 3 - RESILIENCE - Trust Executive Committee
Objective 4 - PRODUCTIVITY - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Objective 5 - WORKFORCE - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee

Principal Objective 3: RESILIENCE - Build the resilience of our services and organisation, through partnerships within the NHS, with social care and with the private and voluntary/ third sectors
Exec Sponsor: Chief Executive
Critical success factor CSF5
Lead: Executive Director of Transformation and Integration
Demonstrate robust linkages with our NHS partners, the local authority, the third sector and commercial entities
for the clear benefit of our patients
Links to CQC Regulations:

5.2 (2.28) Reducing the total number of
Elective and Non-Elective admissions
Executive Medical Director/ Executive
Director of Nursing and Workforce

5.3 (7.1) Having a commercial business
team will enable the creation of robust
strategic commercial partnerships and
deliver our business development and
planning processes
Chief Executive

5.4 (8.6) There are fractured links
between local providers and no
collaborative attempts to ensure quality
improvements (Q38)
Executive Medical Director/ Executive
Director of Nursing and Workforce

Urgent Care Hub development

9

10

6

Acute Care Project being managed with Prince 2 principles

Trust Board
Trust Executive Committee

MEASURES:
Enhanced procurement service with Solent Supplies
Volunteer working performance
IWC working partnership performance
EMH partnership performance
CCG partnership performance
Commercial Business team performance
PHT/UHS partnership performance

Monthly updates to Board on all admissions
Low level of Elective admissions per head of
population

Consultation paper agreed at Staff
Partnership Forum in June for new
directorate to be recruited to including
Interviews scheduled for 06/08/12 for Director
two new roles to the organisation: Head
post.
of Business Planning & Head of
Heads of Commercials and Planning now in post
Business Development & Client
Relations
Recruitment process in place for Director of
Strategic Planning & Commercial Development

There are good links across the local health
economy, as the organisation has been operating as
an integrated health organisation for some years.
This collaboration extends across primary care,
secondary care, community, public health and also
the local authority.

6.3 (9.65) The Trust does not have the
required governance and capacity/
capability to deliver (O54)
Company Secretary

10

Amber Work in progress but not finalised

Acute Assessment Unit developing
Karen Baker/Mark Pugh/Alan Sheward
Update May 2013: Now opened ambulatory care bads in MAAU and work ongoing to further
improve day case rates.
Update September 2013: Work ongoing, no further change
Update December 2013: GP working in ED project looking to reduce Acute admissions.
Update February 2014: Crisis response team now operational via the Hub. Data now
available to show reduced admissions.
Update April 2014: Comprehensive programmes of information/ data gathering are ongoing.
Review date: July 2014

Green

Recruitment to commercial/business directorate has been put on hold by CEO.
Andy Heyes
Update April 2013: Head of Planning starts in post 1st May 2013. Head of Commercials recruitment commencing
April 13.
Update July 2013: Head of Commercials starts 2nd September 13
Update October 2013: All up and running now and IBP plans in plans
Change of assurance rating to Green approved October 2013

Amber

Indicators to be developed and put in place for ongoing monitoring and review
Karen Baker
Update April 2013: Long term quality model being developed within the organisation. My Life
a Full Life KPIs being developed.
Update August 2013: Monthly System Reform Board meetings with Local Authority and CCG
are ongoing
Update November 2013: Draft vision statement for future of Trust services to Trust Board
November 13, then CCG Nov/Dec, then IWC January 14. Further detailed plans to follow.
Update January 2014: Now have 'signed-up' vision statement (Trust/LA/CCG). Action now is
to improve collaboration within Primary Care.
Update April 2014: Meeting held with GPs, and regular meetings held with CEO's of
Southampton, Portsmouth and Hampshire Trusts. Member of Medical Directors and Nurse
Directors Forum. Meeting held with IWC electoral representatives.
Review date: July 2014

CCG meetings, informal CCG, Health &
Wellbeing Board
Health and Social Care Integration
Board

Critical success factor CSF6
Lead: FT Programme Director
Develop our quality governance and financial management systems and processes to deliver performance that exceeds the standards set
down for Foundation Trusts
Links to CQC Regulations: 10, 15, 16
The Trust has the required governance capacity and capability
This is demonstrated through new structures and renewed focus
on finance and business activity, whilst putting quality at the
heart of everything we do.
FT Programme Director
Robust risk management and performance management
FT Programme Board
frameworks in place
Executive Director of Finance
Appointed full-time Company Secretary in line with FT/Monitor
guidance
FT Membership strategy

FT Programme Board minutes
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TARGETS:
Further evidence of clinical influence on non-pay spend by March 2015
All formal partnerships to have agreed terms of reference and joint objectives
All key partnerships meet their stated objectives and terms of reference
Ongoing delivery of existing partnerships

There is a need to develop a whole
system wide set of indicators which
are used and monitored to indicate
the 'health' of the whole system
across primary, secondary and social
care

MEASURES:
FT Milestones
CQC Inspection outcomes
CIPs/savings plans
LTFM
Board Governance

Amber

Robust plans needed outlining
membership, capacity, capability and
development programmes and how
relationship will operate between the
Governors and the Trust Board

TARGETS:
Integrated Business Plan and LTFM refresh to be submitted by end June 2014
CQC inspection outcome of either outstanding or good rating
Satisfactory 'Board to Board'

Action plan in place as part of FT Programme
Mark Price/Andy Hollebon
Update April 2013: Company Secretary now appointed
Update July 2013: Positive evidence continues through refresh of IBP at end August 13
Update September 2013: New deputy DOF and new Head of Commercials starting this
month. Membership numbers continue to increase.
Update November 2013: Deputy DOF and two other interim appointments in place. Interim
cover for EDSCD agreed and in place.
Update February 2014: Membership and engagement officer recruitment underway
Update April 2014: Recruitment process completed and appointment made
Update June 2014: New Executive Director of Transformation and Integration appointed and
starts July 14.
Review date: September 2014

Enc S3 - BAF and Risk Register 2014 15

IOW NHS TRUST: RED/AMBER RATED RISKS

6.5 (10.78) The Board has not yet
considered how best to communicate with
and engage the Council of Governors
(B37)
FT Programme Director

6.6 (10.79) The Board has not yet
considered how to elect, induct and
develop governors (B37)
FT Programme Director

(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
securing delivery of the objective?)

Assurances on Controls

(Where can the board gain evidence that our
(Actual evidence that our controls/systems
controls/ systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective and the objective is being
are effective)
achieved)

Nominations Committee formed - First meeting 10th July 12

8

Committee has considered proposals on membership and
Council of Governors

FT Performance Board

Proposals to FT day in July 12 and circulated to stakeholders

12

12

Draft FT Constitution and Governance Rationale approved by
Board January 13 as part of IBP submission

Proposals to FT day in July 12 and circulated to stakeholders

Positive Assurance to Board

FT Performance Board

Draft paper shared with Board member in
November 2011.

Draft paper shared with Board member in
November 2011.

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put
controls/ systems in place)

Amber

A plan is in place to form Council of
Governors which is representative of
staff/community served by Trust and
partner organisations. The Board has
considered the size of the CoG to
ensure it is not unwieldy and the
structure of the Council so as to
discharge its statutory duties. A
statement is in place setting out the
roles/responsibilities of CoG and how
these are distinct from, but
complementary to the
roles/responsibilities of the Board. It
also considers the roles of specific
groups of governors (e.g. staff
governors) and how they will be used
to best effect. The Board has a
Membership Strategy that describes
the number of members required, how
that target will be reached, how the
Trust will ensure that its membership
is representative and how the
membership will be maintained going
forward. The Board has a strategy for
engaging with its membership,
including describing the kinds of
issues it will consult with members on
and how the views of hard-to-reach
groups in the community will be
represented.

Amber

IBP submission approved by Board January 13

FT Performance Board

Draft paper shared with Board member in
November 2011.
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Amber

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to
provide evidence that our
controls/ systems are
effective)

Controls in Place

Last updated: 12:00 24.06.2014

Assurance Level

6.4 (10.77) The Board has not yet
considered the roles and responsibilities
of the Council of Governors (B37)
FT Programme Director

End of Year RS

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

Mid year RS

Principal Risks

Initial RS

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK: For approval at Trust Board 2.07.2014

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls/Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committees:
Objective 1 - QUALITY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 2 - CLINICAL STRATEGY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 3 - RESILIENCE - Trust Executive Committee
Objective 4 - PRODUCTIVITY - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Objective 5 - WORKFORCE - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee

The Council of Governors will be considered at the first meeting of the shadow Nominations
Committee now established in July.
Mark Price
Update July 2013: 9th July Board seminar discussion and actions agreed on CoG. Refreshed
IBP included updated CoG plans
Update September 2013: Governor development event planned for 30th September. Three
external governors attending to share best practice.
Update November 2013: Another CoG event planned for February 2014. Elections now likely
to be September 14 at the earliest.
Update February 2014: Another governor development session on 10/02/14 - for potential
staff governors.
Update April 2014: FT journey remains on track. Next steps CQC inspection visit in June 14
and Quality summit in August 14.
Update June 2014: Council of Governors discussion paper drafted for review by FT
Programme Board later this month. Process remains on track, now awaiting outcome of
CQC inspection.
Review date: September 2014

There are robust plans in place
to show how the Board will
communicate with and engage
governors, in particular, in the
areas of strategy development,
service change and quality
issues.

The Council of Governors will be considered at the first meeting of the shadow Nominations
Committee now established in July.
Mark Price
Update July 2013: 9th July Board seminar discussion and actions agreed on CoG. Refreshed
IBP included updated CoG plans.
Update September 2013: Governor development event planned for 30th September. Three
external governors attending to share best practice.
Update November 2013: Another CoG event planned for February 2014. Elections now likely
to be September 14 at the earliest.
Update February 2014: Elections now October 14 at the earliest
Update May 2014: No change, work ongoing.
Review date: August 2014

There are robust plans in place
to elect, induct and develop
governors once the Trust is
authorised.

The Council of Governors will be considered at the first meeting of the shadow Nominations
Committee now established in July.
Mark Price
Update July 2013: 9th July Board seminar discussion and actions agreed on CoG. Refreshed
IBP included updated CoG plans.
Update September 2013: Governor development event planned for 30th September. Three
external governors attending to share best practice.
Update November 2013: Another CoG event planned for February 2014. Elections now likely
to be September 14 at the earliest.
Update February 2014: Elections now October 14 at the earliest
Update May 2014: No change, work ongoing.
Review date: August 2014

Enc S3 - BAF and Risk Register 2014 15

IOW NHS TRUST: RED/AMBER RATED RISKS

(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
securing delivery of the objective?)

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

(Where can the board gain evidence that our
(Actual evidence that our controls/systems
controls/ systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective and the objective is being
are effective)
achieved)

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put
controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to
provide evidence that our
controls/ systems are
effective)

Controls in Place

Last updated: 12:00 24.06.2014

Assurance Level

End of Year RS

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

Mid year RS

Principal Risks

Initial RS

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK: For approval at Trust Board 2.07.2014

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls/Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committees:
Objective 1 - QUALITY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 2 - CLINICAL STRATEGY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 3 - RESILIENCE - Trust Executive Committee
Objective 4 - PRODUCTIVITY - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Objective 5 - WORKFORCE - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee

Principal Objective 4: PRODUCTIVITY - To improve the productivity and efficiency of the Trust, building greater financial sustainability within the local health and social care economy
Exec Sponsor: Executive Director of Finance
Critical success factor CSF7
Leads: Executive Director of Finance, Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce
Improve value for money and generate our planned surplus whilst maintaining or improving quality
Links to CQC Regulations: 24

7.3 (5.7) The Trust fails to achieve
against its CIP plan by > 15% of the initial
plan (F13)
Executive Director of Finance / Executive
Medical Director / Executive Director of
Nursing and Workforce

7.4 (5.8) There is no clinical engagement
in setting the financial and supporting CIP
plans (F14)
Executive Medical Director/ Executive
Director of Nursing and Workforce/
Executive Director of Finance

15

12

There is a track record of delivering against financial plans on a
comparative scale without compromising the Trust’s overall
objectives. The Board has taken action to address key financial
issues in previous years and is monitoring progress against
these. The Trust can demonstrate that key financial targets
have been met and there are no significant variances between
outturn and the annual financial plan. There are no significant
variances in the performance reported to the Board in the
current year against plan. The Trust has a good track record of
delivering >90% of CIP plans and can demonstrate that this has
predominantly been met through recurrent schemes
Detailed reporting of CIPS to Board
Best practice templates developed for 13/14 CIP process
QA of 13/14 schemes being undertaken
CIP plan expected to be achieved
LTFM/IBP and CIP plans aligned and updated on an
integrated basis.

Trust’s Financial /LTFM and CIP plans. Variance
Monthly performance review, weekly financial
analysis. Trust Board Financial
review, Trust Executive Committee, Trust Board,
Papers/Presentations/Dashboards and Sub-Committee
Directorate Board
papers

The Board has oversight of the financial planning process and
can demonstrate that there has been engagement with a range
of stakeholders (both internal and external) throughout the
development of the Financial Plan. The process for the
development of the Financial (Operational) Plan clearly
articulates roles and responsibilities with evidence of broad
Directorate Operational Plans
clinical engagement throughout the process
Revised process for 13/14 CIP planning process in place based
on workshop arrangements. Best practice template introduced.
QA being undertaken by nursing and medical directors.

Directorate Service Boards

TARGETS:
£170m income 31/03/15
£7.460m capital Resource Limit
£5.407m 31/03/15
Surplus of £1.7m 31/03//15
Target of £8.998m 31/03/15
Positive annual reports from Internal & External audit

MEASURES:
Achievement of revenue financial plan
Achievement of capital financial plan
Achievement of cash plan
Achievement of surplus position
Achievement of recurrent CIP plan
Satisfactory Internal & External Audit Reports

Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
minutes to Trust Board

Gaps in CIP schemes
identified. Trust CIP trend

Amber analysis (historic, current,
projected).

Green

Lauren Jones/Donna Collins
Update April 2013: (DA) CIP monitoring being managed by PMO office with support on financials being provided
by Finance team.
Update August 2013: (LJ) CIP monitoring financials updated following CIP reviews by Divisions and there are a
number of new schemes contained within the document requiring validation and paperwork by PMO before
project numbers are assigned. (DA) All directorates involved in CIP Action Week 15-19 July 2013 to refresh
existing CIP plans and to reduce the gap - work is ongoing.
Service Transformation and Quality Improvement Lead will ensure clinical engagement. QIAs for all schemes.
Update September 2013: (LJ) All CIP schemes have been reviewed by PMO and now have project numbers
allocated. A gap remains and work continues to identify schemes to deliver this. (CP) DC needs to comment on
gaps
Update October 2013: (LJ) All CIPS are subject to quality impact assessments. These are signed off by
Directorate management teams which is inclusive of clinicians. (CP) DC needs to comment on gaps entries
Update December 2013: Currently developing 5 year business cases for all transformation projects: all 8 have a
clinical lead. Action complete
Change of assurance rating to Green approved December 2013

Amber required to be developed and

Mark Pugh/ADs/Iain Hendey
Update April 2013: (IH) Overall the 12/13 contract outturn value is close to plan, although
there are some areas of overperformance. Overperformance has been taken into account as
part of the demand setting process for 13/14 activity plans.
Update June 2013: (IH) This risk relates to Q1 2013/14, appropriate systems are in place to
monitor the activity levels against plan and the M1 position shows only a minor variance.
Change of assurance rating to Green approved July 2013
Update October 2013: (IH) Current contract position shows significant underperformance
against plan. Systems are in place to continually monitor this postion and corrective action
plans have been developed for specific areas of concern.
Update January 2014: (IH) The Contract position remains below plan overall. Ongoing
monitoring is established.
Change of assurance rating to Amber approved January 2014
Update February 2014: (IH) Activity now under plan, mostly within Scheduled care. No risk to
income in 2013/14 as in 'risk-share'. Negotiations for 2014/15 underway.
Update June 2014: (IH) The freeze contract position at the end of the financial year was
£250K under plan.
Review date: September 2014

TEC reporting to Board

Transformation Projects have clinical leads
CIPs have quality impact assessments

7.5 (5.10) Activity is significantly in
excess of plan during the first quarter of
the current financial year (F14)
Executive Director of Finance

8

A broad range of external stakeholders have been consulted in
the development of the plan and there is alignment in the
financial priorities, activity profiles and performance
Operating Plan process including SHA scrutiny and
expectations with risks identified, quantified and reflected within approval. Trust Board Papers and Sub Committee
the Financial Plan
Papers. Trust’s Financial plan (revenue and capital).
Budget setting framework document.
Appropriate systems are in place to monitor the activity
levels against plan

Operating Plan process including SHA scrutiny
and approval. Trust Board Papers and Sub
Committee Papers. Trust’s Financial plan
(revenue and capital). Budget setting framework
document.
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Ensure Financial Procedures updated in relation to CIPs
Kevin Curnow/Dave Arnold (04/13-03/14)
Update April 2013: (CW) CIP programme being led by PMO; meeting structure supported by
Executive Director agreed by Executive team; Finance will support PMO in terms of financial
performance; PMO responsible for monitoring and reporting on overall delivery.
Update August 2013: (DA) All directorates involved in CIP Action Week 15-19 July 2013 to
refresh existing CIP plans and to reduce the gap - work is ongoing. Service Transformation
and Quality Improvement Lead appointed.
Update December 2013: (DA) As at M7 board report Trust expected to deliver all CIPs
recurrently.
Update February 2014: (KC) As at Month 9 (end of December 2013) the Trust was projecting
to deliver c.80% of the CIPs recurrently & the balance non recurrently
Update April 2014: (KC) Figures for M11 indicated the Trust would deliver its CIP programme
for 2013/14 of which 65% is expected to be recurrent.
Update June 2014: (KC) CIP monitoring by TMO on a monthly basis to drive achievement.
Review date: August 2014

Robust monitoring systems
maintained

Enc S3 - BAF and Risk Register 2014 15

IOW NHS TRUST: RED/AMBER RATED RISKS

7.6 (5.11) Numerous changes made to
Financial Plan during year (F15)
Executive Director of Finance

6

(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
securing delivery of the objective?)

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

(Where can the board gain evidence that our
(Actual evidence that our controls/systems
controls/ systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective and the objective is being
are effective)
achieved)

Strategic decisions taken at the Board during the year are
assessed for their impact on the financial position: Only a small
number of minor changes made to the plan during the year with Business Case process underpinning the strategic
rationale clearly understood and approved by the Board.
decision making process at Board.

Trust Board Papers and Sub Committee Papers.
Trust’s Financial plan (revenue and capital)

Amber

Contract changes form part of the FI&WC agenda

7.10 (5.15) Greater than 50% of the total
CIP target is planned to be delivered in
the last 6 months of the financial year
(F18)
Executive Medical Director/Executive
Director of Nursing and Workforce

7.11 (5.16) CIPs have not been tested
against any economy QIPP schemes
within commissioner financial plans (and
specifically Level 1 Schemes) (F19)
Executive Director of Finance

7.12 (5.17) Lengthy process of
agreement and sign-off of annual
service/departmental budgets (F22)
Executive Director of Finance/ Company
Secretary

12

PMO meeting with Directorates regarding phasing
Stuart Churchward - dedicated time
Monthly financial / performance reviews includes
performance against targets

Executive Director of Finance
Monthly finance reports

There are clear plans in place to support the achievement of
economy QIPP schemes.

6

9

QIPP plans and supporting documentation. Trust Board
Papers and Sub-Committee Papers. Year end QIPP
The Trust is actively involved with the local CCG during the
and current year projected results
business planning cycle to ensure QIPP & CIP plans are
fully aligned & their validity in the health economy.

The Board can demonstrate that there is ownership of the
Financial Plan throughout the organisation and that
responsibility for managing delivery has been appropriately
assigned. Annual budget-setting has been informed by clinical
and service professionals engaged in process

Trust’s Budget Setting Procedures/ Process Trust's
Standing Financial Instructions reflecting budgetary
authority levels and accountability

Board performance reports

QIPP plans and supporting documentation.
Trust Board Papers and Sub-Committee Papers.
Year end QIPP and current year projected
results.
QIPP procedures and processes.

Budget setting paper to Board and FIWC and
monthly monitoring of Budget position via
Performance Reporting with clear explanation of
variances
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Amber

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put
controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to
provide evidence that our
controls/ systems are
effective)

Controls in Place

Last updated: 12:00 24.06.2014

Assurance Level

End of Year RS

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

Mid year RS

Principal Risks

Initial RS

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK: For approval at Trust Board 2.07.2014

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls/Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committees:
Objective 1 - QUALITY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 2 - CLINICAL STRATEGY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 3 - RESILIENCE - Trust Executive Committee
Objective 4 - PRODUCTIVITY - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Objective 5 - WORKFORCE - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee

Include tracking of performance against original and revised trajectory
Kevin Curnow/Iain Hendey/Lauren Jones
Update April 2013: (CW) Financial Plan expected to be fixed 13/14
All strategic decisions taken at
Update September 2013: (LJ) Any budget journals, excuding CIP, now have to be approved
Record / log of
the Board are not fully supported
by AD Mgt Accounts or DoF with full justification provided and no journal should affect the
original Financial
by a clear log identifying
planned surplus planned for the year.
Plan and changes
amendments made, with an
Update December 2013: (KC) no change to September update
proposed and
assessment provided of their
Update February 2014: (KC) All significant business changes are communicated via TEC &
impact on the financial position. actioned throughout
board as appropriate. The Trust's budget is not flexed for in year developments but variances
Finance reports will demonstrate
the year to date
to budget are reported monthly to FIWC.
clear tracking of performance
Update April 2014: (KC) All significant business changes are communicated via TEC & board
against both the initial and
as appropriate. The Trust's budget is not flexed for in year developments but variances to
revised trajectory if the plan has
budget are reported monthly to FIWC.
changed.
Update June 2014: (KC) The budget for the year was signed off at board & any material
movements to this are explained at FIWC
Review date: September 2014

CIP plans and supporting
documentation including the
phasing of schemes to deliver
at least 50% within the first 6
months to be finalised

Finalisation of detailed recurrent CIPs with completed templates identifying clear phasing,
risk assessment and method of delivery to be completed by end of August 2012.
Mark Pugh/Alan Sheward
Update June 2013: Regular meetings recurring to address these issues
Update August 2013: CIP delivery on track
Update October 2013: CIP delivery on track
Update January 2014: CIP reviews to include close of non current gap. QIA process
confirmed.
Update March 2014: No change.
Update June 2014: CIP plan on track but work remaining on assuring delivery of CIP
schemes and closing the gap
Review date: August 2014

Green

Chris Palmer/Dave Arnold(04/13-03/14)/Donna Collins (until 03/14)/ Kevin Curnow (from 04/14)
Update August 2013: (DA) 2013/14 CIPs being checked for robustness through Action Week 15-19 July 2013 with
ongoing work to bridge the gap.
Update September 2013: (DA) Donna Collins has new Service Transformation Team in place. Further updates to
come from DC.
Update October 2013: (DC) Programme Management Plan for Transformation & QIPP approved October 2013,
highlighting roles and responsibilities.
Update December 2014: (DC) CCG response re community to be considered along with IWC 6.01.14.
Update February 2014: (DC) Better Care Fund meeting established looking at joint programme with IWC and
CCG, led by Gillian Baker. Draft proposal in place.
Update April 2014: QIPP plans have been signed off as part of contract agreement with CCG. QIAs for CIP
schemes have been shared with CCG to mitigate any crossover.
Update May 2014: (KC) QIPP schemes monitored in line with directorate SLA meetings in 2014/15. Action
complete
Recommend change of assurance rating to Green

Amber informed by Service Line

Evidence SLR plans, and supporting documentation
Chris Palmer
Update September 2013: SLR is being published on a quarterly basis and an SLR Delivery
Group meets monthly chaired by the Medical Director and with involvement of Clinical
Champions to progress accuracy of SLR data which will then enable use for financial
purposes.
Update April 2014: Budgets have been set and final sign off during April 2014 including
clinical approval of budgets and demand plan/capacity plan. Budgets have incorporated
demand levels and contractual factors in determining inflationary uplifts and efficiencies.
Update May 2014: (KC) The roll out of SLR continues coupled with additional focus in the
next couple of weeks when the review of the Trusts cost base begins. Through the cost base
review work the Trusts aim is to validate and/or gain greater confidence in the SLR data to
enable it to be used to inform the budget setting process.
Review date: July 2014

Annual budget-setting has been
Reporting

Enc S3 - BAF and Risk Register 2014 15

IOW NHS TRUST: RED/AMBER RATED RISKS

7.15 (5.38) Lack of financial awareness
training sessions provided to staff within
the organisation (F27)
Executive Director of Finance

7.16 (5.41) Financial awareness
restricted to finance function and key
members of the Trust Board (F27)
Executive Director of Finance

12

(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
securing delivery of the objective?)

Quarterly training sessions arranged for 2014

Positive Assurance to Board

(Where can the board gain evidence that our
(Actual evidence that our controls/systems
controls/ systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective and the objective is being
are effective)
achieved)

All staff members are introduced to financial awareness through Induction programme coverage.
the induction process and regularly informed of progress
through cascade briefings

All staff members are introduced to financial awareness through
the induction process and regularly informed of progress
through cascade briefings

12

Assurances on Controls

Induction programme coverage.

HR performance reports to Board

HR performance reports to Board

7.19 (5.48) Policy and tariff regime
threaten viable service provision on IOW
Executive Director of Finance

15

Contract for 2014/15 signed

Joint response with CCG
Trust Executive Committee

Approval of FFA that acknowledges Island
premium/Diseconomies support March 2014

10

Consultation paper agreed at Staff
Partnership Forum in June for new
directorate to be recruited to including
Interviews scheduled for 06/08/12 for Director
two new roles to the organisation: Head
post.
of Business Planning & Head of
Heads of Commercials and Planning now in
Business Development & Client
post
Relations

Recruitment process in place for Director of
Strategic Planning & Commercial
Development
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Performance management and monitoring committees:
Objective 1 - QUALITY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 2 - CLINICAL STRATEGY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 3 - RESILIENCE - Trust Executive Committee
Objective 4 - PRODUCTIVITY - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Objective 5 - WORKFORCE - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee

Amber training sessions

Amber

Finance training sessions to be developed and implemented by December 2012; FAST
training sessions to be re-established; relaunch of HFMA certificate in NHS finance; Review
of all budget holder levels and rationalisation of cost centres; Local induction to include basic
financial training from finance managers
Kevin Curnow/Lauren Jones/John Cooper
Update April 2013: (CW) No further update available
Update May 2013: (CW) No further progress. ADs will be reminded of availability of HFMA
training. Spot training such as PbR has been undertaken on ad hoc basis.
Update August 2013: (LJ) Finance Managers remit to be extended to cover income across all
Training sessions
areas ie. SLA, NCA etc in order to fully understand the divisional performance. Attendance
provided to staff on
at Divisional SLA and Performance Reviews is now mandatory for FMs during which they will
financial awareness
be able to identify where further finance training within the divisions is required.
Update October 2013: (KC) Finance team currently provide training to existing & new budget
holders on an ad hoc/needs basis. Formal training schedule to be implemented in December.
Update December 2013: (KC) Quarterly training sessions beginning in February for budget
holders. Additionally, 'bite-size' finance awareness sessions to be held.
Update March 2014: (KC) Quarterly training session starting June 14
Update June 2014: (KC) Budget holder have monthly meetings with finance team. In
addition, the first formal training for budget holders is being held on 16 June.
Review date: September 2014

Need for financial awareness

Green

Develop policy with appropriate national organisations during FT review/application process using Partner with
Monitor links
Include in Business case process
Karen Baker/Chris Palmer
Update May 2013: Contract for 2013/4 signed. RSFA in place. Action complete Review April 2014: Action
complete
Change of assurance rating to Green approved June 2013

Green

Recruitment to commercial/business directorate has been put on hold by CEO.
Andy Heyes
Update April 2013: Head of Planning starts in post 1st May 2013. Head of Commercials recruitment commencing
April 13.
Update July 2013: Head of Commercials starts 2 September 13
Update October 2013: All up and running now, and IBP plans in plans. Action complete.
Change of assurance rating to Green approved October 2013

FFA in place

7.20 (7.1) Having a commercial business
team will enable the creation of robust
strategic commercial partnerships and
deliver our business development and
planning processes
Chief Executive

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls/Assurances

Finance training sessions to be developed and implemented by December 2012; FAST
training sessions to be re-established; relaunch of HFMA certificate in NHS finance; Review
of all budget holder levels and rationalisation of cost centres; Local induction to include basic
financial training from finance managers
Kevin Curnow/Lauren Jones/John Cooper
Update April 2013: (CW) No further update available
Update May 2013: (CW) No further progress. ADs will be reminded of availability of HFMA
training. Spot training such as PbR has been undertaken on ad hoc basis.
Training sessions
Update August 2013: (LJ) Finance Managers remit to be extended to cover income across all
provided to staff on
areas ie. SLA, NCA etc in order to fully understand the divisional performance. Attendance
financial awareness at Divisional SLA and Performance Reviews is now mandatory for FMs during which they will
be able to identify where further finance training within the divisions is required.
Update October 2013: (KC) Finance team currently provide training to existing & new budget
holders on an ad hoc/needs basis. Formal training schedule to be implemented in December.
Update December 2013: (KC) Quarterly training sessions beginning in February for budget
holders. Additionally, 'bite-size' finance awareness sessions to be held.
Update April 2014: (KC) Quarterly finance training due to start in June 2014
Review date: July 2014

Regular Board updates
Timeline to take forward with CCG

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put
controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to
provide evidence that our
controls/ systems are
effective)

Controls in Place

Last updated: 12:00 24.06.2014

Assurance Level

End of Year RS

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

Mid year RS

Principal Risks

Initial RS

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK: For approval at Trust Board 2.07.2014

Enc S3 - BAF and Risk Register 2014 15

IOW NHS TRUST: RED/AMBER RATED RISKS

7.22 (9.67) Achieving the financial
performance required for Foundation
Trust status
Executive Medical Director/ Executive
Director of Nursing and Workforce/
Executive Director of Finance

7.24 (6.4) Evidence of significant
slippage against key capital schemes
(F16)
Executive Director of Finance

7.25 (6.7) Inadequate plans for the timing
and funding of significant capital
investment to meet the Trust’s
development strategies (F16)
Executive Director of Finance

7.26 (5.47) Capacity requirements in
supporting functions required to deliver
CIPs are not understood and/or
deliverable (F28)
Executive Director of Finance

(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
securing delivery of the objective?)

Assurances on Controls

(Where can the board gain evidence that our
(Actual evidence that our controls/systems
controls/ systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective and the objective is being
are effective)
achieved)

Introduction of QUINCE monitoring system
Transformation Management Office relaunch embedding
programme management of schemes
Regular Clinical Directorate Group meetings

10

Weekly/Monthly finance meetings with clinical directorates
including CIP monitoring
Monthly performance monitoring

Positive Assurance to Board

Financial performance reviewed monthly at FIWC and
Trust Board as part of self-certification submisison to
TDA

Trust Board Reports; Audit Committee; Finance
Investment and Workforce Committee and FT
Programme Board

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put
controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to
provide evidence that our
controls/ systems are
effective)

Controls in Place

Last updated: 12:00 24.06.2014

Assurance Level

End of Year RS

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

Mid year RS

Principal Risks

Initial RS

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK: For approval at Trust Board 2.07.2014

9

6

9

There is a clear process for the review and approval of capital
schemes, including alignment to overarching strategy

PMO is appropriately resourced with clear accountability
through to delivery system.
Clear roles and responsibilties available on the intranet

Trust Board Papers and Sub Committee Papers.
Trust’s Financial plan (revenue and capital). Capital
schemes / plan risk assessment. Trust Business Plan

Green

Amber

CIG, FIWC, Trust
Board

Action plan required to ensure capital is being utilised appropriately to deliver the business
plan priorities and to enable achievement of CRL by end of March 2014.
Alan Sheward/Mark Pugh/Andy Heyes
Update October 2013: (CP) Directorate schemes have been re-prioritised during the year.
Action plan required
Change of assurance rating from Green to Amber approved October 2013
Update January 2014: Assurance remains at Amber pending approval of main scheme.
Increased back-log maintenance will improve clinical care environments
Update March 2014: Expecting to confirm 2013/14 capital spend fully met by end March 2014
Update April 2014: Action achieved - successfully delivered to plan. 2 year capital plan
being developed
Review date: July 2014

CIG, FIWC, Trust
Board

Action plan required to ensure capital is being utilised appropriately to deliver the business
plan priorities and to enable achievement of CRL by end of March 2014.
Alan Sheward/Mark Pugh/Andy Heyes
Update October 2013: (CP) Directorate schemes have been re-prioritised during the year.
Action plan required
Change of assurance rating from Green to Amber approved October 2013
Update January 2014: Assurance remains at Amber pending approval of main scheme.
Increased back-log maintenance will improve clinical care environments
Update March 2014: Expecting to confirm 2013/14 capital spend fully met by end March 2014
Update April 2014: Now confirmed - successfully delivered to plan
Review date: July 2014

Achieving a Continuity of Service Risk Rating of
4.

Achievement of CRL

Trust Board Papers and Sub Committee Papers.
Trust’s Financial plan (revenue and capital). Capital
schemes / plan risk assessment. Trust Business Plan

Amber

There is a lack of evidence that
significant schemes and plans to
address backlog maintenance have
been delivered in line with budget
and timescales at Month 6 2013.

The Trust needs to undertake a risk
assessment on the capital plan and
model the impact of undertaking
the scheme on key financial
metrics (e.g. FRR rating/cash flow)
to demonstrate affordability

Insufficient Project Managers to
deliver Transformational Projects.
Transformation and Integration Team/Project structure

Finance review meeting notes; Individual Cases
for Change and Assurance Process
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Performance management and monitoring committees:
Objective 1 - QUALITY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 2 - CLINICAL STRATEGY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 3 - RESILIENCE - Trust Executive Committee
Objective 4 - PRODUCTIVITY - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Objective 5 - WORKFORCE - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee

Chris Palmer/Kevin Curnow
Update April 2013: (CW) Cash risk to be removed from register; Treasury management policy awaiting approval
from policy management group; SLR now reported regularly on quarterly basis.
Update May 2013: (CW) Treasury Management policy awaiting formal adoption by E Team; SLR Steering Group
established and development programme agreed; SLR reported on quarterly basis and being enhanced as per
plan plus independent review commissioned; FIWC established; Board reporting aligned with Monitor risk rating
regime.
Update July 2013: Treasury Management and Investment Policy approved by FIWC and Exec Team - policy
management group requested minor formatting to finalise. SLR Delivery Group meeting regularly and ongoing
improvement to data capture and content underway.
Update September 2013: Achieving a Financial Risk Rating of 4 at Month 3 and 4. Regular monitoring continues.
Change of assurance rating to Green approved September 2013
Update December 2013: Continuing to achieve a rating of 4 under the old FRR regime & a 4 in the Continuity of
Service Risk Rating.
Update April 2014: (KC) Financial measures currently being achieved, however a £9.2m CIP programme in
2014/15 will need to be delivered.
Review date: July 2014

Directorate 'focus' days on CIPs

There is a credible plan in place with regular reporting
mechanisms highlighting variances

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls/Assurances

Amber

Review required to ensure
Transformation and Integration
Team is appropriately resourced
with clear accountability through
to delivery system.

Ensure PMO is appropriately resourced
Chris Palmer/Andy Heyes
Update January 2014: (DC) PDC funding is providing temporary project support to March
2014. Additional resources identified for Transformation Team in April 2014 from the
proposed directorate merge. Advised that the deep dive to review this as part of the
commercial restructure.
Change of assurance rating from Green to Amber approved January 2014
Update March 2014: Responsibility now with Andy Heyes, who is reviewing structure.
Update April 2014: Structure implementation in April 2014
Review date: July 2014

Enc S3 - BAF and Risk Register 2014 15

IOW NHS TRUST: RED/AMBER RATED RISKS

(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
securing delivery of the objective?)

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

(Where can the board gain evidence that our
(Actual evidence that our controls/systems
controls/ systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective and the objective is being
are effective)
achieved)

MEASURES:
Delivery of IM&T Strategy
Delivery of Estates Strategy
Delivery of Backlog Maintenance Plan

Critical success factor CSF8
Lead: Executive Director of Transformation and Integration
Develop our support infrastructure to improve the quality and value of the services we provide
Links to CQC Regulations: 9, 11, 17, 21, 23, 24

8.2 (6.3) Capital spend during the last
financial year was > 20% variance from
the initial plan (F16)
Executive Director of Finance / Executive
Director of Transformation and Integration

8.4 (6.6) Capital plans are not clearly
aligned to service development
strategies, cash planning, and capital
investments (F16)
Executive Director of Finance / Executive
Director of Transformation and Integration

There is a clearly articulated process for approving the capital
plan

6

Capital plan to meet CRL limited for 2013-14
REID guidance considered

There is a clear process for the review and approval of capital
schemes, including alignment to overarching strategy

12

Capital plan also aligned to latest IBP therefore reflects
service development strategy. Working within REID
guidance.

PRINCE2 project structure with Project Board & exec sponsor

8.5 (6.8) Implementing ICT strategy/ISIS
Executive Director of Transformation and
Integration

8.6 (6.10) Ensuring the delivery of the
implementation plan for the Estate
Strategy including the acquisition of a
strategic partner
Chief Executive/Executive Director of
Finance/ Executive Medical Director/
Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce

Programme Director, Transformational Change in place Oct
2012 to support change elements.

12

Trust Board Papers and Sub Committee Papers.
Trust’s Financial plan (revenue and capital). Capital
schemes / plan risk assessment. Trust Business Plan

Trust Board Papers and Sub Committee Papers.
Trust’s Financial plan (revenue and capital). Capital
schemes / plan risk assessment. Trust Business Plan

Achievement of Cash Resource Limit

IM&T Delivery Group
Executive briefings

Funding for the IM&T programme approved for 2013/14 &
2014/15

Capital Investment Group

Capital investment group in place mapping capital spend
proposals alongside QIPP / Provider Options / IM&T and Estate Capital Investment Group
Strategy to ensure co-ordination.

10

Performance management and monitoring committees:
Objective 1 - QUALITY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 2 - CLINICAL STRATEGY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 3 - RESILIENCE - Trust Executive Committee
Objective 4 - PRODUCTIVITY - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Objective 5 - WORKFORCE - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee

TARGETS:
Capital estate business cases approved by October 2014
IT business cases approved by October 2014
Capital programme 80% complete by December 2014

Amber Monitor REID ( risk evaluation for

Green

Confirm that the REID guidance has been included within the Trust Capital process and documentation by August
2012
Kevin Curnow
Update April 2013: (CW) All forms part of capital strategy signed off by Board
Update October 2013: (KC) All plans reviewed at monthly CIG to ensure that they meet the Trust's business case
process & tie in with the Clinical Strategy. (CP) Need to consider reprioritisation by Directorates of capital plan
schemes.
Update December 2013: (KC) Capital plan profiled in cash planning. Capital plan also aligned to latest IBP
therefore reflects service development strategy. Action complete
Change of assurance rating to Green approved December 2013

Achievement of CRL
Risk Evaluation for Investment Decisions (REID)
guidance applied

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls/Assurances

Confirm that the REID guidance has been included within the Trust Capital process and
documentation by August 2012
Kevin Curnow
Update April 2013: (CW) Capital approval process to be updated for Trust status; agenda
item for May CIG.
Update October 2013: (KC) Capital plan is monitored monthly through CIG & FIWC. Year
end financial position will be met.
Update December 2013: (KC) Same as previous update, capital plan expected to meet CRL.
Update February 2014: (KC) Capital plan to meet CRL limited for 2013-14.
Update April 2014: (KC) Capital plan to meet CRL limited for 2013-14.
Update June 2014: (KC) Capital spend in 2013-14 resulting in only a £4k undershoot. 201415 capital plan has the majority allocated at this stage.
Review date: September 2014

Capital plan requires consideration of
investment decisions) guidance

Ensure business case for provider options clearly states and encompasses IM&T strategy capital and revenue
requirements.
IM&T incorporated into IBP & strategy refresh Nov 2013.
Andy Heyes/Paul Dubery
Update June 2013: IM&T strategy to be updated for August submission of IBP
Update November 2013: Strategy refreshed in IBP and review due this month. Action complete
Update December 2013: Reviewed strategy agreed. Review annually.
Review date: November 2014

Board reporting

IM&T Strategy

Refresh of Estates Strategy underway to align with preferred
option and will be available for inclusion within the NHS Trust
business case.

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put
controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to
provide evidence that our
controls/ systems are
effective)

Controls in Place

Last updated: 12:00 24.06.2014

Assurance Level

End of Year RS

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

Mid year RS

Principal Risks

Initial RS

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK: For approval at Trust Board 2.07.2014

Project highlight reports

Resource & operational ownership.

Green Requires organisational programme
support - not just IT.

Board Performance Reports
(project initiatives) to Board monthly
Estate Strategy to Board - March 2012

Trust Executive Committee
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Green

Need to develop with workforce strategy and estate strategy
Alan Sheward/Andy Heyes
Update April 2013: (PD) Key process issues & the use of real time data currently a major issue. Workshop with
operational staff planned for April 13 to agree new working processes. 324 clinical users now on ISIS and aiming
for 400+ by end May 13.
Update June 2013: now 581 users of ISIS as at 18th June 13
Update September 2013: Review current system where it may have impact on workforce requirements
Update December 2013: IT bed State module is being introduced to the clinical areas. Early discussions on
delivering Patient Safety Assessment at the patients bed side commenced led by IT. Workforce and Estates
Strategies now in place. Action complete
Change of assurance rating to Green approved December 2013

Working to secure/extend support to refresh the Strategy
Liaise as part of Estates Strategy/Welcome Centre/Provider Options/Trust status
Karen Baker/Andy Heyes
Update April 2013: Estates delivery group have met twice reporting to IBP assurance group. Strategic business
partner delivery group is up and running.
Update June 2013: Plans to be updated for August 13 submission of IBP
Update September 2013: (DA) Procurement of SBEP approved at July Board. Project team currently working up
OJEU documents.
Update October 2013: Strategic Business and Estates Partner Programme Board now in place reporting directly
to TEC. (DA) Planning to advertise on OJEU 25.10.13 subject to Programme Board approval.
Update November 2013: To OJEU next month
Update January 2014: OJEU released, tender commenced
Update March 2014: Tender in mid-process, to close July 2014. Award expected September 2014. Action
complete
Change of assurance rating to Green approved March 2014
Review date: July 2014

Enc S3 - BAF and Risk Register 2014 15
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8.7 (6.11) Information and reporting
infrastructure not able to support
improved productivity
Executive Director of Finance

12

(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
securing delivery of the objective?)

PIDS have developed a number of dashboards and other
information systems that provide information on improved
productivity including AvLOS, Theatre Utilisation, Daycase
Rates, DNA Rates, New:fup ratios etc.
The newly developed Trust balanced scorecard incorporates a
range of key productivity KPIs

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

(Where can the board gain evidence that our
(Actual evidence that our controls/systems
controls/ systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective and the objective is being
are effective)
achieved)

Performance Dashboards
Trust Board Performance Reports

Monthly Performance Reports

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put
controls/ systems in place)

Green

Completion of SLAs and negotiation with commissioners regarding service levels for next year.
Kevin Curnow/Ab Abolfazi/Lauren Jones
Update April 2013: (CW) Waiting for contracts to resolve; need to consider ownership.
Update August 2013: (AA) CSS corporate services subcontract has been finalised and is being signed.
Update September 2013: (LJ) CSS contract signed
Update November 2013: (KC) Corporate services costs are subject to the same review as directorate budgets.
All costs are reviewed monthly and are subject to CIP programmes to reduce as appropriate. Action complete
Change of assurance rating to Green approved November 2013

Recruitment of project manager for completion of SLAs
Corporate services costs are subject to the same review as
directorate budgets. All costs are reviewed monthly and are
subject to CIP programmes to reduce as appropriate.

Trust Executive Committee minutes

Performance management and monitoring committees:
Objective 1 - QUALITY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 2 - CLINICAL STRATEGY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 3 - RESILIENCE - Trust Executive Committee
Objective 4 - PRODUCTIVITY - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Objective 5 - WORKFORCE - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee

Green

Majority of SLAs have been completed

10

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls/Assurances

Development plan in place
Chris Palmer/Andy Heyes/Exec Board/Iain Hendey
Update August 2013: (NF) The PIDS team continue to develop performance reports in line
with customer requirements. Directorate performance review packs have recently been
revised to ensure a consistent flow of information from Board report. Service level reporting
is currently being reviewed.
Update October 2013: (IH) Productivity improvement metrics will need to be agreed as part of
our planning for 14/15 and beyond, this information will be reflected within the
demand/capacity/workforce and LTFM plans.
Updated April 2014: (IH) Information and reporting infastructure has been significantly
improved following the purchase of superior software applications including Qlikview and
Simul8 and the impending data available from the ISIS application. Recommended change of
assurance level to Green (IH)
Update May 2014: Action complete
Assurance rating changed to Green approved May 2014

Recruited more clinical coders
Purchase of superior software applications including
Qlikview and Simul8

8.8 (8.18) Unaffordable Corporate
Services
Executive Director of Finance

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to
provide evidence that our
controls/ systems are
effective)

Controls in Place

Last updated: 12:00 24.06.2014

Assurance Level

End of Year RS

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

Mid year RS

Principal Risks

Initial RS

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK: For approval at Trust Board 2.07.2014

Impact of corporate SLA financial values incorporated in
financial plans

Principal Objective 5: WORKFORCE - To develop our people, culture and workforce competencies to implement our vision and clinical strategy, engendering a sense of pride amongst staff in the work they do and services provided and
positioning the Trust as an employer of choice
Executive Sponsors: Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce Executive Medical Director
MEASURES:
TARGETS:
Critical success factor CSF9
Leads: Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce, Executive Medical Director
Redesign our workforce so people of the right attitude, skills and capabilities are in the right places at the right
time to deliver high quality patient care
Links to CQC Regulations: 15, 22, 24

9.2 (4.5) Historic and current position is
stated. However, no future workforce
plans are provided. (O42)
Refer also 3.12
Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce

9.3 (4.9) No tangible leadership style
evident by the Trust Board (O43)
Refer also 9.55 (G/G)
Chief Executive

9

9

Survey Monkey
Integrated Business Plan
HR Programme Plan
Workforce Plan

As 4.8 above and monthly Development sessions for Executive
team

Workforce Plan
Phased monitoring

Board Performance Report
FT Programme Board
Positive report from Foresight - April 2013

Workforce productivity measures including:
Staff Turnover
Safe staffing levels
Bank and agency usage
Mandatory Training compliance

Board Performance report
Workforce project reports

Board Performance Report and Vision
Executive Team minutes
FT Programme Board minutes
Positive report from Foresight
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Meet workforce strategy KPI's
- Long term sickness rates under 1.2% by 31/3/15
- Short term sickness rates under 1.6% by 31/3/15
- 98% staff appraisals undertaken period 1/4/14 - 31/3/15
- reduction in bank/agency costs to <£250K by 31/3/14
-100% staff fully compliant with mandatory training at some point within the year 1/4/14 -31/3/15
- staff turnover under 4.5% by 31/3/15
- achieve 80% actual against plan for safe staffing levels by March 2015

Amber More data on 5 year plan

Establish and implement five year workforce plan
Alan Sheward/Mark Elmore
Update June 2013: Future (5 year) workforce plan by September 13
Update October 2013: Chapter 8 of IBP currently being updated with workforce projections
Update December 2013: IBP updated with revised section 8. Workforce Delivery Group
development will lead this within Transformation Group.
Update February 2014: Feedback from TDA echoes concerns. Review underway.
Update April 2014: (ME) 5 year plan has as much data as is available at this time
Review date: July 2014

Amber Reports and minutes not yet available

KPMG producing Report
Karen Baker
Update May 2013: Foresight report received and is positive. Following this a 'culture' review
is now underway and an action plan will follow on from this review.
Update November 2013: Presentation on organisational culture to November 13 Board
meeting
Update January 2014: Presentation took place as planned. Now agreeing external leadership
support for Board funded by local education training board.
Update March 2014: Hay Group assessments of Board ongoing
Update June 2014: Hay Group assessments completed. Some leadership styles need more
development . Action/ development plan to be completed.
Review date: August 2014

Enc S3 - BAF and Risk Register 2014 15

IOW NHS TRUST: RED/AMBER RATED RISKS

9.6 (4.13) No analysis of Board financial
skills as part of wider analysis of the
Board (F31)
Executive Director of Finance

8

(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
securing delivery of the objective?)

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

(Where can the board gain evidence that our
(Actual evidence that our controls/systems
controls/ systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective and the objective is being
are effective)
achieved)

The Trust Board has the required financial capacity and
capability. The Trust has substantive appointments for all Board
members (Executive and Non-Executive) with key roles within
financial governance. There are 2 Qualified Chartered
Accountants on the Board (EDOF and 1 NED). A Board
Development Programme has been established to address any
gaps identified at individual and collective levels. Job
CCAB qualification and CPD. HFMA Certificate in NHS
descriptions specify competency required; Interviews contained
finance; finance seminar updates; appraisals; Trust
financial component; completion of HFMA certificate in finance
Board and FIWC minutes.
by NEDs. There is evidence that all Board members adequately
participate in active debate on financial matters.

Directors appraisal process; HFMA certification in
NHS finance; attendance at finance seminars;
current job descriptions describe a commitment
to financial acumen.

9.8 (4.17) No evidence of strategy for
development of technical financial skills,
capability and capacity across the Trust
(F32)
Executive Director of Finance

6

12

Percentage of fully qualified staff is benchmarked
There is evidence that the finance function contributes against HFMA survey results; Relevant and up to date Appraisals; support for CPD; member ship of
to the Trust’s strategic business processes (e.g. Financial training supported by Director of Finance; periodic
HFMA supported by DoF; training records for
review of skill mix; mix of private and public sector
staff.
planning / forecasting, investment appraisal etc).
experience within the recruitment process

The finance function meets the organisation’s
transaction processing and information production
Internal and external audit have direct access to Chair
requirements effectively and provides effective support
of Audit Committee; CPD of qualified accountants;
to financial governance processes – and this is supported
HFMA membership; appraisal of finance staff
by independent assessment (e.g. Internal and External
Audit).

Internal and external audit opinion; ability to meet
technical financial targets; completion of annual
accounts and FIMS completion within timescales;
internal feedback from service managers.
Accreditation from ACCA and CIPFA for CPD
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Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls/Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committees:
Objective 1 - QUALITY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 2 - CLINICAL STRATEGY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 3 - RESILIENCE - Trust Executive Committee
Objective 4 - PRODUCTIVITY - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Objective 5 - WORKFORCE - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee

Amber

Actions arising from the recommendations contained within the KPMG report
Karen Baker/Chris Palmer/Mark Price
Finance seminar for Board members to be organised by Executive Director of Finance when
new EDON commences.
Completion of HFMA certificate in NHS finance for all Board Members to be considered when
new EDON commences.
Introduction of regular Finance, Investment and Workforce Sub-Committee to be
implemented
Update May 2013: Board skills audit for NEDs to commence May/June 2013, designed by
Board profiles and Foresight.
supporting
Update July 2013: Board profiles and supporting qualifications considered as part of TDA
qualifications/
actions. Audit progressing well - for review of outcomes at beginning of August 2013.
experiences
Update October 2013: Audit completed August 13. Legal advice obtained which confirms we
are compliant. Any missing skills are being incorporated in the designate NED recruitment
process.
Update December 2013: Commercial experience will be increased with appointment of 3 new
designate NEDs starting January 2014
Update February 2014: NED with financial background/skills leaving and we will be recruiting
as soon as possible
Update April 2014: Recruitment process for new NED resulted in no appointment being
made. Currently exploring visiting NED / joint appointment
Update June 2014: Appointed financial advisor to the Board - starts end June 14. Board
seminar items continue to include financial topics.
Review date: August 2014

Amber

Chris Palmer/Kevin Curnow
A review of the finance structure has been made but needs review after the change in
Executive change in portfolios and roles. Unipart review is in progress and will impact on any
potential changes in the team. EDoF is leading a meeting to consider interaction of teams
within her portfolio. A timetable for consultation for a new structure will be produced by midJune ready for the new DDoF to take forward as part of the finance team's preparation for FT
The Trust has not yet formally
status.
assessed the adequacy of the
Board Development Update June 2013: Revised structure proposal being planned for July SP Forum
finance function and broader
Programme and incorporating feedback from Unipart and Assist reviews .
financial skills requirements
Finance Skills
Update July 2013: Recruitment of replacement Deputy DOF and Interim Assistant Director of
across the organisation. The
Programme
Finance has been achieved. Structure, Training Programmes, Assessment of skills and
Trust has not yet undertaken a
capacity and capability will be further developed on commencement of DDOF in September
recent capacity and capability
2013.
assessment of its present finance
Update October 2013: (KC) Capacity & capabilities being reviewed as part of the structure
function, and a programme is not
review. Trust structure being benchmarked against other FT or aspiring FTs to ensure fit for
yet in place to address any key
purpose.
gaps identified from recruitment
Update December 2013: (KC) Finance function structure review on going. Conclusion by the
to training/ development and
end of this financial year.
succession planning.
Update March 2014: Finance restructure approved at Staff Partnership Forum and now being
implemented.
Update June 2014: (KC) Restructure complete, KPMG benchmarking completed & awaiting
feedback. Appraisals all booked to be completed prior to the end of June, identifying training
& development requirements.
Review date: August 2014

Amber

A plan of action will be completed once the outcomes of the Unipart review are known. A
technical training day for Non-FT to FT is being organised for June or early July. The training
needs analysis will be undertaken in conjunction with the implementation of the new
structure.
A strategy is being put into place
Kevin Curnow
to support the future
Update June 2013: HFMA courses cascaded for finance skills for non finance staff
Board Development
development of the Trust’s
Update July 2013: Strategy Delayed due to resignation of Deputy DOF. Replacement DDOF
Programme and
technical finance capabilities and
appointed to commence September 2013.
Finance Skills
associated investment
Update October 2013: (KC) All staff undertake an appraisal which identifies any training
Programme
requirements. E.g. recent Non-FT
requirements. The finance department has a training policy in place.
to FT workshop run by CIMA
Update December 2013: (KC) Quarterly training sessions beginning in February for budget
holders. Additionally, 'bite-size' finance awareness sessions to be held.
Update April 2014: (KC) Quarterly training starting in June for budget managers/holders.
FInance staff attending HFMA training to continue CPD.
Review date: July 2014

Chair of Audit and Corporate Risk Committee has professional
qualification. The Board periodically undertakes an independent
formal evaluation of its financial skills, capabilities and capacity
(KPMG/Foresight)

9.7 (4.16) No recent review of Finance
function or finance skills required in future
to support delivery of business strategy
(F32)
Executive Director of Finance

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put
controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to
provide evidence that our
controls/ systems are
effective)

Controls in Place

Last updated: 12:00 24.06.2014

Assurance Level

End of Year RS

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

Mid year RS

Principal Risks

Initial RS

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK: For approval at Trust Board 2.07.2014

Enc S3 - BAF and Risk Register 2014 15

IOW NHS TRUST: RED/AMBER RATED RISKS

9.9 (4.19) Lack of financial awareness
training sessions provided to staff within
the organisation (F33)
Executive Director of Finance

9.10 (4.21) No mention of financial
awareness and responsibility in job
descriptions (F33)
Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce

9.11 (4.22) Financial awareness
restricted to finance function and key
members of the Trust Board (F33)
Executive Director of Finance

12

(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
securing delivery of the objective?)

12

Job description template includes reference to financial
aspects for new appointments

The Trust Board leads in and promotes the development
of a culture of financial awareness across the
organisation. The Trust actively supports the
development of senior/key staff capabilities through
regular Board level exposure and engagement in
supporting strategic processes of the Board.

Positive Assurance to Board

(Where can the board gain evidence that our
(Actual evidence that our controls/systems
controls/ systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective and the objective is being
are effective)
achieved)

All staff members are introduced to financial awareness
through the induction process and regularly informed of
Induction programme, Management
progress through cascade briefings; job and person
Development Programme, Clinical Leadership
specification for all senior posts contain financial
Programme, Board and Committee Reports,
expertise
Executive briefings
Finance and Budget workshops for Managers set up for
2014

Job descriptions specify competency required

8

Assurances on Controls

Job descriptions/profiles
Job evaluations
Appraisals

Induction programme, Management
Development Programme, Clinical Leadership
Programme, Board and Committee Reports,
Executive briefings Trust Board Papers and
Minutes

Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
minutes to Trust Board

Audit report
Evaluation report

9

Alignment between capacity plans, workforce, finance and
quality.

Board performance report - monthly

Board performance report - monthly
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Performance management and monitoring committees:
Objective 1 - QUALITY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 2 - CLINICAL STRATEGY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 3 - RESILIENCE - Trust Executive Committee
Objective 4 - PRODUCTIVITY - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Objective 5 - WORKFORCE - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee

Green

Amber descriptions not yet undertaken

HR Director to undertake review of job descriptions for all senior staff
Alan Sheward/Jackie Skeel/Mark Elmore
Update September 2013: (JS) Not having any dealings with content of JDs other than those
for Education Centre staff, this needs to be referred to the HR department. Perhaps the
recruitment team can ensure all new JDs have this included in the person specification? I can
ensure that this is incorporated into next year's appraisal paperwork. We already have a
requirement for managers to ensure budget holders are aware of and have read the SFIs.
Update October 2013: (ME) The Job Description Template does ask for "define responsibility
the post has for managing resources. Are they a budget holder, or do they manage a
delegated budget. Are they responsible for the purchasing and security of equipment?" The
Job Description Template has now been updated and requires the level of competency to be
stated relating to management of budgets.
Update December 2013: (BJ) Need to consider current staff with budget responsibilities and
whether this is reflected approporiately in their JDs
Update March 2014: All new JDs contain appropriate references. 'Clean-up' required for
current staff JDs.
Review date: July 2014

Green

Finance training sessions to be developed and implemented by December 2012; FAST training sessions to be reestablished; relaunch of HFMA certificate in NHS finance; Review of all budget holder levels and rationalisation of
cost centres; Local induction to include basic financial training from finance managers
Kevin Curnow/Lauren Jones/John Cooper
Update April 2013: (CW) Reminder of HFMA e-learning package to be disseminated; no further actions planned at
this stage.
Update May 2013: (CW) No further progress. ADs will be reminded of availability of HFMA training. Spot training
such as PbR has been undertaken on ad hoc basis.
Update August 2013: (LJ) Finance Managers remit to be extended to cover income across all areas ie. SLA, NCA
etc in order to fully understand the divisional performance. Attendance at Divisional SLA and Performance
Reviews is now mandatory for FMs during which they will be able to identify where further finance training within
the divisions is required.
Update October 2013: (KC) Open culture to be re-iterated at formal finance training but should also be reinforced
at Performance Reviews in the interim
Update December 2013: (KC) Quarterly training sessions beginning in February for budget holders. Additionally,
'bite-size' finance awareness sessions to be held. Action complete
Change of assurance rating to Green approved December 2013

Formal review of current job

Finance and Budget workshops for Managers set up for
2014

9.13 (9.23) No link between activity and
workforce capacity plan (O16)
Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls/Assurances

Workforce report to the Board needs to incorporate evidence of Induction Training compliance
Alan Sheward/Jackie Skeel
Updates March/April 2013: (CW) No further progress to report
Update May 2013: (CW) No further progress. ADs will be reminded of availability of HFMA training. Spot training
such as PbR has been undertaken on ad hoc basis.
Update September 2013: (JS) Liaising with Lauren Jones and Chris Palmer regarding the need for finance
awareness training and difficulty in Finance team having resource to be able to provide classroom sessions. CP
has advised that she will discuss with new AD Finance when he commences. In the meantime we are promoting
the HFMA e-learning modules for staff. Regular email messages are sent out by the HR helpdesk sometimes
with useful handouts.
Update November 2013: JS and Heather Cooper to meet with Lauren Jones and Kevin Curnow to discuss
programme implementation.
Update December 2013: 4 half day 'Finance and Budget workshops for Managers' set up to run each quarter
during 2014 with 20 spaces on each course. This will be promoted to budget managers alongside the HFMA elearning modules. We are also exploring whether the HFMA modules could be transferred to Training Tracker for
better uptake. Action complete
Change of assurance rating to Green approved December 2013

Appraisals Completion of HFMA certificate in
finance
Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
minutes to Trust Board

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put
controls/ systems in place)

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to
provide evidence that our
controls/ systems are
effective)

Controls in Place

Last updated: 12:00 24.06.2014

Assurance Level

End of Year RS

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

Mid year RS

Principal Risks

Initial RS

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK: For approval at Trust Board 2.07.2014

Amber

Fortnightly meetings with IBP development team and workforce lead to ensure plans are
aligned. Reporting to FT Programme Board to offer high-level progress updates.
Alan Sheward
Currently no
Update October 2013: Now needs reassessment and development of plan
Capacity planning engagement is
organisation wide
Change of assurance rating from Green to Amber approved October 2013
lacking at present due to issues
capacity plan to align
Update November 2013: Review capacity against workforce
within the capacity lead deveolved
to workforce, demand
Update March 2014: Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce reviewing as part of
into operational work at present
plans
revised performance management framework
Update May 2014: Now awaiting update from PIDS team
Review date: July 2014

Enc S3 - BAF and Risk Register 2014 15

IOW NHS TRUST: RED/AMBER RATED RISKS

9.14 (4.20) No mention of the importance
of financial awareness and staff
individual/collective roles made at
induction (F33)
Executive Director of Finance

9.15 (5.39) No mention of the importance
of financial awareness and staff
individual/collective roles made at
induction (F27)
Executive Director of Finance

9.16 (4.6/9.53) Key gaps at Board level
positions identified (O43)
Chief Executive

12

12

5

(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
securing delivery of the objective?)

Assurances on Controls

(Where can the board gain evidence that our
(Actual evidence that our controls/systems
controls/ systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective and the objective is being
are effective)
achieved)

Induction programme, Management
All staff members are introduced to financial awareness
Development Programme, Clinical Leadership
through the induction process and regularly informed of
Programme, Board and Committee Reports,
progress through cascade briefings
Executive briefings

All staff members are introduced to financial awareness through
the induction process and regularly informed of progress
Induction programme coverage.
through cascade briefings

Interim arrangements in place for development of IBP
Board Leadership and development programme in place
Trust has secured KPMG to deliver Board leadership and
Development Plan
EDTI appointment made - starts July 2014 Financial advisor
to the Board also appointed - commencing end June 2014.
All Board positions now filled

9

Appraisals Completion of HFMA certificate in
finance

HR performance reports to Board

Staff health and wellbeing strategy and action plan in place

Health and Wellbeing Group

Monitoring of sickness levels through performance reports and
triage

Board Performance Report

Health and Wellbeing action lab in place

Performance Reviews

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put
controls/ systems in place)

Performance management and monitoring committees:
Objective 1 - QUALITY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 2 - CLINICAL STRATEGY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 3 - RESILIENCE - Trust Executive Committee
Objective 4 - PRODUCTIVITY - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Objective 5 - WORKFORCE - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee

Amber

Amber awareness through the

Consideration of reinstatement of financial awareness within corporate induction
Change of assurance rating from Green to Amber approved January 2014
Finance session Alan Sheward/Jackie Skeel
removed from Update April 2014: JS and Kevin Curnow to meet 29/4 to consider options
Corporate
Update May 2014: Financial awareness to be reinstated into the corporate induction
programme, hopefully commencing July 2014. Review and possibly change to Green next
Induction
month.
Review date: July 2014

All staff members are
introduced to financial

Director of Strategy Consultation underway, followed by recruitment
Karen Baker/Mark Price
Update February 2014: NED with finance experience left July 2013. DoSP&CD left in
October 2013. Interim Exec Andy Heyes appointed December 2013. Interviews for Exec
Director of Transformation and Integration sheduled this month.
Change of assurance rating from Green to Amber approved February 2014
Update March 2014: Recruiting NED with financial qualification. Currently out to advert interviews April 14. Also recruiting Executrive Director of Transformation and Integration.
Update May 2014: EDTI interviews now scheduled for 23.05.14
Update June 2014: EDTI appointment made - starts July 2014 Financial advisor to the
Board also appointed - commencing end June 2014. All Board positions now filled
Recommend change of assurance rating to Green

Green

MEASURES:
Monitor ratings for governance, including quality and finance
Board Development
Stakeholder engagement
Organisational Thermometer
Staff survey results
Staff raising concerns
Staff friends and family test

Lack of baseline data - e.g. numbers
of staff who smoke/ staff BMI profile
etc

Board Performance Report

Amber
Sickness absence above 3%
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Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls/Assurances

Pursue a structured finance awareness training programme for non-finance staff
Kevin Curnow
Update October 2013: CP noted gaps now listed above
Change of assurance rating from Green to Amber approved October 2013
Update November 2013: (KC) No mention of financial awareness at induction but all budget
holders receive training from finance managers both formally & informally. Plans in place to
reinstate finance session within the corporate induction programme.
Training sessions Update January 2014: (KC) No further update to plans re introduction of finance awareness
provided to staff in at induction but finance dept in conjunction with Training Dept to roll out awareness drop in
financial awareness sessions for all staff in 2014-15.
Update April 2014: (KC) No further update to plans re introduction of finance awareness at
induction but finance dept in conjunction with Training Dept to roll out awareness drop in
sessions for all staff in 2014-15.
Update June 2014: No further update to plans re introduction of finance awareness at
induction but finance dept in conjunction with Training Dept to roll out awareness drop in
sessions for all staff in 2014-15.
Review date: August 2014

induction process

Remcomm minutes and Board Performance
Recruitment Programme for Chief Executive and
Director of Strategy agreed with Remcomm and Board Report

Critical success factor CSF10
Lead: Executive Director of Nursing and Workforce
Develop our organisational culture, processes and capabilities to be an outstanding organisation and employer
of choice
Links to CQC Regulations: 9, 10 , 17

10.3 (4.24) Recognising the health and
wellbeing needs of staff and addressing
these issues through the implementation
of a health and wellbeing strategy
Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce/Executive Director of
Transformation and Integration

Positive Assurance to Board

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to
provide evidence that our
controls/ systems are
effective)

Controls in Place

Last updated: 12:00 24.06.2014

Assurance Level

End of Year RS

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

Mid year RS

Principal Risks

Initial RS

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK: For approval at Trust Board 2.07.2014

TARGETS:
Achieve top Monitor ratings for governance by March 2015
Achieve 25% response rate in staff friends and family test results by March 2015
Percentage of vacancies to be under 11.7% by 31/3/15
Staff survey results for 14/15 show better outcomes than results for 13/14:
- survey response rate over 60% in 2014/15
- Over 60% of staff would recommend the Trust as a place to work
- Over 93% of staff feel satisfied with the quality of patient care they deliver
- Over 60% of staff would be happy for us to provide care to a relative or friend
Focussed work underway with 2 ward areas but still need to develop plan in conjunction with
Public Health to provide electronic baseline data of Trust staff
Health and Wellbeing pilots on wards
Action Lab meeting weekly
Alan Sheward/Andrew Heyes
Update April 2013: SEQUOS accreditation in place from this month; Green gym to Charitable
Funds; Updating smoking and drug & alcohol policies; Good uptake to weight programme.
Update July 2013: Strategy being reviewed by working group, potentially more precise.
Action plan is reviewed annually, performing against this and achieving targets.
Update September 2013: work ongoing review again in 3 months
Update December 2013: Long term absence rates lower than last year, work ongoing. Fast
track mechanism in place for physiotherapy and access to counselling. H&W Board has been
in operation through 2013 and will hold a year end review of the achievements and set
forthcoming objectives.
Update March 2014: 2013 staff survey received. HWB returned to EDNW portfolio - plan to
be agreed.
Update April 2014: Plan to create culture HWB committee approved by Board and now in
place. HWB Strategy being developed by the CHWB committee
Review date: July 2014

Enc S3 - BAF and Risk Register 2014 15

IOW NHS TRUST: RED/AMBER RATED RISKS

10.4 (10.2) There is not sufficient
knowledge of the quality agenda and
NEDs cannot provide sufficient challenge
(Q11)
Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce

10.5 (10.7) The Board is relatively new or
has a high turnover of members (Q16)
Chief Executive

10.13 (10.23) There is no service line
management framework (Q44)
Executive Director of Finance

10.14 (10.24) It is difficult to hold
individuals to account (Q44)
Executive Medical Director/ Executive
Director of Nursing and Workforce

6

(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
securing delivery of the objective?)

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

(Where can the board gain evidence that our
(Actual evidence that our controls/systems
controls/ systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective and the objective is being
are effective)
achieved)

Board members are well inducted, trained and supported and
Board induction programme.
there are ongoing opportunities to develop and increase
Board development programme.
knowledge of Quality issues. Foresight training also focussed on
Executive job/role descriptions.
this.
Performance reviews.

Board Development Plan
Board minuts evidence NED challenge on quality.

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put
controls/ systems in place)

No clear induction programme

Amber and Board development Plan
not yet complete

NED walkrounds and action tracker

The board retains strong links to the memory of the organisation
The board retains a perspective on previous quality performance

8

New board members are currently linked up with longstanding others to support induction

Board composition / profile

Board composition / profile

9

Directorates developed lead clinician/modern matron/
departmental leads as "mini triumvirates"

Directorate Board Minutes
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Alan Sheward/Mark Price
Update May 2013: Foresight seminar on challenge with NEDs has been completed.
Update August 2013: Foresight board development plan in place
Update October 2013: Quality goals established and maintained via the QCPC
Update December 2013: Appointment of 3 new designate NEDs will mean we have 4 NEDS
as members of the Quality and Clinical Performance Committee and this will increase the
level of challenge in relation to the Trust quality agenda. Quality Governance Framework Self
assessment and action plan being reviewed as part of Qulity Governance Self Assessment.
NED induction to be part delivered by new NEDS.
Update April 2014: NED attended FTN event specifically on NED Board Challenge
Review date: July 2014

Amber management at the trust and

A proposal for SLM is being developed and SLM will form a key part of the organisation's
performance framework
Chris Palmer/Iain Hendey
Update April 2013: Q3 SLR results published end of March 2013; SLR presentation to Board
seminar April 2013.
Update May 2013: PIDS in discussion with costing team about how to combine SLR
information with other performance data and use this information to engage with services.
Update August 2013: (NF) Review packs and method of delivery are still being developed by
PIDS and costing team. Q4 results published and Q1 results available August 2013
Update September 2013: (IH) SLR project re-launch about to get underway. Project initiation
document currently being prepared and SLM will form part of the stakeholder engagement
workstream.
Update November 2013: SLR - Q1 published + engagement workstream + technical
workstream. (KF) Martin Fuller now in PIDS for Performance Management and SLM will
form key part of that framework.
Update January 2014: (IH) SLM will be developed in line with the oveall plan for the
development of SLR /SLM which is a key workstream of the finance strategy transformational
change program.
Update March 2014: (IH) Q3 SLR to be published during w/c 17.03.14 in the form of service
level packs. Funding case for CCG for additional resource to support SLR/SLM systematic
service by service review.
Update June 2014: (IH) Q4 SLR has been completed. A detailed review of costs in Urology
is underway. A scoping workshop has taken place with CCG colleagues to scope the cost
base review work.
Review date: September 2014

all roles are clearly identified

Organisational structures, roles and responsibilities,
KSF framework,

Performance management and monitoring committees:
Objective 1 - QUALITY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 2 - CLINICAL STRATEGY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 3 - RESILIENCE - Trust Executive Committee
Objective 4 - PRODUCTIVITY - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Objective 5 - WORKFORCE - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee

Green

There is service line

SLR now provided on a quarterly basis

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls/Assurances

Review NED induction programme to address this issue
Mark Price
Update May 2013: All in place for new NED starting May 2013.
Update July 2013: One NED resigned recently (NW) and new appointment underway. Overall
turnover remains low.
Update October 2013: Plan to replace EDSCD in place
Update December 2013: A second NED recently resigned and 3 new designate NEDS
starting January 2014. However we still do not see this as meaning we have a high turnover
of board members.
Update June 2014: 2 designates now appointed as substantive NEDs. Induction/ seminars/
social events for new NEDs in place. Action complete
Recommend change of assurance rating to Green

There is a robust service line reporting structure

12

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to
provide evidence that our
controls/ systems are
effective)

Controls in Place

Last updated: 12:00 24.06.2014

Assurance Level

End of Year RS

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

Mid year RS

Principal Risks

Initial RS

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK: For approval at Trust Board 2.07.2014

Amber

The absence of SLM means it is
sometimes difficult to hold
individuals to account.
The organisation lacks a cohesive
approach to demonstrating clear
accountabilities in terms of
performance, quality and finance
in relation to individuals.
Some organisational policies limit
the speed and pace of
performance of individual
managers.
SLM does not function intuitively
and staff are not aware of how to
escalate issues.

Implement Service Line Management
Chris Palmer
Review policies which support performance management
Alan Sheward/Mark Elmore
Update April 2013: FT development day to review accountability
Update June 2013: Plan for delivery of accountability training to be agreed at Trust Executive
Committee on 17th June 13.
Update August 2013: Action Plan of Culture Club to TEC by October 2013. Vision, Values &
Behaviours being developed from 2013 Development Days on 28/9 and 30/10.
Update October 2013: Programme Plan and Terms of Reference for Organisational Culture
Development Group to TEC 7.10.13. Governance to be agreed against Workforce Delivery
Group and Transformation Programme Plan.
Update November 2013: OD work with J.Skeel
Update April 2014: OD work with J.Skeel ongoing
Review date: July 2014

Enc S3 - BAF and Risk Register 2014 15

IOW NHS TRUST: RED/AMBER RATED RISKS

10.15 (10.26) Where error is identified,
individuals are not held to account (Q48)
Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce/ Executive Medical Director

10.16 (10.30) There are consistent redflags for performance (Q62)
Executive Medical Director/ Executive
Director of Nursing and Workforce

10.21 (10.63) The Board’s annual
programme of work does not set aside
time for the Board to consider
environmental and strategic risks to the
Trust and downside scenario planning
(B30)
Company Secretary

10.22 (10.71) The Trust has received
adverse negative publicity in relation to
the services it provides in the last 12
months (B34)
Chief Executive/Executive Director of
Nursing and Workforce
10.23 (10.72) The Trust’s latest staff
survey results are poor (B35)
Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce

(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
securing delivery of the objective?)

There is a culture of encouragement to support individuals
where errors are identified. This is particularly evident where
performance improvement relates to quality.

9

Employee Relations reports

Assurances on Controls

Positive Assurance to Board

(Where can the board gain evidence that our
(Actual evidence that our controls/systems
controls/ systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective and the objective is being
are effective)
achieved)

Root cause analysis , appraiser feedback process at
medical appraisal

SIRI reports

SIRI reviews, hotline reports, complaints
procedure and responses, consultant appraisal.

Amber

Monthly Directorate Performance Reviews

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put
controls/ systems in place)

There is an absence of
performance management
adopted at all levels of the
organisation. There are a
number of performance reports
which are generated which
have had a positive impact on
improving performance but this
culture has not been fully
embedded across the
organisation

The Board monitors its own performance and knows where is
needs to improve effectiveness.

9

The Board enlists external support to make rapid improvements

Board Performance Report, PIAG

Trust Board minutes, TEC minutes

Forward looking reports

Amber predicting areas of risk are not
robust

Forward looking assessment of performance robust under
the new process for the production of the Trust Board
Performance Report

The Boards annual programme of work sets aside time for the
Board to consider environmental and strategic risks to the Trust

8

9

12

Board forward plan in place which includes environmental
and strategic risks.

Trust Executive Committee / Trust Board
BAF

The Trust has a Communications Engagement and Membership
team that monitors and responds to negative publicity as and
when it arises or brought to the attention of the team by others

Staff attitude survey annual report
Individual Reports
SAS Champions Group and Action Plan

Board Performance Report

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to
provide evidence that our
controls/ systems are
effective)

Controls in Place

Last updated: 12:00 24.06.2014

Assurance Level

End of Year RS

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

Mid year RS

Principal Risks

Initial RS

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK: For approval at Trust Board 2.07.2014

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls/Assurances
Performance management and monitoring committees:
Objective 1 - QUALITY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 2 - CLINICAL STRATEGY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 3 - RESILIENCE - Trust Executive Committee
Objective 4 - PRODUCTIVITY - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Objective 5 - WORKFORCE - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Directorate Performance reviews are ongoing making Directorates accountable for Finance/
Activity/ Quality and Workforce performance.
Sarah Johnston/Mark Pugh/Alan Sheward
Update May 2013: Directorate structures now include improved accountability
Update August 2013: Continuing TEC weekly monitoring of performance.
Update October 2013: Special measures process in place demonstrates holding to account.
Process to be finalised.
Update December 2013: (MP) Clear evidence of improving performance management. (AS)
Safer Staffing Principles agreed that see Ward managers supervisory, freeing them up to
lead on projects that will improve patient Safety, Experience and Effectiveness with clear
KPIs to which they will be held account for. HR Matrix now available in Quality Dashboard
that will be used for all areas of the Trust Including Non Clinical Areas. Potential to consider
as Green.
Update April 2014: Strengthening 'calling to account ' via SIRIs. Process for this to be
pursued and agreed.
Review date: July 2014
Review opportunities for introducing future trends and predictions within Board performance
reports.
Chris Palmer/Iain Hendey
Update April 2013: (IH) No further updates available
Update August 2013: (NF) The trust continues to perform well against Monitor framework.
Within Board report where performance is rated as Red a detailed report is given highlighting
appropriate action plans. Forecast performance is available in some areas but needs to be
more widely implemented.
Update October 2013: (IH) On the whole performance is good, areas of concern get
additional focus within the Trust Board Performance report with details of actions in place to
address performance issues. In addition a post in PIDS is now focussed on managing
performance with an initial objective of developing a Trust Wide performance framework.
Update January 2014: (IH) Trust performance remains positive on the whole, the newly
established Performance Manager Post is developing processes to address areas of poor
performance.
Update March 2014: (IH) Trustwide Performance Framework has been drafted. Aiming to
implement April 14.
Update June 2014: (IH) Trustwide Performance Framework includes escalation process, the
framework is currently in the process of implementation.
Review date: September 2014

Green

Board needs to consider downside scenario planning and specifically the downside scenarios
that underpin the LTFM, including key mitigation plans and trigger points for deploying these
plans.
Karen Baker/Mark Price
Update May 2013: Annual programme of work for Board in development now.
Update June 2013: In final stages of completion by Company Secretary
Update July 2013: Forward work programme to Board seminar in July 13 and aiming to
approve by end August 13
Update September 2013: Now included in Board forward plan of work to be programmed in
at the best time in relation to strategy
Update November 2013: Downside scenarios discussed at Board seminars and
environmental and strategic risks included in board annual work programme. Strategic risks
revewed and updated for next IBP submission.
Update February 2014: Annual programme of work includes strategic risks and downside
scenarios
Update April 2014: Board review of external environment and strategic risks undertaken at
Board Seminar on 8th April 14
Update June 2014: Board forward plan in place which includes environmental and strategic
risks. Action complete
Recommend change of assurance rating to Green

The Trust invested in a management system
called VUELIO which records media coverage
and the responses given

Amber within the Trust

Action plan to be created in response to negative publicity as received
Alan Sheward/Andy Hollebon
Update June 2014: The Comms Team continues to respond to any media comment or
enquiry in a timely fashion. A summary of media coverage is not now presented formally to
any Trust committee, having previously been listed under Q&CPC before April 2014.
Review date: July 2014

Board performance Report

Green

BAF reports to Board
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No formal report submitted
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IOW NHS TRUST: RED/AMBER RATED RISKS

10.24 (4.3) Poor results on staff surveys
(Q47)
Executive Director of Nursing and
Workforce

10.25 (9.25) There has been no
engagement with wider staff from clinical,
nursing or wider backgrounds. (O17)
Executive Medical Director/ Executive
Director of Nursing and Workforce

10.26 (10.32) There has been a high
turnover in Board membership in the
previous two years (i.e. 50% or more of
the Board are new compared to two years
ago) (B17)
Chief Executive/Company Secretary

12

9

(What controls/systems do we have in place to assist in
securing delivery of the objective?)

Assurances on Controls

(Where can the board gain evidence that our
(Actual evidence that our controls/systems
controls/ systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective and the objective is being
are effective)
achieved)

The Board makes additional efforts to understand and improve
working lives

Board Performance Report
Focussed reports (e.g. HWB)

Staff feel safe, secure and valued

Culture, Health and Wellbeing Committee

FT communications regularly circulated
Clinicians involved in Journey to FT ' workshops
Big Discussion

Positive Assurance to Board

Executive Board
FT Programme Board

Board Performance Report encompasses IWL
items and SAS actions complete with Metrics.

CEO reports
FT Programme director reports

Gaps in Control
(Where we are failing to put
controls/ systems in place)

Amber Roll out of OD

Board minutes

Performance management and monitoring committees:
Objective 1 - QUALITY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 2 - CLINICAL STRATEGY - Quality & Clinical Performance Committee
Objective 3 - RESILIENCE - Trust Executive Committee
Objective 4 - PRODUCTIVITY - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Objective 5 - WORKFORCE - Finance, Investment & Workforce Committee
Alan Sheward
Update October 2013: Organisational thermometer commenced. Delays in OD roll-out.
Change of assurance rating from Green to Amber approved October 2013
Update November 2013: OD work with J. Skeel
Update March 2014: 2013 staff survey received. HWB returned to EDNW portfolio - plan to
be agreed.
Update April 2014: Plan to create culture and HWB group. Strategy being developed.
Update June 2014: Culture, Health and Wellbeing Committee formed as formal subcommittee of TEC. First meeting May 2014.
Review date: August 2014

Amber suggest staff do not feel that good

Green

Review Board turnover in 2013/14 to ensure we remain compliant
Karen Baker/Mark Price
Update October 2013: Turnover increased. Currently one ED vacancy.
Change of assurance rating from Green to Amber approved October 2013
Update January 2014: 3 designate NEDs commenced January 2014 to slot into future
vacancies as and when they occur. One of the designates will replace John Matthews at the
end of January 14. Out to advert for the new Executive Director of Transformation post and
have an interim director in place.
Update May 2014: EDTI interviews now scheduled for 23.05.14
Update June 2014: Board membership now complete. EDTI post appointed. David King/
Jane Tabor now recruited as substantive NEDs and Lizzie Peers commencing as nonexecutive financial advisor to the Board on 23/6/14. Action complete
Recommend change of assurance rating to Green

Recent staff survey outcomes
communication exists

Appointment of designate NEDS

Board structure
Board membership now complete. EDTI post appointed.
Records of low turnover of Board members
David King/ Jane Tabor now recruited as substantial NEDs
and Lizzie Peers commencing as non-executive financial
advisor to the Board on 23/6/14.

Action Plan to Address Gaps in Controls/Assurances

To be progressed via the Big Discussion initiative
Karen Baker
Update October 2013: Action plan to follow
Change of assurance rating from Green to Amber approved October 2013
Update November 2013: roll-out of Beyond Boundaries
Update January 2014: Another FT development day planned for February 27th to continue
our staff engagement programme
Update May 2014: New monthly newsletter for staff introduced from May 2014
Review date: July 2014

Traditionally we have had a low turnover of board membership

12

Gaps in Assurance
(Where we are failing to
provide evidence that our
controls/ systems are
effective)

Controls in Place

Last updated: 12:00 24.06.2014

Assurance Level

End of Year RS

(What could prevent this objective being achieved?)

Mid year RS

Principal Risks

Initial RS

BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK: For approval at Trust Board 2.07.2014

Board Assurance Framework column headings: Guidance for completion and ongoing review (N.B. Refer to DoH publication 'Building an Assurance Framework' for further details)
Principal Risks: All risks which have the potential to threaten the achievement of the organisations principal objectives. Boards need to manage these principal risks rather than reacting to the consequences of risk exposure.
RISK LEVEL = S (Severity where 1 = insignificant; 2 = minor; 3=moderate; 4=major; 5=catastrophic) X L (Likelihood where 1=rare; =unlikely; 3=possible; 4=likely; 5=certain)= RS(Risk Score). Code score: 1-9 GREEN; 10-15 AMBER; 16+ RED
Controls in Place: To include all controls/systems in place to assist in the management of the principal risks and to secure the delivery of the objectives.
Assurances on Controls: Details of where the Board can find evidence that our controls/systems on which we are placing reliance, are effective. Assurances can be derived from independent sources/review e.g. CQC, NHSLA, internal and external audit; or non-independent sources e.g. clinical audit, internal management reports, performance reports, self assessment reports etc.
NB 1: All assurances to the board must be annotated to show whether they are POSITIVE (where the assurance evidences that we are reasonably managing our principal risks and the objectives are being delivered) or NEGATIVE (where the assurance suggests there are gaps in our controls and/or our assurances about our ability to achieve our principal objectives)
NB 2: Care should be taken about references to committee minutes as sources of assurance available to the board. In most cases it is the reports provided to those committees that should be cited as sources of assurance, together with the dates the reports were produced/ reviewed, rather than the minutes of the committee itself.
Assurance Level RAG ratings:
Effective controls in place and Board satisfied that appropriate positive assurances are available OR Effective controls in place with positive assurance available to Board and action plans in place which the Executive Lead is confident will be delivered on time = GREEN (+ add review date)
Effective controls mostly in place and some positive assurance available to the board . Action plans are in place to address any remaining controls/assurance gaps = AMBER
Effective controls may not be in place or may not be sufficient. Appropriate assurances are either not available to Board or the Exec Lead has ongoing concerns about the organisations ability to address the principal risks and/or achieve the objective = RED
(NB - Board will need to periodically review the GREEN controls/assurances to check that these remain current/satisfactory)
Gaps in Control: details of where we are failing to put controls/systems in place to manage the principal risks or where one or more of the key controls is proving to be ineffective.
Gaps in Assurance: details of where there is a lack of board assurance, either positive or negative, about the effectiveness of one or more of the controls in place. This may be as a result of lack of relevant reviews, concerns about the scope or depth of any reviews that have taken place or lack of appropriate information available to the board.
Action Plans: To include details of all plans in place, or being put in place, to manage/control the principal risks and/or to provide suitable assurances to the board. NB: All action plans to include review dates (to enable ongoing monitoring by the board or designated sub-committee) and expected completion dates (to ensure controls/assurances will be put in place and made available in a timely manner)
Assurance Framework 2013/14 working document - August 2013. Guidance last updated December 2009.
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RISK REGISTER ENTRIES

ID

Source

DIR

Data as of 23.06.2014

Risk
Subtype

Opened

Anticipated
Target/
Completion
date

Title

Resp

Description

Rating
(initial)

Rating
(current)

RAG

Status of Controls in Place

Adequac
y of
controls

Action summary

Description (Action
Plan)

Done date
(Action
Plan)

Trust Objective

Exec
Director

CSF8

Productivity

EDSCD

Sue Nelson CSF8

Productivity

EMD

Carol
Mabey

CSF4

Clinical
Strategy

EMD

KB

CSF8

Productivity

CX

Kathryn
Taylor

CSF2

Quality

EDONW

Julianna
Hayward

CSF8

Productivity

EDONW

CSF2

Quality

EDONW

Martin
Andrew
Keightley

CSF No.

CORPRI

GOVCOM 01/04/09 30/06/14

POTENTIAL LOSS OF
EMERGENCY
TELEPHONE SERVICES
AND FIRE ALARM
SYSTEM CONTROL

IG

* The emergency telephone system and back up
system are all sited in the same location
* In the event of a fire, all systems including back up
would be lost
* loss of essential communications in a major

15

10

MOD

* Standby telephone system in place

A

04.06.14 Update from MK. Waiting for standby switchboard to be tested and whether
switchboard can operate via IP solution.

365 RA

COMMH

GOVCOM 14/08/09 30/09/14

DATA QUALITY / DATA
RECORDING / SWIFT
INFORMATION SYSTEM

NT

* Clinical risks to patients
* failure to meet contracting requirements
* financial penalty

16

12

MOD

* Manual data collection.
* Snap audits.

A

30/10/2009

380 RA

COMMH

GOVCOM 07/12/09 01/05/15

INCREASED DEMAND
ON ORTHOTICS

NT

* sustainability of service provision
* 18 week pathway breaches
* staff retention
* Budget overspend due to demand
* inadequate funding

16

12

MOD

* additional clinics provided
* Improved IT
* admin function centralised
* Waiting List Initiative funding secured from CCG until 31
March 2014.

A

31.07.13 Data Exchange Agreement has been developed and is awaiting formal sign 13 items listed
off. The Paris 'go live' date for the CMHT has been delayed due to data migration
failure. 'Go live' will be rescheduled when interface is in place. SN. 30.08.13
Awaiting confirmation of 'go live' date for CMHS. Expected to be mid September 2013.
Data Exchange Agreement has been signed by the LA and is now awaiting Trust sign
off. SN. 30.09.13 Go Live date not yet confirmed but anticipated to be mid October
2013 SN 08 04 14 All Community Mental Health Inpatient Services and Inpatient
31.07.13 Service remains under resourced for demand. Commissioning to look at
5 items listed
alternative pathway through "Integrated AHP Working". CM. 30.08.13 No further
update at this stage. CM. 30.09.13 No further update. CM. 28.02.14 Waiting List
Initiative funding agreed by CCG until 31 March 2014. Will resubmit Business Case
for additional staffing in the new financial year. Demand continues to increase. CM.
31.03.14 Business Case to be submitted during Quarter 1. CM. 15.05.14 Risk
managed internally by Service Manager. Ongoing developments of new pathway
expected from the CCG by April 2015. LA.

415 INTAUD

CORPRI

GOVCOM 22/09/10 30/06/14

SPACE UTILISATION INCLUDING ARCHIVE,
BEDS & MEDICAL
EQUIPMENT (replacing
RR9)

KBA

* longstanding storage/space issues
* storage of beds and medical equipment
* Inappropriate storage of archive medical records

16

16

HIGH * Most of the medical records/beds etc. are behind lock
doors at least with some exceptions.
* Associate Director for Estates has set up a Space
Utilisation Group.

I

13.5.14 Update from BJ. summary business case to resolve immediate storage
7 items listed
issues regarding current and historical clinical records approved by TEC and actioned
in April 2014. Funding agreed for additional off-site storage and first floor south block
now cleared for office upgrading works

01/12/2010

423 EXTAUD PLANND

QCE

11/01/11 30/09/14

Insufficient and inadequate LHE
ENT decontamination
facilities to meet service
requirements (BAF 6.10)

* Accommodation no longer suitable for its purpose.
* Infection control issues.
* Poor/Inappropriate storage.
* Poor decontamination facilities not meeting national
standards. Flexible nasendoscopes currently
decontaminated in patient area

16

16

HIGH * Additional scopes purchased via capital.
* Rigid scopes decontaminated via HSDU.
* Capital bid completed.

I

April 14 update: scheduled estates meeting cancelled due to sickness, rebooking for
May 14.

5 items listed

30/06/2014

428 RA

PLANND

QCE

23/02/11 30/04/16

Insufficient and inadequate LHE
Endoscopy facilities to
meet service requirements
(BAF 6.10)

* JAG accreditation failure Jul 2014; need new build
* JAG will inform CQC and bowel screening
campaign
* lack of space to provide for increased demand to
meet national screening agenda
* privacy and dignity
* infection control due to building
* poor condition of building

25

20

HIGH * Business case developed highlighting requirements.
A
* Three session days being implemented to manage capacity
issues to sustain service until demand exceeds.

Apr 14: Board approval gained.

9 items listed

445 RA

PLANND

PATSAF

21/03/11 31/03/16

Shared maternity bidets
AHU
causing potential infection
control risk (BAF 2.21)

* shared bidet facilities. Patient Safety risk e.g.
colonisation of Group Strep A infection

25

12

MOD

* bidets to remain out of action until they can be removed.
* Running of water twice a week in place to reduce risk of
legionnaire's.

A

Apr 14: Funding not approved. Some alternative funding achieved to equip one fully
5 items listed
en suite Labour room and a second that is part en suite. (I.e. attached but can also be
accessed from corridor for others). This leaves 3 rooms not en suite. We have
upgraded a little decoration but the full en suite has not taken place.

30/04/2016

Annie
Hunter

447 RA

COMMH

GOVCOM 02/06/11 31/12/14

SPEECH & LANGUAGE
THERAPY BUILDING

NT

* Lack of temperature controls.
* Inadequate building - roof leaks, ill fitting doors.
* Pest control issues.

20

12

MOD

* Action plan agreed and in place.
* Ongoing maintenance via Estates team.
* Input from Cleanliness team.

A

31/12/2014

Nikki Turner CSF8

Productivity

EMD

451 RA

COMMH

PATEXP

26/07/11 31/12/14

ORTHOTICS &
PROSTHETICS
BUILDING

NT

* fabric of the building unsatisfactory and needs
attention

15

15

MOD

* Area of building most prone to heating issues no longer
used for patients.
* Appointment letters now ask for those with wide
wheelchairs to ring, so patients can be seen in appropriate
room.

A

14.05.14 update from Associate Director. Since the SLT building was registered with 5 items listed
the CQC it has gone from and office and clinical area to an office area only. Clinical
services are now provided in patient's homes, children's centres, children's outpatients
and other clinical accommodation on the St Mary's site. Redecoration and the use of
ll
f Nohchange
t d ki untilh service
l hrelocatedd toThanother
d location.
ti h Community
l i l dWell
d
31.07.13
3 items listed
Being Centre plans have been re-prioritised in favour of the Locality Centre at Ryde.
CM. 30.08.13 No further update at this stage. CM. 30.09.13 No further progress.
CM. 28.02.14 Still considering options for the new building. CM. 31.03.14 Whilst
every effort has been made to mitigate risk to patients, the fabric of the building
requires attention. CM. 30.04.14 No further update. CM.

31/12/2014

Carol
Mabey

CSF2

Quality

EMD

468 RA

PLANND

QCE

20/10/11 01/04/15

Insufficient and inadequate LHE
Ophthalmology facilities to
meet service requirements
(BAF 6.10)

16

20

Apr 14: priority being considered within outpatient efficiencies project within Hospital
Reddesign Workstream.

6 items listed

30/09/2012

DB

CSF8

Productivity

EDONW

CORPRI

GOVCOM 20/10/11 30/04/15

STANDBY ELECTRICAL
GENERATION - MAIN
HOSPITAL

KBO

12

12

HIGH * Staff warn patients of slopes.
* New kitchen installed.
* Replacement of some flooring including waiting room.
* Some doors replaced.
* Some windows either serviced or replaced
MOD * essential supplies maintained
* constant attention given to back-up systems

U

469 RA

* Not DDA compliant.
* H&S and privacy and dignity issues.
* Lack of storage.
* Fire safety
* Space to deliver clinical activity
* only 40% of the main St. Mary's electrical systems
will remain operational in times of power failure
* systems that will not be supported include CT
Scanner, MRI and sections of Pharmacy. A & E,
Beacon, Radiology, Outpatients, MAAU,
Appley/Colwell/Whippingham/St. Helens/Alverstone
and Luccombe Wards, Theatres, ITU, Pathology
Catering

I

13.5.14 update from CK. Generators will be replaced during CEF scheme which is
6 items listed
hoped to begin by December 2014. Contingency plan for emergency power has been
produced.

17/09/2014

Kevin Bolan CSF8

Productivity

EDSCD

476 MTG

CORPRI

GOVCOM 22/11/11 31/07/14

MANDATORY TRAINING

KBA

20

20

HIGH * Improved monitoring and recording of attendance
* Mandatory training group formed and meeting regularly
* Training Manager software now web based

I

21.2.14 asked HF/JS if all actions are now completed and this can be signed off.
6 items listed
21.02.14 This will be taken to the next mandatory training group on the 12th March for
discussion and to agree if risk can be removed from register.

31/01/2012

Jackie
Skeel

CSF9

Workforce

CX

493 RA

CORPRI

GOVCOM 23/01/12 30/06/14

FIRE COMPARTMENTS - AHE
CAUSE AND EFFECT OF
FIRE ALARM SYSTEM

* HSE Compliance
* Staff Patient Safety Audit 2013 highlights this as
"limited assurance"
* Patient safety risk if staff are not appropriately
trained
- HSE non-compliance
- Fire legislation non-compliance
- Patient safety risk
- Employers liability risk

20

12

MOD

I

28.05.14 Update from MK. Majority of the cause and effect works has been completed. 6 items listed
The outstanding work is due to be completed by 30.05.14. (scoring to be reduced to
12)

31/07/2014

Robert
Graham

CSF8

Productivity

EDSCD
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30/06/2014

Resps'

346 RA

* Some devices work, most work in the inpatient area.
* Manually close fire doors on fire alarm activation.

9 items listed

Due date
(Action
Plan)

25/07/2011

01/05/2015

30/06/2009

31/05/2011

30/09/2012

31/01/2012

Enc S3 - BAF and Risk Register 2014 15/Risk Input 2014-15

RISK REGISTER ENTRIES

Data as of 23.06.2014

QCE

01/05/12 30/06/14

Cancellation of Planned
DCOL * Loss of income.
activity due to excessive
L
* Failure of Targets eg: 18wk.
medical activity (BAF 2.26
* Waste (e.g. theatre staffing).
& 6.12)
* Underutilisation of resources.
* Increased complaints.
* Pressure on staffing impacting on quality of care.

15

15

MOD

* Increased use of day procedures.
* Monitoring of readmission rates.

A

Feb 14 update: Bed reconfiguration project established to manage forthcoming estate 8 items listed
development and imapct on bed capacity; weekly operational access meeting to
monitor and manage impact on planned inpatient activity.

30/11/2012

502 EXTAUD PLANND

PATSAF

22/05/12 30/06/14

Inadequate management PSA
of epidural and intrathecal
(spinal) devices to meet
LUER lock compliance
(BAF 2.22)

* LUER lock compliance.
* Current epidural pumps cannot be set below 2mls/hr
which means low doses cannot be given

12

12

MOD

* Medical Devices Group.
* Procurement processes.
* Ongoing monitoring.

A

Jan14: no change

5 items listed

30/06/2014

506 IR

ACUTE

GOVCOM 26/07/12 31/12/14

INTENSIVE CARE UNIT
LWE
CAPACITY REDUCED
DOWN TO 6 PATIENTS
DUE TO WITHDRAWN
FUNDING
FOR 7THOUTBED CDC
BLOOD
SCIENCES
OF-HOURS STAFFING
(BAF 4.4)

* funding for 7th bed
* staff shortages

16

16

HIGH * Very controlled and careful use of the current ICU
capacity. Outreach team in place for daylight hours with
plans for night cover trainee ANPs later in year.
* A few ex-ICU nurses on the hospital bank who are

A

02.05.13 Unit under increased pressure with high numbers of level 3 patients Monitored daily. (RB). 16/01/14 Reviewed at QRPSG. Business Case developed for
merged unit with CCU and ITU - Agreed at Board 29/01/14 RB Reviewed at QRPSG
21/05/14 need to recruit again to vacancy - unable to go to 24/7 currently RB

6 items listed

31/08/2012

509 RA

ACUTE

QCE

16/08/12 30/09/14

*
*
*
*

20

20

HIGH * commitment of staff (but possibly not sustainable in the
longer term)

I

Formal consortium now stopped - MOU with Southampton being taken forward. OOH 4 items listed
cover commenced 01/04/14(RB). Reviewed at QRPSG - recruitment still moving
forward, but other issues have compounded - LT has submitted an action plan with
detail of short term and long term solutions RB 09/06/14

01/09/2014

510 IR

CORPRI

PATEXP

16/08/12 30/07/14

MAIN HOSPITAL LIFTS

* Patient safety issues of unable to transfer to
appropriate services e.g. ITU/Theatres
* Patient experience risks
* Reputational risk for Trust

12

12

MOD

28.05.14 Update from RG. Lift 1 is now fully complete and in use. Lift 2 is due to
commence on site on the 09.06.14 and will take seven weeks to completed, so
completion will be approx 30.07.14.

6 items listed

30/09/2012

512 RA

COMMH

QCE

17/08/12 31/03/15

MENTAL HEALTH
NT
PAYMENT BY RESULTS /
CMHS REDESIGN /
HEALTH & SOCIAL CARE
INTEGRATION

* No Finance and Contracts support as both Managers
on secondment. Awaiting replacements.
* Delay in Capita recommendations to produce an
Action Plan currently sitting with CCG.
* Additional staff required to produce data on
schedule.
* Reduction in service provision.
* Redundancy/displacement risks.

12

16

HIGH * Project manager in place
* Project plan in place
* meetings with commissioners and SHA

I

31/03/2015

ACUTE

QCE

22/08/12 30/11/14

RISK OF NOT
DMA
ACHIEVING THE A&E 4
HOUR TARGET (BAF 3.8)

* failure of national key target
* not achieving "right patient, right place, right time"
* Patient safety issues and treatment delays

20

16

HIGH * staff awareness and commitment to achieve targets
* some direct admissions to wards
* daily monitoring and review

A

31.07.13 DOH 88 steps from new guidance is now the Action Plan for 2013-2014.
8 items listed
CAPITA has been agreed by Execs and Commissioners to carry out an indepth report
on PbR. Funding by Commissioners agreed to extend PIDS/Finance support for 20132014. LK. 30.08.13 CAPITA are now auditing patient files and talking with clinicians
as part of the Project. Paris CMHS 'go live' date has been delayed until mid
September 2013 which could be a risk to the project. LK. 30.09.13 Paris CMHS 'go
live' has been further delayed. CAPITA and RES Consortium final reports for CCG
available later November 2013. Local tariffs continue to be built for March 2014. LK.
31.03.14 No Finance Manager involved with the project at present due to secondment
and soon to lose the Contracts Manager to secondment who both have a wealth of
experience of PbR. Capita project now expanded to LD, IAPT and CCAMHS. Await
d ti monitoring
t
id undertaken.
A ti PlMAU
t estates
E
i work
M commenced
2014 LK 15
14
Ongoing regular
Jan052014.
7 items listed
Reviewed (23/05/14) - Acute GP pilot Business Case being developed to take this
forward.(RB).

513 EB

01/04/2014

514 EB

ACUTE

PATSAF

22/08/12 30/06/14

RISK DUE TO BED
CAPACITY PROBLEMS
(BAF 2.22 & 6.12)

DMA

*
*
*
*

20

20

HIGH * Patient flow work programme in place
* constant and ongoing review by Bed Management Team

I

22.04.13 Patient Flow Project commenced awaiting outcomes. (RB). Reviewed at
QRPSG 17/04/14 Re-scored to 16. Daily meetings continue at times of pressure.
Side rooms remain a problem. Weekly operational meetings established.(RB)
28/05/14 Discussed at board need to increase score back to 20 - agreed with DM

4 items listed

516 RA

PLANND

GOVCOM 22/08/12 30/06/14

Internal and external
financial pressures
impacting upon Planned
Directorate's successful
financial management
(BAF 5.18)

DCOL * Continuing overspend.
L
* Loss of income.
* Inability to recruit specific staff groups e.g.
anaesthetists.
* Locum costs vs available budget

15

9

LOW

Apr14: Review mitigating actions during qtr1

13 items listed

518 EB

COMMH

QCE

COMMUNITY
NT
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

* Risk of care being compromised due to different
systems recording patient data
* risk of duplication between services
* difficulty in measuring activity and outcomes

16

16

HIGH * monitoring and reporting on KPI's by individual services
* investment in new information system (PARIS)

526 FTPRG

FTPRO

GOVCOM 01/10/12

Resources (BAF: 9.65)

The resources required to deliver against programme
outputs and objectives are not identified and put in
place within the timeframe required for effective
delivery.

16

16

HIGH Ongoing programme planning to identify capacity gaps and I
resource requirements; In discussion with commissioners to
identify additional resource availability.

Board Assurance Framework Ref 9.65.

527 FTPRG

FTPRO

GOVCOM 01/10/12

Planning (Logistics) (BAF: MP
9.65)

Failure to plan and phase activities effectively to deliver
products within prescribed timeframes.

12

12

MOD

Board Assurance Framework Ref 9.65.

501 INTAUD

PLANND

22/08/12 31/07/14

KBO

MP

insufficient staff to cover 24/7
Working patterns not AfC or WTD compliant
OOH service could collapse would impact ED
Risk to Trust

inability to meet national targets
Infection control risks
Mixed sex ward breaches
Patients in inappropriate wards for their care needs

* Full service, maintenance and response time contract with I
lift contractor to reduce down time.
* Contingency plans of individual clinical
areas/departments
THESE CONTROLS ARE ADEQUATE FOR SHORT
PERIODS OF TIME ONLY, THERE IS CURRENTLY AN
INADEQUATE CONTROL FOR LONGER PERIODS OF
THE LIFTS BEING OUT OF ACTION AND ALSO PATIENTS
ENTERING THE HOSPITAL WITH IMPAIRED MOVEMENT
BY THE MAIN ENTRANCE WHO ARE NOT AWARE OF
THE PROBLEM

* Finance action plan agreed.
* Robust monitoring of bank/agency requests.
* Bed closure plans.
* Vacancy review.

High level programme plan in place.
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A

I

31.07.13 Migration of data unsuccessful and rescheduled for September 2013. JCD. 4 items listed
30.08.13 Civica currently revising the specification with work commencing on 2
September 2013. JCD. 30.09.13 Testing of new open Mental Health referrals
commencing 7 October 2013. JCD. 15.05.14 The roll out of the Community Mental
Health PARIS system is complete. Testing of open Mental Health referrals has been
successful. Roll out to other Community Services ongoing with a completion date of
31.07.14. JCD.

30/11/2012

LH

CSF3

Clinical
Strategy

EDONW

Dr Oliver
Cramer

CSF2

Quality

EDONW

Louise
Webb

CSF2

Quality

EDONW

Christopher CSF9
da Costa

Workforce

EDONW

Kevin Bolan CSF8

Productivity

EDSCD

MED

CSF4

Clinical
Strategy

EMD

05/04/2013

Deborah
Matthews

CSF3

Clinical
Strategy

EDONW

15/11/2012

30/11/2012

Deborah
Matthews

CSF5

Resilience

EDONW

31/12/2012

31/12/2012

CSF7

Productivity

EDONW

31/12/2013

31/12/2013

Nikki Turner CSF8

Productivity

EMD

CSF6

Resilience

CSFT

CSF6

Resilience

CSFT

31/08/2012

14/05/2013

Enc S3 - BAF and Risk Register 2014 15/Risk Input 2014-15

RISK REGISTER ENTRIES

Data as of 23.06.2014

528 FTPRG

FTPRO

GOVCOM 01/10/12

Planning (Scope) (BAF
9.65)

MP

Programme initiation document does not effectively
capture and articulate the scope of work, control
framework and responsibilities leading to non-delivery
of key deliverables and failure to assure SHA/DH and
Monitor.

12

8

LOW

Programme Director and PMO maintain overview of scope
and detailed requirements of FT application process.
External advisors consulted where required.

Board Assurance Framework Ref: 9.65.

1 item listed

CSF6

Resilience

CSFT

529 FTPRG

FTPRO

GOVCOM 01/10/12

Communications and
Engagement (BAF 9.4)

MP

Key stakeholders are not identified, engaged and
managed according to the requirements of the
programme.

12

8

LOW

Stakeholder engagement and communications plan in place.
Briefings undertaken with key stakeholders.
'Big Discussion' internal communications exercise
undertaken.
Internal communications champions identified and trained.
Draft consultation document in place for approval.

Board Assurance Framework Ref: 9.4.

1 item listed

CSF6

Resilience

CSFT

530 FTPRG

FTPRO

GOVCOM 01/10/12

Quality Assurance (BAF
10.14 & 10.74)

MP

Products are not delivered according to the quality
requirements set out by key stakeholders/regulators.

12

12

MOD

Programme scope and high level plans in place. More
detailed plans required that take account of quality
specifications and deliver in sufficient time to address quality
issues.

Board Assurance Framework Refs: 10.14 & 10.74.

CSF6

Resilience

CSFT

531 FTPRG

FTPRO

GOVCOM 01/10/12

Enablers (BAF 9.65)

MP

Business improvement programmes and projects
required demonstrate the Trust's viability as a FT are
not delivered.

16

12

MOD

Global view of enabler activity status and resource
constraints required. Resources to need to be aligned to
priority projects and programmes and non-priority activity
suspended.

Board Assurance Framework Ref: 9.65.

CSF6

Resilience

CSFT

532 FTPRG

FTPRO

GOVCOM 01/10/12

Performance and Finance MP
(BAF: 10.30)

Trust performance against key service targets
deteriorate and erodes confidence of SHA / DH /
Monitor in our application.

20

15

MOD

Board Assurance Framework Ref: 10.30.

CSF6

Resilience

CSFT

533 FTPRG

FTPRO

GOVCOM 01/10/12

Quality Governance (BAF
10.14)

MP

Failure to embed robust quality governance
arrangements within the organisation impacts on the
organisation's ability to satisfy the requirements of
Monitor's compliance framework, leaving the
organisation unable to achieve Foundation Trust
Status.

20

15

MOD

Actions plans being put in place to address performance
issues.
Red indicators to be monitored by Executive Board.
Progress on key indicators to be managed as part of
Directorate performance reviews.
Robust evidence to be obtained to support current
assumptions around estate transfer.
Quality Governance Framework assessment undertaken
and action plan in place to close gaps. Dedicated resource
in place to drive delivery of action plan.

Board Assurance Framework Ref 10.14.

CSF6

Resilience

CSFT

540 IR

PLANND

PATSAF

24/10/12 30/06/14

Failing heating/cooling
system impacting on
service delivery (BAF
2.22)

AHU

* Heating system fails daily in one or more areas
* Babies in NICU become cold and this has the
potential for ongoing problems associated with cold
stress
* Fans circulate cold air which makes the situation
worse when heating fails.

20

20

HIGH * Staff remain vigilant to problem and report to estates
I
* Emergency auxiliary heaters used as required which help a
little
* Estates are working on solving the problem

Kevin Bolan CSF2

Quality

EDONW

541 RA

CORPRI

QCE

24/10/12 31/08/14

IT OUT OF HOURS
COVER

CP

* No formalised out of hours IT support for all Trust
Software systems.

12

12

MOD

* Informal OOH cover from IT
* Departmental business continuity plans
* 24/7 support from key system suppliers (A&E for
example)
* Contact list as to who to call OOH in the event of an issue
(supplier contact details).

A

PD

CSF8

Productivity

EDSCD

543 RA

PLANND

PATSAF

24/10/12 30/06/14

Failing medical casenote
label printers unable to
meet quality standards
(BAF 2.22)

RWE

12

12

MOD

* Check all labels following printing and destroy if not of a
minimum quality.

Helen
TurnbullWoodford

CSF2

Quality

EDONW

546 RA

ACUTE

PATSAF

24/10/12 01/11/14

PATHOLOGY LINK WITH MR
ARIA (BAF 6.8)

* Current label printers failing quality standards
(legibility).
* Current printers no longer supported by
manufacturers.
* PAS software suppliers not able to identify which
printers are suitable for software
* Path Lab IT System does not link with ARIA
* Risk of interpretation errors
* Risk of Chemotherapy being inappropriately
prescribed

12

12

MOD

* Clinicians use printed results
* ARIA is ready to interface with PATH

Diane
Adams

CSF8

Productivity

EDONW

548 INTAUD

CORPRI

GOVCOM 21/11/12 30/06/14

ESTATES
RATIONALISATION

AHE

* Space Utilisation
* Capital Plans not aligned to service development
strategies
* Possible acquisition of strategic partner

16

16

HIGH *
*
*
*
*

549 RA

COMMH

PATSAF

MENTAL HEALTH
MEDICAL RECORDS

NT

* Multiple mental health records for individual patient
both paper and electronic
* Paper records for individual patients stored in
multiple locations
* Lack of adequate storage facilities results in inability
to create single mental health paper record
* Clinical records are currently held in multiple

16

16

HIGH * main MH casenotes tracked using PAS however this only
has capacity to identify one volume
* some work already undertaken to cull, sort and catalogue
archive records
* staff aware there may be multiple records

22/11/12 31/03/15

Capital Investment Group
Clinical forums
Directorates capital priorities listed
Commissioning strategy
Estates strategy being updated
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9 Sep TEC mtg: approved urgent case for change. Dec 13: estates implementing new 2 items listed
system. Jan 13: system to be implemented mid Jan 14. 20Jan update: start date 20
Jan and expected to take 8 weeks. 28 Jan 14 update: The problems continue (now
cold rather than heat). Risk is mitigated for babies with localised heating and warming
mattresses but the risk score does to include mitigation. Should be concluded by the
end of March. 5th March 14 work in progress due to complete end of March 14. Apr
14: All the heating systems have now been put into each room and the workmen have
14.2.14 update from PD. Workshop set for 21.3.14. This will explore 2 OOH
2 items listed
scenarios that will help inform the requirements, responsibilities and costs associated
with providing OOH cover. pw

30/04/2014

I

Feb 2014: Capital Investment Group approved purchase of 15 new printers. Order
being placed before end of financial year. short testing period when printers are
received on-site. New printers to be rolled out to priority areas Q1 of 14/15.

5 items listed

21/10/2012

A

To remain on the register at present - no incidents reported. Future interface changes 3 items listed
to be reviewed as other systems come online - ISIS and new Path system. Reviewed
(24/03/14) - consider use of charitable funds to support integration (RB).
25.07.13: Reviewed at QRPSG. Ongoing. (RB)

30/06/2014

I

22.08.13 Update from FG. Estates Delivery Group up and running. Space Utilisation 5 items listed
workshop to be held on 19th Sept. Board approved to progress to next stage at Julys
meeting. 23.08.13 sent signing off form to KB to possibly take off risk register.
11.11.13 asked again. 11.11.13 KB advised he would update 12.11.13. 29.11.13
asked again.

30/11/2012

30/01/2013

Kevin Bolan CSF8

Productivity

EDSCD

A

31.07.13 Nothing further to report at this stage. SN. 30.08.13 Funding still not
secured for 2013-2014 to continue with work to catalogue archive record holdings.
Paris will assist in the future as all records created will be electronically held within
one system. However, historical records will still be held in multiple paper and
electronic formats. SN. 30.09.13 No further update. SN. 08.04.14 Paris now
implemented across all services. No funding identified to progress work to catalogue
and re-organise archived paper records SN 15 05 14 TEC agreed that a cross

28/02/2013

28/02/2013

Sue Nelson CSF8

Productivity

EMD

7 items listed

24/04/2014

30/06/2014

21/10/2012

Enc S3 - BAF and Risk Register 2014 15/Risk Input 2014-15

RISK REGISTER ENTRIES

Data as of 23.06.2014

550 INTAUD

COMMH

PATSAF

22/11/12 31/10/14

LOW STAFFING LEVELS NT
WITHIN OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPY ACUTE TEAM

* OT Acute Team currently 50% under-resourced
compared to National Benchmarking.

20

20

HIGH * The Department is currently prioritising critical needs
only.
* Liaising with Bed Management.
* Low and moderate needs supported through Red Cross
Independent Living Centre.
* On line Self Assessments.

A

31.07.13 No further funding agreed. SQ. 30.08.13 No further progress to report. SQ. 6 items listed
30.09.13 Still awaiting completion and agreement of Transitional workforce plan. SQ.
31.10.13 The Transitional Workforce Plan has been actioned and continues to be
discussed. New action created to develop a Case for Change. SQ. 31.12.13 Case
for Change in development to reach completion by target date. SQ. 31.01.14 Still
developing Case for Change to meet target date of 28 February 2014. SQ. 28.02.14
Risk to other elements of service have needed to be prioritised. Plan to complete
Business Case for Change by 31 March 2014. SQ. 31.04.14 Business Case in
progress. Service demand has required SQ to prioritise areas without mitigation in
place to ensure patient and staff safety. SQ. 30.04.14 Case for Change still in
progress. EP.

31/10/2014

552

ACUTE

QCE

05/12/12 30/09/14

VACANT CONSULTANT APR
PHYSICIAN POSTS (BAF:
10.73)

* Lack of applicants for Consultant Physician
vacancies.
* Reliability on agency locum's.
* High cost

20

20

HIGH * Agency locum Consultants in MAAU, Respiratory and
General Medicine

A

23.04.13 Posts being advertised - review ongoing, vacancy by vacancy. NHS locum
recruited - Looking to recruit substantive consultants as suitable applicants become
available (RB). 24/04/14 Reviewed - await outcome of workforce meeting (RB)

3 items listed

31/03/2013

554 INTAUD

COMMH

PATEXP

27/12/12 31/07/14

LOW STAFFING LEVELS NT
OF OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPISTS ON THE
REHABILITATION WARD

* Current OT Staffing on the Rehabilitation Ward is
inadequate in regards to national guidelines.
* Risk to quality and patient safety resulting in extended
length of stay/increased care costs and complaints.
* Currently offering well below half of the
recommended level of OT input.
* Lack of Senior OT staff to provide support and
guidance to junior members of staff.

20

12

MOD

* Reallocation of Community Band 6 to provide support to
ward until substantive funding successful.
* Recruiting a Clinical Team Lead to Inpatient Areas to
provided senior support and development of staff.

A

31.07.13 0.31fte Band 7 has resigned and work re-distributed. Recruitment
9 items listed
paperwork undergoing Scrutiny process. SQ. 30.08.13 Interview planned for
September. Band 6 funding to be confirmed by Finance during September 2013. SQ.
30.09.13 External recruitment underway as no appropriate internal candidates. Band
6 funding has yet to be confirmed within the OT budget. SQ. 31.10.13 No
appropriate external applicants. OT Service redesign being discussed to assist in
recruitment and retention to this post. Band 6 establishment change being confirmed.
SQ. 31.12.13 Recruitment remains unchanged for Band 7 post. Options being
discussed with Directorate Management. Band 6 post awaiting Scrutiny. SQ.
31.01.14 Band 6 recruitment process awaiting reference checks. SQ. 28.02.14
Band 6 references received and start date confirmed for 17.03.14. Band 7 recruitment
under discussion due to possible Organisational Change. SQ. 31.03.14 New Band 6
vacancy due to resignation now requires recruitment. Band 7 post continues in
negotiation with Directorate Service Lead. SQ. 30.04.14 Band 6 recruitment
completed pending reference and CRB checks. To commence in post by 31 May
2014. EP.

17/03/2014

557 INTAUD

PLANND

PATEXP

22/01/13 30/06/14

Excessive NHS use of
private patient ward
impacting upon business
profitability (BAF 2.26)

CBU

* Risk of reduced income and damage to long term
business though excessive use of
Mottistone beds
by the NHS.

16

12

MOD

* Highlighting risk in bed decisions to senior management.
* Planning with Bed Management private admissions.
* Trust wide work to reduce bed LOS (and thus freeing up
beds).

I

Mar 14 Update: As above, no change. Use of private beds for NHS patients
continuesto impact private activity, causing delays and impacting quality of service,
potentially affecting reputation and profitability. Ringfencing of private beds has not
been considered to be a viable option due to the needs of the Trust to use private
beds.

30/06/2014

558 FTPRG

CORPRI

GOVCOM 04/02/13 30/06/14

FAILURE TO ACHIEVE
FOUNDATION TRUST
STATUS

KBA

* Failure to hit key performance and quality targets
* Budget management within directorates
* Identification and delivery of recurrent CIPs
* CCG funds may be reduced leading to income
reduction and loss of service
* Fair price tariff top-up
* Ensuring delivery of high quality services
* Workforce elements (capacity, culture, capability,
morale, redesign, flexibility, recruitment and retention
of high quality staff
* Poor customer satisfaction leading to increased
complaints
* Unco-ordinated healthcare on the Island
* Lack of finance leads to inability to afford 'extras' /
specific procedures

15

15

MOD

* IBP and LTFM
* Performance Management
* Secure SBP (capital and revenue)
* Strengthened Governance (FIWC)
* CCG formal review
* Strengthening the Board (including reporting and
challenge)
* Staff Engagement and communication
* Union engagement
* Training and Development

A

29.10.13 Update from LJ (Finance). FRR rating of 3 was achieved in M06. SLR Team 11 items listed
are working closely with various depts to establish a better understanding of their cost
drivers and adjust where necessary. Planned Directorate ran a full day for GM's on
SLR and it is hoped that this will be carried across the other Directorates within the
FY. 06.11.13 update from AS. Recent CRR assessment was less than 2.5 and we will
review this each quarter. The process for managing complaints has been clarified.
Changes to the process have been made and the Policy will be updated. 21.5.14
update from KB - no change

560

CORPRI

GOVCOM 04/02/13 30/09/14

LOSING SERVICES AND KBA
INCOME

* AQP framework
* Increased competition in the new NHS model
* Internal expertise in responding to tenders

12

12

567

CORPRI

QCE

14/02/13 30/06/14

WORKFORCE Inc
ASW
CAPACITY & CAPABILITY

* Over reliance on agency/locums
* ability to plan for future 5 years
* Service continuity during change
* Reducing budget
* Investment in Training and Development
* Failure or inability to recruit to key clinical posts
* Failure to change culture within the organisation
* Lack of clear strategy to develop clinical workforce in
line with Island demographic and changing national
profile
* Reduction of Junior Doctors

16

16

* Establishment of Strategic and Commercial Directorate
* Regular communication with CCG via system reform
board
* Regular Communication with Public Health through
contracts team.
* Registration with public sector tender notice boards to
monitor new notices via commercial team
HIGH * 5 year workforce plan being reviewed against phasing and
impact on quality.
* Reviewing services and developing alternative methods of
provision for key clinical posts. Targeted recruitment
schemes and review of clinical roles through the Clinical
Strategy
* Pay and conditions - review of current flexibilities being
explored as part of CIP plan.
* Culture - rewrite of EQF and maintaining the Big
Discussion.

569

CORPRI

PATSAF

14/02/13 30/06/14

FAILURE TO IDENTIFY
POTENTIAL AREAS OF
CONCERN INCLUDING
POOR OR WORSENING
QUALITY OF CARE

* Poor quality of care
* Worsening quality of care

12

12

ASW

MOD

MOD

* Performance Framework including Nursing Dashboard
* Board Assurance Visits
* Development of Quality Matrix
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4 items listed

06.06.14 Update from AHE. Formal Reporting of status and application of governance 5 items listed
through FIWC and TEC with link to all appropriate delivery groups now in place. This
to be reviewed for robustness in Sept 14.

01/09/2013

17.4.14 Workforce Strategy approved by Finance Investment Workforce Committee
April 2014. Workforce Transformation Group established covering areas of concern
with sub groups supporting delivery.

5 items listed

30/09/2014

17.4.14 action plan updated by TG.

3 items listed

30/04/2013

Julie Morris CSF9

Workforce

EMD

22/04/2013

Alison Price CSF9

Workforce

EDONW

17/03/2014

Julie Morris CSF9

Workforce

EMD

MR

CSF7

Productivity

EDONW

31/01/2013

Alan
Sheward

CSF6

Resilience

CX

17/04/2014

Andrew
Heyes

CSF7

Productivity

CX

Mr Mark
Elmore

CSF9

Workforce

EDONW

Sarah
Johnston

CSF2

Quality

EDONW

18/06/2013

Enc S3 - BAF and Risk Register 2014 15/Risk Input 2014-15

RISK REGISTER ENTRIES

Data as of 23.06.2014

570 RA

CORPRI

PATSAF

22/02/13

CRITICAL
AHE
INFRASTRUCTURE RISK

577 IR

CORPRI

PATEXP

26/03/13 31/03/15

PRESSURE ULCERS

ASW

580

CORPRI

QCE

26/06/13 31/08/14

MEDICAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
STANDARDS

ASW

581

ACUTE

PATEXP

26/06/13 30/06/14

584 IR

COMMH

QCE

585 IR

COMMH

586

12

12

20

20

* Lack of standardisation across the Organisation
relating to Medical Photography
* Poor quality image recording and storage leading to
inaccurate clinical information
* Significant Information Governance risks due to poor
practices in relation to consent to photography, choice
of camera and storage of images.

12

PHLEBOTOMY CLINIC AT GK
RYDE COMMUNITY
CLINIC (BAF 2.22)

* CPA non compliant
* non compliant with Health & Safety and Privacy and
Dignity
* Lack of Pathology Reception Staff

04/09/13 30/06/14

PARIS COMMUNITY
INFORMATION SYSTEM

NT

QCE

04/09/13 30/06/14

IT ISSUES COMMUNITY
INFORMATION SYSTEM

NT

PLANND

QCE

23/09/13 30/06/14

Failing Endoscopy
LHE
decontamination machines
able to meet service
requirements

587 IR

PLANND

PATSAF

23/09/13 30/06/14

590 INTAUD

CORPRI

GOVCOM 18/10/13 31/08/14

Ophthalmic Casenotes Poor Condition, Misfiling
d D li AUDIT
i L - di
INTERNAL

18/10/13 01/04/15

LHE
MP

* Department of Health gateway ref 18469 requires a
review of NHS Critical infrastructure risk
* For the IOW NHS Trust this requires a review of the
High risk and significant risk backlog to ensure it has
been prioritised correctly in the current backlog
programme and capital investment plans
* Pressure ulcer incidences need to reduce

* Condition and statutory compliance surveys have been
A
carried out.
* The surveys have identified backlog funding required
* Capital programme includes an allocation to address
backlog
* Work place risk assessment
HIGH * Recording of pressure ulcers on monthly dashboard and
A
review at local performance review and Quality & Clinical
Performance Committee
* New action plan in place with revised targets - held to
account at Q&CPC
* Further training and competency assurance instigated to
ensure all staff skilled in pressure ulcer management
* Regular review by senior teams on walk around assurance
visits

15.11.13 update from KB. The backlog and infrastructure business case went to
4 items listed
Estates programme group, Capital Investment Group and TEC this month, all
approved against this years funding £1.2m. However backlog and infrastructure are ongoing risks which require over £10m to address and are planned to be reduced over
the next 10 years so can not be removed.

31/03/2013

24/10/2013

Kevin Bolan CSF8

Productivity

EDSCD

13.11.13 Update from GS. Reauditting of notes took place in October demonstrating 4 items listed
that whilst care planning has improved there has been a drop in number of suitable
patients having care plans initiated, mainly in Planned directorate wards. Competency
assessments are continuing with band 7s and above focus of CNS and wards being
supported to competence assess registered nurses by end December. Pressure Ulcer
Campaign under way - first week in October had 73 attendees at Conference Room
exhibition, and link meeting in October was attended by Executive Director of Nursing.
Activities are planned for November and December with support of external
representatives. 27.05.14 requested update from GS.

30/09/2013

13/11/2013

Sarah
Johnston

CSF2

Quality

EDONW

12

MOD

I

26.06.13 Approved at RMC on 19.06.13. 29.07.13 requested an update 15.8.13
7 items listed
asked again. 11.9.13 asked again. 1.10.13 asked again 2.10.13 BJ discussing policy
with TM. PW to discuss other issues with SJ. 11.11.13 asked for update from TM/SJ
again. 11.11.13 email from BJ stating this has been carried forward to early next year
due to work pressures. 21.02.14 BJ to discuss with TM. 30.5.15 d/w BJ. one of TM
objectives - bring forward August 14

01/08/2014

Sarah
Johnston

CSF2

Quality

EDONW

16

16

HIGH * Curtains drawn around patients
* Attempts made to re site the clinic on site.
* Attempts to utilise other site receptionists

I

17/04/14 Reviewed at QRPSG. Longer term plan to be included in Community Clinics - 2 items listed
small works completed to address issues in the short term. (RB)

30/06/2014

Elizabeth
Thorne

CSF1

Quality

EDONW

* Child Health unable to submit Newborn Blood
Screening KPI returns to NHS England
* LA staff unable to access Paris which places joint
working at risk

16

16

HIGH * Working towards integration with PAS to download NN4B
into Paris
* Discussions ongoing between LA and Trust regarding LA
accessing Paris

A

Julie
Adams

CSF8

Productivity

EMD

* Failure to deliver laptops in timescale
* Paris system has been "down" with read only access
for 92 Hours
* MH Unable to log onto Paris
* Installation of Network Cables at Carisbrooke Health
Centre
* Not being able to access IT Support out of hours
* No Scanner available to scan documents
* Existing machines require replacement due to regular
breakdown
* Decision required as to timing of purchase (as part of
proposed new build 14/15 or sooner)
* Contingency arrangements for the interim

16

16

I

30/06/2014

Nikki Turner CSF8

Productivity

EMD

12

12

HIGH * All Laptops for School Nurses now built and delivered to
service.
* Extra Network points installed in Daish Way.
* All schools contacted regarding accessing Broadband to
enable SN's to input results and access information while in
schools.
* Cables installed at Carisbrooke Health Centre - however
connection not working.
MOD * Maintenance contract increased to platinum level service

04.09.13 Approved by RMC team via Voting buttons on email on 03.09.13. 30.09.13 5 items listed
School Nurse scheduling on target for deadline. Mental Health Community going live
within the next few weeks. LD & CAMHS due to start within the next two weeks. JCD.
31.03.14 All services scoped for Paris. SALT will reach 'go live' by May 2014 with the
other services going live by 30 June 2014 JCD 15 05 14 Once interface is
04.09.13 Approved by RMC members via email on 03.09.13. 30.09.13 Good
7 items listed
progress made with School Nurses and Health Visitors equipment. Timescales will be
more accurate. Work on going with those schools reluctant to provide their
broadband. JCD. 31.03.14 All issues resolved with the exception of "Our of Hours
Cover from IT". Meeting scheduled to discuss and progress this. JCD.

I

Apr14: mitigation plan developed and discussed with TEC & Quality Group.

2 items listed

30/06/2014

LHE

CSF2

Quality

EDONW

* Misfiles and duplicate ophthalmic inners potentially
leading to mis-diagnosis and treatment of ophthalmic
i
* Limited
assurance - see audit report for full details.

20

20

I

30/06/2014

Kathryn
Taylor

CSF2

Quality

EDONW

12

23.09.13 Approved at RMC on 18.09.13. April 14 update: Meeting with ISIS who feel
that current ISIS provision will not be adequate to support paperless ophthalmology.
P
QCPC
i RMC ionl 16.10.13.
bid
h
IT by Audit & Risk Committee.
hi i li
ih
18.10.13
Approved iat
Monitored

4 items listed

12

HIGH * Nursing and medical staff aware of risk of duplicate
folders.
N point
i action
ff hplan is in place with
i all responsibilities and
l
MOD ** 10

1 item listed

31/08/2014

CBU

CSF7

Productivity

CSFT

CSF2

Resilience

EDSCD

REPORT PRIVATE
PATIENTS AND
OVERSEAS VISITORS
2013/14 - LIMITED
ASSURANCE

* No Private Patient Policy
* No SLAs in place with other departments for services
utilised
* Lack of procedures in place to identify and escalate
issues to Overseas Manager
* 10 point action plan in place to be completed in full by
April 2014

ACCESS CONTROL AND FG
LOCK DOWN SYSTEM

* The organisation has a mixture of the old mechanical
key access control system and code locks mixed.
* Unable to lockdown all or part of the organisation in
response to an emergency situation
* Unable to restrict visitor access/unauthorised
persons in clinical areas etc.
* risk of thefts of assets/inability to secure high risk
areas

15

15

MOD

* There is a consent to photograph form on the Trust
intranet - but this is not widely used.

A

31/08/2013

timescales included. The plan will be monitored by finance
and updates provided to the Audit and Corporate Risk
Committee.

28.05.14 Still ongoing.

MOD

* The is a cascade lock down system but it is difficult to say
if this will work in practice
Departments understand their security and can secure, but
breaches do occur.

28.05.14 update from RG. Production of a 'masterplan' which shows locations of both 7 items listed
existing and proposed access controls as well as roadway controls. The masterplan
will be broken down into prioratised phases and we will identify a cost against each
phase. Completion end of July 2014.
The production of a 'roadmap' which outlines the process and engagement for
implementing replacement and new access control systems. Completion end of July
2014.

30/06/2014

Robert
Graham

591 RA

CORPRI

PATSAF

592

CORPRI

GOVCOM 28/11/13 31/08/14

INTERNAL AUDIT
REPORT ESTATES
2013/14 - LIMITED
ASSURANCE

FG

* Limited Assurance - see audit report for full details
* The Eclipse System not updated in a timely manner
with statutory and pre-planned maintenance.
* Repair jobs to be carried out within designated
timeframes.
* Not all Business cases fully completed.

12

12

MOD

Action plan is in place with all responsibilities and timescales A
included. The plan will be monitored by finance and updates
provided to the Audit and Corporate Risk Committee.

28.11.13 Approved at RMC 20.11.13. MONITORED BY AUDIT & RISK COMMITTEE. 1 item listed
28.05.14 Still outstanding.

31/08/2014

Kevin Bolan CSF7

Productivity

EDSCD

593

CORPRI

GOVCOM 28/11/13 31/08/14

INTERNAL AUDIT
REPORT DISASTER
RECOVERY AND OUT
OF HOURS SUPPORT
2013/14 - LIMITED
ASSURANCE

FG

* Limited assurance - see audit report for full details
* 12 recommendations made.

12

12

MOD

Action plan is in place with all responsibilities and timescales A
included. The plan will be monitored by finance and updates
provided to the Audit and Corporate Risk Committee.

28.11.13 Approved at RMC on 20.11.13. MONITORED BY AUDIT & RISK
COMMITTEE. 28.05.14 Still ongoing.

31/08/2014

PD

Productivity

EDSCD
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RISK REGISTER ENTRIES

594 IR

ACUTE

595 RA

CORPRI

596 RA

Data as of 23.06.2014

21/01/14 31/07/14

ACQUISITION OF
MECHANICAL DEVICE
FOR CHEST
COMPRESSIONS

CS

* The Service currently has no mechanical device to
carry out chest compressions on patients in cardiac
arrest
* One paramedic redeployed following injury carrying
out compressions in moving ambulance
* National Ambulance Service Medical Directors
issued instructions for four trained personnel to be sent
to manage pre-hospital cardiac arrests but accept this
would not be required if mechanical device available on
vehicle

20

20

HIGH * None. Two vehicles are sent when available, but all
compressions are carried out by staff / bystanders, with
effectiveness affected during any patient movement and by
tiredness

21/01/14 30/07/14

PURCHASE OF
ADDITIONAL BED
SENSORS

SJO

* 60 additional bed sensors are required to increase
the current stock of 47 to 107.
* Increased numbers of patients admitted who are at
risk of falls, namely those with dementia.
* No funding available to purchase these sensors.

12

12

MOD

* Falls assessment.
* Falls care plan/ bundle
* E learning
* Staff attendance at monthly In patient falls group
* Medical equipment library manages loans of sensors to
ward, plus they maintain and repair damaged systems.
Wards damaging systems will be cross charged for
replacement parts.
* High/low beds
* Supervision policy

COMMH

21/01/14 31/07/14

SAFEGUARDING
CHILDREN TRAINING:
LEVEL 2

NT

* Level 2 safeguarding children training currently 53%
so below 100% compliance required for 2014/15 as
per new Appraisal Policy
* There are 1494 staff who need to complete Level 2 in
total and only 799 who have
* No additional capacity within the small operational
safeguarding children team to deliver amount of face to
face training required to reach full compliance
* Impact of coordinating safeguarding children training
for the whole organisation is impacting on day to day
role of the safeguarding children admin team

20

12

MOD

597

CORPRI

GOVCOM 28/01/14 31/08/14

INTERNAL AUDIT
ASW
REPORT - PAYROLL
AND WORKFORCE
TRANSACTIONS 2013/14 LIMITED ASSURANCE

* Limited Assurance - see Audit Report for full
details.
* 6 recommendations were made

12

12

MOD

598

ACUTE

GOVCOM 24/02/14 30/06/14

INTEGRATED HUB CALL CS
VISION TELEPHONE
RECORDER SERVER

* Insufficient Storage for Telephone calls received via
999, 111 & SPARRCS lines within Integrated Care HUB

20

16

599

ACUTE

QCE

24/02/14 30/09/14

DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING
DEPARTMENT
FACILITIES

16

16

600

CORPRI

PATSAF

24/02/14 31/08/14

SECURITY OF
TREATMENT ROOMS

16

601

PLANND

QCE

27/03/14 31/08/14

Theatre walls & floor
DCOL * Repair to recovery floor
refurbishment required to L
* Repair to walls and floor theatre 1
address potential infection
* Repair to walls and floor theatre 2
control risk

602

ACUTE

PATSAF

27/03/14 30/06/14

603

COMMH

PATSAF

04/04/14 31/07/14

604

CORPRI

GOVCOM 17/04/14 31/03/15

PATSAF

I

21.01.14 Approved at RMC on 15.01.14. Scoring of risk reviewed at RMC and agreed 3 items listed
at the current level of 20. 21/05/14 Reviewed at the QRPSG - Business case draft
presented to Directorate Board - to gain approval via directorate board, before going
on to medical devices group and CIG of Friends of St Mary's Funding (RB)

28/02/2014

20/02/2014

Ian Yeo

CSF2

Quality

EDONW

A

28.05.14 Update from VT. Agreement has been reached, that funding will be from
ward budgets, currently in process of pulling together.

4 items listed

30/06/2014

28/05/2014

Viv
Tomlinson

CSF2

Quality

EDONW

* Training monitored by Training Manager Pro 4 on line and I
compliance reports submitted monthly to the Joint
Safeguarding Steering Group
* Monthly compliance reports circulated to Modern
Matrons
* Request made by Executive Lead for Safeguarding for
compliance to be broken down by areas to allow for a
targeted approach of improvement
All of the above identify level of need but do not increase
training capacity
* Some Level 2 Training Sessions in place (Sessions X 2
Feb 14) with plan to maximise capacity to 80 for one session

21.01.14 Approved at RMC on 15.01.14. 28.02.14 Additional dates for full Level 2
4 items listed
Sessions (max 75 per session) have been scheduled for 11.04.14, 16.04.14 and
30.04.14. 3 yearly Level 2 update sessions have been scheduled for 14.03.14,
23.04.14, 07.05.14 and 28.05.14. For Level 3 training the LSCB are now starting to
put out level 3 multi agency training events and these have all been posted in E
Bulletin. A Safeguarding Newsletter is being developed to be sent out to all trust staff
via the payslips. JJ. 08.04.14 Further discussion with Development and Training re:
adoption of a Level 2 e-learning programme. Scheduled training dates for Classroom
sessions are available but not booked to full capacity. JJ. 15.05.14 Level 2
Safeguarding Training has increased from 53% as at 31.03.14 to 61% as at 14.05.14.
Regular full and update sessions available. Ongoing management of high levels of
DNA's. JJ.
Given the extreme reduced capacity within the safeguarding children team at present I
think this is good progress alongside our clinical role

31/07/2014

Mrs Jenny
Johnston

CSF9

Quality

EDONW

* Action Plan in place.

A

MONITORED BY AUDIT & RISK COMMITTEE

1 item listed

31/08/2014

Hilary
Salisbury

CSF7

Productivity

EDONW

HIGH * Currently IT are compressing data to maximise the
remaining space on the server, however this has a finite
capacity and best advice is that there is less than 6 months
recording available.

U

24.02.14 Approved at RMC on 19.02.14. Reviewed 12/05/14 - Business Case represented to CIG -.Approved for onward approval at TEC given 12/05/14 Server
ordered 15/05/14

6 items listed

15/05/2014

Paul
Dubery

CSF2

Quality

EDONW

I

24.02.14 Approved at RMC on 19.02.14. RR511 & RR578 Closed. Reviewed at
QRPSG 17/04/14 - No change awaiting longer term plans. (RB)

1 items listed

30/06/2014

Deborah
Beare

CSF1

Quality

EDONW

16

HIGH * Use of part of out-patients waiting room for some of our
patients.
* Use of small trolley in ultrasound room for probe
decontamination.
* Filtering of access to radiologists offices.
* No controls in place for recovery area
HIGH Staff vigilance

U

24.02.14 Approved at RMC on 19.02.14. 15.05.14 update from CJ. Discussions held 1 items listed
with Asst Head of H&S and Security to the treatment rooms fitting in with the wider
proximity card install project. We expect to have a firmer plan in about 8 weeks and
subject to funding, actual delivery in approx 3 months time.

31/08/2014

Charles
Joly

CSF2

Quality

EDSCD

9

9

LOW

Infection control audit undertaken to reduce risks
Floor repairs discussed and agreed for recovery over
weekend period
Need to plan closure of each theatre for one week, with
impact on operating

A

27.03.14 Approved by RMC members via voting buttons circulated 20.03.14. Apr 14
update: Discussion still underway regarding August Cowes week or Xmas week
closures to avoid risk to 18 weeks.

3 items listed

31/08/2014

Julianna
Hayward

CSF8

Quality

EDONW

AMBULANCE SERVICE - DCOL Hotel Services employs 5 (five) staff as Ambulance
VEHICLE "STOCKERS & L
Service Vehicle "Stockers & Washers"
WASHERS"
* Those five staff operate a rota system, but if one is
on annual leave or sick they are often not replaced
with a suitably trained substitute
* If a substitute is sent:
1. They are not assessed as able to drive our
vehicles - essential for the role
STAFF ISSUES
NT
* Physio vacancy F/T Band 6
RELATING TO
* Physio maternity leave vacancy
PHYSIOTHERAPY
* Unable to recruit Locum cover with appropriate
AVAILABILITY IN
clinical skills/experience of rehabilitation.
COMMUNITY REHAB &
LAIDLAW OUTPATIENTS

12

12

MOD

* Only control method in place is to report absence of staff
to their Line Manager, and submit a Datix form.
* We have no control of substitute staff that are sent

A

27.03.14 Approved by RMC members via voting button circulated on 20.03.14.
2 items listed
Reviewed RB (21.05.14) Staff to transfer line management responsibility to
Ambulance during June - Budget transfer to be reviewed after this managerial transfer.

30/06/2014

Shaun
Carter

CSF3

Quality

EDONW

12

12

MOD

* Paperwork for Band 6 recruitment completed. Awaiting
A
post to go to advert.
* Expressions of interest for secondment opportunity for x 2
Band 6 Physios circulated. These can be backfilled with
bank Band 5 physios
* Flexible working across teams optimised
* Guidance on prioritisation and realistic workloads given to
staff members to reduce stress levels

04.04.14 Approved by RMC via voting button on 27.03.14. 15.05.14 Secondments in 4 items listed
place and vacancies filled. Ongoing high levels of demand in community rehab
service mean pressure on staff remains. Recruitment on going. LA.

31/07/2014

Sister
Aileen
Macaulay

CSF3

Quality

EMD

FAILURE TO ACHIEVE
COST IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAMME

16

16

HIGH Quince system introduced to provide closer monitoring
Transformation Management Office
Scrutiny by Finance Investment and Workforce Committee
Weekly financial deep dives to monitor performance

06.06.14 Update from AH. Transformation Delivery Group daily monitoring of schemes 2 items listed
and projects. Weekly Transformation Delivery Group Meetings and weekly reports go
to TEC. To be reviewed again to ensure we submit LTFM on 20th June which
captures the CIPS.

30/06/2014

Andrew
Heyes

RBAL ORIGINALLY HIGHLIGHTED IN AUGUST 2012
L
* General lack of space for current workload and
demands on department
* No facilities for decontamination of ultrasound
probes
* No recovery area for post procedure patients
AHE * Treatment rooms with unrestricted access (some no
door)
* Unrestricted access to potentially dangerous items
(blades/scalpels, syringes, scissors)
* Unrestricted access to waste medicines
* Disturbance to staff in the preparation of Controlled
Drugs (against NMC guidance)

CP

Insufficient CIP schemes to achieve financial surplus
whilst maintaining or improving quality.
Insufficient Recurrent CIP schemes leading to future
year impact
Inefficient service delivery making services
unaffordable compared to funding received.
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RISK REGISTER ENTRIES

Data as of 23.06.2014

605

CORPRI

17/04/14 30/09/14

ANY QUALIFIED
PROVIDER RISK
(POLICY DRIVEN)

CP

Indiscriminate loss of business to another provider
Issue of "cherry picking" easiest cases leaving us with
complex cases with decrease in revenue - we could
become unviable
Increased use of tendering causing loss of contribution
and therefore making remaining services unaffordable
due to diseconomies of scale

12

12

MOD

3 year contract for services signed with Isle of Wight CCG
from 14/15
NHSE contract finalised for 14/15

10.06.14 Update from AHE. IDAS tender submitted Dental Services and School
Nurse contracts are aware of impending tenders and teams are upstream in being
prepared. Registration with portal to ensure all OJUE notices are captured to avoid
missing retenders.

4 items listed

30/09/2014

Andrew
Heyes

606

CORPRI

17/04/14

DISECONOMIES
SUPPORT/LOCAL
MODIFICATION TO
TARIFF

CP

Future financial risk if Diseconomies Support/Local
Modification to Tariff/Local Price Variance not achieved
and contained within future pricing mechanisms

12

12

MOD

Financial Framework Agreement with IOW CCG
incorporating Diseconomies Support
NHSE contract agreed including Island Premium

10.06.14 requested an update from KC..

2 items listed

30/09/2014

Kevin
Curnow

607

PLANND

PATSAF

30/04/14 30/06/14

20

20

30.04.14 Approved at RMC on 16th April.

3 items listed

31/03/2015

Amanda
Pearson

CSF2

Quality

EDONW

CORPRI

PATSAF

30/04/14 01/09/14

9

9

HIGH * Currently laying up instruments in theatre. This has to be
done in front of the woman which is not good for patient
experience.
* Labour ward theatre is small and numerous people are
required to attend laying up in theatre would mean an
increased risk of de sterilisation of equipment
* Cat 1 caesarean sections are required to be performed in
LOW * Prioritising workload to ensure least disruption to Wards
and to maintain Patient Safety.
* Ensuring most critical equipment is being maintained.

I

608

Maternity Theatre
DCOL * Prep room inadequate air flow for laying up of
inadequate airflow leading L
instruments or storage of equipment
to potential infection
* Dirty utility has inadequate air flow that could lead to
contamination through the clean corridor to the delivery
control risk
rooms
* The pressure differentials did not create the correct
cascade through delivery suite to maintain a hierarchy
PLANNED
SJO * Preventative maintenance has fallen behind schedule
PREVENTATIVE
and cannot catch up due to lack of staff.
MAINTENANCE (PPM) IS
* There is an increased chance that patient applied
BEHIND SCHEDULE
equipment may become faulty.
* Care Quality Commission (CQC) may pick up on this
during their visit.

A

30.04.14 Approved at RMC on 16.04.14.

5 items listed

30/06/2014

Mr
Nathaniel
Ford

CSF8

Quality

EDONW

609

CORPRI

GOVCOM 30/04/14 30/06/14

PLANNED
PREVENTATIVE
MAINTENANCE
RECORDING ON MiCAD
SYSTEM

* Issue of where some records of PPMs undertaken by
the department have not electronically registered on
the MiCAD system

9

9

LOW

* Estates currently working with the IT Department and
MiCAD to resolve this issue.

A

30.04.14 Approved via voting button by RMC.

1 item listed

30/06/2014

Christopher CSF8
Kelly

Quality

EDSCD

610

CORPRI

GOVCOM 30/04/14 31/12/14

INTERNAL AUDIT ASW
CLINICAL AUDIT 2013/14

12

12

MOD

* Action Plan in place

A

Monitored by the Audit and Risk Committee.

1 item listed

31/12/2014

Vanessa
Flower

Productivity

EDONW

611

CORPRI

* Limited Assurance - See Audit Report for full
details.
* 10 Recommendations were made
* Infusion pumps: GemStar infusion system by
Hospira. List nos. 13000, 13100, 13150.
* Completion date should have been 03/04/2014

12

12

MOD

Reviewed at QCPC. NF to confirm when completed.

1 item listed

Clinical
Strategy

EDONW

612

ACUTE

02.06.14 Approved by RMC via voting button 21.05.14.

3 items listed

31/12/2014

Bronwyn
Hazeldine

CSF5

Quality

EDONW

613

614

KBO

CSF7

30/04/14

NON-COMPLIANCE WITH SJO
MDA ALERT MDA010

PATEXP

02/06/14 31/12/14

HOMECARE MEDICINES GHW * Currently 200 patients from St Mary's are receiving
their medication via Homecare company, spend in
excess of £1.5million per year, VAT savings of £364K
* In December 2013 a major home healthcare service
provider withdrew from the market causing transitional
issues as patients were transferred to new providers
and increasing pressure on existing suppliers.
* Reports of failure to supply homecare medicines and
products on time has increased significantly, resulting
in an increased risk to patients of medicine doses being
omitted or delayed.
* If the Homecare company is unable to continue with
the current demand, supplying of medication to return
to pharmacy department, increasing dispensary
workload and the requirement in nursing time,
counselling and training patients to self inject.

9

9

LOW

ACUTE

QCE

02/06/14 30/09/14

SWITCHBOARD
DATABASE

CS

* Inability for Switchboard personnel to update the
main database, due to it not saving effectively.
* Inaccurate department/personnel information
recorded on the database.
* Time lapse in information being updated means that
the database falls further behind.

16

16

HIGH None

U

02.06.14 Approved by RMC via voting buttons 21.05.14.

3 items listed

30/09/2014

Claire Cox

CSF8

Resilience

EDONW

ACUTE

QCE

02/06/14 30/09/14

SWITCHBOARD SIEMENS CONSOLE
PROGRAMME

CS

* The Siemens console programme (the software that
enables the connection between the hospital
switchboard and Trust departments) has been altered
from the purchased system and is therefore not
supported by Siemens.
* There is no maintenance agreement for this system
and no way of restoring the software, should there be a
system failure.
* There is no support within the current Trust IT
department for this system as it has been developed
beyond the originally purchased software by a previous
employee.

16

16

HIGH None

U

02.06.14 Approved by RMC via voting button 21.05.14.

3 items listed

30/09/2014

Claire Cox

CSF5

Resilience

EDONW

Currently we are monitoring the situation closely. We have A
not experienced as many problems as some of the other
local trusts as we have small patients numbers receiving
homecare supplies. Our main issue with the company is
their delivery method. A recent changeover of delivery
supplier and computer glitch caused delivery delays but the
homecare company are addressing this. We have decided
to stop registering any new patients until the company has
sorted out the current issue. All new patients will be
dispensed through the pharmacy department (but registered
with the Homecare supplier for future deliveries), we
currently have a maximum of 1 or 2 new patients a week.
Not registering new patients with homecare will be a
temporary measure and it is hoped that we will return to
normal homecare services within the next few months, when
we receive assurance from the homecare provider that they
can guarantee their service.
There is a long term risk of homecare companies being
unable to cope with the increased demands placed on them
and the risk of further homecare providers withdrawing from
the market.
It these medications are returned to in house dispensing the
VAT avoidance for CCGs will be lost with a potential cost
impact of £350K/year.
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